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1 About Azure International  

Beijing-based Azure International is a leading investment and advisory company focused on 

China's cleantech energy sector. In addition to advisory capabilities in renewable energy and 

energy efficiency, we have proven capability to invest in and accelerate the development of clean 

energy companies. Our portfolio and partner companies have achieved both significant 

commercial success and returns to investors. Azure provides the necessary expertise and 

execution capabilities in China to lead relationship development with government and strategic 

partners, project execution, sourcing, sales and technology development. 

2 The authors 

Kevin Popper is a research consultant for Azure International with a strong 

concentration on energy storage and related technologies. Since joining the 

Azure Team, Kevin has developed some of the first quantitative models for 

valuing energy storage applications in China. He also manages the development 

of comprehensive databases covering both the Chinese and international 

markets. Prior to joining the Azure Team, Kevin was a Research Manager at the 

China Energy Storage Alliance (CNESA), where he oversaw the development of 

CNESA publications and consulting projects. He also has hands-on manufacturing experience; at 

Metalwerks PMD in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, he set up testing facilities and assisted with process 

development for a number of novel specialty alloys. Kevin holds a BA in Physics from Pomona 

College and a Master of Science from the London School of Economics. 

 

Anders Hove has over 12 years of energy sector research and finance 

experience. A native of Montana in the U.S., Anders began his career as an 

energy policy analyst with the Rand Corporation in Washington, DC, then moved 

to Wall Street where he performed equity research in the electric utilities and oil 

services sectors with Deutsche Bank AG and Jefferies and Co. Beginning in 2007, 

Anders shifted to the hedge fund industry where he focused on making small 

private equity investments in clean energy technologies and projects, 

particularly solar. In 2010, Anders relocated to Beijing, China, and became director of research 

analytics with the China Greentech Initiative, overseeing a broad-based research team 

investigating six sectors of clean energy technology in China. In early 2012 Anders joined Azure 

where he leads the Cleantech Advisory team. He focuses on energy storage, distributed solar and 

energy efficient buildings. Anders has both a Master of Science and a Bachelor of Science in 

Political Science from MIT, and he is a Chartered Financial Analyst.  

Chapter authors: U.K. (Mark Karge and Zhang Chi), Germany (Mark Karge and Zhang Chi), Japan 

(Xue Shan), South Korea (Xue Shan and Leng Qian), Australia (Leng Qian). 

Data analysis and collection: Guo Hong, Xue Shan, Leng Qian and Elaine Zhao. 
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3 Energy Storage World Forum - Dufresne 

The authors are grateful for the extensive collaboration and cooperation undertaken with 

Dufresne the organizers of the Energy Storage World Forum and Davide Bonomi in particular.  

 

 

Dufresne (doo - frayn) Research specialises in creating high quality market driven conferences and 

training. The company focuses on stationary Energy Storage across all applications from 

Residential, Self - Consumption and Microgrid through to large scale stationary storage. Our new 

conference formats such as the Building The Action Plan, the Tech Soap Box and our group on 

Linkedin with over 11000 selected professionals have created a platform which facilitates a 

genuine learning and business exchange within the energy storage community worldwide, join the 

group here http://linkd.in/esfgroup. Over 2000 delegates and 40+ sponsors attended our events in 

total so far. The next Energy Storage World Forum will take place in Berlin from 14-18 May 2018, 

find out more at www.energystorageforum.com 

   

Davide Bonomi is Director of Content Strategy at Dufresne. The company 

specialises in Conferences and Training Courses only on stationary energy 

storage since 2010. For Example 2 Conferences running back to back in 1 

location covering 60+ brand new researched topics. One 2 day Forum focuses on 

Residential Applications and The Energy Of Things (14-15 May, 2018). Another 

separate 3 day Forum focuses on Large Scale applications (16-18 May, 2018). 

The Energy Storage Academy instead runs a Training Course. Dufresne Research 

is committed to deliver quality driven content through researching and drafting 

each topic title in our programme before inviting the speakers. You can reach him on linkedin 

under his name. 

http://www.energystorageforum.com/
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4 Introduction 

For the past several years, investor enthusiasm for grid-scale energy storage technology has risen 

steadily, and for reasons that are quite clear. The technology is moving forward at a pace unheard 

of 20 years ago, propelled by consumer demand for better portable electronics and electric 

vehicles. And the need for grid-scale energy storage has become ever more apparent as countries 

like Germany see solar and wind penetrations rise towards 25% of installed capacity and China 

struggles to integrate almost 100 GW of wind power with a grid designed for centralized coal. 

Exciting policies like those in California are now also coming into play as investment drivers and 

helping some applications enter the commercialization phase.  

Understanding the market for energy storage poses a high hurdle for investors and technologies 

alike. The market for energy storage is inherently more derivative than those for renewable energy 

or other major clean energy categories. The market depends on the structure of wholesale power 

markets, the nature of local demand curves for different customers, the regional mix of electricity 

generation and transmission assets, and above all the pricing policies in place to govern how 

storage might be compensated and who might be eligible to receive compensation. Even policies 

designed to support energy storage are by necessity an order of magnitude more complicated 

than those to promote wind or solar. Add in the multiplicity of storage applications—renewable 

integration, micro grids, energy management, load shifting, frequency regulation, plus the 

potential to benefit from multiple revenue streams—and the overall picture at the global level 

takes on the level of complexity of the fine-grained structure of a carbon nanotube supercapacitor 

electrode.  

This report is an effort to help investors and energy storage technology companies focus on what 

matters at each level—country, region, policy and applications—while giving readers a 

comparative look at market attractiveness that until now has never been available. The emphasis 

here is less on technology developments and market forecasts than on where energy storage 

makes most economic sense today and in the near future. Energy storage is still uneconomical for 

most applications, but understanding price points for market entry is the critical first step to 

evaluating investments in this sector as well as formulating market strategies 

In any global market study, there are limits to the space available to go into detail on every market 

and every application. Naturally the report focuses on the regions that are well-known for being 

first-movers in energy storage or clean energy: California, Japan, Germany, China specifically; and 

Asia, Europe, Australia and the U.S. more broadly. The report also focuses on surprising findings—

for example, what applications that seem like early adopters won’t work, and what value streams 

make energy storage viable. Finally, the report contains a market attractiveness ranking system, 

based on real data on energy pricing structures and subsidies, that should enable companies and 

investors to target their efforts on the areas that matter in ways that aren’t possible without a 

global view. Energy storage is likely to play a major role in the electricity system of the future, but 

the path to that future will be full of curves and twists. This report is for navigating those curves. 
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5 Executive summary 

5.1 Energy storage attractiveness by region 

World energy storage markets are at an early stage of development. ES deployment in some 

regions is only entering the demonstration phase, and in others commercialization is the next step. 

Compared to markets for other technologies like solar—storage markets depend much more 

heavily on the structure of markets, pricing, generation, electricity demand, and transmission. To 

understand these forces by region, this report evaluates eight different categories relevant to ES 

attractiveness: storage experience, storage subsidies and targets, wind and solar penetration and 

growth, distributed energy penetration and growth, electricity price levels, time-of-use (TOU) 

prices, demand charges, and the structure and pricing of ancillary services markets. 

The scoring system reflects the attractiveness of macro inputs, and does not reflect whether the 

final modeling result shows that ES would be attractive in that country for a given application. This 

is because ES application value depends on a combination of factors, not on single factors like 

those shown here. 

ATTRACTIVENESS OF MACRO FACTORS AFFECTING ES BY REGION 

 
*Note: U.S. ratings represent high value regions such as California, not national averages. 
Source: Azure International, 2014 

The rankings were determined using a variety of qualitative and quantitative factors, broadly 

summarized as follows: 

 Storage experience: Countries with high experience have a wide variety of energy storage 

projects, including many different technologies, operating for a number of years in many 

different applications. Countries with an advanced industrial or R&D base with 

considerable energy storage involvement, but without many ES projects deployed, are also 

ranked highly by this measure. 

 Storage subsidies and targets: Most countries do not have explicit targets or subsidies for 

storage. Therefore, the existence of such subsidies or targets, and their applicability, 
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generally result in a fairly high rating. The U.S. only has targets in a few places, but these 

are sufficient to earn a high ranking. Similarly, while German subsidies for distributed ES 

are not high in our view, they are pathbreaking. 

 Wind and solar penetration and prospects for growth: Both the absolute amount and 

overall regional penetration of wind and solar matter for energy storage. Countries with 

high rankings have regions that already have high penetrations of intermittent renewable 

energy or are expected to see high regional penetration of wind and solar prior to 2020.  

 Distributed energy and prospects for growth: Similarly, countries that have regions with 

high penetration of distributed solar, or prospects of high penetration by 2020, are shown 

as attractive by this measure. 

 Electricity price level: This is a relative measure. Of the countries we studied, Germany has 

the highest electricity price levels overall. Countries are scored based on their overall price 

level when compared with the average of this group. 

 TOU: Two factors affect the TOU score: TOU price differential and TOU availability. Most 

countries do not have TOU implemented for all customers, and typically restrict TOU to 

commercial and industrial customers, plus in some cases a small subset of residential 

customers. Many countries with TOU pricing have low or moderate pricing differentials. 

For energy storage, a price differential of at least 100% between peak and off-peak is 

attractive, and anything below 50% is not attractive.  

 Demand charges: Similarly, both level and availability of demand charges affect the 

country score for this category. In general, demand charges of over US$ 25/kW per month 

are on the high side, while demand charges below US$ 25/kW on an annual basis would 

offer little benefit for storage. Availability is another consideration: demand charges are 

attractive for commercial and industrial customers in China, for example, but customers 

can opt for other charging methods meaning the demand charge has little applicability. 

Overall, the country ratings reflect the current state of the market, with most countries attractive 

for ES in at least one category. Germany has taken the lead with ES subsidies. California has taken 

the lead with ES targets. Australia has great distributed solar penetration and, provided solar 

installations get back on track, could need ES in South Australia. The U.S. and South Korea have 

good ancillary service markets for storage. The country sections and application value results 

sections discuss these differences and distinctions in detail. 

5.2 Energy storage value by application 

The analysis of ES application value by country forms the centerpiece of this report. Application 

value is critical to understanding ES markets because these vary sharply by country and market 

structure. Any market forecast that doesn’t account for detailed application value analysis lacks 

rigor. Furthermore, application value analysis often yields surprises, such as our findings on the 

value of German ES subsidies. Most importantly, this application value analysis uses real data to 

generate findings that can be then compared consistently across markets, or altered based on new 

tariff or pricing data. Fundamentally, application value modeling is the first and largest step in 

understanding the future trajectory of energy storage markets. 
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Since ES markets are in the demonstration phase, ES application modeling is not relevant for all 

markets. Some countries like South Korea are set to deploy storage on a large scale in response to 

policy goals and reliability targets, which are not captured by application value analysis. 

Applications modeled focus on energy-oriented ES: 

 Bulk Electricity Time Shifting 

 Large-scale Wind Integration 

 T&D Investment Deferral 

 Residential, Commercial and Industrial Energy Management (TOU Energy Management, 

Demand Charge Reduction, Power Reliability, Power Quality) 

 Small-scale PV Integration 

Key findings on ES application value include: 

 Australia and Italy showed that highest value for bulk electricity time shifting: Although 

advanced energy storage technologies will probably not be able to hit the price points to 

open up this market before 2020, these high value markets should be favorable for PHS 

development or stacked applications that derive only part of their value from wholesale 

energy arbitrage. 

 Uncertainty looms regarding wholesale market pricing as the penetration of wind and 

solar increases: Peak and off-peak prices have been significantly affected by wind and 

solar selling into the wholesale market. Although, PHS may appear attractive based on 

2013 modeling, many developers are unwilling to invest citing future uncertainty. In 

addition, the introduction of capacity payment to offset declining revenues from energy 

sales could create new opportunities for capacity based energy storage applications while 

driving up electricity price inflation. 

 Wind integration opportunities remain elusive: Based on projections of wind integration 

costs from a number of international studies, Azure modeled the value of an energy-

oriented energy storage system. The results show a clear trend of increasing benefits from 

2013 to 2020, but the 2020 NPV benefit will likely be too low to attract energy storage 

investment without further subsidy support. Investment in new transmission, improved 

forecasting and revised generation scheduling practices should provide an effective means 

of integration in the short to medium term. 

 Transmission and distribution upgrade deferral not attractive: Azure compared the 

conventional valuation approach (annualized avoided cost of transmission upgrade) to one 

based on the costs of using diesel in place of ES. The results clearly showed that diesel, 

due to its low CapEx and due to the application’s low utilization requirement, is a very cost 

effective means of delaying upgrades.  

 Energy Management is Attractive but Only in Select Markets: In general, the value of 

energy storage increases closer to load. This is because ES can provide more benefits to 

upstream grid assets. Based on a survey of tariff structures within the 10 countries 

covered, Azure found that several countries (Australia, U.S., Japan) have currently 
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attractive value propositions for TOU energy management, demand charge management, 

or a hybrid of both. The value of this application is strongly dependent on retail pricing 

structures and does not necessarily exist in markets with high retail electricity tariffs, like 

Germany. 

 Small-scale PV Integration close to Economic but not yet there: This application 

valuation, which considers the value of self consumption versus grid discharge, is close to 

being economic with high-value cases in Germany, the U.K., Italy and Australia provided an 

NPV lifetime benefit over US$ 700/kWh. However, current system prices for lithium ion 

type systems are still above US$ 1000/kWh, so this market will take some time to develop. 

As electricity inflation continues and PV panel prices continue to decline, the value of this 

application should grow quickly over the coming years. 

5.3 Market status and market forecast results 

Many ES market research reports center on forecasts, using the forecast headline number as a 

marketing gimmick, while relying on survey methodologies that have various biases and often fail 

to connect with real storage economics. This report, in contrast, focuses on bottoms-up forecast 

models that rely on an extensive world project database and pipeline (more comprehensive than 

the U.S. Department of Energy’s) and actual application value modeling. While this approach has 

some weaknesses and can’t capture unpredictable policy or other step-wise changes, it clearly 

benefits from better rigor versus alternatives. To reflect our focus on more concrete, immediate 

results, we do not include the actual forecast headline number in our marketing materials or 

executive summary. The results of this study should prove essential reading to ES developers or 

manufacturers planning market strategy. 

The global energy storage market is still in the early stages of development but has been growing 

steadily over the last ten years, with an average year over year market growth of 24% from 2003 

to 2013. Japan and the U.S. have dominated this early development, accounting for 83% of 

installed capacity at the end of 2011. From 2011 to 2013, China became the fastest growing 

market, with its market share going from 8.5% to 14% over that period, and is now the third 

largest market in the world. Although the European markets surveyed for this report account for 

only 5% of current installed capacity, Italy and Germany are beginning to implement a number of 

MW-scale demonstrations that should establish them as energy storage development leaders. 

Some highlights of the modeling results include the following: 

 Economically attractive installations within the U.S., Japan and Australia are already 

available in 2014. Among these markets, Australia stands out as the only one not driven by 

subsidies. In 2017-2018, Germany and France are expected to become economically 

attractive. Finally, residential PV applications in the U.K. are expected to become attractive 

around 2020. 

 Renewable Energy Integration, Bulk Electricity Time Shifting, Frequency Regulation and 

End User Energy Management are the top four applications based on installed capacity, 
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accounting for 74% of installations by end of 2013. PV integration is a wild card depending 

on combining with other applications. 

 Early installations have favored domestic technology, reducing benefits of trade 

(economies of scale, technology transfer). But cross border trade is already growing and 

should increase as commercially viable applications emerge: There are opportunities to 

source Chinese batteries for energy management in the U.S. and other countries. 

 The German market, despite its subsidy for solar energy storage and high renewable 

penetration, does not show strong economic growth opportunities for ES before 2017.  

 For the U.S. market, more specifically the California market, commercial energy 

management is expected to be the most attractive early development market. The 

combination of the SGIP subsidy and high demand charges makes this market attractive. 

However, there are other markets with quickly growing demand charges, like New York 

City, that will also contribute to growth. It is interesting to note that residential 

applications do not appear attractive, despite the fact that residential customers pay the 

highest retail rates on average. 

 In Australia, commercial energy management and industrial energy management will be 

the most two attractive applications. Commercial energy management is the largest 

application based on capacity, but its market share will decline due to emerging 

opportunities for industrial and residential energy management before 2020. 

 The U.K. has a number of demonstration projects currently underway and additional 

capacity expected to come online over the next few years. However, overall capacity 

remains limited because a subsidy support structure that could facilitate repeatable 

business models has yet to be introduced. Beginning in 2020, small-scale PV integration is 

expected to become attractive without subsidy. 

 China has one of the largest long term project development pipelines, with a number of 

renewable energy integration projects expected to come online by 2020. Through the 

development of its PV industry, China has proven ability to stimulate rapid industry 

development. The same could happen for its energy storage industry. Based on a 2012 

study of the market, which was based primarily on market participant interviews, Azure 

predicted that China’s energy storage market could exceed 750 MW. China could very well 

meet or exceed this goal; it has the world’s largest market potential and a history of rapid, 

policy-supported growth. 
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6 United States  

6.1 Summary 

The United States remains the world’s center of innovation in both energy technology and energy 

policy. Over the years, California-based venture capital investors have provided the bulk of early-

stage private capital for wind, solar, battery and other technologies, and U.S. Department of 

Energy grants and loan guarantees, such as those under the DARPA-E program established by 

Congress in 2007, have further stimulated growth. Many renewable energy technologies saw their 

first (subsidized) commercial deployments in the U.S., though in many cases Europe or China went 

on to surpass the U.S. in terms of policy support and installed capacity. In some cases, U.S. utilities 

like American Electric Power (AEP), AES, and ConEd have over a decade of experience procuring 

and operating energy storage technologies for a variety of grid applications. Distributed solar, 

demand response, real-time metering, and smart energy management technologies are all ready 

to achieve takeoff. In almost any scenario, the U.S. will be among the first to see widespread 

commercial deployment of energy storage. 

6.2 Long record of utility experience 

Utility experience with storage is one of the under-appreciated factors that will contribute to the 

U.S. lead in energy storage deployment. Utilities are notoriously conservative, and operating 

storage technologies on the grid is far more operationally complex than most observers realize. 

U.S. utilities such as American Electric Power (AEP) in the Midwest and Pacificorp in the Southwest 

led the way in demonstrating energy storage for transmission deferral using new technologies: In 

the case of AEP, the utility deployed a 1 MW sodium-sulfur battery in West Virginia to avoid a 

substation upgrade, whereas Pacificorp used a 250 kW vanadium-redox flow battery from VRB 

(now Prudent Energy) to defer upgrading a small transmission line in a sparsely populated, remote 

area of Utah. Going further back, several utilities have performed long-term demonstrations of 

lead-acid batteries for applications like peak shaving, load-leveling and ancillary services, including 

remote areas in Alaska, regions like Puerto Rico with high power costs, and remote desert 

locations in the case of Southern California Edison. 

EARLY EXAMPLES OF U.S. EXPERIENCE WITH GRID-SCALE BATTERY STORAGE SYSTEMS 
Utility Location Application Operational Power Energy Battery type Manufacturer

Crescent Electric 

Membership Cooperative

Statesville, 

NC
Peak shaving 1987-2002 500 kW 500 kWh Lead-acid GNB (now Exide)

Southern California Edison
Chino, 

California
Several 1988-1997 14 MW 40 MWh Lead-acid Exide

Puerto Rico Electric Power 

Authority (PREPA)
Puerto Rico

Frequency control, 

spinning reserve
1994-1999 20 MW 14 MWh Lead-acid C&D Battery

Metlakatla power and Light
Metlakatla, 

Alaska
Voltage regulation 1997-present 1 MW 1.4 MWh Lead-acid GNB (now Exide)

Golden Valley Electric 

Association

Fairbanks, 

Alaska

VAR support, 

spinning reserve
2003-present 27 MW 14.6 MWh NiCd ABB and Saft

American Electric Power 

(AEP)

Charleston, 

WV

Transmission 

deferral
2006-present 1 MW 7.2 MWh NaS NGK

Long Island Power Authority
Long Island, 

NY
Load shifting 2008-present 1.2 MW 6.5 MWh NaS NGK

Pacificorp
Castle 

Valley, Utah

Transmission 

deferral
2004-present 205 kW 2 MWh

Vanadium-redox 

flow battery

VRB (now Prudent 

Energy)  
Source: Daniel Doughty et al., “Batteries for Large Scale Electrical Energy Storage,” Electrochemical Society, Fall 2010 
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Looking beyond batteries, the U.S. also led experiments with other forms of energy storage. The 

world’s largest (in MW) compressed air energy storage (CAES) system is located in McIntosh, 

Alabama: the 110 MW system relies on underground compressed air storage and has been 

operating since 1991.1 California’s Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), supported by the California Public 

Utilities Commission, inaugurated a small flywheel energy storage system (FESS) from Beacon 

Power near a major wind field at Tehachapi, California, in 2010,2 and New York’s Consolidated 

Edison (ConEd) supported a 20 MW FESS for frequency regulation that began operation in 2011, 

backed by subsidies from the state and federal government.3  

6.3 National policies supporting energy storage 

Federal policy support for ES has arisen out of the perception that storage can help meet national 

energy goals, in terms of improved reliability,4 higher system efficiency, and better integration of 

intermittent renewable energy like solar and wind.5 Federal policy support for energy storage 

comes in a variety of forms, including:  

 Overall market structure. 

 Laws passed by Congress to support competition, access and storage. 

 Regulatory directives from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.  

The overall structure of the U.S. wholesale energy market is fairly advanced, with well-evolved 

designs for generation markets, capacity markets, transmission, ancillary services, and even permit 

trading for emissions of pollutants and renewable energy credits. The complexity of this structure, 

and the participation of a multiplicity of decentralized public and private market participants, have 

encouraged regulators to keep a close eye on barriers to entry from new players and new 

technologies, and to ensure that proper incentives exist to deliver needed services at low cost. For 

example, the relatively high payment available in many regions for ancillary services arises partly 

from experiences in the U.S. during the great blackouts of the 1970s. Similarly, more recent FERC 

orders relating to energy storage are a natural next step in the effort to open access to 

independent generators starting with the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act, or PURPA, in 

1978, and continuing in the late 1990s with efforts to improve transmission access.  

At the level of policy, Congress and various presidential administrations have been keen to 

promote the development and deployment of new energy technology, a trend that began in the 

1970s and accelerated in the 1990s. Now that renewable energy like solar and wind have achieved 

commercial scale in many areas of the U.S., policymakers have perceived energy storage as the 

next logical step, and one that dovetails with energy policy for electric vehicles as well as overall 

national goals for technology and industrial leadership. As in the case of solar and wind, the U.S. 

has taken an early technology lead, and policymakers perceive the need to use policy to avoid 

letting technologies developed and tested in the U.S. achieve takeoff first elsewhere. 

Landmark laws: 2007 EISA and 2009 ARRA 

To emphasize the need to retain technology leadership on energy storage, Congress included in 

the 2007 Energy Independence and Security Act a section on Energy Storage Competitiveness. The 
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section provided research funds to modernize the electric grid though investments in technology.6 

Specifically, the law called for the establishment of federal-funded energy storage research labs, as 

well as a new national committee to draft a five-year plan on energy storage. The law also set out 

the target of completing demonstration programs for a variety of energy storage applications: 

 Energy storage to improve the feasibility of micro grids to improve reliability in rural areas. 

 Integration of an energy storage system with a self-healing grid. 

 Use of energy storage to improve security to emergency response infrastructure and 

ensure availability of emergency backup power for consumers. 

 Integration of renewable energy, at the source or away from the source. 

 Use of energy storage to provide ancillary services, such as spinning reserve services. 

 Advancement of power conversion systems to make the systems smarter, more efficient, 

able to communicate with other inverters, and able to control voltage. 

 Use of energy storage to optimize transmission and distribution operation and power 

quality, which could address overloaded lines and maintenance of transformers and 

substations. 

 Use of energy storage for peak load management of homes, businesses, and the grid. 

 Use of energy storage devices to store energy during nonpeak generation periods to make 

better use of existing grid assets.7 

Federal efforts on demonstrating energy storage technologies received substantial economic 

stimulus funds under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009. Grants and 

loan guarantees provided for under the ARRA have gone to a myriad of different technologies, 

including especially solar, but also energy storage. Unfortunately for the storage industry, several 

beneficiaries of federal funding subsequently experienced difficulties, including lithium-ion 

pioneer A123, which received a US$ 133 million in grant (the funding for A123 fell under the scope 

of new energy vehicle-related policies, but A123’s technology is also marketed for grid-based 

storage),8 and Beacon Power, which received a US$ 43 million DOE loan for its New York 

demonstration facility and a US$ 24 million grant for a similar facility in 2009.9 These prominent 

examples represent only a slice of total funding for energy storage; a significant amount of funding 

will go to major utilities, for example. In total, the law set out US$ 3.4 billion in smart grid 

investments,10 with over US$ 1.3 billion invested in battery and energy storage technology and 

deployment across 39 projects between 2009 and 2012. Eight projects were grid-storage 

technology specific while 14 were basic research related.11 
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EXAMPLES OF DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS FUNDED BY ARRA 
Company Location Application Operational Power Energy Technology Manufacturer

Duke Energy
Goldsmith, 

Texas
Renewable integration May-12 24 MW Lead-acid battery Extreme Power

Primus Power
Modesto, 

California
Renewable integration Feb-13 25 MW 75 MWh

Zinc-choride flow 

battery
Primus Power

Southern California Edison
Tehachapi, 

California
Renewable integration Mar-12 8 MW 32 MWh

Lithium-ion 

battery

Beacon Power
Stephentown, 

NY
Frequency regulation Nov-13 20 MW 5 MWh Flywheel Beacon Power

City of Painesville
Painesville, 

Ohio
Coal efficiency Dec-12 1 MW 6-8 MWh

Vanadium-redox 

battery
Prudent Energy

Detroit Edison Hanover, NH
Frequency regulation, 

renewable integration
Jul-11 1 MW Lithium-ion battery

East Penn Manufacturing Co.
Lyons Station, 

Pennsylvania

Frequency regulation, 

other
Apr-12 3 MW 1-4 MWh

Ultracapacitor, 

lead-acid battery

Premium Power Multiple
Renewable 

integration, micro grid
Apr-12 Premium Power

Public Service Company of 

New Mexico (PNM)

Albuquerque, 

New Mexico 
Renewable integration Aug-11 500 kW 2.5 MWh Lead-acid battery

Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E)
Kern County, 

California

Renewable 

integration, spinning 

reserve, VAR

Dec-16 300 MW Compressed air

Aquion Energy
Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania
10-100 kWhSodium-ion battery Aquion Energy

Amber Kinetics
Fremont, 

California
Renewable integration Dec-13 50 kW 50 kWh Flywheel Amber Kinetics

Raytheon Ktech Multiple Renewable integration Dec-12 250 kW 1 MWh Redox flow battery

Seeo Inc.
Berkeley, 

California
Bulk power shifting Jan-13 25 kWh Lithium-ion battery Seeo Inc.

SustainX Multiple Renewable integration Dec-12 1 MW 4 MWh Compressed air SustainX
 

Source: U.S. Department of Energy, Sandia National Laboratory 

ARRA ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY FUNDING 

Category Power (MW)
Project value 

(US$ million)

DOE funds (US$ 

million)

Batteries for load shifting or wind 

integration
57 145 61

Frequency regulation 20 48 24

Distributed storage 7.5 44 20

Compressed air 450 481 55

New technology demonstration 2.8 53 25

Total 537.3 772 185
 

Source: U.S. Department of Energy, Sandia National Laboratory 

The federal government is keen on advancing the development of ES technology. In the beginning 

of 2013, a Joint Center for Energy Storage Research was established by the Secretary of Energy 

with US$120 million in funding over five years with a goal of developing the next generation of 

energy storage.12 
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In addition to federal support, some state and private support also exists. The Clean Energy State 

Alliance (CESA) is a national nonprofit that works with many stakeholders to promote clean energy 

technologies. The Energy Storage Technology Advancement Partnership (ESTAP) is a federal 

funded partnership program run by CESA that seeks to accelerate the deployment of electrical ES. 

Public funds from relevant stakeholders may be available in the future for approved projects if 

ESTAP’s partners are able to identify and secure the funds themselves.13 As of now, no projects 

have been funded from ESTAP, and the only resources available have been in the form of 

information-sharing webinars. 

While federal support for energy storage does exist, it is far from comprehensive. According to a 

recent study, smart grid technologies, including energy storage, are underfunded and government 

policy makers are “uncommitted” to the technology.14 Furthermore, the government’s recent 

automatic spending cuts will further reduce financial support for future ES development and 

deployment.15 In addition, no federal supported incentives exist for ES deployment, however, a 

30% advance manufacturing investment tax credit has been in place since 2009 and ES technology 

does qualify; US$ 150 million was allocated in 2013.16 Although an investment tax credit for energy 

storage was introduced in Congress in early 2013, its likelihood of passage is unclear given the 

failure of similar bills in the past.17  

FERC reforms aimed at opening access for storage 

In addition to the federal programs supporting ES, many specific federal and state actions 

supporting ES deployment have come from the regulatory agencies overseeing the US electric 

utility market. FERC, ISOs, and the PUCs have promulgated policies and rules that directly impact 

the deployment and market opportunities for ES. FERC regulates the interstate transmissions of 

electricity; ISOs provide oversight of transmissions and distribution in their designated areas in 

accordance to FERC rules; and individual state PUCs regulate each state’s utility market.18  

At the federal level, FERC is the most important player when it comes to energy storage 

deployment. In recent years, FERC has taken a proactive stance in reducing the barriers to energy 

storage. Such a new stance may be attributable to the Office of Energy Policy and Innovation 

(OEPI), a FERC office established in 2010 that “provides leadership in the development and 

formulation of policies and regulations to address emerging issues affecting wholesale and 

interstate energy markets.”19 The office focuses on issues related to: transmission standards, 

integration of renewable energy, and storage, along with other issues that may affect storage.20 
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TIMELINE OF FERC ORDERS THAT IMPACT THE DEPLOYMENT OF ES 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

The Energy Policy Act of 
2005 expands FERC’s 
authority by allowing them 
to impose mandatory 
reliability standards on the 
country’s transmission 
system.

Order 719: 
Wholesale 
Competition

Order 1000: 
Transmission 
Planning and 
Cost Allocation

Order 745: 
Demand 
Response 
Compensation

Order 755:
Ancillary 
Services Pay for 
Performance

Order 764: 
Integration of 
Variable Energy 
Resources

Order 784: 
Procurement of 
third-party 
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Order 792:
Small Generation 
Interconnection 
Procedures and 
agreement

 
Source: Azure International 

 

 FERC Order 792, Small Generator Interconnection Procedures (SGIP) and pro forma Small 

Generator Interconnection Agreement (SGIA): In 2013, FERC revised Order 2006—which 

lays the terms and conditions for utilities when providing services to small generating 

facilities of less than 20 MW—in light of increasing requests for small generating 

connections. The new order specifically includes energy storage for SGIP and SGIA, while 

also increasing the threshold for participation in fast track process from 2 MW to 5 MW, 

depending on its line voltage and if its near a substation or not. The fast track process 

allows for a faster approval process for any proposed interconnection by eliminating many 

cumbersome steps. The Order paves for the way for qualified ES systems to compete with 

other generating units.21 

 
FAST TRACK ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS PROPOSED IN NOPR 

Line voltage

Fast track 

eligibility 

regardless of 

location

Fast track eligibility 

on ≥ 600 ampere line 

and ≤ 2.5 miles from 

substation

< 5kV ≤ 1 MW ≤ 2 MW

≥ 5 kW and < 15 kV ≤ 2 MW ≤ 3 MW

≥ 15 kW and < 30 kV ≤ 3 MW ≤ 4 MW

≥ 30 kW ≤ 4 MW ≤ 5 MW  
Source: FERC 

 FERC Order 719, Wholesale Competition: In 2008 FERC amended its regulations “to 

improve the operation of organized wholesale electric markets in the areas of: (1) demand 

response and market pricing during periods of operating reserve shortage; (2) long-term 

power contracting; (3) market-monitoring policies; and (4) the responsiveness of regional 

transmission organizations (RTOs) and independent system operators (ISOs) to their 

customers and other stakeholders.”22 Specifically, the Order required utilities to accept 
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bids from demand-response providers for both energy and ancillary services at market 

rates, essentially opening up those two markets and treating demand response resources 

equally with others. The Order also required utilities to use a five-minute calculation of the 

minimum value of ancillary services, potentially helping energy storage technologies that 

can respond more quickly to short-interval market signals than thermal resources.  

 FERC Order 745, Demand Response Compensation: In 2011 FERC acted to ensure 

“demand response resource must be compensated for the service it provides to the 

energy market at the market price for energy, referred to as the locational marginal price 

(LMP).”23 The Order thus removed yet another source of differential treatment between 

demand response and other grid resources. 

 FERC Order 755, Ancillary Services Pay for Performance: Issued by FERC in 2011, Order 

755 offered energy storage a critical boost in markets for frequency regulation by 

requiring RTOs and ISOs to consider both capacity and performance when procuring 

frequency regulation services. Order 755 sought to eliminate discrimination in FR markets 

and “ensure that providers of frequency regulation receive just and reasonable and not 

unduly discriminatory or preferential rates.”24 However, Order 755 also left the specifics 

up to individual RTOs/ISOs, allowing regions like PJM, MISO and NYISO to develop entirely 

different structures for compensating speed. Order 755 also did not apply to Texas or 

regions without RTOs/ISOs like Colorado. 

 FERC Order 1000, Transmission Planning and Cost Allocation: FERC’s sweeping Order 

1000, issued in 2011, addressed a wide variety of issues, among which was requiring 

transmission utilities to fairly consider non-transmission alternatives (NTAs). Given that a 

large fraction (as much as 60%)25 of planned transmission is designed for absorbing 

intermittent renewable energy, such a rule could help promote alternatives such as 

demand response, storage, energy efficiency and distributed energy.26  

 FERC Order 764, Integration of Variable Energy Resources: Through Order 764, issued in 

2012, FERC sought to further remove discrimination against renewable energy sources 

(wind and solar plants without storage or backup were defined as variable energy 

resources, or VERs) by forcing utilities to publish intra-hour Open Access Transmission 

Tariffs and requiring VERs to improve real-time data reporting. Intra-hour scheduling 

required under Order 764 could reduce the need for scheduling costly ancillary services 

(by improving economic dispatch); it could also benefit storage technologies that can ramp 

more quickly.   

 FERC Order 784, allowing public utilities to procure third-party energy storage: In 2013 

FERC decided to revise its prior policy preventing the sale of ancillary services at market-

based rates to public utility transmission providers. This prohibition, known as the Avista 

policy after a utility rate decision in 1999, had been motivated by concerns about market 

power—specifically market power for those selling to RTOs or ISOs with no ability to self-

supply ancillary services; to traditional, franchised public utility affiliated with a third-party 

supplier, or sales where the underlying transmission service is on the system of the public 

utility affiliated with the third-party supplier; or to a public utility that is purchasing 

ancillary services to satisfy its own Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT) requirements 
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to offer ancillary services to its own customers. Under the new rules, transmission 

providers can either procure third-party frequency regulation at market rates through 

competitive bidding (provided procurement methods meet FERC requirements), or 

through rates no higher than OATT rate for the same service. Public utility transmission 

providers must “take into account the speed and accuracy of regulation resources in its 

determination of reserve requirements for Regulation and Frequency Response service.”27 

As a result of implementing FERC Order 755 in PJM in October of 2012, the number of resources 

participating in the regulation market has grown from 6 to 17. The average market clearing price 

after the implementation increased to US$ 31.64/MWh from US$ 13.74/MWh as a result of timing 

changes. Overall, system performance has increased. The above results were brought about by 

four changes that took place in the PJM market. 

 Capability (reservation of MWs) and performance (movement of MWs) are included in the 

offering process.  

 Offers for fast-moving resources are now compared to traditional regulating resources 

based on effective MWs. According to PJM, “Effective MW are essentially the offered 

regulation capability scaled by the historic performance of the resource and any 

incremental benefits the resource would provide if it was a fast resource as opposed to a 

slow one. 

 Use of intra-hour Lost Opportunity Cost as part of the five minute co-optimized clearing 

prices for energy, synchronized reserve and regulation, providing a more accurate 

compensation mechanism. 

 Use of actual mileage in the evaluation and clearing of the five minute regulation market 

clearing price, thus increasing the level of compensation for fast moving resources since 

such resources generally travel longer distances.28 

Such rules are necessary given the complexity of ES technology in the context of grid markets. This 

complexity stems in part from the large number of benefits ES provides to the electric grid—bulk 

energy services, ancillary services, transmission infrastructure services, distribution infrastructure 

services, and customer energy management services.29 Such a large number of ES benefits have 

led to a myriad of market challenges and regulatory barriers.  
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6.4 Storage policies across the country 

ISO/RTO POLICY TREATMENT OF ENERGY STORAGE 
PJM MISO NYISO ISO-NE CAISO

Cappability 

(Capacity) Offer
   Total cost – 

performance price 

($/MW)

Marginal unit offer 

+ opportunity cost 

($/MW)

Marginal unit offer 

+ opportunity cost 

($/MW)

Highest price for 

"efficient" 

payments      

($MW)

Marginal unit offer 

+ opportunity cost 

($/MW)

Performance Offer

Highest offer 

($/∆MW)

Highest offer 

($/∆MW)

Marginal unit offer 

($/∆MW)

Highest offer 

($/∆MW)

Marginal unit offer 

($/∆MW)

Implementation
October 1, 2012 December 17. 2012 June 14, 2013

Expected: January 

1, 2015
June 1, 2013

Two part to satisfy 

both capability and 

mileage offers

2: Type A (slow) 

and Type D (fast) Fast-first: 5 signals
Fast-first Fast-first Fast-first

Market Clearing         

---------------------------

------     -----------------

--        -----------            

-------                                                                                                                     

Dispatch Signals

Merit order ranking 

of total offers 

(summed) plus 

opportunity costs

Merit order ranking 

of total offers 

(summed) plus 

opportunity costs

Two part to satisfy 

both capability and 

mileage offers

Merit order ranking 

of total offers 

(summed) plus 

opportunity costs

 
Source: Sandia, September 2013 

Every utility market in the U.S. treats ES differently and the regulatory and economic treatment of 

ES varies within each one these markets. Any future regulatory changes that will attempt to solve 

the uncertainty over ES will come from the utility companies as the market and technology 

develops; such changes will need to be approved by the PUCs.30 Understanding how each market’s 

policies and local economic conditions impact ES is therefore important for all stakeholders.  

6.5 Renewable integration 

The rise of renewable energy has clearly helped foster investor interest in energy storage, since 

variable wind assets have created entirely new challenges for grid operators and suggest an 

obvious economic need for storage to level out intermittent renewable energy production and 

thereby avoid the need for costly fossil-fuel backup power resources. By the end of 2012, wind 

energy generation reached penetrations of over 20% in two states, over 10% in an additional 7 

states, and 5% in another 5 states.31 Solar PV should begin to grow rapidly in several states of the 

U.S. Southwest in the coming few years, adding to the need for storage.  
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U.S. WIND AND SOLAR CAPACITY, 1999-2035, MW 
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Source: DOE and NREL; US Solar Insight; LBNL; EIA; RNCOS 

Renewable portfolio standards, which set a minimum target for renewable energy produced or 

installed, usually as a ratio of total electricity produced, have been growing in popularity since the 

late 1990s, with the majority of U.S. states now having either an RPS or an official goal for 

renewable energy. California’s 33% by 2020 RPS is the largest by capacity needed to reach the 

target. The number of states with RPS targets of 20% or more include Oregon, New Mexico, 

Nevada, Colorado, Kansas, Minnesota, New York, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Maine, New 

Jersey, Maryland, and Delaware.32 A national RPS has been proposed in Congress on several 

occasions, but has gone on to defeat each time; there is little likelihood of one being established in 

the near future. Although conservative lobbying groups have made efforts to repeal RPS mandates 

at the state level, none of these efforts has succeeded to date.33 Because of the perceived need for 

storage to balance wind and solar resources, states with high wind and solar penetrations, or 

aggressive RPS targets, are likely to consider policies to promote energy storage in the coming 

years. 
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MAP OF STATES WITH RENEWABLE PORTFOLIO STANDARDS 
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Source: DSIRE, Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency, March 2013 

MAP OF STATES WITH HIGH WIND GENERATION AS PERCENT OF TOTAL IN 2012 
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Distributed solar growth is another area critical to understanding the prospects for energy storage 

for renewable integration, since regions with high levels of solar can experience more extreme 

swings in net load, reverse power flows at the substation level, and other issues. At a national 

level, the U.S. is unlikely to see high PV penetration rates to match those of Spain or Italy in the 

near term (a forecast for 2016 suggests 5 GW of distributed solar installed, a tiny fraction of U.S. 

installed capacity), but in some regions analysts expect distributed PV to begin making a major 

impact. A recent Rocky Mountain Institute study suggested that solar parity would first take place 

in a small handful of regions (Southern California, Hawaii), which could then see an explosion of 

solar-storage installations.34 These regions are discussed separately in this report. 

FORECAST GROWTH OF DISTRIBUTED SOLAR IN THE U.S., 2010-2016, GW 
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Source: Rocky Mountain Institute, 2014 
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NEED FOR NEW BALANCING RESOURCES IN THE WESTERN U.S. BY 2020 

 
Source: National Assessment of Energy Storage for Grid Balancing and Arbitrage: Phase 1, PNNL, 2012 

In 2012, the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory conducted the first phase (covering the 

Western Electricity Coordinating Council, or WECC) of its analysis for the role of energy storage in 

grid balancing and arbitrage, which focused particularly on the impacts of renewable energy 

additions. The study assumed that under a hypothetical 20% RPS target for 2020, the region would 

go from 9.5 GW of wind in 2012 to 24 GW of wind in 2020—the largest additions would take place 

in California and the Northwest. Under this scenario, the region would need an additional 6.3 GW 

of balancing power—spanning a number of different timescales of variability, from minutes to 

hours. The study examined a number of different technology cost scenarios in addition to ES.35 

NEED FOR NEW TRANSMISSION LINES TO INTEGRATE WIND RESOURCES IN THE EASTERN U.S. 

 
Source: NREL, Scenario 4 
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In 2011, NREL studied the issue of how to integrate large amounts (220-340 GW) of wind and 

other renewable energy sources in the Eastern Interconnect in the U.S.—which includes a large 

area of the U.S. Plains States.36 The study, which did not explicitly evaluate storage, found that all 

scenarios of 20-30% wind penetration required large amounts of high-voltage transmission to 

avoid curtailment and large wholesale price differentials across different regions. At the high end, 

the study suggested the need for US$ 158 billion to build 21,666 miles of long-distance 

transmission capacity. With new transmission, curtailment of the hypothetical wind installations 

was reduced from a high of 47% in the worst case to just 3%. The study also considered spinning 

reserve requirements and other ancillary service needs. 

6.6 Regulatory and market barriers to storage 

Though the U.S. has a strong record of energy storage experience and now has a number of state 

and federal policies promoting storage, numerous barriers to ES remain. At the broadest level, 

many utilities and generation companies still lack experience integrating ES into their systems, and 

market knowledge of storage economics is at an early stage of development. The very factors that 

have helped ES gain a foothold in places like California—namely, the fact that each state has its 

own regulatory and policy environment—in many respects holds back ES by preventing uniform 

policies and rules. Some states are eager to experiment with new technology, often in the 

interests of promoting renewable energy or energy efficiency, while most are anxious to minimize 

cost by sticking with conventional technologies. Incumbent utilities are notoriously conservative, 

of course, but the rise of net metering and distributed solar has introduced a whole new debate 

about the viability of traditional business models. The resulting backlash from utilities has led 

them to fight against distributed PV and net metering in places like California, where utilities have 

argued PV with storage should not qualify for net metering policies.37  

Three studies of the barriers to energy storage in the U.S. deserve separate mention for the details 

they provide on regulatory barriers to ES:  

 Ramteen Sioshansia, Paul Denholm and Thomas Jenkin provide a good overview of macro 

barriers in a 2012 paper, “Market and Policy Barriers to Deployment of Energy Storage.” 

 Dhruv Bhatnagar and others, in a late-2013 paper published by Sandia National Laboratory 

entitled “Market and Policy Barriers to Energy Storage Deployment,” discuss regulatory 

and policy barriers revealed through case studies and interviews, along with 

recommendations for improvement. 

 Andrew H. Meyer’s 2013 draft Columbia Law Blog paper, “Federal regulatory barriers to 

grid deployed energy storage,” goes into detail on the legal barriers facing energy 

storage.38 

Broadly, the barriers identified in these three comprehensive studies can be grouped as follows: 

 Regulatory uncertainty and delay: Federal regulations on storage, though shifting towards 

promoting ES in some areas such as regulation services, are still unclear. For example, 

FERC Order 755 states that utilities must compensate for better performance—which 

could help ES—without specifying how. States, utilities, RTOs/ISOs, and other players 
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often prefer to wait to see how regulations are clarified and implemented in other regions 

before taking action. Even after regulations are clarified, individual companies may be 

slow to recognize or adopt new technologies that have not previously been encouraged in 

a given market region or application. 

 Fragmented regulatory market: Not only does the U.S. have many states and territories, 

many with multiple utility service territories, but the U.S. is bifurcated into zones covered 

by RTOs/ISOs and areas with other forms of regulation. RTOs and ISOs typically feature 

greater rules and price transparency for ancillary services, whereas other markets may be 

characterized by vertically integrated utilities proposing storage or transmission for cost 

recovery through regulated rates, or may procure ancillary services through bilateral 

contracts. One major area of the mainland U.S., ERCOT, is outside of FERC jurisdiction, 

creating another regulatory patchwork.  

 Storage blurs traditional lines between generation, transmission and consumption: 

Classifying assets as generation, transmission or load has traditionally been an important 

aspect of determining how they should be compensated (or pay for) services, but ES blurs 

this line because not only can it be located anywhere in the grid, but it can also provide 

multiple services and values. (EVs and EV charging complicate the issue still further.) FERC 

Order 784 states that FERC will consider on a case-by-case basis whether ES should receive 

cost recovery under both regulated and market rates—leading to additional uncertainty 

for potential ES adoption. FERC has granted cost recovery to ES as a transmission asset in 

some cases and rejected it in others. FERC’s Avista policy also forbid some transmission 

entities from procuring ancillary services through long-term contracts, which could hurt 

storage. 

 Lack of markets for some services in some regions: Inertial response, governor response, 

black start and reactive power are not functioning markets in most regions, being 

compensated through other mechanisms designed for centralized power generation 

systems. 

 Lack of benefits for customer-sited storage: A smart grid paired with distributed energy 

and storage has the potential to dramatically increase the efficiency of the electric power 

system. States and utilities have a myriad of different policies on time-of-use, dynamic 

pricing, demand-side management, interruptible power, and demand charges. (FERC has 

clarified that “behind the meter generation” should qualify to receive demand-side 

management benefits.) However, electric rates are mainly designed to charge residential 

and small commercial customers based on a flat connection cost and an energy fee. Many 

customers pay no demand charge or capacity charge. In areas with TOU rate schemes, flat 

rate schemes are often the default, and utilities often market flat rates to customers as a 

way to simplify and demystify electricity billing. Customers are poorly educated about the 

benefits of TOU or dynamic pricing, and may not want to be bothered. Meter 

infrastructure is outdated and may not be able to handle better retail pricing structures, 

and in many cases customers distrust newer meters with greater capabilities—in some 

instances because older meters that functioned poorly benefit consumers through 

undercharging. 
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6.7 California 

California’s newly adopted energy storage subsidies and mandates have created a great deal of 

enthusiasm for the technology and have raised the bar for what governments can do to promote 

storage technology for grid adoption. California’s storage policies follow a long tradition of state 

leadership on energy policy issues, partly reflecting California’s size, and partly due to the state’s 

legacy of conservationism and environmental protection. California enacted the nation’s first clean 

air laws with teeth, and Congress recognized its leading role by making California the only state 

authorized to set auto fuel economy requirements stricter than those of the rest of the country—

and allowing other states to opt in. California pioneered renewable energy technologies such as 

wind (during the wind rush of the 1980s), solar PV and solar thermal power towers. California has 

also led the way in deregulating its wholesale power market—with disastrous consequences in 

2000. Notwithstanding missteps along the way, California continues to lead, most recently with 

energy storage policy. 

The key elements of California’s storage policy include: 

 Mandate of 1.325 GW of storage by 2020, split among the three main utilities. 

 Subsidy of US$ 1.80/W for qualifying storage technology. 

 New rules regarding compensation for ancillary services and other value streams. 

Origins of storage policies 

California’s energy storage policies came about in support of several different policy goals, 

including the need to better integrate wind and solar, the need to reduce CO2 emissions, the 

desire to improve system efficiency, and the wish to ensure wide access to the economic benefits 

of storage and renewable energy. These policy goals have led the state to adopt rules that ensure 

storage value streams flow to a variety of different players. Support comes in the form of 

procurement targets, incentives, and favorable electric utility market conditions. 

In 2002, California established its own Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) program. The law has 

been amended many times, with the most recent amendment occurring in 2011; requiring a 33% 

renewable target by 2020.39 California even plans to increase its renewable energy use beyond the 

RPS target through the passage of SB 43; requiring utilities to develop an additional 600 MW of 

renewable energy, with over 100 MW being distributed energy.40 Due to the rapid cost decline of 

distributed solar PV, solar capacity is expected to rise rapidly through 2020, creating a major 

change in California’s daily load curve. Namely, typical days may see a sharp ramp in power 

demand between 5 pm and 7 pm.41 Widely deployed energy storage could help alleviate this issue. 
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CALIFORNIA AVERAGE DAILY NET LOAD CURVE PROJECTED THROUGH 2020 

 
Source: California Independent System Operator, 2013 

In 2006, California enacted the Global Warming Solutions Act, known as AB 32. AB 32 promises to 

decrease carbon emissions to 1990 levels by 2020; the law also calls for the appointment of a 

committee to provide technological recommendation for reaching the intended goals of the law.42 

In 2009, the committee released its report and stated, “California should recognize the value of 

energy storage and encourage the advancement of energy storage technologies,” through utility 

resource planning and technology development incentives.43 The 2012 Integrated Energy Policy 

Report further emphasizes the importance of energy storage and the role it should play in helping 

reach California’s climate goals. The biennial energy policy report is prepared by the California 

Energy Commission in collaboration with many important stakeholders and government agencies; 

it plays an important part in formulating California’s energy policy.44 

California storage mandate 

As a result of these energy policy recommendations, and the need to reach RPS goals, California 

passed AB 2514 in 2010. The law required CPUC to establish specific energy storage procurement 

targets by 2013. In February 2013, CPUC order SCE to procure 50 MW of energy storage, the first 

such mandate in the U.S.45 In September 2013, the commission issued guidelines requiring 

investor-owned utilities (IOUs) to purchase 1.325 GW of ES by 2020. To spur technology adoption, 

the state’s rule forbids utilities to use pumped hydro storage over 50 MW to reach the above 

targets. California’s three utilities have separate targets split among three categories: 

transmission, distribution, and customer.46 The rules also prohibit the IOUs from owning more 

than 50% of the storage assets they procure to meet their mandate, ensuring a substantial amount 

of market access for non-utility players. 
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CALIFORNIA ENERGY STORAGE MANDATES, 2014-2020, IN MW 
2014 2016 2018 2020 Total

Southern California Edison

Transmission 50 65 85 110 310

Distribution 30 40 50 65 185

Customer 10 15 25 35 85

Subtotal SCE 90 120 160 210 580

Pacific Gas and Electric

Transmission 50 65 85 110 310

Distribution 30 40 50 65 185

Customer 10 15 25 35 85

Subtotal PG&E 90 120 160 210 580

San Diego Gas & Electric

Transmission 10 15 22 33 80

Distribution 7 10 15 23 55

Customer 3 5 8 14 30

Subtotal SDG&E 20 30 45 70 165

Total 200 270 365 490 1325  
Source: California Energy Commission 

One important caveat of the law requires deployment to be “cost-effective.” Utilities will be 

allowed to defer 80% of their procurement targets if they can prove such deployment wouldn’t 

fulfill the cost-effectiveness requirement.47 To help clarify this part of the law, the Electric Power 

Research Institute, on behalf of the CPUC, released a cost and benefit analysis for ES deployment 

in California.48 However, the report makes some assumptions that don’t apply to all projects, thus 

decreasing its usefulness. The economics of ES, although generally unfavorable given current 

technology and market conditions, are very different from project to project. A clearer picture of 

ES project economics will become available as companies start submitting RFPs for California’s two 

procurement targets.49 

Self Generation Incentive Program (SGIP) 

California also offers incentives for energy storage development through the California Solar 

Initiative (CSI) and the Self Generation Incentive Program (SGIP). The former program offers 

funding for approved small-scale solar projects with a goal of 1,750 MW by 2017. Although the 

incentives have fallen (from US$ 2.50/Watt to US$ 0.20/Watt), the number of installations have 

continued to grow. Small-scale ES systems can be installed alongside the PV system.50  

The second program, SGIP, offers a subsidy US$ 1.80/W installed for advance energy storage 

projects that provide a portion or all of the electricity needs of a facility and has a US$ 78 million 

budget for 2013. Funds are reserved on a first-eligible basis. SGIP states that AES system can either 

be coupled with other eligible technologies or stand-alone, as long as it can discharge its stated 

capacity for 2 hours and it can discharge at least once per day.51 The above two incentive 

programs may rely on or benefit energy storage technology, more specifically small-scale energy 

storage, as opposed to grid-scale.  

 Since 2001, SGIP has provided funding for 544 projects by year-end 2011, representing 252 

MW of capacity. 
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 Advanced energy storage (AES) technologies (used in conjunction with wind turbines or fuel 

cells) were added to the list of eligible SGIP technologies in November 2008. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ACTIVE PROJECTS AS OF 2011 

Technology
Number of 

projects

Potential 

rebated 

capacity (MW)

Percent of total 

potential 

rebated 

capacity

Fuel cells 110                       59                          53%

Wind 20                          34                          31%

Energy storage 125                       12                          11%

IC engines 5                            4                            4%

Microturbines 4                            3                            3%

Total 264                       111                        
Source: CPUC 

 The SGIP was originally intended to as a peak reduction program. Because many of the 

completed projects seem have little impact on peak demand, it was been recommended to 

develop specific targets for peak demand reductions, especially since ES has been becoming 

more common in the SGIP.52 

 In 2011, US$ 10 million went to ES, representing 13% of that year’s budget. In 2012, the 

budget increased to US$ 54 million, representing 34% of the 2012 budget. 

 The average system size for ES is between 5 and 25 kW, and the majority of applications come 

from only a few developers and each application focuses on a specific application/market. 

 By the end of 2012, there were 491 applications for ES, representing 27.8 MW of capacity. 53  

 By July 1, 2013, there were 667 applications for ES, totaling 33 MW of capacity. 10 MW of this 

capacity is paired with RES eligible technology.  

Many recent energy storage systems that have been planned since Spring 2013 have been put on 

hold by the utility companies over a misunderstanding with the seventh edition of the Renewable 

Portfolio Standard Eligibility Commission Guidebook. The guidebook states that energy storage is a 

REG eligible technology, but due to language confusion, it is still treated as a non-Net Energy 

Metering (NEM) technology, causing higher installation costs and installation delays. Any NEM 

technology should be exempt from any additional costs from interconnection studies, application 

review fees, distribution system modifications, and standby charges. While the delay is still in 

limbo, the CPUC has already expressed support for ES customers and hopes that the utilities 

extend the deadlines for pending SGIP applications so as to avoid the cancellation of many 

projects.54 
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California TOU and net metering 

The structure of California’s utility market will also impact ES development. Currently, the three 

major utilities all offer TOU rates. “Several stakeholders to the AB 2514 and 2011 IEPR process 

have stated that real‐time/TOU pricing and variable pricing for fixed transmission and distribution 

costs are essential to enabling deployment of cost‐effective energy storage for such applications as 

peak‐shaving and load‐shifting.”55  

CALIFORNIA PG&E TIME-OF-USE RATES, FOUR PRICING TIERS SHOWN 
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Source: PG&E Residential TOU, Electric Schedule E-6, effective 2008 

The structure of the electric utility market will either spur or deter future ES development. The 

structure of PG&E’s TOU rate, shown above, shows a fairly strong differential between peak and 

off-peak use during the summer months (May-October) but an insignificant differential during the 

rest of the year (November-April). This would likely reduce the value of storage, since it could only 

deliver value from a TOU arbitrage during half the year. 

To further support distributed PV development, a law extending net-metering was signed into law 

in October, 2013: AB 327. The law also makes major changes to electric utility rates.56 Utilities are 

worried about what effect a rise in distributed solar will have on their traditional business models. 

They have also fought back against customers that have battery storage connected to their PV 

systems, citing lack of evidence that the energy being sold back into the grid is actually “clean” 

energy.57 Utilities have also required customers with PV and storage to go through a costly and 

length process to prove that the ES system is not feeding power back into the grid, but in late 2013 

the head of the California PUC announced a process to determine whether the CPUC will overturn 

the complex process established by the utilities and allow storage under net metering at least 

through year-end 2015. The filing cites statistics saying that uncertainty or utility obstacles to 

hybrid ES-PV systems benefiting from net metering had led to a backlog of 10 MW of storage 

projects, over 300 projects, as of mid-2013.58  
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One utility, the Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD), is testing smart grid technologies 

with a grant from the DOE. The project includes 34 homes each installed with PVs and a lithium-

ion ES system. Although the project faced problems at first, from failure in the battery packs to 

lower than expected efficiency, both problems resulting from poor design, it should be a good 

indicator to how ES could be integrated with PV systems in the future.59  

Other California programs 

Senate Bill 17 (SB 17) also could impact ES development. The law, passed during the end of 2009, 

requires each utility to submit a smart-grid development plan by 2011. One requirement of that 

plan is, “the impact of smart grid deployment on major state policies (such as renewable portfolio 

standards, state goals for greenhouse gas reductions, demand/response requirements, etc.) must 

be measured.”60 

Another program, the state’s Renewable Integration Market and Product Review, hopes to identify 

ways to integrate high levels of renewable energy into the grid. Any rules or procedures dealing 

with transmission planning will also impact ES deployment, such as: permanent load shifting, 

resource adequacy, demand response, and Long-Term Procurement Plan (LTPP). A cap and trade 

program on carbon could also influence ES, as could the proliferation of EVs, given their tendency 

to strain the grid on a distribution level.61 

6.8 Hawaii 

Hawaii is particularly appealing for energy storage. The state is attractive for both PV and wind, 

fossil energy costs are very high, and the islands are currently poorly connected, creating little 

opportunity for balancing intermittent renewable energy across the islands.  

 High cost of energy: Hawaii powers most of its electric grid with expensive fuels such as 

oil; in August 2013, 72.2% of Hawaii’s electricity was fueled by oil.62 As a result, Hawaii has 

the highest electric tariffs in the U.S. To comply with emissions regulations, utilities are 

retiring older fuel oil generators and turning to alternatives including LNG, wind and PV 

backed by energy storage. 

 Poor integration of island markets: Hawaii’s grid is composed of many separate self-

contained and isolated grids that currently have no way to reinforce one another.63 

Though there are projects underway that could connect some renewable resources 

between islands, a single state grid is not currently contemplated. 

 Renewable integration: Hawaii is probably one of the most heavily studied areas of the 

world in terms of renewable integration, given the small size of each island’s electricity 

market and relative high potential for near-term renewable energy installations—

especially distributed solar. As a result, most of the Hawaiian islands wind resources have 

seen problems with curtailment.  

 Widespread testing and deployment of ES: Hawaii does not have any direct support for 

energy storage, but the state is already the second largest ES market in the U.S. with 30 

projects, and more than 20 MW of installed ES capacity. In addition, the state’s 
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comprehensive energy planning process has begun to highlight the need for energy 

storage for a number of islands. 

 Support for ES: The Energy Excelerator Program, a Hawaii-based start-up program funded 

by the DOE, provides funding to innovative energy companies every year. A few ES 

companies have been selected in the past, with the most recent round of funding 

providing US$ 5 million to 15 companies, including three ES companies.64 A partnership 

involving the state of Hawaii, Hawaii County and the Hawaii Electric Light Co. has agreed to 

share resources to attract companies to test pre-commercial ES technology at the Hawaii 

Ocean Science and Technology Park in Kailua-Kona on the Big Island. The Governor of the 

island recently give US$ 13 in capital funding to improve the technology park.65 

6.8.1 Renewable integration in Hawaii  

Hawaii has an RPS standard of 40%, which is the highest among all states with RPS goals. Each of 

Hawaii’s utility companies is required to meet the below targets, although utility companies and 

their subsidiaries can aggregate their renewable goals to meet their targets. 66 

 10% of net electricity sales by December 31, 2010; 

 15% of net electricity sales by December 31, 2015; 

 25% of net electricity sales by December 31, 2020; and 

 40% its net electricity sales by December 31, 2030 

In 2010, Hawaii generated 9.5% of electricity sales from renewable generation, without accounting 

for savings from efficiency programs.67 As of 2012, Hawaii’s utility companies generated 13.9 % of 

sales from renewable energy, and 18% is expected by the end of 2013. These sales are supported 

by over 600 MW of renewable energy in place today, mostly located on the Big Island.68 The 

surpasses 1000 MW if projects under construction are included, under approval, or in the planning 

stage.69 Most, though not all, of the current and planned renewable energy is intermittent wind 

and solar. Renewable energy growth is not only driven by RPS goals, but also by decreasing system 

costs and strong financial incentives, including net metering for residential customers, tax credits, 

and a feed-in-tariff for wind, solar, and other RE technologies based on system size.70 
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HAWAII’S CUMULATIVE PV AND WIND CAPACITY, MW 
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Source: Hawaiian Electric Companies and NREL 

MAP OF LIKELY PV PENETRATION IN HAWAII 

 
Note: Circuits with greater than 100% peak demand met by solar PV 
Source: Rocky Mountain Institute, 2014 

Integrating more renewable energy into the grid is relatively difficult in Hawaii for several reasons. 

Some distribution grids have already started facing increasing pressure from high distributed solar 

penetration,71 and more problems are predicted with a renewable generation penetration rate of 

20%. Most of the Hawaiian islands wind resources have seen problems with curtailment. In the 

first half of 2013, over 25% of wind energy on the Maui grid was dumped.72 
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As the island with the largest electricity load, Oahu illustrates how renewable energy will likely 

quickly transform the electricity generation situation, with rooftop PV adding as much as 992 MW 

in just a few years, over 50% of the current installed base of the island. 

OAHU RENEWABLE POTENTIAL 

Generation source  MW 

2012 conventional generation 1,737       

Kahuku wind farm 40             

Distributed PV 80             

Utility-scale PV 1                

Potential new wind 60-100

Potential new rooftop PV 992           

Potential new utility-scale PV 40-50

Proposed Big Wind on Molokai and Lanai 400           

Max wind and solar 1,663        
Source: NREL Hawaii Solar Integration Study, 2013; NREL Initial Economic Analysis of Utility-scale Wind Integration in 
Hawaii, 2012 

6.8.2 Major studies of ES for Hawaii 

Hawaii’s 2013 Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) 

Hawaii’s 2013 IRP provides a comprehensive roadmap for the state’s views on how renewable 

energy resources and energy storage might be applied over the near term.73 Major mentions of 

energy storage in the plan are as follows: 

 The plan explicitly calls for consideration of ES to reduce both wind curtailment and costly 

fuel oil-based backup generation. 

 Maui Electric Company (MECO) plans to consider ES for wind power backup, particularly 

following expected retirement of the Kahului power plant between 2014 and 2019. 

 On Lanai, MECO will evaluate the cost-effectiveness of battery backup for PV systems. 

 On Molokai, MECO will also evaluate the cost-effectiveness of battery backup for PV 

systems. 

 Battery energy storage will provide increasing amounts of frequency regulation services. 

NREL Study of the Lanai grid 

Lanai Island is currently the location of a 200 MW wind farm project that would be connected to 

Oahu via undersea cable. NREL, Sandia, and the Hawaii Clean Energy Initiative (HCEI) performed a 

study of how to cost effectively integrate wind and solar on Lanai, including energy storage that 

might take the form of batteries or pumped hydro.74 The initial phase of the study suggested that 

a large-scale NaS battery for solar PV backup was the lowest cost solution, achieving a fairly high 

88% renewable generation at an acceptable cost increase. The study concluded that 100% 

renewable energy through battery backup was cost prohibitive. 
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Sandia Study of ES on Maui 

In 2012, Sandia studied the feasibility of ES for improving wind integration on Maui. Maui’s peak 

load is 200 MW and minimum demand is 85 MW, and the island is expected to experience high 

wind curtailment as it moves from having 30 MW of wind to having a full 72 MW of wind capacity 

and 15 MW of PV. The study found that ES provided a cost effective way of reducing wind 

curtailment and lowering total electricity costs by helping backup conventional generation operate 

more efficiently .75  

NREL Study of Hawaii Solar Integration 

NREL’s 2012 Hawaii Solar Integration Study also looked at ES for solar integration. As with the 

Sandia study of Maui, the HSIS considered ES of different sizes as well as different applications, 

and concluded that a 10 MW/20 MWh system providing spinning reserves and frequency 

regulation was more cost effective than a larger 100 MWh system that provided wind energy time 

shifting.76 

6.8.3 Major ES projects underway in Hawaii 

Hawaiian utilities have either formed partnerships or have supported demonstration projects to 

test the feasibility of ES technology. Hawaiian Electric HELCO is testing the ability of lithium 

titanate batteries through a partnership with Hawaii’s Natural Energy Institute (HNEI) while MECO 

and HELCO both have battery ES projects in place. Such projects and partnerships will help the 

utility companies better understand the value and economics of ES. 

MECO is currently commissioning a 1 MW lithium ion BESS at its Wailea substation on Maui, 

pursuing a BESS project on Molokai, and testing potential benefits of two energy storage systems 

on Maui as part of the ongoing Maui smart grid demonstration projects. 

Hawaii has experimented with a number of systems provided by troubled battery manufacturer 

Xtreme Power, which experienced a fire that destroyed its 15 MW unit on Oahu in 2012; 

subsequently Xtreme Power filed for bankruptcy in 2014.77 While the project has since been 

restored to full capacity, the bankruptcy called into question the status of the eight Xtreme Power 

projects located across the Hawaiian Islands.78 Xtreme’s most recently announced project was a 

lithium ion battery to backup 12 MW of solar PV on Kauai.  
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BATTERY PROJECTS UNDERWAY IN HAWAII AS OF 2011 

 
Source: HECO 

6.9 New York 

New York appears likely to be the third most attractive state for energy storage in the coming few 

years. Unlike Hawaii, New York doesn’t have an immediate need to integrate large amounts of 

wind and solar relative to local load, and unlike California, the state doesn’t have a long history of 

promoting renewable energy through big subsidies and targets. New York does have a long history 

of pursuing innovation in building energy efficiency and demand-side management, particularly in 

the infrastructure-constrained regions of New York City and Long Island, and the state’s energy 

storage initiatives can be seen in this context. By becoming the second state to initiate energy 

storage subsidies and targets, New York is poised to continue its role as a DSM pioneer.  

Regulation services in New York 

New York’s independent system operator, NYISO, allows energy storage to participate in day-

ahead and real-time wholesale markets. NYISO was the first electricity market in the U.S. to 

implement rules allowing storage to participate in frequency regulation services, and it followed 

PJM to become the second grid operator to implement FERC Order 755. New York has the largest 

flywheel energy storage system for frequency regulation installed in Stephentown, New York: the 

20 MW Beacon Power system was completed in 2011.79  

NY-Best 

NY-Best, the New York Battery and Energy Storage Technology Consortium, which is funded in part 

through the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority, was established with a 
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US$ 25 million grant in 2010. In Summer 2013, New York Governor Andrew Cuomo announced a 

US$ 23 million initiative to relocate the facilities of a consortium of 125 energy storage 

manufacturers, suppliers, universities, utilities, and engineering firms to Rochester, New York, 

where a battery testing and commercialization center was established. NY-Best also works to 

encourage New York utilities to deploy storage for a variety of applications. 

Con Ed 100 MW load reduction program 

To cope with the impending retirement of the 2 GW Indian Point nuclear station near New York 

City, the area’s main electric utility Consolidated Edison announced in early 2014 that it would 

provide incentives for 100 MW in summer on-peak load reduction, including direct subsidies for 

energy storage. The new incentives are US$ 2,600/kW for thermal storage and US$ 2,100/kW for 

battery storage systems. Systems must be in place by mid 2016. The projects must have a demand 

reduction potential greater than 50 kW and there is a bonus incentives for projects larger than 500 

kW. Incentives will be capped at 50% of the project cost.80 New York City has been an early leader 

in thermal energy storage systems for large office buildings. 

LIPA 150 MW energy storage procurement 

The Long Island Lighting Company, a subsidiary of the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA), has 

issued an RFP for at least 150 MW of energy storage. LIPA is seeking to install up to 1,630 MW of 

capacity in the form of peaking generation, energy storage, and demand response by no later than 

May 1, 2019—at least 150 MW will be ES. (The proposal for the RFPs are due on March 31, 2014, 

while the selection of such proposals is planned for Dec. 2014.81  

 The main objectives of such a RFP include:  

 To replace old and inefficient peaking generation units, 

 To defer new transmission upgrade costs while meeting projected load growth, 

 To install at least 150 MW of energy storage in assist in black start operations and to help 

integrate renewable energy. 

The RFP specifies three different areas, called blocks, where upgrades are needed, and storage is 

considered an eligible resource for all three.  

LIPA RFP DETAILS 

Capacity Eligible resources

Block 1 Up to 250 MW Peaking generation, energy storage (up to 50 MW)

Block 2 Up to 880 MW Peaking generation, energy storage (up to 100 MW)

Block 3 Up to 500 MW Peaking generation, energy storage (up to 150 MW)  
Source: LIPA 

Some of the main technical requirements common across each ES system include : 

 8 hour maximum charging time and have a proposed rated output for a minimum of 12 

hours. 
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 Must qualify as Installed Capacity and qualify for 10 minutes of non-synchronized reserves 

under the NYISO Tariff and Manuals.  

 Capable of providing certain levels of reactive power at different rated power levels. 

 For block 2, during black out restoration, the unit must be able to operate without off site 

power supplies in a manner that it would be capable of absorbing power from a black start 

generator as it comes on line. 

 

6.10 Puerto Rico 

The Government-owned electric power company of Puerto Rico, Autoridad de Energia Electrica 

(AEE), has made it mandatory for all new renewable energy projects to include an energy storage 

component. Through a new Minimal Technical Requirement (MTR) regulation, energy storage will 

be used to meet frequency control and ramping requirements. The regulation requires new grid-

connected solar and wind power projects to add 30% of the installation’s rated capacity in storage 

to aid frequency control. The requirement also requires developers to keep 45% of the project’s 

capacity in reserve for at least one minute for ramping control. Although the proportion of 

renewable energy was only 1% by the end of 2013, the government has an ambitious plan to 

increase that proportion to 6% in 2014 by adding 600 MW of renewable capacity.82 If such RE 

installations targets are reached, and the regulation is enforced, 180 MW of ES could be installed. 
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6.11 US energy storage graphs 

NO. OF COMMISSIONED PROJECTS AND INSTALLED CAPACITY BY TECH (LEFT), AND BY 
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7 European markets 

7.1 Summary 

Europe represents a key opportunity for energy storage technology for several reasons. First, of all 

the world’s regions, Europe has the most advanced policies on environmental and carbon 

emission. These policies go hand in hand with EU-wide and country-specific policies that promote 

renewable energy, which increases the need for storage. Second, Europe has an advanced 

industrial base with several countries taking a leading role in energy storage technology 

innovation, R&D and manufacturing, while many European utilities have extensive experience 

incorporating energy storage technologies into their systems. Third, European governments 

recognize the value of storage and at the EU level and country level, they are taking steps to create 

the incentives and market structure necessary to promote energy storage. 

The opportunities for storage are likely to vary dramatically by country, however. While Europe is 

in the process of gradually unifying and harmonizing electricity markets and policies, the process is 

necessarily long and complex. Every country begins with different resource endowments and 

historical energy industry development pathways—for example, France with its large nuclear 

capacity, the U.K with minimal solar resources, and Norway with extensive hydro capacity and 

pumped storage capability.  

CURRENT ELECTRICITY GENERATION (KWH) BY FUEL SOURCE IN MAJOR EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 
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2013 RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICITY PRICES IN SELECT EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, EURO/KWH 
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Electricity markets are different in each country as well, along with electricity prices. Transmission 

capacity is another issue, with many countries well integrated and others facing large bottlenecks 

in transfer capacity, especially with the advent of intermittent renewable energy from wind and 

solar. Market arrangements with regard to ancillary services and imbalance charges are not the 

same across the EU.83 Resolving these problems and introducing storage will be complex and 

gradual. 

7.2 Sustainability policy and renewable energy integration 

Of all the world’s regions, Europe is the strongest and most active supporter of policies on carbon 

emissions, sustainability and renewable energy—driven by public opinion in support of 

sustainability as a policy objective. 84  Europe’s first push for increasing renewable energy 

generation began following a 1997 white paper on renewable generation. In 2001, the European 

parliament issued a directive calling for 12% of total energy consumption and 22.1% of electricity 

consumption to come from renewable energy by 2010.85 However, by 2006, it became evident 

that a more comprehensive policy on renewable generation was required since only 7.1% of 

energy came from such sources.86 To further support renewable energy deployment, the EU issued 

a directive in 2009 setting a 20% renewable energy target and detailing a comprehensive policy 

framework supporting such a target.87 This directive later became part of the 20-20-20 climate 

package that includes the following goals for 2020:  

 20% improvement in energy efficiency, 

 20% reduction EU greenhouse gas emissions compared to 1990 levels,  

 Raising the share of energy consumption from renewable energy sources to 20%.88  

The 2009 directive established a common framework for its development across the EU; it also 

required each member country to submit a biennial report to the Council on their progress in 
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reaching their individual RES goals. Members are expected to take the appropriate steps in 

developing their electric grid and storage facilities in order to maintain a secure grid in light of a 

increasing renewable penetration rate.89 The current country targets call for a variety of different 

growth rates in EU countries: some member states, such as Austria, will see little renewable 

additions, whereas Greece, the Netherlands, Poland and the U.K. are all expected to see 

renewable capacity growth well over 100% from 2010 to 2020. 

Renewable energy forecasts based on national action plans 

ELECTRCITY RENEWABLE ENERGY TARGETS FOR SELECT EU COUNTRIES 

2010 2015 2020
Percent change (2010-

2020)

Austria 69.3                            71.2                            70.6                            2%

Czech Republic 7.4                               12.9                            14.3                            93%

Denmark 34.3                            45.7                            51.9                            51%

France 15.5                            20.5                            27.0                            74%

Germany 17.4                            26.8                            38.6                            122%

Greece 13.3                            27.6                            39.8                            199%

Ireland 20.4                            32.4                            42.5                            108%

Italy 18.7                            22.4                            26.4                            41%

Netherlands 8.6                               21.0                            37.0                            330%

Poland 6.2                               11.5                            19.4                            213%

Portugal 41.4                            50.5                            55.3                            34%

Spain 28.8                            33.8                            40.0                            39%

Sweden 54.9                            58.9                            62.9                            15%

U.K. 9.0                               16.0                            31.0                            244%  
Source: ENDS from NREAP Data 

Different countries in the EU have widely different targets for renewable capacity and new 

renewable capacity additions. This stems from different levels of resource endowments as well as 

different historical development pathways for renewable energy and energy policy. For example, 

France will primarily develop wind and hydro power; French solar policy focuses on building-

integrated PV. In contrast, Germany, Italy and Spain will emphasize wind and solar; the U.K. will 

emphasize offshore wind. This report is focused on the largest countries (the U.K., Germany, 

France, Italy and Spain), which likely will represent the most diverse markets for renewable energy 

and energy storage.  
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SOLAR GENERATION CAPACITY (GW, LEFT) AND ANNUAL PRODUCTION (TWH, RIGHT) 
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Source: Eurostat 

For solar capacity, Germany is likely to remain the overall leader, with over 50 GW of capacity by 

2020 according to Eurostat forecasts based on country plans, representing the majority of 

European installed solar capacity by that time. However, Germany’s solar output is likely to be 

only modestly higher than that of Spain, given Spain’s sunnier climate. Italy and France rank after 

Spain, according to plans. 

WIND GENERATION CAPACITY (GW, LEFT) AND ANNUAL PRODUCTION (TWH, RIGHT) 
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Source: Eurostat 

The European wind industry is expected to grow rapidly in terms of capacity and output, especially 

as the U.K. begins to install large amounts of new offshore wind capacity. Germany is also the 

leading European wind country in terms of capacity and production, and Eurostat figures suggest 

this will continue to be the case through 2020. Spain’s wind power expansion is projected to 

continue, but at a slower rate of growth.  
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Looking only at the share of total electricity generation coming from intermittent wind and solar, 

though Spain will produce fewer TWh of electricity from these two sources by 2020, the two 

sources will make up a larger fraction of total electricity versus the other selected European 

countries covered by this report. Germany would remain in the #2 position, followed closely by 

the U.K., both in the region of 20-25%. Of course, on days of high wind and solar production, the 

fraction of total electricity from these two sources would be much higher—the proportion here is 

therefore an indicator of the overall impact of intermittent sources and resulting need for storage. 

ELECTRICITY FROM WIND AND SOLAR VS DOMESTIC ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION, 2010-2020 
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Renewable energy forecasts based on actual policies and trends 

While the EU is expected to reach its carbon emission reduction goals and their overall RES 

targets, a few individual member countries are expected to miss their RES goals.90 The U.K., 

Poland, Spain, and Belgium are not expected to reach their RES goals, while Bulgaria, Germany, 

Portugal, Greece, and Bulgaria are less than likely to hit theirs, according to the European 

Renewable Energy Council.91 Note that RES goals include energy production as a whole, including 

transport, not just the electricity sector. 

For the electricity sector, Spain and Italy are likely to see developments that diverge most from 

their renewable energy action plans. In the case of Spain, wind and solar development has ground 

to a halt due to recent subsidy changes, and the industry faces a period of uncertainty. In Italy, 

subsidies have also been reduced or eliminated, but existing installations combined with solar grid 

parity in some regions means the country should vastly exceed 2020 targets. See the country 

sections below for more details. 

Although EU energy policy gives guidance to member states regarding renewable energy support, 

there is no unified support structure. Each member state operates its own national support 
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scheme.92 Europe was the first world region to offer attractive wind and solar feed-in tariffs, and 

these are widely credited with creating the first truly robust market for wind and solar capacity—

particularly in Spain and Germany. Even prior to the financial crisis in 2008, these two countries 

were scaling back feed-in tariff subsidies in response to an explosion in demand. After the financial 

crisis, and particularly as the European sovereign debt crisis began to emerge, feed-in tariffs again 

came under attack for being over-generous and burdensome for ratepayers and utilities. Though 

feed-in tariffs have come down due to budget cuts and price declines, they remain the continent’s 

main industry support mechanism, while varying widely from country to country and technology 

to technology.  

EUROPEAN RENEWABLE SUPPORT MECHANISMS, 2013 

Green certificates
Feed-in tariff
Feed-in premium
Suspended

 
Source: Adapted from Bloomberg New Energy Finance 

Europe has already begin discussing future energy policy frameworks. While a post-2020 roadmap 

will not be finalized until 2018, the EU has already released a communication suggesting possible 

post-2020 policy objectives. The communication highlights the impact renewable energy has had 

on economic development, the need for strong and clear policies supporting RE beyond 2020 

(growth in RE is projected to fall from 6% to 1% without government intervention), and the need 

for further developing flexibility in the energy market.93 To further pave the way for Europe’s 

energy future, the EU passed the Europe Roadmap 2050, creating a commitment to reduce 

emissions by 80-95% below 1990 levels. Reaching such a goal would require a renewable 

generation target of 64% for a high energy efficiency scenario or 97%, under a high renewable 

scenario.94 For intermittent renewable energy to provide such a large amount of electricity, a large 

quantity of storage would likely be required, particularly in areas with large distributed solar 

capacity. 

Source: European Commission 
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7.3 European investment in energy technology 

Given that Europe was the first world region to seriously use policy to pursue large-scale 

deployment of renewable energy, naturally Europe has also led the world in renewable energy 

public investment over the past decade. 

PUBLIC INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE ENERGY, BILLION US$ 
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The Seventh Framework Programme for Research and Development (FP7) is Europe’s main 

instrument for research funding. The program runs from 2007-2013 and has a budget of €50.5 

billion, of which energy is €2.3 billion.95 377 energy research projects have been completed or are 

underway, with a portion of such projects researching energy storage, grid development and RES 

integration. One such project—eStorage, which runs from 2012 to 2017—seeks to develop cost-

effective solutions to integrate grid-scale storage into the EU grid.96 While funding from FP7 

supports many ES and RE related projects, much of the funding comes from other public sources, 

while the majority is privately funded. 

In 2009, the EU issued the European Strategic Technology Development Plan (SET-Plan). 

Recognizing that the market alone will not be enough to meet the 2050 energy policy goals, the 

Set-Plan seeks to develop the technologies needed to accelerate a low-carbon society. The plan 

calls for eight initiatives, each with its own research and innovation roadmap. Although there is no 

specific plan for energy storage, energy storage is frequently mentioned in the wind, solar and 

electricity grid initiative.97 For example, the European Electric Grid Initiative (EEGI) 2013-2022 

roadmap repeatedly mentions the value ES could bring to the grid across the entire value chain 

and calls for €100 million in funding for further study on the integration of storage in network 

management. However, the roadmap concludes that ES technology is “not mature enough or 

business models not ready to start large-scale demonstration projects.”98  

The European Energy Research Alliance (EERA) has been working since 2008 in make sure research 

needs are aligned with SET priorities. The European Association for Storage of Energy (EASE) was 

formed in 2011 as a result of the of a European Commission’s initiative seeking to clarify the role 
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and applications of ES technology within the framework of EU energy policy.99 In 2013, EERA and 

EASE released an ES technology roadmap, which states that ES will be required to help 

decarbonize Europe. The roadmap sets out all the potential ES applications in generation, 

distribution, and transmissions sectors of the grid and gives a comprehensive view of the current 

state of ES technology, possible development paths, and cost and technical benchmarks that will 

make ES capable of large-scale deployment. 100 Although the economic case for wide-scale ES may 

not be justified given current market conditions and technology costs, future conditions may be 

ripe for ES. 

The Intelligent Energy Europe Program (IEE) and the Joint Research Center (JRC) have both 

provided public funding to ES related research projects. The former program, started in 2003 with 

a budget of €730 million, has already provided €3.2 million to three ES projects. All three projects 

deal with integrating higher levels of renewable energy into the grid using storage technologies.101 

The JRC serves as the EU’s in-house science service, providing technical support to policy 

development with a 2012 budget of €381.36 million.102 The JRC published a scientific assessment 

of ES in line with the SET-Plan in 2011, providing a technical overview of ES and listing challenges 

the technology faces along with recommendations for future deployment.103  

Funding originating from the EU level has primarily gone to R&D, while funding on a country level 

goes to either research or demonstration projects, as demonstrated by the current funding 

sources of current projects. A 6 MW battery being installed in the U.K. with a cost of £18.7 million 

is being primarily funded by the government. 104  A 135 KWh energy storage research 

demonstration project in Germany with a cost of €9 million is being funded by the German 

government. 105 However, the EU Project of Common Interests (PCI) includes many ES projects, 

including pumped hydro, and funding comes from the EU.  

The European Commission recognizes that ES can help decarbonizes the electric grid and that ES is 

necessary in areas that obtain over 20-25% from intermittent renewable energy.106 In 2012, the 

European Commission wrote that Europe urgently needs “to invest in generation, transmission 

and distribution infrastructure, as well as storage” in response to trends resulting from decreasing 

grid reliability, falling economic competiveness, and increasing energy prices 107 In 2013, The 

European Parliament stated that ES is essential for the achievement of the EU’s energy and 

climate policy objectives. 
108

  

The EU’s commitment to energy storage is reflected in the EU’s proposed list of projects of 

common interest (PCI). Of the 248 energy infrastructure projects, 13 contain a storage component, 

of which 10 are PHS. A 250 MW battery project in Italy, a large-scale CAES project in the U.K. and a 

RES integration between France and Italy are among the projects.109 PCI ES projects must provide 

at least 225 MW of installed capacity and 250 GWh a year of generation. When conducting a cost-

benefit analysis of PCI, electricity demand, capacity by fuel type, fuel costs, and planned 

generation, transmission and storage investments that will be commissioned within five years will 

all be factored into the analysis. Cost benefit analysis must also include: 

 greenhouse gas emissions and transmission losses over the technical lifecycle of the 

project;  
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 future costs for new generation and transmission investment over the technical lifecycle 

of the project;  

 operational flexibility, including optimization of regulating power and ancillary services;  

 system resilience, including disaster and climate resilience, and system security, notably 

for European critical infrastructures as defined in Directive 2008/114/EC. 

In the future, all electricity storage projects will conform with the latest 10-year electricity plans 

developed by ENTSO-E.110  

Overall, while energy storage is not yet a major thematic area of R&D and infrastructure projects 

at the EU level, and the EU does not have the in-depth experience with energy storage to compare 

with that of the U.S., the high penetration of renewable energy expected by 2020 is likely to drive 

increased attention to European storage-related R&D infrastructure projects over the coming 

decade. 

7.4 European electricity policies related to storage 

Europe’s electricity grid is undergoing a gradual transformation from a primarily national grid to 

one with substantially higher cross-border transfer capabilities, partly geared towards increased 

renewable penetration. The presence of RES will bring about an additional 220 GW of renewable 

capacity across Europe over the coming decade. Bottlenecks across the European grid are 

expected to grow, either resulting from market integration, generation connection, or supply. 80% 

of all bottlenecks will be related to RES integration. 

PUMPED HYDRO STORAGE CAPACITY IN EUROPE, MW 
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Source: European Commission, 2013 

Energy storage is hardly new to Europe: the EU has over 51 GW of pumped hydro storage in place 

with a further 5 GW in development. Italy, Germany, Spain, France and the U.K., the five largest 

electricity consuming countries discussed in this report, all have substantial pumped hydro 

capacity. Policies on how pumped hydro is compensated, and how new pumped hydro capacity is 
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to be planned and developed, differ from country to country, in some cases posing barriers to the 

new development of pumped hydro. In many cases, pumped hydro is considered as both an 

energy consumer and producer, and therefore pays double grid fees.111 

TYPICAL LOAD PROFILES FOR EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, GW 

 
Source: EPIA, 2012 

Currently, electricity consumption patterns across Europe vary substantially in terms of the 

difference between high and low consumption, both on an annual and daily basis. For example, 

among the largest electricity consuming countries in the EU, France shows the biggest difference 

between the high point of consumption versus the low point, but on a daily basis France shows the 

smallest difference. In terms of daily figures on Dec. 19, 2012, Italy and the U.K. showed the 

highest degree of peak-valley consumption variance. Such figures will change over time as more 

renewable energy comes online and consumption patterns change, but in general, this pattern 

currently suggests that Italy and the U.K. would benefit from energy storage for peak smoothing, 

though the actual monetary benefit depends more on electricity prices and market structure. 

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION PATTERNS FOR SELECT EU COUNTRIES  

Lowest value 

(MW)

Highest value 

(MW)
Peakiness

Lowest 

value (MW)

Highest 

value (MW)
Peakiness

France 30,826                102,000              231% France 57,560          77,632          35%

Germany 32,089                81,841                155% Germany 49,209          75,826          54%

Spain 17,685                42,813                142% Spain 22,578          36,267          61%

Italy 20,975                54,098                158% Italy 27,947          50,606          81%

UK 20,280                58,541                189% UK 31,859          56,518          77%

ENTSO-E 232,125              555,194              139% ENTSO-E 336,819       505,409       50%

All of 2012 Dec. 19, 2012

 
Source: ENTSO-E 

Transmission is another critical issue for integrating renewable energy and improving grid stability. 

Europe is gradually improving the integration of its electricity markets. Transmission between 
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European states has risen dramatically in recent decades, and the continent is in the process of 

creating a unified wholesale power market, with the introduction of harmonized day-ahead power 

trading across 15 European markets beginning in February 2014 (previously, only six countries had 

fully coupled day-ahead power trading). Countries are currently discussing intra-day power trading 

markets.112  

RISE OF CROSS-BORDER ELECTRICITY EXCHANGES IN EUROPE SINCE 1975 

 
Source: ENTSO-E 

In some respects, transmission and wholesale market integration work against energy storage, 

because transmission is a relatively cost-effective means of transferring bulk power between 

regions and smoothing out regional imbalances of supply and demand. However, transmission 

planning timelines are notoriously long, even compared with traditional thermal power plants, and 

therefore transmission capacity historically lags changes on the generation side. Now that 

European energy markets are entering a period of rapid transition to intermittent renewable 

energy, where large amounts of solar capacity can come online in a period of a year or less in 

response to changes in incentives or economics, transmission could become more of a bottleneck, 

notwithstanding initiatives for increased integration. 
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TRANSMISSION CAPACITY IN EUROPE, 2010 AND 2025 

 
Source: Carlo Brancucci Martinez-Anido, “Electricity Without Borders,” JRC-IET, University of Delft, 2013 

In terms of specific bottlenecks, it is fortunate that the country with the largest intermittent 

renewable generating capacity, Germany, is also one of the most well connected, and likely to 

remain so. In 2012, Germany saw the largest absolute volume of combined electricity cross-border 

transfers. France was the largest electricity exporting country, while Italy was the largest importing 

country. Generally speaking, the Iberian peninsula and Italy were areas of bottlenecks with the 

rest of Europe. Though transfer capacity will rise, the bottleneck situation for these two countries 

will likely remain.  

PHYSICAL ENERGY FLOWS IN 2012, GWH 

Sum of in-flows Sum of out-flows Balance

France 11,752                             55,268                             (43,516)        

Germany 44,160                             67,256                             (23,096)        

Italy 45,414                             2,222                                43,192         

Spain 7,785                                18,697                             (10,912)        

U.K. 13,695                             3,669                                10,026          
Source: ENTSOE, 2013 

ENTSO-E plans to invest US$ 104 billion in T&D over the next 10 years. Two areas that are 

projected to need additional solutions include the Spain-France Interconnection and Southern 

France. The former area is expected to face congestions 50% of the time, while the latter will face 

a need for transmission capacity and demand management due to load growth. Thus, in terms of 

physical need (amount of wind and solar, and peakiness of load) and system flexibility 

(transmission), Spain and Italy could be relatively attractive for energy storage in the long term. 
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Regulation is another area of sharp differences across Europe, with considerable variation in how 

the utility markets are structured. Today, some countries have traditional regulated cost-of-service 

utility models in place, whereas others have liberalized most aspects of the electricity pricing 

structure, from retail to wholesale.  

EUROPEAN REGULATORY SYSTEMS 

Regulated, price cap
Regulated, revenue cap
Regulated, rate-of-return/cost-plus
Non-regulated

 
Source: ENTSOE 

ELECTRICITY PRICES ACROSS EUROPE, 2012 

 
Source: ENTSO-E 
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MONTHLY ELECTRICITY BASELOAD PRICES IN REGIONAL ELECTRICITY MARKETS 

 
Source: Quarterly Report on European Electricity Markets, 1Q 2013 

For storage, the regulatory structure is perhaps less critical than aspects of pricing for various 

services that storage can provide, as well as rules that determine who can own and operate 

storage and benefit from such pricing—topics for the country sections that follow. Countries vary 

in terms of who pays, and how much, for transmission and distribution, renewable integration, 

and energy storage. Currently, network charges account for between 20-50% of total retail 

electricity costs, with residential customers generally paying higher network costs. Among the 

major electricity consuming countries, Spanish network costs were the highest, with such costs 

reaching roughly 35% of the total retail cost for residential users.113  

 CURRENT NETWORK PRICING OPTIONS, DEMONSTRATIONS AND STUDIES IN EUROPE 
Already existing Demonstration In study

Critical peak pricing DK CH, FR, NO, PT

Dynamic pricing DK NL CH, NO

Interruptible tariff options CH, DE, ES, GR, NO, PT, SE DK BE, FR

Direct load control CZ, DE, FI, FR, NO DK BE, CH  
Source: Eurelectric, 2013 
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PERCENTAGE OF RETAIL RESIDENTIAL CONSUMERS WHO REPORT USING PEAK/OFF-PEAK RATES 
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Source: ECME Consortium survey 

Among European countries, critical peak pricing systems are not widespread, with only Denmark 

having a dynamic pricing model. For residential retail customers, all European countries except 

Denmark and Malta have some form of peak/off-peak pricing for retail customers, but a survey 

showed only 12% of residential retail customers in the EU-27 were on such tariffs. France was the 

country with the most exposure. 114  For controlling peak prices, many countries rely on 

interruptible tariff structures and/or direct load control.115 

NUMBER OF EUROPEAN COUNTRIES WITH VARIOUS TYPES OF NETWORK CHARGES 
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Most European countries have capacity charges (also known as demand charges) for industrial 

consumers, but these are less widespread for residential customers. Among the five largest 

electricity consuming countries studied here, all have capacity charges for industrial consumers, 
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but only Italy, France and Spain have such charges at the residential level. 116 Demand/capacity 

charges can incentivize energy storage by encouraging customers to reduce peak energy use. 

NETWORK CHARGES AS A FRACTION OF TOTAL RETAIL ELECTRICITY CHARGES, 2009 
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Network charges can enhance the value of energy storage at the retail level and provide an 

approximate benchmark for the costs that can be avoided through use of ES. Analysis of European 

electricity billing practices shows that while EU member countries have experienced convergence, 

there remains widespread differences in many aspects of electricity billing. Network charges range 

from 51% of the final electricity bill in Romania to just 15% in Malta. Among the five largest 

electricity consuming countries that are the focus of this report, France has the largest network 

charge proportion (50%) and Italy the smallest (22%).117  

In 2012, the EU adopted the Energy Efficiency Directive (2012/27/EU), which requires the removal 

of network tariffs designs that would impede energy efficiency and demand response. Annex 11 of 

the directive explicitly mentions time-of-use, peak-pricing and energy storage as examples of items 

that the tariff structures should enable, but it may be too early to determine how effective this 

directive is at encouraging countries to adopt tariff structures (such as demand charges or time-of-

use pricing) that could benefit storage applications. 
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SMART METER DEPLOYMENT PROGRESS IN EU 

 
Source: Smart Meters 2012 

SMART METER DEPLOYMENT PROGRESS IN EU 

Country Smart meter projections

Italy 100% today

Finland 80% by 2014

U.K. 100% by 2019

France 95% by 2016

Ireland 100% by 2017

E.U. 80% by 2020  
Source: Impact of Smart Grid Technologies on Peak Load to 2050, IEA, 2011 

Smart meter deployment is widespread in Europe, with some countries such as Sweden and Italy 

having completed rollouts, although others are still lagging behind. By 2020, approximately 80% of 

European customers should have smart meters deployed. 

7.5 European market barriers to energy storage 

Given that Europe is still at the early stages of electricity market integration, the barriers to 

storage are likely to vary considerably by country. Indeed, the lack of a consistent approach to 

storage may be the largest factor impeding the development of a European energy storage 

market. Early stage applications for storage typically include regulation services, T&D deferral and 

spinning reserves, but across Europe is it unclear whether storage can consistently qualify for 

consideration in providing such services.  

For integration of renewable energy and bulk power shifting/arbitrage, the situation is even less 

clear. Currently, storage cannot participate in wholesale power markets in Europe on an equal 

basis with generation, and storage solutions are not well integrated with transmission planning. 
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For consumers integrating storage to reduce peak power demand, a more systematic approach is 

likely needed—for example, including both time-of-use tariffs and demand charges for all 

customers to ensure the introduction of renewable energy such as solar does not result in an 

unstable demand curve for certain regions. 

For Europe as a whole, ENTSO-E has stated that, “In terms of regulatory issues, open questions are 

related to which players (private market operators contributing to system optimization or 

regulated operators) shall own and manage storage facilities.” The organization has also called for 

more large-scale ES demonstrations at the European level to validate both storage benefits and 

the potential asset ownership options for storage regulations.118 
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8 U.K. 

8.1 Summary 

The U.K. has one of the world’s most advanced deregulated electricity markets, and has 

experience with pumped hydro and battery based energy storage. The country currently has low 

renewable energy penetration, but with high targets for RE by 2020, combined with plans for 

major retirements of conventional thermal generation, the country will likely need new 

approaches for integrating renewable energy. The country currently has extensive time-of-use 

tariffs but low demand charges, a factor that could change rapidly in response to electricity market 

reforms.  

The following factors will play a key role in influencing the U.K. market for ES by 2020: 

 The U.K. 2008 Climate Change Act sets a target of reducing carbon emissions by 80% 

compared to 1990 levels.119 The U.K.’s NREAP sets a 15% renewable energy target and a 

30% renewable electricity target by 2020.120 One recent forecast anticipates RE will 

account for 32% by 2020, surpassing the 30% target.121 The U.K. expects relatively high RE 

growth in both absolute and percentage terms. 

 Electricity Market Reform (EMF) will require £110 billion until 2020 to upgrade the U.K.’s 

aging electricity infrastructure.122 Major plant retirements under the Large Combustion 

Plant directive mean thermal capacity will fall while RE penetration continues to rise. 

Historically, the U.K. has been a leader in wholesale and retail market reforms, and could 

respond relatively quickly to EU initiatives that promote storage, demand response, and 

higher TOU differentials and demand charges. 

 The U.K. currently has no direct ES subsidies or targets, but the country has decent 

experience with ES and a well-established R&D base that is contributing to the 

development of battery technology. Among advanced industrial economies, the U.K. is 

relatively accepting of promoting deployment of new energy technologies to address 

changing energy needs. 

8.2 Electricity market structure  

The U.K.’s fuel mix is still predominately carbon-based, with coal and gas accounting for two thirds 

of electricity generation in 2013. The U.K. plans to meet its ambitious carbon targets with cost-

effective renewable energy (including wind) and other carbon-neutral technologies such as 

nuclear.123 By 2030, the U.K. plans on building 16 GW of new nuclear power. Most of this new 

capacity will replace older plants that are set to retire in the next decade. Under the most 

ambitious scenario, nuclear could amount to 40-50% of generation by 2050.124  

Under the Large Combustion Plant Directive, fossil-fuel generation plants had to choose to either 

reduce emissions or opt-out of the directive and close under a defined schedule—by the end of 

2015 or after 20,000 operating hours prior to that date. In the U.K., 12 GW of coal and oil plants 

opted out, and most have already closed: in early 2013, Ofgem estimated that 8 GW of the 12 GW 

of closures would be completed by year end.125 
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U.K.’S 2013 ELECTRICITY GENERATION FUEL MIX 
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Source: U.K. Department of Energy and Climate Change 

Electricity demand 

Electricity demand is expected to decline slightly until 2020, but should begin to increase 

afterwards. By 2050, government forecasts suggest that electricity demand would rise 30-50% 

versus current levels due to the electrification of heating, transportation, and industrial 

processes.126 

Overall regulatory structure: Ofgem, TSOs and DSOs 

The Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) is an independent regulatory agency of the U.K., 

excluding Northern Ireland. Ofgem promotes security of supply, ensures the market remains 

competitive, and ensures the implantation of government polices and schemes.127 The Utility 

Regulator Northern Ireland is the electricity regulatory agency of Northern Ireland.128 

National Grid is the TSO of great Britain and Wales. National Grid owns the transmission network 

and makes sure electricity supply and demand match on a minute-by-minute basis. National Grid 

uses an array of balancing tools to ensure demand matches supply.129 While most balancing 

services are required to be provided by generators, others are procured via markets such as those 

for reactive power, fast reserve, and Short Term Operating Reserve (STOR). The TSO of Scotland is 

Scottish Power, while the TSO of Northern Ireland is System Operator of Northern Ireland 

(SONI).130 

The U.K.’s distribution network is run by seven Distribution Network Operators (DNOs): Electricity 

North West, Northern Ireland Electricity, Northern Powergrid, Scottish and Southern Energy, 

Scottish Power, U.K. Power Networks, Western Power Distribution. Six of the DNOs are overseen 

by National Grid, while Northern Ireland Electricity is overseen by SONI. The DNOs do not sell 

electricity to the final consumer, which is handled by the electricity suppliers themselves. 131 

Around 18 companies supply electricity in the U.K. The largest six are British Gas, EDF Energy, 

E.ON, Scottish and Southern Energy, Npower and ScottishPower.132 
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The wholesale market and potential reforms 

Electricity trading can take place bilaterally or on exchanges, and contracts for electricity can be 

made over timescales ranging from several years ahead to daily. Electricity can also be imported or 

exported through interconnectors. The Balancing Mechanism allows National Grid to accept offers 

of electricity (generation increases and demand reductions) and bids for electricity (generation 

reductions and demand increases) at very short notice. 

If a market participant generates or consumes more or less electricity than they have contracted, 

they are exposed to the imbalance price, or cash-out, for the difference. The cash-out price is the 

incentive on market participants to balance their own position, and therefore contributes to 

security of supply. However, Ofgem has realized that such a market structure does not adequately 

value flexibility since the value of reserves and the cost of blackouts and brownouts are not 

included in the cash-out price. In response, they are considering reforms to the system.133 Three 

proposals under consideration that would improve the business case for ES are: 

 Make cash-out prices marginal; using the most expensive action taken by the SO. 

 Improve the way reserves are priced, increasing the value of reserve used to balance the 

system. 

 Attribute a cost to disconnects and voltage reductions, starting with a value of lost load 

(VoLL) of £3000, gradually increasing to £6000; and paying residential consumers and 

businesses £5 and £10 per hour for reliability incidents. 

All of these reforms could increase the value of ES. The reform package will remain under 

consultation for the remainder of 2014, with implementation planned for 2015.134 

The retail market 

Full competition was introduced into U.K.’s electricity retail market in 1999. Since then, domestic 

and non-domestic consumers have been able to shop for their electricity supplier. Suppliers buy 

energy from the wholesale market or directly from generators and arrange for it to be delivered to 

the end consumers. They set the prices that consumers pay for the electricity that they use. 

Allowing consumers to choose their supplier in theory keeps retail prices low and drives better 

customer service. 

Ofgem plans to simplify the market by limiting the number of tariffs suppliers can offer to each 

customer to only four, and by demanding that suppliers regularly inform their customers on the 

cheapest tariff.135 

Electricity prices 

The domestic electricity price in the U.K. has increased in the recent ten years, from £0.71/kWh in 

2003 to £0.136/kWh in 2012 (both including tax), representing an annualized inflation rate of 

7.5%. However, in the second five-year (2008-2012) period, the annual inflation rate has slowed. 

The tax rate has remained at 4.8% for ten years. 
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U.K. AVERAGE ELECTRICITY PRICES 2003-2012 

Year 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Electricty price excluding 

taxes (£/kWh)
0.068 0.072 0.079 0.093 0.097 0.113 0.117 0.113 0.124 0.130

Electricty price including 

taxes (£/kWh)
0.071 0.075 0.083 0.097 0.102 0.119 0.123 0.119 0.130 0.136

 
Source: DECC, Azure International 

U.K. AVERAGE ELECTRICTIY PRICE TREND 2003-2012, £/KWH 
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Source: Azure International 

In 2012, average U.K. domestic electricity prices, including taxes, ranked the fourteenth lowest of 

those listed by the International Energy Agency (IEA), and the fourth highest in the G7. Prices in 

the U.K., excluding taxes, were the fifth highest in the IEA, and second highest in the G7, and were 

13.1% above the IEA median.136 As shown below, energy charges make up the majority of 

delivered energy prices in the U.K., followed by distribution and environmental charges. 

Transmission charges only represent 4%. 
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BREAKDOWN OF U.K. RETAIL ELECTRICITY COSTS 

59%
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Source: Ofgem 

Even with the increasing cost of the RE mechanism, electricity prices have remained in control due 

to the implementation of the Levy Control Framework (LCF) in 2011. The LCF caps the costs of RO 

and FiTs in addition to another energy efficiency program at £3.1 billion between 2013-2014. The 

cap is expected to rise to £7.6 billion by 2020-2021.137 

By 2020, £76 will be added to each customer’s energy bill annually as a result of LCF support for 

RE. However, as a result of lower wholesale energy prices and other network cost benefits, the 

government estimates the net benefit of EMR to consumers at over £75.138 

TOU and demand charges 

The U.K. has tariffs similar to TOU pricing in its electricity market, known as the Economy 7 tariff 

and Economy 10 tariff, named after the number of hours each plan offers as off-peak. Economy 7 

was introduced in 1978. The specific times when Economy 7 applies vary between different 

regions and at different times of the year. Typically, the seven-hour period starts at 1:30 am during 

British Summer Time (BST) and 12:30 am Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) during the winter. 

Roughly 10% of U.K. residents use Economy 7 tariffs. 139 Even though the differences in nighttime 

and daytime prices have recently been reduced due to growing nighttime rates, the difference is 

still attractive, at between 40% and 60%.140 Even with the significant price advantage, adoption 

rates remain low due to the fact that most residents are unable to consume enough energy at 

night to justify the use of Economy 7.141 

Economy 10 was created in 2004. Similar to the Economy 7, it is designed to be used with high 

thermal mass heating such as storage heaters, under floor heating, and is also used with electrical 

boilers, driving radiators or water-based heat stores. In contrast to Economy 7, which only 

provides off-peak electricity during night time hours, Economy 10 tariffs provide ten hours of off 

peak heating split between night, afternoon and evening. Off-peak electricity costs can be half of 

peak prices, but many Economy 10 tariffs levy an increased standing daily charge. The structure of 
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the ten off peak hours is determined by the local Distribution Network Operator (DNO) and they 

vary across the 14 regions in the U.K. 

ECONOMY 10 TIMES 

 
Source: EHC, Azure International 

The government has studied the impact of TOU pricing on peak electricity demand, such as the 

Customer-Led Network Revolution (CLNR) project in 2013. Generally, the studies show that U.K. 

consumers welcome TOU pricing. 142 

Demand charges 

To pay for transmission upgrades, National Grid levies a demand charge on commercial and 

industrial customers, called the Transmission Network Use of System (TNUoS) charge. The TNUoS, 

which is annual, is calculated based on average peak demand during so-called triad periods—one 

of three half hourly periods of maximum demand that occur between November and February 

each year. Each triad period must be separated by at least 10 days.143 While such charges have 

risen substantially over the past few years, the overall costs to customers still remain low as a 

percentage of the total electricity bill. 
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U.K. ZONAL TNUOS TARIFFS (£/KW), EQUIVALENT TO ANNUAL DEMAND CHARGES 

Northern Scotland 5.87 6.54 10.74 11.05 16.70

Southern Scotland 11.22 11.73 16.00 16.79 21.24

Northern 14.52 15.68 19.66 22.35 26.94

North West 18.43 19.45 22.84 25.18 29.64

Yorkshire 18.34 19.58 23.18 25.49 30.25

N Wales & Mersey 18.89 20.20 23.64 25.63 29.72

East Midlands 20.93 22.21 25.45 28.21 33.10

Midlands 22.69 23.81 27.36 29.20 33.78

Eastern 21.84 22.67 25.95 29.89 34.63

South Wales 22.52 22.85 25.26 27.54 32.32

South East 24.63 26.74 28.25 32.83 37.66

London 26.76 27.94 31.17 34.08 38.55

Southern 25.49 27.57 30.61 33.75 38.79

South Western 26.06 28.41 31.06 33.55 38.70

2014/15Zone Name 2010/11 2011/12 2013/142012/13

 

Source: National Grid 

Besides from transmission charges, homes and businesses also pay a Distribution Use of System 

(DUoS) charge. The charge is composed of the capacity charge, unit charge, and reactive power 

charge in addition to a fixed charge. ES could reduce these charges, especially during peak times 

when unit charges are the highest.144 Although charges are small, they are applied daily. Such 

charges currently comprise 16% of a retail electricity bill. 

 

DISTRIBUTION USE OF SYSTEM CHARGE BREAKDOWN FOR LONDON POWER NETWORK 

Unit rate 

1 £/kWh

Unit rate 

2 £/kWh

Unit rate 
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Fixed 

charge 

£/MPAN/d

ay

Capacity 

charge 

£/kVA/day

Reactive 

power 

charge 

£/kVArh

Excess 

Capacity 

charge

(£/kVA/da

y)
LV HH 

Metered
0.037 0.004 0.000 0.094 0.040 0.003 0.040

LV Sub 

HH 

Metered

0.021 0.002 0.000 0.064 0.072 0.002 0.072

HV HH 

Metered
0.017 0.001 0.000 0.689 0.073 0.001 0.073

 
Source: London Power Networks 

Reducing peak demand is one way of reducing electricity costs, especially for commercial and 

industrial customers. Whether ES can be a cost effective way for doing such a thing will depend on 

system economics and future costs. 

Ancillary services 

In the U.K., there is a ancillary service market, which provides different services.  
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 Reserve service: To balance supply and demand of electricity on short timescales, National 

Grid has contracts in place with generators and large energy users to provide temporary 

extra power, or reduction in demand. These reserve services are needed if a power station 

fails or if forecast demand differs from actual demand. National Grid has several classes of 

reserve services, which in descending order of response time are: BM Start-Up, Short-

Term Operating Reserve, Demand Management and Fast Reserve. 

 Frequency Service: This is a service that large power users such as steel works, cold stores, 

and large water pumps, can offer to the National Grid. These contractors have frequency 

sensitive relays fitted to the incoming breakers, and these disconnect the load if the 

system frequency falls beyond a pre-set (49.7 Hz). These loads are shed for a contracted 

period of at least 30 minutes. Within this period Standing Reserve (Reserve Service) diesels 

of similar capacity (around 660 MW total) start up, and enable the Frequency Service loads 

to be re-connected and the relays re-armed. 

 Short Term Operating Reserve (STOR) is intimately related to Frequency Service and 

consists of a large numbers of small diesel generators, some as small as 250 kW, but with 

around 2 GW in total capacity. These generators are started soon after a Frequency 

Service event by central dispatch from National Grid control room. They are contracted to 

come on line within twenty minutes, and to stay on for up to two hours, with a recovery 

period of twenty hours. Typically, they will start for about twelve times in any one year, 

and are paid around £7,000/MW per year plus fuel and operating costs. 

 Capacity market: By the end of 2014, a capacity market will be implemented in time for 

delivery by the 2018/2019 winter, if ultimately approved by the EU. The capacity 

mechanism will complement the Short-Term Operating Reserve (STOR). Dispatchable 

generation will be compensated for providing firm capacity, with financial penalties for 

failure to deliver. National Grid will determine how much capacity is needed depending on 

available generation mix, with higher amounts of intermittent generation requiring more 

capacity.145 

National Grid is responsible for contracting a certain amount of reserve to meet unexpected 

demand; it is currently 4 GW, and is expected to raises as intermittent energy generation raises.146 

ANCILLARY SERVICES PAYMENT RATES APPLICABLE FROM OCTOBER 2013 IN N. IRELAND 

 
Source: SONI, Azure International 

Transmission upgrade plans 

Many interconnections throughout the U.K. will be hard pressed to accept new flows of 

generation due to new generation capacity occurring on the periphery. The border between 
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Scotland and England will be especially pressed as power flows to England continuously raise. As a 

result, stability issues have arisen throughout, from voltage stability to under capacity. While soon 

to-be-completed upgrades will help solve many of the issues, there continues to be a need for grid 

reinforcement.147 

The 3.5 GW of interconnection capacity only represent 4% of the U.K.’s generating capacity, 

considerably below the 10% EU target. However, an additional 10 GW of future projects are under 

consideration.148 Increasing the level of interconnection would greatly increase the U.K.’s security 

of supply and reduce energy costs for consumers in light of increasing penetration of RE energy. 

However, Ofgem does not believe such interconnections are certain enough to protect the U.K. 

from projected energy shortfalls.149  

In April 2013, Ofgem agreed to provide £21.5 billion for transmission upgrades through 2021 as 

part as the new price control framework, called RIIO (Revenue = Incentives + Innovation + 

Outputs).150 This new framework intends to award network companies that meet the growing 

demands of both networks and consumers through innovation. Companies are expected to satisfy 

customers, ensure reliability and availability, offer safe network services and favorable connection 

terms, and positively impact the environment. The total estimated transmission investment 

needed is £200 billion.151 

At the distribution level, electricity distribution price control (RIIO - ED1), which will run from 2015 

to 2023, will determine the level of funding for the six DSOs. The six DSOs have already submitted 

their business plans for approval and final confirmation will take place before the end of 2014.152 

The proposed business plans investment amounted to £26 billion; which covers the expansion, 

replacement and maintenance of the distribution network.153 The U.K. Power Networks (U.K.PN) 

Business Plan and the Western Power Distribution’s Business Plan both contain ES projects—both 

are Ofgem-funded demonstration projects. U.K.PN’s Business plan states that ES was left out of 

their future scenarios, but did mention that it could have significant impact, especially with 

increasing levels of distributed generation.154 Western Power Distribution’s Business Plan sees ES 

playing a future role in network design and operation.155 

Capacity Margins 

Capacity margins are expected to decrease to dangerous levels due to a continuous fall in 

conventional generation with no plans to replace de-commissioning plants until 2016 the earliest. 

Even though peak demand has fallen 5 GW over the previous seven years, with an additional 

projected decrease of 3-4 GW by 2018, supply shortages will continue to strain supply shortages 

for the near future. 
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DE-RATED CAPACITY MARGINS (%) FOR DIFFERENT OFGEM SCENARIOS  

 
Source: Ofgem 

Based on the above graph, by 2015/2016 3 to 9 hours of loss of load is expected if no intervention 

is undertaken by the System Operator. If demand is higher than projected, capacity margins could 

be even lower in future scenarios, which could subsequently increase the loss of load.156 

U.K. DEMAND PROFILE BY SEASON, GW 

 
Source: National Grid 

Smart meters 

In accordance with the EU internal energy market directive, the U.K. plans on installing 30 million 

smart meters by 2020. Originally, the rollout was set to begin in 2014, but was delayed due to 

technical issues, and pushed back to 2015. The project is expected to cost £11.7 billion and is 

being paid for by consumers via an energy tariff.157 Currently, every energy bill is attached with a 

£112 annual tariff, which pays for most of the U.K. green initiatives. The tariff remains contentious 

due to the disproportionate burden it places on lower income houses. However, any changes to 

the tariff should not greatly affect RE deployment due to any gap in funding being made up 

through higher general taxes.158 
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8.3 Renewable integration 

Support for RE has picked up steam after a 2008 government report warned of the U.K.’s inability 

to reach 2020 targets. Previously, the U.K. lacked clear support mechanisms for RE, and the 

market structure discouraged new forms of energy. As a result, of all EU countries, the U.K. had 

the largest gap between its NREAP target for 2020 and its 2006 installed capacity: the U.K. had 

renewable sources accounting for just 4.5% of electricity generation in 2006, compared to a 2020 

target of 30%.159 Analysts pointed out that achieving the target would require annual growth in 

installed renewable capacity of 16%.160 Policies adopted over the years in the U.K. include 

renewable obligation certificates (ROCs), limits to carbon emissions from conventional plants, and 

tariff premiums called Contracts for Difference (CfD), which came into effect in 2013. Overall, U.K. 

public opinion continues to support policies to bring in more renewable energy, with 78% in favor 

of continuing such support in recent surveys.161  

ROCs 

Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROCs) were implemented in 2002 and were fully implanted 

across the U.K. by 2005 with the addition of Northern Ireland. As one of the first RE support 

mechanisms, the system incentivizes electricity producers to increase their amount of renewable 

generation per year by obligating them to buy (ROCs) if they don’t meet their set target for the 

year. The targets and ROC prices are determined each year based on a multitude of factors. Since 

the start of the ROC mechanism in 2002, RE capacity has increased from 3.1 GW to 12.3 GW in 

2011. 162  

2013 Energy Act 

On December 18, 2013, the U.K. enacted the Energy Act, paving the way for further electricity 

market reforms, creating a new RE support mechanism, establishing a capacity market, and 

implementing an annual carbon dioxide limit for fossil fuel plants; which at 450 g/kWh, pushes 

new coal plants out of the market.163 ROCs will be completely replaced with Contracts for 

Difference (CfD) by 2017. The Contracts for Difference (CfD) is a long-term private law contract 

that pays the generator the difference between a measure of the market price for electricity 

(reference price) and a measure of the long-term price needed to bring forward investment in a 

given technology (strike price)—in some respects the mechanism can be compared to a type of 

feed-in tariff premium. The table below shows prices currently: 
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U.K. ENERGY STRIKE PRICES FOR SELECT GENERATION TECHNOLOGIES (£/MWH IN 2012 PRICES) 

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19

Geothermal 145 145 145 140 140

Hydro 100 100 100 100 100

Onshore Wind 95 95 95 90 90

Offshore Wind 155 155 150 140 140

Large PV 120 120 115 110 100

Scottish Islands 

Onshore
—— —— —— 115 115

 
Source: U.K. Department of Energy and Climate Change 

With the change to CfDs, independent renewable generators may continue to face difficulties in 

accessing the market. To address this issue, the government has developed an Off-taker of Last 

Resort (OLR) mechanism, which offers generators access to shorter-term power purchasing 

contracts (PPC). Such a mechanism should reduce investment costs and increase competition 

through reducing the risk of lenders.164 The mechanism is still under consultation, but should be 

put into effect by the end of 2014.  

Distributed RE Systems  

A distributed PV feed-in tariffs (FIT) scheme was introduced in April, 2010. The scheme supported 

the deployment of small scale renewable energy up to 5 MW in size by providing a generous fixed 

tariff.165 However, with the passage of the 2013 Energy Act, the maximum size eligible for the FIT is 

now 10 MW. 166  

PV generations FiT rates for the end of 2013 ranged from £0.70-0.15/kWh depending on system 

size and period of installation. The rates for 2014 have been set between £0.66-0.15. Rates are 

generally higher for smaller systems while systems over 250 kW are paid the lowest rate. FIT rates 

are reduced each period based on the number of installations in the previous quarter and the 

price of PV systems. Any energy that is exported back to the grid is paid an additional £0.045 on 

top of the generation rate.167 In 2012, a system of lower, middle, and higher FIT rates were 

implemented for systems smaller than 250 kW in order to encourage energy efficiency. Homes 

and business that do not obtain an energy performance certificate (EPC) above a certain threshold 

are given the lower rate. Medium rates are applied to owners with over 25 FIT installations. 

Contracts are good for 20 years and prices are indexed to inflation.168 

Renewable finance 

Between January 2012 and September 2013, over £21 billion of private investment went into U.K. 

RE.169 Based on announced strike prices for renewable generation, the U.K. would need an 

estimated £40 billion annually through 2020 to reach its targets, which could see a doubling of RE 

capacity to 40 GW.170 Part of that investment will come in the form of state-backed loans.  

In 2012, the Green Development Bank (GIB) was established in November of 2012 with £3 billion 

in capital from the U.K. government. An additional £800 million was allocated for the 2015/16 

cycle, putting the total at £3.8 Billion.171 The goal of the bank is to fund RE projects that are short 
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of capital to attract additional private sector financing.172 To date, GIB has invested £764 million 

with an additional £2.4 billion coming from private investment across 25 projects.173 80% of the 

investments are spread across offshore wind, energy efficiency, and waste-bio energy projects.174  

Wind 

Wind generation continues to be the primary growth driver of RE in the U.K. Wind rose from 5.5% 

of total energy generation in 2012 to 7.7% in 2013.175 Until 2020, wind capacity is expected to 

grow by 2.2 GW a year based on moderate market estimates; such a capacity will put wind 

generation at 18.6% of the U.K.’s generation mix.176  

In April 2013, support for onshore wind decreased by 10% under the RO due to falling system 

costs. Although onshore growth is expected to decrease after 2015 due to a lack of suitable sites, 

offshore wind will continue to remain strong. It is important to note that 70% of new onshore 

capacity during 2013 came online in Scotland, putting Scotland-England grid ties under stress.177 

U.K. WIND CAPACITY FORECAST, 2009-2020, GW 
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Source: Department of Energy and Climate Change; EWEA 

The U.K. is a leader in offshore wind deployment with over 1000 turbines online as of June 2013, 

more than rest of the world combined. The U.K. sees the offshore wind sector as a driver of 

innovation and future economic development, and has thus supported its development through 

research funding and investment support. Between 8-16 GW of offshore wind is expected by 2020, 

with 18-36 GW by 2030.178 In 2012, offshore wind had a load factor of 35% compared with 26.2% 

for onshore wind, making offshore wind easier for the grid to absorb and balance.179  

Solar 

With only 2.7 GW of PV capacity by the end of 2013, the PV generation contribution to the whole 

energy mix remains negligible.180 However, growth in the previous two years has been high and it 

is expected to continue for the rest of the decade given favorable financial support in the form of 

the FIT and CfD. As of January 2014, there was 2 GW of PV supported by the FIT with 1.3 GW of 
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that representing systems smaller than 4 kW.181 By the end of 2013, there was 2.71 GW of PV, 

which puts distributed solar at around 70% of total PV capacity.182 According to projected capacity 

targets based on CfD prices, 2.4-4 GW of large-scale solar is expected by 2020.183 

U.K. SOLAR PV CAPACITY FORECAST, 2009-2020, GW 
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Source: U.K. Department of Climate and Energy Change 

While 10 GW of PV is expected by 2020 based on a moderate scenario of growth, as much as 20 

GW could be installed if market conditions remain optimal, PV systems costs fall, and grid 

balancing tools come into play.184 If solar capacity surpasses 10 GW, changes to the grid might be 

needed to ensure reliability and avoid reverse power flows. Solutions recognized by National Grid 

include increasing demand during the day through lower electricity prices, energy storage, or 

exporting the electricity via interconnections.185 A full PV strategy document will be released in the 

Spring of 2014 to further guide future PV development.186 

2010 U.K. DEMAND AND WIND OUTPUT SCALED TO ESTIMATED 2020 VALUES 

 
Source: “Operating the Electricity Transmission Networks in 2020,” National Grid, 2011 
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So far, the U.K.’s near-term installed wind and solar capacity is unlikely to present major grid 

integration issues, based on studies by National Grid and others. However, scaling current wind 

output to expected 2020 installed capacity shows that net demand will be significantly more 

volatile than is the case currently. The real issue is likely to arise in regions with locally high wind 

capacity, such as Scotland or in areas near large offshore sites. Such sites are located far from 

areas with high load demand, thus putting pressure on the grid to deliver that energy over longer 

distances.  

8.4 Energy Storage 

In the U.K., distributed energy storage is expected to become a growth sector as the country 

attempts to maintain grid stability. According to the Electricity Storage Network, a U.K. based 

association of companies, operators, and other manufactures with interest in ES, an additional 

2,000 MW electricity storage will be required to meet demand and network requirements.187 The 

grid is facing an ever-increasing need for balancing power to handle wind variability.188 According 

to a report by U.K. Power Networks, as of November 1, 2013, there was 5.1 MW and 6.4 MWh of 

storage commissioned with an additional 7.2 MW and 13.9 MWh under construction or being 

planned.189 Aside from one CASES project, all the other projects are advanced batteries, primarily 

lithium-ion, and are being used to balance the distribution grid and integrate RE energy. (Azure 

International’s database has further project information.) The U.K. has a long history of energy 

storage and many categories of technologies are developed in the country, such as pumped hydro 

storage, battery, compressed air storage, and flywheels. 

ES PROJECT MAP IN THE U.K. 

 
Source: U.K. Power Networks 
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Government support for ES 

The U.K. government and industry have joined forces to evaluate storage at each level of the value 

chain. DECC has recently called upon some organizations to help investigate the realistic 

requirements for electricity storage across the power system and to assess its associated value to 

the U.K. 

The Department of Energy and Climate Change supports ES research funding and project 

development through the energy storage innovation competition. 12 organizations were awarded 

£0.5 million to test project designs and an additional £17 million was made available to a few ES 

companies to test their technology through 2015. 

 REDT U.K. Ltd to develop a technology to store electricity from wind turbines190 

 Moixa Energy Ltd to develop small battery-based storage units191 

 Sharp Laboratories of Europe Ltd to develop and scale up a new battery technology for 

residential and community energy storage systems 

An additional £1.5 million was awarded to four companies in 2013, mostly to fund research 

projects.192 

In the beginning of 2013, as part of a £600 investment in “eight great technologies,” £30 million 

was allocated to create an R&D center to test new grid-storage.193 

National Grid Support for ES 

As part of the current electricity distribution price controls that runs until 31 March 2015, Ofgem 

established the Low Carbon Networks (LCN) Fund and Innovative Funding Incentive to support 

energy storage development. Up to £500 million is available to the DSOs for support of innovative 

technologies.194 So far, 31 energy storage and demand response projects have been funded; 

significant projects are listed below. 

LCN funded demonstration projects 

 U.K. Power Networks commissioned S&C Electric, Samsung SDI, and Younicos to deploy a 6 

MW/10 MWh lithium-ion battery at a primary substation in Bedfordshire to assess the 

cost effectiveness of energy storage. In addition to energy arbitrage, the project will also 

be used to balance the intermittency of wind and other renewables on the grid and ease 

capacity constraints. The £18.7 million project received £13.2 million from Ofgem’s LCN 

Fund.195  

 Northern Grid is testing six Lithium-ion batters provided by A123 196  across their 

distribution network to help balance supply and demand. Three 100 kWh batteries, two 

200 kWh batteries, and one 5 MWh battery have been placed in the network to test the 

effectiveness of ES in different network environments. The project is part of the Customer-

Led Network Revolution (CLNR), a leading U.K. smart grid project, part funded by Ofgem's 

Low Carbon Networks Fund.197 
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8.4.1 Other supported projects 

Many other projects, besides from the two mentioned above, have recently been commissioned 

or are still under construction. Although the U.K. currently has no operational projects that use 

sodium or flow batteries, projects using such technology are underway. A sodium based battery 

project is under construction in Milton Keynes and a flow battery project has been announced for 

constructed on the Scottish island of Gigha; it is being funded by DECC.198 

Compressed air storage is another technology with high potential. The U.K. has one compressed 

air storage project in operation since 2011 in Slough, Berkshire. Its output is 350 kW with duration 

at this output of seven hours. 199 The European Commission has announced to provide funding to 

the U.K. for a compressed air storage system with an annual storage capacity of 550 GWh.200 

CURRENT AND PLANNED ES PROJECTS BY TECHNOLOGY 

Technology category Number

Battery 6

Compressed Air 2

Flywheel 1

Pumped Hydro 5

Thermal Storage 1  
Source: DOE, IEEE and Solarpowerportal 

Market participation 

In the past several years several companies have expressed interest in participating in the U.K. ES 

markets. Some are technology providers, such as ABB, S&C Electronics Europe, Samsung SDI, 

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, GE energy storage. Some companies are project owners, such as U.K. 

Power Networks, Mitsubishi Power Systems Europe, SSE Generation, Western Power. Some are 

integrators, such as Younicos and Princeton Power Systems. 

8.4.2 Obstacles to ES in the U.K. 

As in other countries, energy storage faces a number of diverse obstacles in the U.K., some 

common and others unique. One study, by Energati, summarized the major ES obstacles as 

follows: 

 Unclear value streams: It is difficult for companies to know whether they can receive value 

for certain ES applications due to unclear ownership structures. A policy change is needed 

to clearly establish storage markets between generation, transmission, distribution and 

customers. 

 Policy instability: In recent years, U.K. energy policy has faced instability in regards to 

promotion of renewable energy, security of supply, transmission investments and 

subsidies for storage projects. There is no single point of contact in DECC (Department of 

Energy and Climate Change) with responsibility for electricity storage. (Many other green 

technologies have a focal point in DECC, such as smart meters, electric vehicles, wind, PV 

and CCS.)  
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 Limitations on DSOs owning storage: The U.K. is unlikely to see ES applications in the 

electricity distribution and transmission networks unless license categories are amended, 

since distribution networks are not allowed to have generation assets. If U.K. DSOs want 

to employ a storage solution, they need to first obtain a generation license. Power 

network participants are keen to see the classification of storage as generation changed. 

201 
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8.5 U.K. Energy storage graphs 

NO. OF COMMISSIONED PROJECTS & INSTALLED CAPACITY BY TECH (LEFT) & BY APPLICATION 
(RIGHT)  
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Source: Azure International                          

INSTALLED CAPACITY BY TECH SUPPLIER  
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Source: Azure International                          
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9 France 

9.1 Summary 

France is unique in the world in terms of the percentage of power provided from nuclear and 

hydro energy—meaning its electricity network is among the most decarbonized of any major 

world economy. France is also a net power exporter, providing an essential backstop to Italy as 

well as forming the connection between Spain and the rest of Europe. France’s electric power 

markets have evolved from a purely centralized regulated structure built around a powerful 

national utility, EDF. Given its surplus power generation capability, France has been slower than its 

immediate neighbors in developing renewable energy targets, partially because the electricity 

sector is not perceived as a major pathway for achieving carbon emissions cuts. As the costs of 

renewable energy has fallen, France’s deployment of wind and solar has accelerated, and recently. 

the French government initiated discussions about whether the country should reduce reliance on 

nuclear and increase its renewable targets—which could drive ES markets for renewable 

integration. 

At the same time, France is generally among the most supportive of ecological priorities of all 

European countries, as well as a leader in energy technology research and development at the 

national and industrial level. France is home to one of the world’s leading battery manufacturers—

SAFT—and France has long experience with some storage technologies including lithium ion, NMH 

and NiCd. Lastly, while France’s territory is fairly compact and heavily populated, Corsica and 

overseas territories such as New Caledonia and La Reunion offer potentially attractive markets for 

storage applications, such as peak leveling, backup power, micro grid and ancillary services. 

Several of these island locations already have begun experimenting with energy storage. 

9.2 Electricity market structure 

Beginning in 2000, France began to undertake significant electricity sector market reforms, 

beginning with the unbundling of transmission, introduction of competition, partial privatization of 

EDF, and an obligation to purchase renewable energy at fixed tariff rates.202 However, France has 

proceeded relatively slowly with market liberalization. Prices for electricity are fairly low in 

comparison to other countries, demand charges are low, and time-of-use rates are not 

widespread. For demand charges at the residential level, these are fairly low and would provide 

minimal incentives for energy storage: 
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DEMAND CHARGE BY METER SIZE IN FRANCE, BASE BLUE TARIF, 2014 

Meter size 

(kW)

Annual demand 

charge (Euro)
Cost per kWh

3 52                            13.720                   

6 85                            13.720                   

9 112                         13.720                   

12 173                         13.720                   

15 198                         13.720                   

18 228                         13.720                   

24 485                         13.720                   

30 599                         13.720                   

36 694                         13.720                    
Source: EDF, Feb. 1, 2014 

The data from demand charges in the table above show that a customer cutting peak usage from 

36 kW to 18 kW would save only €466 per year, or €39/month. 

Residents can opt for peak-off-peak pricing. Off-peak prices (heures creuses) are in effect at 

night—the times vary by location but generally the off-peak times are between around 11 pm to 

7-8 am daily. (In some cases, such as Bordeaux, regions also have 2-3 heures creuses in the early 

afternoon.) The 2014 peak-off-peak residential price differential was 45% (€0.151/kWh during 

peak versus €0.1044/kWh for off-peak), which might be too little to encourage storage 

applications.203 

EDF’s Tempo tariff, launched in 1995, is optional for residential and small business customers with 

a minimum capacity of 9 kW; the Tempo tariff is a critical peak pricing plan that assigns days to 

three categories: blue (cheapest), white (medium price) and red (most expensive). As of 2008, 

Tempo had attracted 350,000 residential and over 100,000 small business customers. For each 

year, the country assigns 22 red days, 43 white days, and 300 blue days—the color of each day is 

announced by EDF one day ahead based on expected demand patterns, and customers can receive 

text messages to stay informed of the announcements. The difference between white and blue 

day pricing was around 20%, while critical peak (red) days could be up to 6x more expensive. A 

large number of red days usually occur during the winter months, which see high electricity 

demand.204 In many instances, the country experienced 4-5 red days in a row, meaning that energy 

storage would have a limited ability to help customers time-shift their load to lower priced 

periods. Also, since all red days typically take place in the winter, storage would not be able to add 

value for most of the year. 
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FRANCE TEMPO CRITICAL PEAK PRICING, 2012  

 
Source: European Parliament, based on EDF 2012 

One of the challenges for France, and the explanation for the seasonal design of the Tempo price 

plan, is that diurnal load variation is much smaller than the seasonal demand variation. As the 

charts below show, the peak load in France’s relatively cool summer months is far below even the 

minimum load in the winter months, when electric heating drives up electricity demand. However, 

France could still benefit from greater application of TOU and demand charges.  

FRANCE TYPICAL LOAD PROFILES 

 
Source: RTE, 2011 

As smart meters usage rates increase, and as the EU pushes countries to make wider use of TOU 

and demand charges, France could see changes that would benefit energy storage. For now, 

France’s pricing mechanisms do not favor energy storage for end-user applications. 
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9.3 Renewable deployment 

Under the EU’s Renewable Energy Directive of 2009, France is set to generate 23% of its power 

from renewable sources by 2020, up from 9.6% in 2005.205 The country’s National Renewable 

Energy Action Plan (NREAP) calls for 25 GW of wind capacity by 2020, which includes 6 GW of 

offshore wind; as well as 5.4 GW of solar, mostly PV.206 In 2008 France established feed-in tariffs 

for wind, they are as follows: 

 Onshore wind: €0.082/kWh for 10 years, then between €0.028/kWh (for 3,600 hours and 

more) and €0.082/kWh (for 2,400 hours and less) for five years depending on the number 

of hours of operation. 

 Offshore wind: €0.13/kWh for 10 years, then between €0.03/kWh and €0.13/kWh for 10 

years depending on the location of the site. 

France had about 8 GW of wind energy at the end of 2013, but deployment slowed in 2013 owing 

to uncertainty about wind feed-in-tariffs: a lawsuit from wind tariff opponents had sought to derail 

the tariffs because the government had not properly registered the tariff as state aid with the 

EU.207  

France’s feed-in tariffs for solar PV were established in 2011: The FIT rate depends on the type of 

installation (full integration of installation into the roof, simplified integration of the installation 

into the roof or other type of installation) and the nature of the building (residential dwellings, 

buildings used for health or educational purposes, or other). France has long supported building-

integrated PV with a separate feed-in tariff; currently, the level is set at €0.37-0.58/kWh.208 Tariffs 

generally favored distributed solar systems smaller than 100 kW. 

According to Energy Data Systems, some observers feel that France has historically lacked 

ambition on solar deployment, perhaps because France has little industrial exposure to the 

sector.209 However, in early 2013, the government announced that the annual installation goal 

would be raised from 500 MW to 1 GW for 2013 (in line with roughly 1 GW added in 2012), which 

is divided between small scale (less than 100 kW) and large-scale systems that could be either PV 

or CSP.210 Large-scale plants would be funded under a tender process. Subsequently, the French 

Environment and Energy Management Agency (ADEME) suggested the country’s target for 2020 

should rise to 15 GW of solar.211 At the end of 2012, France had roughly 3.5 GW of PV installed, 

and the country added a further 743 MW in 2013, reaching 4.3 GW of installed capacity.212 Hence, 

the country’s 5.4 GW NREAP solar target now appears likely to be far exceeded—if France 

continues to install 700 MW of PV annually, it would reach over 9 GW of installed capacity by 

2020, which is still a modest compared to its neighbor, Germany. 
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FRANCE WIND CAPACITY AND ADDITIONS, GW (LEFT), AND PRODUCTION, TWH (RIGHT) 
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Source: RTE 

FRANCE PV CAPACITY AND ADDITIONS, GW (LEFT), AND PRODUCTION, TWH (RIGHT) 
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Source: RTE 

Based on the present plan for renewable energy development in France, energy storage would 

likely not play a major role in balancing out diurnal variations in renewable energy output. Solar 

output would remain less than 5% of all renewable energy output. Wind resources would provide 

roughly 40% of total renewable output, or around 8-10% of electricity—likely well within the range 

that could be absorbed by a conventional, well-integrated power grid. That said, France’s position 

on solar deployment is evolving rapidly. If the country adopts ambitious new policies on solar—

especially distributed solar—energy storage for renewable integration would begin to appear 

substantially more attractive by 2020. 
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9.4 Energy storage experience 

France is home to SAFT, one of the largest battery manufacturing firms, which has grid-scale 

battery technologies using lithium ion, NMH, and NiCd technologies, among others. SAFT is active 

in a variety of energy storage markets, and has worked on renewable integration application 

projects worldwide, including prominent examples in Tudela, Spain; La Reunion; Puerto Rico; 

Regina, Saskatchewan; Tucson, Arizona; and Sacramento, California. SAFT’s systems are also in 

widespread use in France and Germany for small-scale PV installations—SAFT’s lithium ion 

batteries are used in Bosch’s small scale PV integration module which includes inverters, battery 

management and batteries designed for plug-and-play solar applications. 

Given the prospects for a rapid scale up in PV capacity in France, one question is whether France 

will become more active in pursuing energy storage domestically. Recently, French President 

Francois Hollande suggested that Germany and France should establish a joint company for energy 

technology: “Germany has a head start in renewables, but we have our vanguard in energy storage 

and power grids,” Hollande said.213  

Although France is clearly a leader on energy storage technologies, the country has a relatively 

small number of projects, many of which are located outside of Metropolitan France. Examples 

include SAFT systems in Corsica and La Reunion, both using lithium ion battery systems for 

renewable integration; AEG Power Systems lead-acid batteries in New Caledonia, and a ZBB flow 

battery system in French Polynesia. Flow batteries and lithium ion batteries are also being applied 

to two projects in Grenoble, France, for renewable integration and community energy storage. 

Given the variety of these systems, and France’s R&D and manufacturing base for battery 

technology, France is ahead of many other countries in terms of energy storage technology 

experience. 
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9.5 France energy storage graphs 
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10 Germany 

10.1 Summary 

The need for energy storage in Germany is growing as the country pursues an ambitious energy 

transition (Energiewende) from a country powered by coal and nuclear to one powered by 

renewable generation.  

 Germany’s energy transition has increased the proportion of renewable generation in 

Germany’s energy mix, especially from wind and solar. In 2012, renewable penetration 

was 22%,214 up from in 20% in 2011 and 16.4% in 2010.215 Germany’s announced decision 

to completely rid itself of nuclear should result in a further substantial increase in 

renewable energy. 

 Given high penetration of wind and solar, Germany’s grid faces stability issues, 

transmission congestion, and capacity shortages at certain times of the day. 

 Germany’s electricity market supports energy storage development through subsidies for 

small distributed systems, which is fairly unique in world markets. 

 The government financially supports energy storage R&D, in addition to providing funding 

for development projects. 

 Many new advance ES projects have recently come online or are planned for the 

immediate future; such projects are aimed at balancing the grid and integrating RE. 

Although the financial incentives for renewable energy that have accelerated RE growth are in 

danger of being reduced, several forces are acting to continue the expansion: public funding for 

clean energy, a policy commitment to scale back nuclear, and overwhelming public support for 

ecological policies.216  

Given its location in the center of Europe, Germany has the most interconnected grid in Europe, 

which makes electricity exchange between Germany and its neighboring countries frequent. Such 

a interconnectedness is positive for RE deployment, but Germany’s renewable energy exports to 

its neighbors have been increasing steadily, with intermittence putting unwanted pressure on the 

grids of neighboring countries. Poland and the Czech Republic have tried to limit German power 

exports while the Netherlands faces its own grid difficulties due RE growth. These developments 

have the potential to destabilize the grid as renewable energy use rises. Denmark is also targeting 

a high RE penetration rate, decreasing the ability of Germany and Denmark to absorb or exchange 

energy during periods of high wind and low power demand.  

Within Germany’s borders, grid problems also exist. RE deployment, especially wind, is unevenly 

distributed, with more RE in the north and higher consumption in the south, putting pressure on 

the north-to-south transmission lines. While an upgraded grid would help absorb new sources of 

RE, the costs would be high, with estimates as high as €42.5 billion through 2030.217 In addition, 

upgrades to the grid are behind schedule—centrally-planned grid upgrades typically lag 

developments in the distributed renewable energy sector.218  
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Germany’s energy policy is based on the current expectation that ES is needed in Germany due to 

high distributed PV capacity. The country’s current ES projects include both privately funded and 

those funded by the government. Projects have been growing in size, as technology and 

economics improve and utilities gain experience. 

10.2 Electricity market structure 

Germany is the largest and most interconnected electricity market in Europe. As of 2012, Germany 

had 178.3 GW of capacity, of which 75.6 GW was renewable capacity.219 However, due to the 

relatively low load factor of renewable capacity, renewable generation only composed 24.5% of 

energy generation in 2013. 

GERMANY’S 2013 ELECTRICITY GENERATION FUEL MIX 
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Source: AGEB 

The electricity market has been liberalized in Germany since 1998 following the passage of the 

Energy Industry Act. In 2012, an average customer had a choice between 88 different suppliers.220 

Internet portals display the wide variety of electricity providers that compete with each other on 

the market.  

Four Transmission system Operators (TSOs) ensure the grid remains balanced and that there is 

always a constant flow of energy. The four TSOs are 50Hertz, Amprion, TenneT and TransnetBW; 

each is in charge of its own control area. Almost 90% of power plants are capable of providing 

balancing services to their respective TSOs, classified as primary control, secondary control, and 

tertiary control reserve. 
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ANCILLARY SERVICE MARKET OVERVIEW 
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Source: Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety 

The Federal Network Agency ensures that the four TSOs act in a way that ensure fairness among 

all actors in the network. The Agency approves network charges, increases network access—and 

since 2011 has helped enable grid expansion by speeding relevant licensing procedures.221 

Although the number of electricity suppliers in Germany is high, the market is still highly 

concentrated. Three-fourths of the 888 Distribution System Operators (DSO) in 2013 served fewer 

than 30,000 meters; while 7.5% of the suppliers served 75% of the meters tracked, which stood at 

47.8 million meters.222 Some of the major utility companies in Germany include E.ON, RWE, and 

Vattenfall; such companies own both generation and distribution assets. 

German electricity prices consist of three components: electricity procurement costs, transmission 

costs and taxes and fees. The prices for electricity procurement are determined on the wholesale 

market, the European Energy Exchange (EEX) in Leipzig. On the EEX, power is bought and sold by 

the hour and by the day in the spot market. Power is also bought and sold on the futures market in 

1-4 year-ahead blocks. 223 
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VOLUME-WEIGHTED ELECTRCITY PRICE FOR HOUSEHOLD CUSTOMERS €/KWH 2006-2013 
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Rising electricity prices have primarily resulted from increases in the EEG surcharge (named for the 

German Renewable Energy Act, the Erneuerbare-Energien-Gesetz or EEG), a major component of 

electricity price fees. In 2013, the surcharge was €0.0528 /kWh, up from €0.0205/kWh in 2010. It 

comprised 18% of electricity prices in 2013, while network tariffs accounted for 19.8% and taxes 

for 22.9%. Other fees and energy costs make up the rest of electricity costs.224 

Household, commercial, and industrial customers all pay a similar purchase price for power. 

However, the most energy-intensive industries pay a significantly lower price for electricity due to 

EEG surcharges and grid access charges exemptions. Companies are 100% exempt from grid 

charges if they source over 10 GWh from one consumption point; many other companies receive 

partial discounts ranging from 40-80%. Such industrial companies only paid €0.09/kWh in 2012, a 

significant discount versus other retail customers.225 

Germany’s load curves in 2013 and 2020  

Even though RE in 2013 made up a large proportion of peak generation on some days, the grid was 

still able to adapt. Whenever there were high levels of RE output, excess generation was simply 

exported to its neighboring countries. Solar and wind were fairly complementary due to seasonal 

weather patterns, PV generation remained low during the winter months while wind generation 

was relatively high. The reverse situation occurs during the summer. Currently, the grid is able to 

maintain such high levels of RE, even on days when both solar and wind generation are high. On 

Oct. 3, 2013, wind and solar accounted for 47.6% of electricity production, and there were no 

major problems balancing the grid.226  
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ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION: JUNE 2013 

 
Source: Fraunhofer 

ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION: DECEMBER 2013 

 
Source: Fraunhofer 

Although national-level load curves in Germany as of 2013 do not show aggregate problems with 

integrating renewable energy—especially since solar typically helps reduce the daytime peak 

load—the situation will shift in around 2020. By 2022, forecasts suggest there will be 200 hours in 

which RE generation exceeds total demand, while at other time RE generation will only cover a 

small portion of demand.227 
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ELECTRICITY GENERATION DURING TWO DIFFERENT WEEKS IN 2022 

 
Source: Agora Energiewende 

TOU and demand charges  

In 2012, 81% of suppliers offered some form of TOU tariffs.228 However, adoption rates among 

final customers still remain low for two reasons. First, not all suppliers in a given area offer TOU 

tariffs, making it impractical to stay with that supplier if energy costs are lower with a competitor, 

even if that supplier does not offer a TOU tariff. Secondly, over the past few years, the price 

difference between off and on-peak tariffs have decreased significantly, making TOU tariffs less 

attractive for customers.229 Germany may also make the decision not to implement a full smart 

meter rollout by 2020 due to a growing concern over privacy and unfavorable economics; such a 

move would further decrease likelihood of widespread TOU tariff adoption.230 

While demand charges exist for end-users, the rates are not high enough to justify the installation 

of ES. However, demand charges may rise in the future if a fully operational capacity market takes 

off in Germany as a result of EU electricity market reforms. 

Ancillary service market  

Power operators have been increasing their involvement on the balancing market due to market 

inefficiencies resulting from increasing levels of RE. TSOs have responded by becoming more 

active in the trading of energy in order to balance RE generation; RE is given priority access, so if 

forecasts are off, TSOs must step in to ensure the grid remains balanced. Such changes to the 
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market have been a result of the direct market-modeling, a market mechanism that begin in July 

2012 in which RE plants sell their energy directly to the market. The market currently accepts 

balancing market participants based solely on capacity price (€/MW), meaning plants with lower 

running times are favored; economically ES systems could compete in such a market 

environment.231  

Transmission grid 

In response to two separate wind integration studies conducted by the German Energy Agency 

(Dena) in 2005 and 2010 that showed the transmission needs Germany’s future energy system, 

the German government passed two laws to help speed grid reinforcement, especially of the 

extra-high voltage south-to-north line.232 The government subsequently ordered the four TSOs to 

draft a National Electricity Grid Development Plan (NEP) that projects generation, consumption, 

and regional distribution 10 years and 20 years in the future.  

The most pressing need comes in the form of north-south distribution lines to transmit forecast 

new wind energy capacity. Over 10 years, an estimated €22 billion will be required just to address 

issues with this corridor.233 RE forecasts under the NEP are much higher than the government’s 

initial targets as laid out in 2010, showing how Germany’s energy picture has changed in the 

previous few years.234  

A more specific plan that includes measures to optimize the grid to adapt to future scenario 

projections is currently being developed by the four TSOs for submission to the Federal Network 

Agency (BNetzA) by March 2014.235 It is unclear whether ES will be considered economically 

suitable. 

Specific grid issues 

 Wind energy is generated in areas of relatively low load demand, in the north, while 

demand is relatively high in the south, where parts of Germany’s industrial base are 

located. Of the 30% of national electricity demand accounted for by Germany’s industrial 

states, Bavaria and Baden-Württemberg, 55% and 60% go towards industrial consumption. 

While Germany is capable of providing enough supply through 2015, supply problems may 

arise after many southern base load power plants close.236 
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AREA’S OF GRID CONGESTION 

 
Source: Areva 

 Grid statistics show that number of corrective measures taken to ensure security of supply 

have been on the rise, increasing to 990 in 2011, from 2 in 2003.237 Over the past three 

years, the number of short grid interruptions have grown by 29%.  

 After one such incident, Hydro Aluminum in Hamburg invested €150,000 in batteries in 

order to protect its operations after its machines incurred €10,000 in damages. Sales of 

batteries and other backup systems have seen annually sales increase as a result of such 

problems.238 

 The head of RWE, Peter Terium, warned of blackouts across Europe as power plants shut 

down due to unfavorable economics (40% of RWE plants are operating at a loss, the 

company says). 239 

Grid upgrades  

 Of the planned transmission projects planned for completion by 2015 under the Power 

Grid Expansion Act , only 50% of projects being built by the four TSO’s are expected to be 

completed by 2016.240 

 The German Energy Agency estimates that grid upgrades will cost €42.5 billion by 2030.241 

 Planned transmission lines typically face resistance from locals—the larger the project, the 

longer the planning process and the more frequent the delays.242 

Spillover of grid problems to Germany’s neighbors 

 Export capacity from Germany to Poland and the Czech Republic increased by 40% in 

2012. 

 50Hertz Transmission GmbH is negotiating with Poland and the Czech Republic over the 

use of physical-phase shifting transformers (pPSTs) due to uncontrollable nature of wind 

generation from northern Germany. Full installation of such devices could be installed as 
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early as 2016, putting even more stain on the German network, especially flows from 

north to south.243 Poland is perceived as trying to protect its domestic coal power 

producers’ revenue from Germany’s cheap clean energy.244 

 Currently, Austria imports more than 2000 MW of excess power from Germany via Poland 

and the Czech Republic, which strains the transmissions system and increases the 

likelihood of blackouts. If Poland and the Czech Republic deflect future energy flows with 

pPSTs, Austria could be stuck with even more unwanted power.245 

 The ability of Germany to export excess RE to the Netherlands will also diminish in the 

future as the country’s own RE generation rises.246  

The above grid problems are only growing in severity due to a convergence of factors resulting 

from increasing RE generation, unstable voltage output, congestion, and grid upgrade delays. 

Energy storage could help solve many such problems.  

German utilities are having difficulty adapting to the new energy landscape. Their old business 

models are being challenged by Germany’s energy transition. RWE, Germany’s second largest 

utility and largest emitter of carbon dioxide, has vowed to alter its strategy “to position ourselves 

as a project enabler, operator and system integrator of renewables,” which could involve energy 

storage capacity.247 RWE is the project leader of a 360 MWh CAES project and is working with 5 

other partners to bring the project online by 2016. RWE will serve as the future operator of the ES 

system, which will help the grid integrate increasing levels of RE.248 

Electricity market structure  

According to the EU’s Store Project, Germany has an efficient market for balancing power, and ES 

has full and non-discriminatory access to this market.249 In Germany, utilities and DSOs are 

currently the main owners of ES systems. According to Article 9 of the EU’s Electricity Directive a 

TSO cannot have any type of control over an electricity generation facility. Therefore, a TSO in 

Germany cannot have any control over an electricity storage facility, since electricity storage is 

currently treated as generation within the current regulatory framework.250 

10.3  Renewable Energy 

Germany’s energy’s transition (Energiewende) is an ambitious plan to transform its energy system 

from relying on coal and nuclear to that of renewable energy.251 While support for renewable 

energy began as early as 1991 in the form of a feed-in tariff, renewable energy capacity growth 

didn’t begin to take off until the passage of Germany’s EEG in 2000.252 The law quickly made 

Germany the world leader in wind and solar installations, even though Germany’s solar resources 

are not particularly good compared to those of southern Europe.  

In 2010, Germany released a long-term energy plan known as the Energy Concept. The 

comprehensive energy roadmap covers nine areas, including energy efficiency, an efficient electric 

grid, energy research and renewable energy.253 The plan calls for ambitious renewable targets up 

to 2050, as shown below: 
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GERMANY ENERGY AND ELECTRICTY TARGETS 
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While the energy concept originally called for nuclear to play a role in Germany’s energy 

transition, the 2011 nuclear accident in Japan changed Germany’s planned course; Chancellor 

Angela Merkel’s collation government announced plans to completely eliminate nuclear power by 

2022,
254

 a reversal of her prior position on nuclear. Before the announcement, Germany 

generated 23% of its electricity from nuclear power, which subsequently fell to 18%.
255

 Between 

now and 2022, approximately 12 GW of nuclear capacity will need to be replaced with other forms 

of capacity, with the first reactor scheduled to close as early as 2015.
256 This unprecedented 

transition will likely carry a high cost and go through several planning iterations before it can be 

completed.257 

Wind  

In 2013, wind generation accounted for 8% of Germany’s consumption, a 0.4% point increase from 

2012.258 Since 2000, wind capacity and generation have grown due to a generous FIT. In 2014, the 

onshore initial tariff was €0.088/kWh, after five years, the FIT will fall to €0.0472/kWh.259 

GERMANY’S HISTORICAL AND ESTIMATED FUTURE WIND CAPACITY, GW 
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Source: Federal Ministry of Environment, Nature Conservation, and Nuclear Safety 

Going forward, the government is aiming to install 2.5 GW a year of wind power.260 This target 

now includes both offshore and onshore wind. Offshore wind targets were scaled back in 
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November 2013 from 10 GW to 6.5 GW for 2020, and from 25 GW to 15 GW for 2030, during talks 

to form a collation government between Angela Merkel’s Christian Democrats and the Social 

Democrats.261 Besides from slowing down the growth of RE to rein in raising energy prices, project 

economics have also caused developers to scale back. RWE, a major German utility, has recently 

had to cancel a 1,200 MW offshore wind farm and it cut the capacity of another offshore project 

by half due to unfavorable project economics.262 

Solar  

Since 2008, the growth rate of solar has been exceptionally high due to generous FiT tariffs. As of 

June 1, 2013, the solar FIT ranged from €0.1082/kWh to €0.1563/kWh depending on system size 

and location.263 In August, the grid regulator announced a 1.8% monthly solar FIT decrease 

through October, reducing the FIT below €0.1/kWh for the first time for systems between 1 MW 

and 10 MW.264 Generous FIT rates have increased PV generation to account for 4.9% of all 

generation in 2013.265 Germany currently plans to phase out the solar FIT completely once 

installed capacity reaches 52 GW.266 In addition, on January 1, 2014, PV systems between the sizes 

of 10 kW and 1 MW installed after April 1, 2012 will only receive 90% compensation; encouraging 

producers to sell directly to the power market. Such a policy should encourage self consumption 

given the low market value of PV energy.267 Recent PV FiT reductions and other polices that reduce 

PV revenue streams will reduce PV growth within the government target range.  

GERMAN RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICITY RATES AND FEED IN TARIFF LEVELS 

  
Source: LBNL; German Association of Energy and Water 

German Economics and Energy Minister Sigmar Gabriel most recently announced the 

government’s intention to limit solar market growth to 2.5 GW a year. In addition, plants larger 

than 500 kW will be required to market their electricity themselves; the requirement will be 

extended to 250 kW plants in 2016 and 100 kW plants in 2017.268 Such plans are still in the drafting 

phase, so it is unclear how such potential polices will affect PV growth going forward, and whether 

PV growth will surpass government targets.  
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GERMANY HISTORICAL AND ESTIMATED FUTURE PV CAPACITY, GW 
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Source: ZSW; estimates based on government targets 

RE financial support 

Funding for Germany’s transition to renewable energy has primarily come from the government-

owned development bank Kreditanstalt fuer Wiederaufbau (KfW). In 2011, the bank announced 

plans to commit over €100 billion over five years.269 In 2012, the bank invested €10 billion in RE, 

representing 51% of all German RE investment.270  

Energy system problems 

Germany’s energy transition does not come without its problems. Energy prices have consistently 

risen due to RE surcharges that are paid for by retail and industrial end-customers. Such 

surcharges have risen year-over-year (€24 billion in 2013)271 and are projected to cost Germany 

€680 billion by 2020 and €1 trillion by 2030.272 Between 2008 and 2012, retail electricity prices 

have risen 22% and industrial electricity prices by 20%. Germany’s electricity prices and RES levies 

are the highest in Europe. In 2013 alone, RE surcharges increased 47%.273 While most business 

customers are required to pay for such surcharges, the most energy-intensive companies are 

exempt; 1,716 companies avoided €4 billion in costs in 2013. The EU is currently probing Germany 

to see if such an exemption constitutes unfair state aid.274 Any ruling against this policy may 

influence future RE support mechanisms due to already high industrial energy costs.  

To combat raising energy costs, the German government plans to cut renewable energy subsidies 

by 30% by 2015. Onshore wind subsidies will fall by 10-20% while capacity increases will be limited 

to 2,500 MW a year. Even with such measures, electricity prices are not intended to decline for 

end-customers, although reform should reduce the speed of price increases.275 Besides from 

decreasing RE subsidies, Merkel’s cabinet recently approved proposals to charge new generators 

of renewable energy €0.0624/kWh for self-consumed RE power (systems smaller than 10 kW 
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would not be charged), while previous systems will be hit with a €0.01/kWh energy surcharge. The 

new proposal is obviously controversial with the country’s renewable industry.276 

Energy producers are also facing problems. Some of the major utility companies have been forced 

to shut down gas-fired power plants due to decreasing wholesale prices among other factors.277 

This has been bad from a climate policy perspective, since coal has come to replace shuttered gas 

plants, but is necessary given the need for backup generation.278 Carbon emissions most likely 

increased in 2013 due to higher energy demand from heating and increased energy production 

from coal, 279 which comes after a 1.6% increase in 2012.280 Due to these developments, Germany 

may be hard pressed to reach carbon emission reduction goals for 2020. Even though RE’s 

importance is increasing, it does not have the ability to provide the needed capacity for peak 

loads. This may provide opportunities for grid-scale storage. Transnet BW, one of the four major 

TSOs, is required to obtain an additional 1215 MW of capacity for the 2015-2016 winter period, 

and energy storage systems are invited to submit letters of interest to the relevant connecting 

TSO.281 

Germany is still weighing the impact of increasing energy costs on the county’s economic 

development while trying to keep on a green development path.282 According to a bi-annual 

survey of industry insiders, economic sentiment towards Germany’s energy transition continues to 

fall due to the government’s decision to reign in on growing energy costs through decreasing 

incentives and smaller governmental RE targets.283 However, public support remains strong, and 

while RE support mechanisms will likely decrease, RE development will still remain strong for years 

to come.  

10.4 Energy storage experience in Germany  

Energy storage is growing in importance by evidence of government funding for technology 

research and demonstration projects, subsidies for small-scale solar storage systems, and private 

company involvement. The German Energy Storage Association (BVES) was formed in 2012 and 

has since seen its membership increase to 79 companies and institutions.284 

Many energy storage technologies are developed in Germany, with pumped hydro storage as the 

most widely used. Based on data from the U.S. DOE, 28 pumped hydro storage power plants are 

currently operational in Germany. Goldisthal Pumped Storage power station, the largest in 

Germany, has capacity of 1,060 MW and it was the first variable speed pumped storage unit in 

Europe when it was built in 1997.285 

Energy storage research and funding 

The German government and its related departments have been increasing their engagement with 

ES research and development. In the beginning of 2012, funding for the energy storage initiative 

kicked off: the five-year, €200 million initiative is sponsored by the Ministry of Education and 

Research (BMBF), the Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety 

(BMU) and the Ministry of Economics and Technology (BMWi).286 While most of the projects are 
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research focused, many of the demonstration projects mentioned below were funded by this 

initiative. 

Several major German research institutes are also devoted to battery storage technology. 

Traditionally, Germany has focused R&D efforts on NaS batteries and flow batteries. Researchers 

at Fraunhofer Institute have achieved breakthroughs in the area of large-scale redox flow 

batteries.287 Germany is not perceived as a world leader in lithium-ion, but the country does have 

active R&D efforts in this area as well. In 2013, scientists at Technische Universitaet Muenchen 

(TUM) developed a new electrode material made of boron and silicon that could increase the 

capacities of lithium-ion batteries systems.288  

10.4.1 Energy storage projects  

Germany also develops other kinds of projects, such as battery storage projects. At present, some 

battery plant pilot projects are in operation, and others are under construction.  

Privately funded projects 

 Younicos and Vattenfall are running a joint pilot project in Berlin, which is a large-scale 

Sodium Sulfur battery with the rated power of 1 MW. It has successfully balanced short-

term fluctuations in the power grid. 

 The lithium electricity storage system (LESSY) in Völklingen, developed by Evonik 

Industries, STEAG, and other project partners, has an output of around 1 MW.289  

 Intelligentes Nets Energie Speicher System (INESS) in Schwenningen aim is to improve the 

integration of PV systems, and improve system stability in the EnBW ODR network. This 

project has a rated power of only 27 kW.290  

Government funded projects 

 The government has granted €10 million for a 1.6 MWh Vanadium-redox flow battery and 

a 560 kWh Li-ion RE battery integration system on the North Sea island of Pellworm. The 

project plans to use ES to avoid costly transmission upgrade costs and to integrate more 

RE.291 

 The Wemag Battery Park project located in Schwerin will use a5 MW lithium-ion battery. It 

will go online in September 2014 and provide primary reserve to help balance the grid and 

integrate green energy. The project is being funded by the Federal Ministry of the 

Environment with the goal of being economically viable by income generated through the 

primary reserve market.292 

 Siemens plans to deliver a 135 kWh battery system to Süwag Energie AG to stabilize wind 

and solar load at the low voltage distribution level. It is part of the Green2Store energy 

project funded by the German government and part of the energy storage initiative; with 

€9 million in funding, the project has a duration of four years. The project is bringing in 

partners from the energy and IT sectors in order to study the technical, economic, and 

legal aspects of a distributed storage system.293 
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10.4.2 ES PV subsidy 

Germany started offering an energy storage subsidy for solar PV projects to encourage investment 

in battery storage that might support the integration of solar PV with the electric power system. 

By August of 2013, 1,100 solar PV systems have received approval for the government’s energy 

storage subsidy, and a further 4,800 applications are in the process of receiving approval.  

The energy storage subsidy, which has been available since May 1, 2013, provides a grant of up to 

€600/kW, up to a maximum of 30% of the ES system cost, to lower the cost of installing an energy 

storage component in a PV system up to 30 kW in size. The total annual budget available for the 

program in 2013 was reported at €25 million, implying sufficient annual funding for adding storage 

to 41 MW of solar capacity.294 It is estimated that around 40,000 solar PV systems can get benefits 

from this subsidy plan.  

One part of the policy that has been criticized is the requirement that 60% of the power must be 

sent to the grid, since self-consumption of solar energy is more attractive using retail rates. In 

addition, the battery must last a minimum of seven years.295 In 2013, around 5000 systems were 

installed, representing 7% of all solar systems installed in that year. Assuming 5 kWh per system, 

capacity installed amounts to 25 MWh. While the market for new PV systems is a key target, the 

PV retrofit market has the chance of over surpassing the market for new system in the following 

three years.296 

10.4.3 Key players  

Many companies are involved in the battery storage market. Some companies are technology 

providers, such as Samsung SDI, Varta Microbattery GmbH, EnBW ODR, Saft, Gildemeister, Gustav 

Klein, and Kolibri Power Systems. Other companies are project owners, such as Wemag, Vattenfall, 

EnBW AG, ads-tec, E.ON Hanse, Süwag Energie AG. Some are integrators, such as Younicos and 

Siemens. 

Germany is one of only two countries with a long experience using utility-scale compressed-air 

energy storage. Germany has one compressed air storage project in operation since 1978 in 

Huntorf. Its output is 290 MW and is capable of three hours of maximum output. Another 

compressed air storage project, the so-called ADELE project, an adiabatic CAES project, is under 

construction through the collaboration of RWE, GE, Zueblin and the German Aerospace Center in 

the city of Stassfurt in Saxony-Anhalt. Its planned output is 90 MW and capacity is 360 MWh.297 It 

is supported in part with government grants from BMWi. 

Total energy storage projects are broken down as follows: 
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CURRENT AND PLANNED GERMAN ES PROJECTS BY TECHNOLOGY 

Technology category Number

Battery 7

Compressed Air 2

Flywheel 1

Hydrogen Energy Storage 1

Pumped Hydro 28

Thermal Storage 1  
Source: DOE 
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10.5 Germany energy storage graphs 
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11 Italy 

11.1 Summary 

Italy’s electricity system is undergoing a period of transition after years of stability. Among the 

large European electricity consuming countries, Italy is unique in that it has no nuclear generating 

capacity. The country is also relatively reliant on power imports from its neighbors to the north, 

making the country vulnerable to disruptions during extreme weather events in the summer and 

winter. Italy has promoted renewable energy for many years, but in a stop-start fashion reflecting 

shifting priorities in an age of fiscal austerity. Most recently, austerity measures have shifted 

subsidy mechanisms to be less generous and less ambitious—since the country is already 

exceeding its EU renewable energy targets. Solar may have reached grid parity for certain parts of 

southern Italy, and this makes it difficult to forecast the amount of renewable energy that will be 

added to the grid in coming years. 

Italy was an early leader in energy storage technology, ever since Alessandro Volta conducted his 

groundbreaking battery research in the early 1800s in Como near Milan, essentially inventing the 

first electrochemical battery cell. Italy is also the largest European countries for pumped hydro 

capacity, with 8.9 GW of installed capacity.298 Today, Italy is at the forefront of countries using 

energy storage for wind and solar integration. Given that the country is a long peninsula with two 

major islands, with most solar and wind resources located on the islands and the peninsula’s tip, 

renewable integration has already become a major issue. Terna, the country’s grid operator, is 

taking the lead in deploying storage to help mitigate renewable integration issues—albeit not 

without controversy, due to issues with a transmission service operator owning storage assets. 

11.2  Electricity market structure 

Congestion and wind curtailment 

As Italy has pursued renewable energy, transmission congestion has become a major issue. 

Congestion comes in two forms: electricity imports into the peninsula, and transmission of 

renewable energy from regions with high renewable concentration, such as southern Italy.  

Cross-border congestion appears to be a relatively stable situation. In 2008, Italy imported 10% of 

its electricity demand, and this rose to 14% in 2011, despite increased domestic renewable 

generation.299 The most recent European power data, from early 2013, indicated a similar 

electricity generation/consumption deficit.300 Power imports come mainly from Switzerland and 

France. Italian wholesale power prices are typically higher than those in neighboring markets.  

Terna owns and operates the Italian transmission system, and for many years has been planning 

and preparing for the integration of large-scale renewable energy in southern Italy, Sicily and 

Sardinia. Major transmission upgrades to facilitate renewable integration in these regions include 

an HVDC cable to Sardinia (the 1000 MW transfer capacity SAPEI project), a ring transmission 

network in Sicily, additional transfer capacity at the Straights of Messina (double-circuit 400 kV AC 
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lines with 2000 MW of transfer capacity), and new connections with Albania, Malta, Tunisia and 

Algeria.301 

In past years, Italy has ranked alongside China as one of the countries with the largest fraction of 

curtailed power from wind energy generators. In 2009, curtailment represented 11% of all wind 

energy produced in Italy.302 However, as the charts below show, wind curtailment has declined 

markedly in the past few years even as southern Italy’s renewable energy capacity has grown. 

Terna bears the cost for renewable curtailment, which is measured and documented by a third-

party entity, giving Terna incentives to make investments to alleviate curtailment. 

ITALY WIND CURTAILMENT, 2009-2012, GWH 
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Total wind generation (GWh) 6,543      9,126      9,856      13,407    

Curtailment (GWh) 700          527          264          166          

Proportion 11% 6% 3% 1%  
Source: NREL 

Wind curtailment has declined as Terna has performed grid enforcement upgrades, particularly in 

the area between Benevento, Campania, and Foggia, Puglia, in southern Italy.303 These regions are 

also targeted for upcoming power line additions. Apulia is a region of power surplus (85% in 2011), 

while nearby Campania is one of the provinces with the largest deficits (49% in 2011).304 Other 

southern Italian provinces of Calabria and Sicilia have also had power surpluses in the same 

timeframe, a trend that no doubt will continue with the addition of new solar.  
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SOUTHERN ITALY REGIONS OF CONGESTION, 2010 

 
Source: APER, Terna 

Terna plans for energy storage 

Terna has worked for several years to bring energy storage systems to the South of Italy to relieve 

transmission issues. Specific transmission issues Terna has identified due to renewable integration 

include:  

 Power Flow inversion in 150/20 kV distribution substations and local HV grid congestion, 

 Increase of congestion on a 400 kV network in daily off peak conditions, 

 Balancing of generation surplus in very low load conditions, 

 Security issues (frequency stability, lack of primary reserve, evening ramps), 

 National and zonal (South Italy and Sicily) over-generation that cannot be balanced. 

Terna studies concluded that in the past five years, available primary reserves have fallen 25-30% 

due to renewable energy additions, and that curtailment is often necessary because thermal 

plants that are needed to provide frequency regulation are already at their minimal technical 

operating limits . For these reasons, energy storage appears attractive: Terna estimates storage’s 

benefit-to-cost ratio at 1.8, with most of this attributed to reducing curtailment of renewable 

energy.305 
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LOCATIONS CONSIDERED BY TERNA FOR ENERGY-INTENSIVE STORAGE INSTALLATIONS 

 
Source: Terna 

Terna’s use of storage resources for renewable integration has received a number of regulatory 

and policy approvals going back to 2011. Legislative Decree No. 28, in March 2011, determined 

that energy storage should be included in the National Grid Development Plan and receive 

regulated rates of return. Later in 2011, Legislative Decree No. 93 determined that Terna and 

distributors were permitted to build and own battery storage, while new pumped hydro plants 

would be procured via competitive bidding. In December 2011, regulators in principle determined 

that investments that reduce inter- and intra-zonal congestion and increase net transfer capacity 

could qualify for WACC premiums of 2% for 12 years.306  

Based on these determinations, Terna developed plans for a total of 130 MW of energy storage 

resources to be developed in the short term of three years, followed by a further 110 MW of 

storage. Terna’s first plan, the 2011 Grid Development Plan, called for 35 MW of energy-intensive 

storage projects for reducing congestion, increasing reserves and voltage support. The projects 

should have characteristics of: 

 Energy to nominal power ratio above 7 MWh/MW, 

 AC roundtrip efficiency above 75%, 

 Rapid response time. 

The three projects proposed under this scheme are planned to be located along the 150 kV 

backbones that connect Puglia with Campania: 12 MW along the Benevento 2-Celle San Vito line 

and 22.8 MW in two projects located along the Benevento 2-Bisaccia line. 

In 2012, Terna’s Grid Defense Plan further developed a proposal for 40 MW of power-intensive 

storage to resolve the following identified issues: 
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 Inadequate tools to control frequency transient, 

 Low primary reserve. 

 Low inertia of the system due to the increase of static generation. 

 Decrease of the interruptible load. 

 Difficulties managing low-load operations due to renewable generation. 

The projects planned under this program would require ultra-fast frequency regulation, high 

power to energy ratio and an AC roundtrip efficiency above 85%. The power-intensive projects are 

to be deployed in Sardinia and Sicily in two phases, the first with two 8 MW projects (one on each 

island) and the second with two 12 MW projects. In 2013, regulators approved WACC premium 

rates for the projects as energy storage pilot programs.  

Overall, Terna believes that through the 130 MW of energy storage deployment, it can avoid 230 

GWh of curtailment and provide an additional 410 GWh of tertiary reserves per year. 

AVOIDED RENEWABLE CURTAILMENT (GWH) PER YEAR DEPENDING ON MW OF ENERGY 
STORAGE 

 
Source: Terna 

Terna’s program is not without its detractors, many of whom consider that a TSO’s ownership of 

energy storage is contrary to the EU’s 2009 directive separating generation resources from TSOs. 

Utilities and TSOs tend to view storage as different from generation, whereas others view any 

system that injects power into the grid at the wholesale or network level as a generation asset that 

should be required to competitively bid into the market. ENSTO-E has written, “In terms of 

regulatory issues, open questions are related to which players (private market operators 

contributing to system optimization or regulated operators) shall own and manage storage 

facilities.”307 

Most recently, regulators have begun to clarify policies for storage payments. Under a December 

2013 decision by the Autorità per l’energia elettrica il gas ed il sistema idrico (AEEG), called AEEG 

613/2013/R/eel, energy storage would be classified as a generation resource, whether located at 

the consumer site, at the generator site, or independently located. The decision also foresees a 

wide variety of potential storage technology applications, and sets rules on whether storage is 

compatible with certain renewable energy incentives. The decision essentially rules out storage 

systems from receiving subsidies under the Conto Energia or green certificates, while permitting it 
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for net-metering incentives. The decision does not apply to Terna’s pilot projects, and is open to 

public consultation through March 2014.308  

Electricity pricing structures in Italy 

Italian energy prices are some of the highest in Europe. In recent years, wholesale prices in Italy 

have tended to fall along with rising renewable output and flat or declining electricity 

consumption. However, regional wholesale prices in Sardinia and Sicily are volatile and have 

spiked to €140-160/MWh at times of low renewable energy output and high demand. At the retail 

level, Italian electricity prices are also on the high end, at around €0.24/kWh. 

ITALIAN WHOLESALE PRICES AND TRADED VOLUMES, 2010-2013 

 
 
Source: Quarterly Report on European Electricity Markets, 1Q 2013 
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ITALY REGIONAL WHOLESALE POWER PRICE VOLATILITY, 1Q 2012 
 

 
Source: Quarterly Report on European Electricity Markets, 1Q 2012 

Italy is also one of the most advanced countries in Europe in terms of smart meter deployment, 

with country-wide smart meter implementation and over 30 million smart meters installed to-

date.309 Network charges are also among the lowest in Europe. Recent price quotes on electricity 

pricing portal sostariffe.it suggest network costs of between 15-17%.310 Similarly, a report from 

Enel puts network costs at 15% of retail energy bills, with a small additional cost for energy 

equalization charges.311  

Italy does have peak pricing in place at the retail level, with approximately 30% of residential retail 

customers surveyed experiencing some form of peak pricing. Time-of-use pricing is available to 

consumers, including at the residential level. Consumers can choose between fixed prices, TOU 

based on two price levels (a peak price, called F1, for weekdays between 8 am and 7 pm, and an 

off-peak rate, called F23, for nights, weekends and holidays). However, price differentials differ by 

rate plan, and some are too low to encourage major amounts of switching—one study found that 

shifting 13% of use from peak to off-peak would reduce household bills by only 1.5-2%.312 Recent 

residential price quotes on sostariffe.it showed a price differential of 22% between the F1 peak 

price of €0.096/kWh and the off-peak F23 price of €0.0785/kWh for one provider; a second tariff 

option from the same provider showed a differential of 70% (F1 of €0.11/kWh, F23 of 

€0.0645/kWh).313 This higher tariff differential could make storage attractive. Demand charges in 

Italy are low, however—around €30/kW per year for residential consumers.314 

11.3 Renewable deployment 

Italy is one of Europe’s most attractive regions for solar. The country’s National Renewable Energy 

Action Plan (NREAP) calls for Italy to source 17% of its energy from renewable sources, up from 

5.2% in 2005. Due to impressive growth in solar capacity, and the possibility of solar reaching grid 

parity in some regions, many observers expect the country to exceed this target.315 In 2012, wind 

and solar combined provided nearly 10% of power consumed. 
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Italy’s National Renewable Energy Action Plan (NREAP) calls for Italy to have 12.7 GW of wind 

installed by 2020, producing 20,000 GWh annually.316 Currently, most wind capacity is installed in 

southern Italy (Puglia, Calabria and Campania), Sicily and Sardinia. Italy’s plan for wind includes 

600 MW for offshore wind, but permitting and siting have proven difficult and observers do not 

expect Italy to meet this target by 2020—instead, 200 MW may be a more realistic for 2020 

offshore wind in Italy.317 

Beginning in 2002, Italy promoted wind and biomass through a renewable portfolio standard (RPS) 

with tradable certificates; beginning in 2012, this system began to be phased out and was later 

replaced by a complex feed-in tariff awarded through a tender process. 318 The tender process is 

expected to result in a slow-down in wind installations due to a fairly low cap on the number of 

MW that will be awarded—700 MW per year, down from around 1 GW prior to the new 

scheme.319 In the most recent auction in mid 2013, Italy awarded 400 MW of wind projects tariffs 

ranging from €100.19/MWh to €112.64/MWh.320 A separate tender process for offshore wind and 

small-scale wind also exists; so far, no offshore wind bids have been approved under the FIT. Italy 

had about 8,500 MW of wind installed at mid-year 2013, as growth slowed somewhat versus 2012 

due to the new targets and tender process.321  

Solar has seen impressive growth in Italy over recent years, reaching 17.3 GW in 2013.322 In the 

first seven months of 2013, solar accounted for 7.3% of Italy’s power consumption, a significant 

increase from 5% provided in 2012.323 Since 2007, Italy’s Gestore Servizi Energetici (GSE) has 

offered 20-year feed-in tariffs for solar capacity, paid out of the Conto Energia approved by the 

national legislature.324 In 2012, partly as a fiscal austerity measure, the government approved rules 

for the fifth round of Conto Energia setting an overall cap on the number of projects that qualify 

for feed-in tariffs at €6.7 billion—a cap that was breached in 2013, effectively ending the solar 

feed-in tariff incentive. Following the end of Conto Energia V, solar systems were expected to 

continue to attract investment due to tax incentives (a 50% deduction on fiscal taxes) and net 

metering. Some observers predict Italy will continue to install over 1 GW of solar per year.325 This 

level of installations would put Italy far above its 8 GW solar target for 2020, though the country 

may not reach the 30 GW predicted by Enel for 2020.326 
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EVOLUTION OF ITALIAN SOLAR CAPACITY, GW 
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Given that solar and wind combined may provide as much as 25% of Italy’s power consumption in 

2020, and much of the solar and wind capacity are located in southern Italy, in Sicily and in 

Sardinia, the Italian market represents a relatively attractive opportunity for renewable integration 

applications of energy storage. “The promotion of the development of an energy storage 

programme could help the market reach total independency from the grid,” according to Paolo 

Gianese, head of the Italian solar industry association, especially considering high Italian electricity 

prices and relatively high electricity price inflation.327 

ITALY LOAD PROFILE (PEAK DEMAND DAY) VERSUS SOLAR OUTPUT, 2011, 2020 AND 2030  
 

 
Source: EPIA, 2012 
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ITALY LOAD PROFILE (LOW DEMAND DAY) VERSUS SOLAR OUTPUT, 2011, 2020 AND 2030  

 
Source: EPIA, 2012 

Based on one forecast using figures for overall load and solar production for 2020 and 2030, EPIA 

shows that solar by 2020 would result in a double-peak situation by 2020, with midday net 

demand (after PV) approximately the same as nighttime load. (The EPIA’s study assumed 42 GW of 

PV in Italy by 2020, higher than the estimate used in this study.) By 2030, solar production would 

be sufficient to create an entirely new valley time during midday, even on peak days. The forecast 

would be much more extreme on a moderate Spring day with low electricity demand, when net 

demand would drop to negative at around 12 noon. By 2030, Italy could be shedding as much as 

18 GW of solar—though the EPIA’s assumptions on Italy solar installations are more aggressive 

than those used in this report.328 

11.4 Energy storage experience in Italy 

Terna’s plan to add energy storage projects for renewable integration has resulted in a number of 

announcements over the past few years. These include projects that will be undertaken by Fiamm 

and NGK. In May 2013, NGK and Terna announced that NGK had been selected to install 70 MW of 

sodium-sulfur batteries over two phases. The systems contemplated are 7-hour systems for 

renewable integration. The 35 MW first phase was announced at a cost of €100 million.329 In 

January 2013, Fiamm and Terna announced that Fiamm would supply nickel sodium-chloride 

batteries (ZEBRA batteries) for an ES project for renewable energy time-shifting in Sardinia.330 The 

total system, won by a consortium of FIAMM Energy Storage Solutions, Tozzi Sud and Nidec Asi, 

will be for 3 MW, capable of storing 4 MWh. For the 16 MW of projects in Sardinia and Sicily, 

Terna also expects to install 3 MW of an unspecified technology, and 10 MW of lithium ion 

batteries from BYD of Shenzhen, China, which is to be integrated by Saet of Italy.331 

Other than the Terna projects, Italy has seen a small number of energy storage projects for a 

variety of applications including smart grids in Rome as well as renewable integration. Italy has a 

small number of cases of most of the major ES technologies, including lithium ion, flow batteries, 

NaS, and hydrogen storage. Examples include:  

 three small 10 kW/10-kWh flow battery systems for PV integration in Rome, Perugia and 

Livorno, all provided by Cellstrom;  
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 a 1 MW/1-MWh lithium ion battery for a smart grid/T&D support demonstration project 

provided by Samsung;  

 a 1 MW/500 kWh lithium ion system located at a substation in Puglia and built by SAFT;  

 a 1 MW/500 kWh lithium ion system in Rome for EV charging built by Enel and Siemens. 

Pumped hydro 

Italy is home to Europe’s largest pumped hydro capacity, and has several large 1 GW pumped 

hydro stations. The legislative decree ordering Terna to identify how to use storage to provide 

backup and integration of renewable energy explicitly mentioned PHS, without clarifying who 

would build and own the new PHS capacity. The subsequent 2011 legislative decree relating to 

energy storage specified that Terna could procure PHS through auctions, designed in concert with 

the relevant ministries and regulatory bodies, to guarantee “the actual realization of the plants in 

defined timeframes, the efficiency of costs and the exclusive use of such plants for grid security 

and for the optimization of [RES] electricity generation.”332 Terna’s CEO declared that Italy could 

build up to 5 GW of new hydro with PHS capability,333 but the timeline for adding such capacity is 

unclear and likely to be quite long.  
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11.5 Italy energy storage graphs 
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12 Spain 

Spain has many features that would make it potentially appealing as an energy storage market, 

but currently the picture is somewhat blurred by a series of rapid changes in market structure 

brought about by the country’s fiscal crisis. Additional future changes are also likely in store, which 

could be beneficial or harmful for storage markets in the long term. 

Spain is a leading country in renewable energy, especially wind and solar. Hydro, wind and solar 

energy respectively provided 14.4%, 21% and 5% of total electricity in 2013.334 In April 2013, 

renewable energy provided an astonishing 54% of the total energy generated, a new record.335 

Renewable energy represented 49% of total installed capacity at the end of 2013. Curtailment of 

wind energy became a major problem in early 2013, presenting an opportunity for storage. 

However, there is uncertainty about what level of growth renewable energy will experience in the 

next few years, due to new policies introduced in the wake of the fiscal crisis.  

Spain has a number of isolated electricity markets (the Canary Islands, the Balearic Islands, Ceuta 

and Melilla) that could be appealing for micro grid applications or renewable integration. 

Currently, power supplies and transmission in these markets have been sufficient to meet 

reliability needs. If plans were introduced to add substantial wind or solar capacity in any of these 

markets, energy storage could be needed. 

Spain’s transmission system has expanded rapidly in the last few years to help integrate renewable 

capacity, which is located in many different regions of the country. Though transmission capacity 

has not risen as fast as renewable capacity, the country has created a stronger mesh for renewable 

integration. Outages have fallen and reached a low (for Peninsular Spain) in 2012 of 133 MWh and 

0.278 minutes; the Canary Islands saw significant improvements versus 2010.336 Transmission links 

with France experienced congestion for both imports and exports. Overall, deferring transmission 

investments may be most appealing as an ES application for the Canary Islands. 
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PENINSULAR SPAIN ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION BY FUEL, GWH 
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In some cases, energy storage is attractive for island applications. In the case of Spain, the Canary 

Islands, Balearic Islands and the enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla rely on fossil fuel generation for 

electricity—primarily diesel, gas and steam turbines and combined-cycle gas turbines. Both the 

Balearic and Canary Island groups also have wind and solar installations, with wind and solar 

accounting for about 10% of demand in the Canary Islands as of 2013—albeit without much 

growth year-on-year.337 If solar and wind were to grow significantly in proportion to local load, 

energy storage could become competitive for backup generation in place of diesel and natural gas. 

12.1 Electricity market structure 

Spain currently has among the highest electricity prices in Europe, ranging from €0.13-0.17/kWh in 

2014, and prices have risen sharply in the past ten years.338 Spain’s network charges are among 

the lowest in Europe, at around 25%. Capacity charges and adjustment services have been rising in 

proportion to total payments in recent years: 
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COMPONENTS OF SPAIN ELECTRICITY PRICE, 2008-2012, EURO/MWH, AND PERCENT 
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Source: Red Electrica, 2013 

Overall, when payments for such services rise above 5% of total costs, this can be meaningful for 

energy storage. 

Retail prices 

Starting in 2009, Spain opened its previously regulated retail markets and established a tariff of 

last resort for customers not opting for a rate set by a competitive provider. Beginning in 2011, 

with Real Decreto 693/2011, Spain adopted a system of time-of-use tariffs for certain customers. 

Customers are divided into different sizes, with the smallest customers able to receive a fixed tariff 

and the larger customers generally on a time-of-use structure. There are two-period and three-

period structures, and time blocks vary by location, season and day.  

SPAIN PEAK AND OFF-PEAK TIME PERIOD BLOCKS 

 
Source: Endesa 
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For larger customers, demand charges also vary by time block, so shifting energy consumption into 

off peak periods could reduce demand charges even in the case where it increases a consumer’s 

highest amount of demand—for example, by shifting load to peak in the early morning hours, 

even if the peak usage was then higher. Generally, peak prices in Spain might be between 49-85% 

higher than valley prices.339 For example, Endesa’s low voltage discounted energy price is 

€0.124089/kWh at peak, €0.098240/kWh for off-peak, and €0066610/kWh for the minimum 

price—peak prices are thus 87% higher than the minimum price.340 The existence of relatively high 

prices, plus relatively good TOU peak premium rates, would make storage attractive. Demand 

charges are around €44/kW, and these charges vary as well depending on peak or valley time-of-

use.  

Transmission system 

Spain’s electric transmission network has been growing substantially to meet the needs for 

renewable integration, with the 400 kV network growing by almost 50% since 2000.  

TRANSMISSION LINES IN SPAIN, 1973-2013, (220 KV IN GREEN, 400 KV IN BLUE), KM 

 
Source: Red Electrica 

Spain is a net electricity exporter to neighboring countries Portugal, Morocco and France, with the 

latter as the largest recipient of Spain’s net exports. The Iberian peninsula is sometimes described 

as an electricity island, able to import and export just 1.5% of its peak electricity generation, 

mainly through France.341 In 2010, Spain’s total physical electricity transfers (including with 

Portugal and Morocco) amounted to 8.3%, one of the lowest values in Europe, partly due to 

limited capacity for electricity export to France. Expected 2016 completion of new 400 kV lines to 

France, with transfer capacity of 2 GW, would increase transfer capacity from 3% to 6% of Spain’s 

maximum power consumption—still below the European recommendation of 10%. According to a 

country study of renewable integration by Eclareon, the limited transmission capacity between 

France and Spain is “one of the crucial bottlenecks for the further development of wind and solar 

energy in the Iberian peninsula.”342 
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UTILIZATION RATE (%) OF SPANISH INTERCONNECTIONS, HOURS PER YEAR IN 2012 

 
Source: Red Electrica, 2013 

12.2 Renewable deployment 

Spain has been one of the world’s leading pioneers in wind and solar policy and installations. 

Spain’s path towards alternative energy development began in 1997, when the Electric Power Act 

liberalized the sector and specified special treatment—and payment of tariff premiums—for 

alternative energies such as wind and solar. In 2004 the system was modified to give generators 

the choice to receive a tariff premium at a fixed rate or based on a percentage of fluctuating 

wholesale power prices; since wholesale prices then rose, the system resulted in windfall profits 

for renewable generators, ultimately leading to revisions in 2007 that established caps and 

floors.343  

Since then, Spain’s support for renewable energy has flagged due to a combination of fiscal 

austerity measures to respond to the country’s sovereign debt crisis as well as the perceived need 

to halt the uncontrolled development of renewables and excessive profits for renewable 

developers. The difference between utility rates and feed-in tariffs were paid directly out of the 

national budget through the National Energy Commission—creating a so-called “tariff deficit” of 

€25 billion in 2013.344 To address this deficit, government decisions have increased utility prices as 

well as reduced feed-in tariffs, including a retro-active reduction in tariffs on several occasions. For 

example, the wind premium was reduced 35% and the large solar PV premium was reduced 45% in 

2012, and for a time the government suspended all premium payments.345 In mid 2013, Spain 

announced that feed-in premiums that had been expected to last 25 years were to be abolished 

altogether and replaced with investment payments allowing an equivalent of a 7.5% return.346 In 

reducing subsidies, Spain has had to walk a fine line between cuts that could help the economy 
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and reduce government deficits, and avoiding cuts that would unduly damage the lending 

portfolios of major Spanish banks.347  

CUMULATIVE PENINSULAR SPAIN WIND AND SOLAR CAPACITY (LEFT) AND ANNUAL ADDITIONS 
(RIGHT), MW 
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Source: Red Electrica, 2014 

As a result of the cuts, Spain’s solar and wind development slowed sharply in 2013, when the 

country added just 140 MW of PV, 300 MW of concentrating solar power (CSP), and 173 MW of 

wind.348 Some commentators have suggested that solar developers might even dismantle existing 

plants and ship the components to countries with better incentive policies—a movement that 

remains to be seen.349 Prior to the crisis, Spain was on track to exceed its 2020 renewable action 

plan calling for 33% of electricity from renewable sources.350 The country’s NREAP targets call for 

just under 13.5 GW of solar and 38 GW of wind, while actual installed capacity in 2013 was 7 GW 

of solar (PV and concentrating solar) and 22 GW of wind. To meet the targets, however, Spain may 

have to resolve the current perception of instability in the electricity pricing regime—the rate of 

installations experienced in 2013 would be insufficient for either wind or solar. 

Though transmission capacity has risen and renewable energy is spread throughout the country, 

wind curtailment is still an issue in certain periods of high wind energy production and low 

demand. In the first quarter of 2013, 533 GWh, or 5% of total wind generation, was curtailed, 

according to the national wind association (AEE).351 According to AEE, this cost wind-power 

producers EUR 83 million, equivalent to 10% of potential turnover. 
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WIND CURTAILMENT IN SPAIN BY QUARTER, MWH, 2010-2013 

 
Source: CNMC, REE 

The Spanish wind industry is struggling with a number of issues related to curtailment and backup 

power payments. The July 2013 decree that ended price subsidies to renewable power also 

requires wind operators to compensate combined-cycle-gas and large hydro generators for 

providing back-up power for when wind falls below programmed output, even though wind 

already pays €0.7 for every MWh delivered that deviates from programmed production—

essentially meaning wind generators now have to pay two charges for the same service. Second, 

unlike many countries, Spain is not required to compensate wind plant owners for curtailed 

energy. Third, because Spanish grid codes in 2007 required Spanish wind plants to provide real-

time monitoring and emergency override control of plant operations to the grid operator, wind 

plants are simply the easiest type of plants to curtail—easier than PV or CHP, for example. Often, 

wind energy is the only type of energy to be curtailed when supplies exceed demand.352 If the 

2020 Spanish wind targets are reached, curtailment is expected to reach 2.3 TWh, or 3.1% of wind 

energy generation in 2020.353 

12.3 Energy storage experience in Spain 

Spain has over 5.5 GW of pumped hydro capacity, the third largest capacity in Europe in terms of 

overall size, and there is the potential for new PHS capability. Current government plans call for 

the addition of 4 GW of new PHS for spinning reserves, and current projects planned for 

Peninsular Spain total 3.3 GW of capacity in six large projects: Belesar III, Edrada, Salas-Conchas, 

Santa Cristina, La Luela II, and Moralets II. Most are at existing dam sites and are being undertaken 

by the major electricity groups Endesa, Iberdrola and Gas Natural Fenosa.354 (All three also have 

hydro projects in neighboring Portugal.) Spain’s TSO, Red Electrica, has argued that it should have 

the capability to add new PHS capability as part of its system, though this currently is not 

permitted under Spanish electricity system rules.355 In the Canary Islands, the local government 
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has plans to construct a new 320 MW pumped hydro facility with the potential for meeting 25% of 

the islands’ load. Endesa is also a contributor to the smaller El Hierro pumped hydro-wind project, 

which uses a volcanic caldera as an upper reservoir.356 

Spain has only a handful of other energy storage projects underway or in operation. In 2014, the 

country’s grid operator, Red Electrica, announced the completion of a 1 MW lithium-ion system 

near Sevilla at a 220/400 kV substation. The project, which was partly funded by the European 

Regional Development Fund (ERDF), is designed to absorb surplus renewable energy output and 

inject it into the grid at times of low supply.357 In addition, SAFT has delivered a 1 MW/3 MWh 

lithium ion battery system to Endesa for inclusion in the STORE project for wind integration in the 

Canary Islands.358 A 100 kW/200 kWh vanadium-redox flow battery project from Prudent Energy 

has been announced for a micro-grid/wind integration project located in Sarriguren, Spain. Finally, 

SAFT is also participating in a solar integration project in Tudela with a 1.1 MW system. 

Overall, in terms of technology experience, given the small number of projects underway and 

short cumulative experience, Spain is fairly far behind other major renewable countries such as 

the U.S., Germany and Italy. Given the urgency of integrating renewable energy in Spain, however, 

it is likely that more projects will be announced, both in Peninsular Spain and in the islands. 
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12.4 Spain energy storage graphs 
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13 Japan 

13.1 Summary 

Japan is a potentially attractive market for energy storage for several reasons: 

 Japan has various kinds of TOU rates with attractive demand charges in the retail market, 

providing an opportunity for energy arbitrage. 

 Part of the wholesale market is transacted through the Japan Electric Power Exchange 

(JEPX) with real-time prices, potentially helping storage economics. 

 Japan has been shifting from a situation of slow renewable development to rapid 

expansion in solar and wind power since 2012, potentially leading to a market for ES in 

renewable integration. 

 Japan is a leader in energy storage technology and electronics. 

 The government and industrial base are both long-term investors in energy storage R&D 

and ES applications. 

Japan is an island nation with poor energy resources, requiring it to import more than 85% of its 

primary energy: It ranks as the world’s largest liquefied natural gas importer, second largest coal 

importer and third largest net oil importer.359 Because of this structural vulnerability, Japan has 

long sought to diversify its energy resources and promote energy efficiency and conservation. 

After the 1970’s energy crisis, Japan focused on nuclear power generation, which represented 26% 

of total power generation prior to the 2011 earthquake. As a result of the disaster, Japan 

immediately shutdown about 10 GW of nuclear electric generating capacity in order to perform 

maintenance on all of Japan’s nuclear capacity between March 2011 and May 2012. Afterwards, 

Japan was forced to replace the significant loss of nuclear power generation with imported natural 

gas, oil and coal, while also seeking a way to maximize the use of renewable energy. 

MONTHLY AVERAGE GENERATION BY ELECTRIC UTILITIES IN JAPAN BY SOURCE, JAN. 2007–APR. 
2012 

 
Source: EIA 
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13.2 Japan Electricity Market structure 

Electricity Generation Sources 

The following illustrates the fuel mix for Japan’s daily load. Hydroelectric and nuclear power 

provide baseload supply, while coal and LNG are major power sources for mid-range load supply. 

Oil-fired power and pumped-storage hydroelectric power respond to peak demand fluctuation, 

which contributes to a stable supply of electricity. 

COMBINATION OF POWER SOURCES 

 
Source: FEPC 

Electricity Market Structure 

Japan’s vertically integrated electricity market structure was established in 1951 and remains 

vertically integrated. Ten regional privately owned companies (the Big Ten)—Hokkaido, Tohoku, 

Tokyo, Chubu, Hokuriku, Kansai, Chugoku, Shikoku, Kyushu and Okinawa Electric Power 

Companies—are responsible for power generation, transmission and distribution and power 

supply to end-users in their respective service area.  
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THE TEN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANIES BY SERVICE AREA 

 
Source: FEPC 

In the 1990s the government began to gradually liberalize the electricity industry. In December 

1995, independent power producers (IPP) were allowed to participate in the wholesale market 

through the Japan Electric Power Exchange (JPEX). Retail market liberalization was launched in 

March 2000: users with demand exceeding 50 kW are all included in the scope of deregulated 

markets. 
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JAPANESE ELECTRICITY MARKET STRUCTURE 

 
  Source: FEPC 

Japan’s electricity market reform is very much a work in progress. The industry has maintained a 

vertically integrated structure to ensure a stable supply of electricity, even as the government 

slowly introduces competition and transparency to create a free and fair electricity market. 

Wholesale Market 

Japanese wholesale market is partially deregulated. The Japan Electric Power Exchange (JEPX) 

opened in April 2005 as the wholesale market operator. The Big Ten utilities, Independent Power 

Producers (IPPs), who own private power plants and can sell power to conventional electric power 

companies, and Power Producers and Suppliers (PPSs), who sell their power retail to major 

businesses and other customers, are allowed to participate in wholesale trading on the JEPX. 

However, since only the ten regional electricity monopolies are allowed to purchase electricity on 

the wholesale market, and the fact that they supply 96% to 98% of the total electricity in Japan, 

most wholesale transactions are bilateral long-run contracts with regional utilities at a contract 

price. Less than 1% of total volume in the wholesale market is traded through the JEPX at real-time 

prices.360 

There are several challenges to making the Japanese wholesale market competitive and 

transparent. First, most new entrants are midsized thermal power plants that burn imported oil 

because such plants involve a lower upfront capital investment.361 Second, new entrants have to 

pay high user fees to gain access to transmission lines. 
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Transmission and Distribution Market 

Japanese transmission lines are owned and managed by the Big Ten power companies. The 

following map shows Japanese national trunk line connections as of December 2012. The 

frequency of grid power differs between eastern Japan (50 Hz) and western Japan (60 Hz).  

JAPANESE NATIONAL TRUNK LINE CONNECTIONS 

 
Source: FEPC 

Geography presents some challenges for the Japanese electricity market. Regional monopolies 

mean new entrants have no choice but to pay high access fees. The system also lacks a national 

character, despite the relatively compact size of Japan, in addition to the lack of flexible reserves. 

These problems were clearly on display in 2011 after the immediate shutdown of nuclear 

generation after the Fukushima disaster.  

According to the current government’s plan, Japan will launch a new round of power industry 

reform in 2015 consisting of three phases. In the first stage, Japan will establish a state grid 

company and integrate power grid resources in different regions in 2015. The state grid company 

will be authorized to coordinate the delivery of electricity to ensure power security in times of 

short supply through cross-regional dispatch. The goal of the second and third stages is to build a 

more competitive market environment. The unbundling of transmission lines is expected to 

happen in 2020.362 

Retail Market 

The Japanese retail market is divided into a regulated market and a liberalized market. In 2011, the 

retail market volume was 1000 TWh, with a peak load of 280 GW. In 2011, the overall average 
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electricity price was ¥16.8/kWh; the average residential price was ¥21.3/kWh; and the average 

industrial average price was¥14.6/kWh.  

2011 RESIDENTIAL AND INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE PRICES, JAPAN VS THE U.S. 
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Source: METI, EIA 

The high voltage (>50 kW) market and the extra-high voltage (<2 MW) market both have been 

liberalized, electricity rates are negotiated, and customers with high demand can independently 

purchase electricity from PPSs on the JEPX. To date, however, only 0.6% of the total retail market 

sales are transacted on the exchange.363 

The low voltage (<50 kW) market is regulated and all buyers sign supply contracts with utility 

companies. Monthly electricity rates are the sum of the demand charge, energy charge, renewable 

energy power promotion surcharge and the PV promotion surcharge.  

MONTHLY ELECTRICITY RATES STRUCTURE 

 
Source: TEPCO 

Demand charges are calculated as shown below:364 

 Demand Charge = (Unit Price [Yen/kW])*(Contract kW)*(1.85-Power Factor) 

The energy charge is calculated according to the amount of energy consumed with slight 

fluctuations under the fuel cost adjustment system. Demand charges are low in Japan compared 

to the U.S.  
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Japanese utility companies provide various kinds of rate schedules for end-users to choose from. 

Take Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) as an example: TEPCO’s service area accounts for 

11% of Japan (including Tokyo) and supplies almost one sixth of Japan’s electricity. TEPCO offers 

different rate tariff structures such as tiered, TOU, and seasonal TOU tariffs. Since both high and 

extra-high voltage markets are liberalized, contract rates are mostly for residential and small 

commercial customers.  

The table below shows a representative tariff schedule of TEPCO with the highest TOU difference 

compared to other tariff plans.365 The schedule sets seasonal or time zone unit rates, in which the 

electricity rate is decreased by reducing electricity consumption during summer peak time hours 

or shifting to other time zones. Besides from a peak/off-peak time tariff, TEPCO also provides 

other types of TOU tariffs, such as weekdays/holidays, and day time/night time TOU tariffs. Eligible 

users are able to select their own plans.  

PEAK SHIFT PLAN 

Demand charge Unit Rate (Yen)

Up to 6kVA 1 contract 1260

Up to initiai 10kVA 1 contract 2100

Per 1kVA above 10kVA 1 contract 273

Energy charge Unit Rate (Yen)

Peak time 1kWh 53.16

Day time 1kWh 28.18

Night time 1kWh 11.82

• The rate includes tax

• Peak time represents the time from 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm everyday in summer

• Day time represents the time from 7:00 am to 11:00 pm everyday excluding the peak time

• Night time represents the time from 11:00 pm to 7:00 am of the next day  
Source: TEPCO 

Impacts on Energy Storage  

The Japanese wholesale market currently places little value on energy storage, however, the 

market does show some potential. If the volume transacted through JEPX expands with the 

unbundling of power generation and T&D, energy storage users could obtain benefits from the 

hourly price difference. The current retail market is attractive to energy storage, because Japan 

has very high TOU price differences compared to other countries, making price arbitrage 

potentially economic.  

13.3 Renewable Energy 

The penetration of renewable energy consumption in Japan was around 1% in 2011. That year’s 

March 11 earthquake forced Japan to rethink its nuclear-focused policy and explore renewable 

energy development, especially for solar and wind. In 2012, renewable energy sources accounted 

for about 10% of total electricity.366 By the end of 2013, cumulative installed renewable capacity 
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reached 2.7 GW for wind367 and 12 GW for solar.368 By 2020, Japan’s government plans to have 28 

GW of solar and 5 GW of wind power.369 
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Policy 

To promote renewable energy development, Japan has released a series of policies: An RPS Law 

was enacted in 2003. The aim of the RPS system is to take measures relating to the use of new 

energy by electricity retailers to enhance the stability of the energy supply. It obliges electric 

utilities to use a fixed amount of renewable energy with the aim of promoting its development.370 

Japan also launched a Buyback Program for Photovoltaic Generation in November 2009 and 

started buying surplus electricity generated from PV power systems.  

BUYBACK PROGRAM FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC GENERATION 

 
Source: METI 

The set price varies depending on the starting year. The initial price was ¥ 48/kWh for residential 

customers with less than 10 kW of power demand and ¥ 24/kWh for other customers. The RPS 

Law and Buyback Program have had a great influence on the renewable energy sector in Japan; 
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such growth can be seen in the below graph. The RPS system helps central PV plants sell 

electricity, thus shortening their payback period, while the Buyback Program encourages 

distributed PV. Japan’s Buyback Program purchase price is about 3x that of U.S. net metering 

prices. 
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Source: METI 

In July 2012, the Japanese government introduced a generous Feed-In-Tariff (FIT) for renewable 

energy, which triggered a sharp increase in total renewable energy capacity. Under the FIT 

scheme, electricity utilities are required to buy all electricity produced by companies and 

households via solar or other renewable energy sources at fixed rates for a certain number of 

years. 

FIT FOR SOLAR AND WIND, 2012 AND 2013 

FY 2012 Price

(Yen/kWh)

FY 2013 Price 

(Yen/kWh)

Period 

(Years)

Solar (10kW or higher) 42 37.8 20

Solar (less than 10kW) 42 38 10

Wind (20kW or higher) 23.1 23.1 20

Wind (less than 20kW) 57.75 57.75 20
 

Source: METI 

Japan’s FIT fell 10% in the second year, but the FIT is still fairly high. This policy has had a major 

impact on the PV industry, attracting large amounts of investment in solar power, which 

subsequently led to a 73% increase in capacity in 2013. Compared to solar, wind growth is 
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moderate, partially because solar projects, especially distributed solar projects, are easier to set 

up and have relatively short development time.  

Impacts on Energy Storage 

Japan’s recent rapid renewable energy development spells opportunity for energy storage. 

According to Japan’s power sector reform plan, more and more renewable energy such as solar 

and wind will be connected to the grid. Although renewable penetration in Japan is currently too 

low to raise grid stability issues, this could begin to change over time, making storage appealing in 

some regions—and indeed, battery ES is already being considered for such use. Given high TOU 

price differentials paired with distributed PV, storage for time shifting may become more 

attractive as ES becomes more economical.  

Japan has the largest capacity of pumped hydro storage in the world, at 25.5 GW. PHS is used to 

store electricity from solar production during the day for evening use. With the rapid growth of 

solar adoption, METI has chosen three companies to install two massive battery systems in 

different regions to better integrate solar energy on the grid.371 

13.4 Energy Storage Policy 

Japan has issued a series of policies focusing on promoting renewable energy, energy efficiency 

and distributed generation. As the main supporting technology of renewable energy and 

distributed generation, energy storage has received significant government support. Japan’s 

energy storage supporting policies fall into three categories: 

 Promotion of renewable energy development, already discussed, 

 Storage-supported distributed generation policy, and 

 Policy and budget planning for the future development of energy storage. 

Specific policies and summaries are shown in the table below.372 
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JAPANESE ENERGY STORAGE POLICY SUMMARY 
Policy Type Policy Name Release Date Details

Special Measure on Electricity 

Enterprises Purchasing of Renewable 

Energy

Aug. 2011

Requires power companies to buy 

electricity at a particular rate during a 

specific period.

Basic Principles of Energy and 

Environmental Strategy (Draft)
Dec. 2011

The first policy proposing the reduction 

of nuclear energy.

Nongshanyu Village Renewable 

Energy Promotion Bill
Jan. 2012

Calls for the construction of large-scale 

solar and wind projects on wastelands, 

promotes renewable energy utilization.

Special Measure Tax Law 

Amendment
Jan. 2012

Before the end of March 2012 establish a 

system for solar system financing in 

addition to tax relief efforts for new 

generation electric vehicles.

Measures for Purchase of Renewable 

Energy by Public Utility Operators -

New Feed-in-Tariff

Jul. 2012

The implementation of a new Feed-in-

Tariff (FIT), effective July 1, 2012. The 

new FIT system protocal requires power 

companies to buy electricity from 

renewable energy sources such as wind, 

solar, hydro power and geothermal.

Civilian Fuel Cell Introduction Support Subsidy2009

This policy stipulates that a system to 

receive the partial subsidy, residential 

purchases and leasing of home use fuel 

cell systems must be Fuel Cell Association 

(FCA) designated ones, and that the 

system sees six year of continuous use. 

The Dec. 2012 to 29 Mar. 2013 subsidy 

calculation mechanism was set with a 

maximum subsidy of JPY ¥0.45 million 

(US$ 4500).

Short-term Electricity Supply Stability 

Policy and Long-term Energy Policy 

Framework

Jul. 2011

Policies to promote the investment and 

construction of energy-saving products, 

solar power generation products, 

combined cycle thermal units and other 

decentralized power generation 

equipment.

Rationalization of Energy Use Mar. 2012

Combination of battery and energy 

management systems, as well as power 

storage for the goal of energy 

conservation.

Energy Conservation Law 

Amendment
2013

Strengthen energy conservation efforts 

in buildings by be combining indepent 

power genration equipment and 

batteries.

Sun Plan 1974

Moonlight Project 1978

Neo Solar Plan 1993

Energy and Environmental 

Administrative Review Conference
2012

An assessment on the security of lithium-

ion batteries by the Ministry of Internal 

Affairs and Communications Regulation.

Promoting renewable 

energy development

Storage-supported 

distributed generation 

policy

Planning the future 

development and 

budget of energy 

storage

A total investment of US$ 11 billion for 

research on commercial PV and grid-

connected energy storage.

 
Source: CNESA 
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Japan’s energy storage industry is heavily dependent on government support. The following table 

lists Japanese battery energy storage projects that have obtained investment from the 

government. 

JAPANESE BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE PROJECTS LIST 

Project Year
Investment 

(Million Yen)
Details

Grid-connected PV Power Generation 

System Demonstration
2002-2007 950

Residential area PV applications, 553 PV systems (2.1 

MW in total), 5509 kWh lead-acid battery installations.

Wind Power Stabilization Technology 

Development
2003-2007 680

30.6 MW wind farm; 9 ton, 40x40x40m, 4 MW/6 MWh 

flow battery. NEDO will use this project to test use of 

energy storage on the control and regulation of 

intermittent wind out, and will also investigate the 

effect of battieries on the power grid.

Verification of Grid Stabilization with 

Large-scale PV Power Generation 

Systems

2006-2010 670
1.5 MW, 7.2 hours sodium sulfur battery system with a 2 

MW solar PV system.

Energy Storage in New Energy 

Resource Integration 
2006-2010 760 (2010)

Large-scale energy storage system at US$ 480/kWh (10 

year life, 1 MW system for commercial use). Project 

plans to reach a battery price of US$ 150/kWh by 2030 

with a life of 20 years and capacity of 30 MW.  
Source: CNESA  

 

Smaller companies such as Marubeni and Softbank will be more willing to invest in renewable 

energy under Japan’s new RE framework. Residential solar customers also have the option of 

storing energy from solar systems to use to offset time-of-use electricity rates. 
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13.5 Japan energy storage graphs 
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14 South Korea 

14.1 Summary 

South Korea is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of batteries, and the country is preparing 

to embark on a major energy transformation involving the promotion of grid-scale and distributed 

energy storage for load-leveling and frequency regulation. The factors making energy storage 

attractive in Korea differ substantially from other countries: Korea has little solar and wind 

capacity at present, instead, ES is driven by industrial and macro energy policy demands; Korea is a 

country with an extreme shortage of domestic energy reserves, and hence is one of the world’s 

top energy importers. More than two-thirds of South Korea’s electricity generation depends on 

conventional thermal, 30% comes from nuclear power, while renewable energy only accounts for 

about 1.2%, with most of that coming from hydro.  

KOREA’S NET ELECTRICITY GENERATION BY SOURCE, 2001-2011 
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Source: EIA 

The Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO), established in 1961, holds a monopoly over South 

Korea’s electricity market, from generation to sales. The Korea Power Exchange (KPX), introduced 

in 2001, conducts wholesale market operations. KPX is also one of the most influential energy 

storage supporters in Korea, with extensive plans to introduce ES for frequency regulation services 

over a three-year period. The following factors make Korea likely to become one of the major 

markets for grid energy storage over the next few years: 

 The Korean government has announced major plans for new ES capacity for load leveling. 

 Kepco has initiated plans to procure frequency regulation from ES systems to substitute 

for high-cost gas-fired plants. 
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 Commercial and industrial retail tariffs have relatively high TOU price differences. 

Notwithstanding these factors, some aspects of Korea’s situation are unfavorable for energy 

storage. The country has little experience with many ES technologies such as flywheels and flow 

batteries, and renewable capacity is still low compared to most advanced industrial countries. 

Even though Korea has plans to rapidly scale up both solar PV and offshore wind, ES does not 

appear likely to be needed for renewable integration in the near future, . 

14.2 Korea Electricity Market structure 

  Electricity Market Structure 

The below illustrates the Korean electricity market structure. The state-owned Korea Electric 

Power Corporation (KEPCO) dominates all aspects of electricity generation, transmission and 

distribution, as well as sales. The Korea Power Exchange (KPX) is a nonprofit, neutral and 

independent organization that conducts wholesale market operations and runs the national 

planning process for generation and transmission expansion by active cooperation and 

coordination with the government to ensure power reliability. The whole electricity market is 

supervised and regulated by the government. 

KOREAN ELECTRICITY MARKET STRUCTURE 

 

Source: KEPCO 
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Wholesale Market 

KEPCO’s six subsidiaries and other private power generation companies sell their electricity on the 

wholesale market. In 2001, KEPCO’s generation assets were spun off into six separate subsidiary 

power generation companies.  

KEPCO SUBSIDIARY POWER GENERATION COMPANIES AND THEIR BUSINESS 

Company KEPCO's Share Thermal Nuclear Hydro Renewable

KHNP 100% √ √

KOSEP 100% √ √

KOMIPO 100% √ √

WP 100% √ √

KOSPO 100% √ √

EWP 100% √ √  
Source: KEPCO 

Compared to other private power companies such as IPPs and community energy systems, 

KEPCO’s six power generation subsidiaries still dominate the electricity supply market; providing 

about 95% of total electricity.  

KEPCO is the only buyer in the wholesale market. Transactions take place through the KPX, which 

was established in 2001. The wholesale electricity price is based on the Cost-Based Pool (CBP). 

Under the pool mechanism, all generators are obliged to submit the details of their production 

costs, which are independently checked and approved by the Generation Cost Assessment 

Committee (GCAC). Using this information, KPX prepares a Price Setting Schedule and calculates 

the System Marginal Price (SMP) based on the principle of minimizing the system variable cost. It 

is determined as the most expensive generation procured for the trading period in the Price 

Setting Schedule. The wholesale price is based on the SMP and the capacity payment.  

Wholesale Price = SMP + Capacity Payment + Others373 

SMP represents the variable cost of generating electricity, while the capacity payment represents 

the fixed cost of generating electricity, others includes constrains and ancillary service cost. 

The following chart shows 2013 real-time wholesale price. The maximum difference is about KRW 

220/kWh, roughly equal to US$ 0.2/kWh.  
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KOREA WHOLESALE PRICE, DEC.31, 2013 – JAN.01, 2013 
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Ancillary Service Market 

KPX is obliged to procure ancillary services to ensure stable and secure system operations. In the 

current Korea electricity market structure, KPX is responsible for the reliable operation of the 

networks, which it does by procuring balancing and ancillary services from generating units.374 KPX 

purchases ancillary services through contracts between KPX and participants at a designated 

price.375 Most of Korea’s frequency regulation services are from LNG-based natural gas-fired 

plants. Since most LNG in Korea is imported, ancillary service costs are very high. KPX has sought 

to introduce energy storage-based frequency regulation services for power plants since 2013. 

Transmission and Distribution Market 

Korea’s transmission and distribution lines are owned and operated by KEPCO. The following chart 

illustrates the trunk line connections of Korea.  
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KOREAN NATIONAL TRUNK LINE CONNECTIONS 

  
Source: KEPCO 

Power KEPCO supplies high quality electricity. In 2012, it reduced the electrical loss through the 

transmission and distribution system to 3.57% . Power outages per household declined from 15.15 

minutes in 2010 to 12.07 minutes in 2012.376 
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POWER OUTAGE PER HOUSEHOLD 
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Retail Market 

Korea’s retail market is dominated by KEPCO. KEPCO sells electricity to end-users or local 

electricity service providers. The electricity retail rates in Korea consist of a demand charge and a 

energy consumption rate. The demand charge is used to make up for depreciation, payment 

interest and other fixed cost accrued from building power plants and substations as part of their 

investment to maintain the power system.  

COMMERCIAL CUSTOMERS TOU PRICE DIFFERENCE 
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Note: both <300 kW and ≥300 kW represented by tariff High-Voltage A, option 1. Source: KEPCO 
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INDUSTRIAL CUSTOMERS TOU PRICE DIFFERENCE 
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Commercial and industrial customers have several TOU plans to choose from. The cost difference 

of on and off-peak is higher in the summer and lower in the winter for both commercial and 

industrial users. The price difference for commercial customers with less than 300 kW in contract 

demand is more than KRW 70/kWh in the summer, while the difference for commercial and 

industrial customers with contract demand larger than 300 kW is about KRW 130/kWh in the 

summer. The difference is high compared to the U.S., but still lower than Japan. 

Impacts on Energy Storage  

The hourly wholesale electricity price system provides an opportunity for energy storage to 

participate in energy arbitrage. However, the price variation in Korea’s wholesale market price is 

low, with an average difference in 2013 of about KRW 21/kWh. An increase in the number large ES 

installations could reduce this difference further. Nevertheless, the Korean commercial and 

industrial retail market is relatively attractive for energy storage, given TOU price differentials and 

government policies that promote storage.  

The Korean ancillary service market, especially frequency regulation, is potentially very promising. 

Energy storage system-based frequency regulation services could enable power generation 

companies to minimize high-cost LNG-fired power generation, while also helping them avoid the 

construction of additional power plants needed for securing power reserves. KPX supports energy 

storage and plans to continue developing technologies and systems needed for introducing energy 

storage system based frequency regulation services. 

14.3 Renewable Energy 

Renewable energy accounts for a small part of electricity generation in Korea. New and renewable 

(NRE) generation accounted for 17,345 GWh, representing only 1.24% of the total electricity 

generated in 2011. Of the total electricity supply of NRE, wind power contributed 5.0% and Solar 

PV 5.3%—in other words, solar and wind combined contributed less than 0.5% of total electricity 

generation. 
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KOREA TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION 2011 
 

 
 

Source: Korea Energy Management Corporation 

Korea's Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) officially replaced FITs in 2012. The RPS requires 13 

state-run and private power utilities with generation capacity in excess of 500 MW to generate 2% 

of their energy production from renewable sources by 2015. This percentage will be increased in 

stages to 10% by 2022.377  

KOREA RPS REQUIREMENTS, 2012-2022, PERCENT  

 
Source: Korea Energy Management Corporation 

Although wind and solar have so far had a little impact on the electricity sector in South Korea, the 

government is now trying to engineer a boom in the renewable industry.  

 The Financial Support Program for Renewable Energy in South Korea is comprised of two 

main categories: the Electricity Fund and the Special Account for Energy and Resource 

Projects. The total budget in 2013 is KRW 79.2 million, KRW 64.2 million from the Special 

Account, and KRW 15 million from the Electricity Fund.378  

 The government has announced that a total KRW 40 trillion (US$ 34.2 billion) will be 

invested in RE by 2015, including KRW 22.4 trillion (US$ 19 billion) invested by the nation’s 

30 largest industrial groups, KRW 7 trillion (US$ 5.96 billion) contributed by the 

NRE breakdown 
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government and the remaining KRW 10.6 trillion (US$ 9 billion) coming from the private 

sector.379 

Wind 

Wind Power in South Korea is being seen as the potential driver of renewable energy development 

in the country. The present capacity installed in South Korea was 561 MW at the end of 2013. 

Capacity is expected to continuously expand as projects awaiting operational and construction go 

online.380 

KOREAN WIND INSTALLATIONS TREND  

 
Source: KOPIA 

Wind power reform in South Korea seems to have initiated a new period of growth in the 

sector.381 In particular, offshore wind power has high potential due to relatively higher capacity 

factors compared to onshore and the limited availability of onshore land. Onshore projects also 

face local opposition. The state-run Korea Institute of Energy Research (KIER) developed Korea’s 

first offshore wind turbine on Jeju Island. Currently, the center supplies its offshore wind energy to 

Korea Electric Power Corp. free of charge as the utility owner issues have not yet been resolved. In 

2010, the government set a target of increasing wind power to 12.6% of total energy demand by 

2030.382 

Solar 

The government announced in August 2013 a measure of invigorating the renewable energy 

industry, focusing on increasing mandatory generation using solar PV. In the measure, the Ministry 

of Trade, Industry and Energy (MOTIE) increased the national target for PV from 1,200 MW to 

1,500 MW by 2015. In 2013, Korea had roughly 1.15 GW of PV installed. MOTIE plans to readjust 

the target of solar PV power after 2016, linking it with the Second National Energy Master Plan.383 

However, since South Korea is already exceeding yearly PV installation targets, the 2015 target is 

expected to be expanded further still.  
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KOREAN PV INSTALLATIONS, AND ESTIMATES TO 2015 BASED ON TARGETS, MW  

 
Source: KOPIA 

To accommodate small renewable energy facilities that could not receive support through the RPS, 

the Seoul Solar Power Plant Support Plan was announced in May 2013. The plan supports small-

scale (under 50 KW) PV systems in Seoul. According to the plan, the small entities can receive a 

subsidy of KRW 50/kWh, expected to cover around 10% of system costs. 

14.4 Energy Storage Policy 

The government has been exploring the potential of energy storage to improve the performance 

of renewable energy and reduce the dependency on energy imports. In 2010, the government 

planned to increase the use of energy storage systems to 2 GW, equivalent to the power output of 

two nuclear reactors by 2020, with a total investment of KRW6.4 trillion (US$ 5.9 billion).384  

The industry predicts that ES systems, including rechargeable lithium ion batteries, will replace a 

considerable amount of frequency control reserves in electric power systems. The government 

planned to install a 3 kW ES system in 1 million households in Daegu, and a 4 MW ES system at the 

Jocheon Substation in Jeju in 2012. In addition, it will start installing commercial ES systems larger 

than 10 kW and 50 MW for connecting with electric power systems for demonstration next year. 

The government will also support ES installations in commercial buildings, while mandating new 

large buildings to install ES systems, starting in 2015. Through these initiatives, the government 

expects to level its power load, optimize the operation of the power networks and secure 

emergency power sources by incrementally increasing ES system capacities from 100 MW in 2013 

to 500 MW in 2015, 1.1 GW in 2017 and to 2 GW in 2020.385 
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KOREAN ENERGY STORAGE CAPACITY TARGET  

 
Source: Energy Korea 

Korea’s program to promote energy storage is in line with industrial policy related to the 

electronics industry. As a world leading electronics manufacturing country, Korea has deep 

experience in lithium-ion battery technology in terms of both R&D and manufacturing. Samsung 

SDI and LG Chem are the world’s top two battery makers. Samsung SDI ranked first in the small-

sized battery segment with a 28.2% market share in 2013, closely followed by LG Chem with 

17.5%, and they together hold over half of global market share.386  

Samsung SDI's products have been installed in Asia, Europe and the U.S. SDI closed a deal with the 

U.K. S&C Electric Company in July 2013 in partnership with Germany-based Younicos to provide a 

10 MWh ESS for power stability in the U.K. The system will provide load-leveling to stabilize the 

operations of the U.K. grid. The ESS projects developed by Samsung SDI are as follows. 
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GLOBAL TRACK RECORD OF SAMSUNG 

Application Location Start Operation Capacity

Substation Jeju, Korea June 2013 4 MW / 8 MWh

Wind Farm Texas, U.S. September 2013 1 MW / 1 MWh

Substation U.S. September 2013 2 MW / 6 MWh

Wind Jeju, Korea June 2011 800 kW / 200 kWh

EV Charging Jeju, Korea unknown 600 kW / 150 kWh

Residential Energy Storrage Jeju, Korea unknown 10 kW / 7 kWh 52 EA

Residential Energy Storrage Daegu, Korea April 2012 3 kW / 10 kWh 100 EA

Micro Grid Daejeon, Korea November 2012 50 kW / 50 kWh

Peak Shifting  Giheung, Korea December 2012 1 MW / 1 MWh

Community Jeju, Korea June 2011 20 kW / 20 kWh 6 EA

Wind Soria, Spain May2012 50 kW / 50 kWh

Uninterruptible Power Supply Malaysia February 2012 500 kVA / 200 kWh 2 EA

Uninterruptible Power Supply Chuncheon, Korea October 2011 300 kVA / 125 kWh

Residential Energy Storrage Italy May 2012 3 kW / 5.8 kWh

Peak Shift Italy May 2012 50 kW / 50 kWh 5 EA

Community Italy June 2012 32 kW / 32 kWh

Residential Energy Storrage Japan June 2012 3 kW / 7.2 kWh 4,500 EA

Micro Grid Canada June 2012 25 kW / 75 kWh

Residential Energy Storrage Germany June 2012 5.8 kW / 5.8 kWh 17 EA

Frequency Germany June 2012 200 kW / 200 kWh

Regulation Germany September 2013 200 kW / 200 kWh 49 EA

Uninterruptible Power Supply Jukjeon, Korea December 2012 500 kVA / 125 kWh 32 set  
Source: Samsung 

The South Korea government is considering mandatory use of energy storage and management 

systems by companies and public offices that consume electricity. This should create an ideal 

market for energy storage going forward. 
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14.5 Korea energy storage graphs 
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15 China 

15.1 Summary 

China’s electrical grid is the largest in the world in terms of both installed generation capacity and 

electricity produced. China also possesses the world’s largest installed wind power base and the 

world’s largest declared investment in renewable energy. It has the third largest advanced energy 

storage installed capacity, comprising 14% of world market share at the end of 2013. 

China’s energy storage market is still several years away from entering the commercialization 

phase but should continue its strong, recent growth. Considerable restructuring of the power 

market is needed to provide incentives for generation and transmission level applications, and 

these reforms are too complex and far-reaching to implement in the next few years. Despite this 

obstacle, policy support is sufficient to maintain growth in the interim. Through its support of the 

solar industry, the Chinese government has already demonstrated significant ability to stimulate 

high growth in domestic demand through subsidies and installation targets.  

The economic viability of grid energy storage depends on the structure and pricing mechanisms of 

power markets and public policies, which are deeply interrelated. The current design and structure 

of China’s power markets make many applications unviable. Current wholesale pricing 

mechanisms are failing to incentivize investment in load-following capacity, ancillary services and 

even power generation. For instance, total compensation for ancillary services is well below 

international levels and wholesale power prices generally do not vary over the course of the day. 

The structure of retail electricity tariffs is a different story. Time-of-use pricing and demand 

charges are widely adopted, which opens up the possibility for end user energy management 

without significant reform. 

The drivers for storage adoption in China are unique. China’s coal-based power generation fleet is 

ill-suited to meeting the growing gap between peak and off-peak demand. The rising proportion of 

wind and solar capacity is challenging the grid’s ability to deliver electricity reliably while utilizing 

all the power generated from these clean sources. Finally, limited natural gas resources and 

transmission infrastructure restricts the prospects for widespread adoption of flexible, natural gas-

fired generation plants that compete with energy storage at many other places around the world. 

Over the last several years, rural electrification has been an important driver of growth. Rural 

electrification is needed in Western China: Tibet, Qinghai, Yunnan, Sichuan and Xinjiang. In 

December 2011, the PRC State Council released the Rural China Development and Poverty 

Alleviation Program, which calls for all citizens to have access to electricity by 2020.387 This has 

provided strong early growth opportunities for off-grid PV and energy storage systems, as local 

governments have procured several hundred thousand PV and lead acid battery sets. 

China’s Generation Mix in Perspective 

China’s generation mix is dominated by large coal-fired power plants, which provide baseload 

generation. As a whole, China’s generation fleet is much less flexible than other countries. This 

creates an opportunity for energy storage to increase the flexibility of the grid; however, China’s 
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power markets are primarily designed to compensate baseload generation. Large coal-fired power 

plants have higher minimum load operation and long start-up times, and they cannot quickly and 

accurately change power output.  

CHINA INSTALLED CAPACITY BY GENERATION TYPE 2012 
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In China, 79% of electricity output comes from coal-fired power, followed by hydroelectric (16%), 

natural gas (2%), and wind (1%). Coal’s share of electricity output in China is projected to fall to 

66% by 2020, while absolute coal output will continue to rise, albeit at a slower rate than in the 

past.388Although hydroelectric power is a flexible form of generation, its production is constrained 

by seasonal factors. In addition, most of China’s hydroelectric plants are located in central and 

southern China while China’s wind resources are primarily located in the northern and western 

regions. Limited grid connection between these distant regions hampers China’s hydroelectric 

plants from balancing intermittent wind supplies.389 Natural gas-fired generation is also flexible; 

relative to hydro, it is less subject to seasonal and regional restrictions. However, China’s natural 

gas generation capacity is low compared to the U.S. and Europe due to China’s historically low 

natural gas supplies and limited pipeline capacity. China’s gas supplies and pipeline infrastructure 

are set to expand rapidly over the coming decade, partly as a result of expanding shale gas 

supplies. Gas consumption for power generation is projected to double from 22 billion cubic 

meters (bcm) in 2010 to 49 bcm in 2015, but natural gas will remain a smaller fraction of the fuel 

mix compared to the U.S. and Europe.390 

China’s power market was designed to compensate large coal-fired plants. As a result, it is not 

optimized for a more balanced set of competing technologies. In some cases, the definition of 

ancillary services are so specific to coal-fired generation that they cannot be applied to competing 

technologies, including energy storage. 
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Load growth and transformation 

From 2011 to 2015, China’s electricity consumption was expected to grow at an annual growth 

rate of 7.5-9.5%.391 According to official statistics, load growth in 2013 was exactly 7.5%.392 From 

2010 to 2020 the generation capacity of China is expected to double, which creates ample room 

for new generation and alternative technologies to compete, such as ES. 

CHINA JAN-AUG 2013 ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION BY CUSTOMER TYPE 
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Per-capita electricity consumption in China—especially per capita residential electricity 

consumption—is lower than most developed countries. As quality of life improves, there is 

significant room for residential and electricity consumption to grow. As residential and commercial 

load rises more quickly than industrial demand, China’s electricity demand will become 

increasingly peakier. Though industrial demand will continue to dominate consumption for some 

time, rising residential and commercial loads are already posing problems for grid stability because 

large coal-fired power plants are not well suited to matching large differences in peak and off-peak 

demand. This can lead to daily cycling of coal-fired plants, which will significantly lower their 

lifetime and reliability. 

In addition, in 2011, over 5 million rural residents did not have regular access to electricity. 

Residential electricity consumption is expected to come from both first time users and a 

burgeoning middle class. Based on our analysis of China Electricity Council (CEC) data, Azure 

projects industrial load to fall from 76% in 2011 to 64% in 2020. Over the same period, residential 

load will rise from 12.5% to 21%, and commercial load will rise from 11.5% to 15%. 

15.2 Electricity market overview 

The Chinese power market is quite different from the U.S. or Europe, in that China lacks a 

competitive, bid-based power market. In China, prices for wholesale energy and ancillary services 

are fixed by provincial pricing authorities and, with the exception of several provinces, prices do 
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not vary over the course of a day.393 While fixed prices simplify the calculation of expected 

revenues, they hide the overall cost of generation and provide little incentive for generators and 

other technologies designed to supply power only during peak load (often referred to as peaker 

plants).  

Fixed prices within the Chinese power market misalign incentives: the actual value of the services 

an energy storage system can provide (as defined by the cost savings it provides to the system as a 

whole) may differ from the compensation it will receive. This is particularly the case in China’s 

recently-established ancillary service markets. The compensation for these non-voluntary services 

is often well below the variable cost of providing them, let alone the full costs.  

Market Deregulation and Restructuring 

For energy storage to compete and receive commensurate compensation for its services, 

additional power reforms will be needed. Power system reform is an ongoing process in China. 

Deregulation began in 2002 when the State Power Company was broken up to facilitate the 

separation of generation and transmission assets. As part of the deregulation process, the State 

Electricity Regulatory Commission (SERC) was established to regulate the complex market, prevent 

market manipulation and mediate industry disputes. However, much of the actual regulatory 

power remains with the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), which controls 

electricity pricing and generation capacity planning.394 

Over the last decade, China has launched several bid-based market pilot programs. One of the 

largest was conducted in the Northeast China in 2005 and 2006. During that time the Northeast 

region was one of the few in China with generation surpluses, which played an important role in 

its selection for the pilot project. The 2005 pilot project involved 28 power plants with a total 

capacity of 21.5 GW. Despite several iterations, the Northeast grid bid-based pilot ended in 2006 

without explanation. One study suggested that the limited size of the market combined with few 

participants led to insufficient competition.395 

The Northeast project revealed several challenges for a transition to a competitive power market. 

Because the generation market nationwide is dominated by a limited number of companies, the 

wholesale energy market may be insufficiently competitive to support a bid-based system. In 

addition, setting up a competitive market in regions with power shortages may lead to extreme 

spikes in generation prices during peak load, causing problems for grid operators unable to pass 

costs to end users under fixed retail electricity prices. Price caps can help, but these may lead to 

distortions. While the establishment of bid-based power markets remains a long-term goal, many 

obstacles remain. 

The following additional market reforms currently being tested on the Chinese grid, and are 

discussed in greater detail in subsequent sections:  

 Energy Saving Dispatch Rule: Five provinces are testing a dispatch rule that gives cleaner 

generation technologies priority during generation scheduling. 

 Tiered Commercial and Industrial Electricity Rates: At least two-thirds of Chinese load is 

located in provinces or municipalities with time-of-use rates, and tiered rates are 
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widespread. The national government has proposed expanding TOU to residential 

nationwide, beginning with pilot projects. 

 Tiered Wholesale Generation Rates: Seven provinces are currently operating wholesale 

electricity markets where tariffs vary by time of day. 

 Compensated Ancillary Services: With the exception of Inner Mongolia, all provinces have 

begun operating ancillary service markets, albeit some on a trial basis only. 

 Two-part Generation Tariff: A two-part generation tariff provides capacity payments 

(based on nameplate capacity) to generators in addition to standard energy payments. 

Currently only pumped hydro receives such capacity payments; no provinces have 

implemented two-part generation tariffs for power from other sources. 

 Direct Bidding Between Generation and Industrial Loads: Three provinces are currently 

testing direct bidding between generators and large industrial loads.396 

Wholesale Energy Market 

In the conventional sense, China lacks a wholesale energy market. Prices for each type of 

generation are fixed by the national and regional Development and Reform Commissions and 

participation is mandatory. Generation prices vary from region to region and province to province, 

reflecting differing fuel costs and generation types.  

The amount of electricity a generator provides is based on contracts negotiated on a monthly or 

yearly basis. Provincial and regional grid companies are responsible for ensuring that these quotas 

are met. Typically, coal-fired power plants operate 5,000 hours per year, hydro plants 3,500 hours 

per year and wind plants 2,000 hours per year.397 

As of the end of 2011, four provinces had tiered wholesale generation markets in operation. In 

these markets, valley, shoulder and peak rates were used at different times throughout the day. 

However, power producers in these provinces found that tiered wholesale rates reduced their 

profits, and consequently abandoned the program. 

Historically, generation has been dispatched according to an even-load-scheduling rule. Under this 

rule, load is evenly divided among all grid-connected generators, regardless of efficiency, 

operating costs or emissions. During periods of low demand, generators are required to evenly 

reduce power output. Exceptions to the even-load-scheduling rule include: (1) during over-

generation periods, renewable energy is cut first, and (2) cogeneration plants cannot cut power 

output because they provide public heating.  

There has been some progress towards reforming the dispatch process to ensure that more 

efficient, lower emission technologies are given priority. The Energy Conservation Power 

Generation Dispatch Program (ECPGD) was launched in 2007.398 Under this program, generators 

are divided into categories based on their fuel types and dispatchability. Within each category, 

generators are ranked by their energy efficiency. The dispatch procedure is designed to proceed 

from the cleanest categories and in order of efficiency; less efficient plants are deployed once all 

better-ranked resources are exhausted. This method is referred to as the energy-saving dispatch 
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rule. Although the program has been tested in five provinces, it has yet to be adopted nationally 

and its current status is not clear.399 

In view of the overall state of China’s wholesale energy market, it appears that many challenges 

remain for energy storage. Without tiered generation prices, there is no opportunity for 

independent energy storage systems to earn revenue through energy arbitrage. In addition, 

China’s dominant generation dispatch rule, the even-load scheduling rule, will not give energy 

storage systems priority over conventional generation technologies. Widespread adoption of grid 

energy storage will require dispatch rules designed to ensure energy storage can participate in 

power markets economically. 

Ancillary Services 

Beginning in 2008, ancillary service markets were established for each regional grid. The 

definitions of ancillary services within these regions varies considerably, making it difficult to 

provide a comprehensive overview of the market. This section will provide a brief overview of 

these services within the context of China’s Central Grid.  

With the exception of black-start services, ancillary services are not actively procured. Generation 

is dispatched to ensure a balance between the supply and demand for electricity. Generation plant 

operators are required to follow dispatch orders unless they believe doing so will compromise the 

safety and security of personnel of the generation plant. Ancillary services are calculated 

afterwards by examining a generator’s actual power output and evaluating its responsiveness to 

commands from the grid dispatcher.  

Ancillary service dispatch also varies from region to region. In the North China Grid, performance 

ratings are used to determine which generation plants are best suited to provide a specific 

ancillary service. Other regions’ dispatch process is not as transparent. 

Ancillary services can be divided into uncompensated and compensated ancillary services. 

Uncompensated ancillary services include:  

 Primary Frequency Regulation: Primary frequency regulation refers to <10 second changes in 

power output in response to local changes in frequency 

 Basic Load Following: There is no payment for generation dispatched within its predetermined 

range of operation. For coal-fired generation this usually means between 50-100% of 

nameplate output.  

 Basic Reactive Power Compensation: Generators are not paid for reactive power provided 

within a certain power factor range: 0.97-1.0 leading power factor and 0.85-1 and 0.9 lagging 

power factor for thermal and hydroelectric plants respectively. 

Generation units failing to provide these services are fined by the local grid operator. These fines 

are collected in a provincial level money pool, which is redistributed to eligible generators on a 

monthly basis.  

Compensated ancillary services include:  
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 Automatic Generation Control (AGC) Service: Based on the deviation from load curves 

provided by grid operator in response to AGC signals. For the Central China Grid, it is based on 

the integral of the difference between the planned curve and the AGC Curve.  

 Compensated Load-Following: Includes payments for generation plants asked to operate 

below minimum output limits as well as fees for starting and stopping generation. Minimum 

limits and start-stop fees depend on the type of generation. For the Central China Grid, coal-

fired power plants are compensated for operation below 50%. 

 Reactive Power Compensation: This refers to payment for absorbing reactive power when the 

leading power factor falls below 0.97 and injecting reactive power when lagging power factor 

falls below a set guideline (0.85 for thermal, 0.9 for hydro).  

 Spinning Reserve: Reserve capacity whose payment is calculated based on the backup power 

provided times the number of hours providing backup. 

 Black Start: Payment to generators capable of providing power to restart other generators 

after blackout. Generators capable of providing this service, usually hydroelectric plants, 

receive monthly payments for maintaining the ability to provide this service. 

The recognition and compensation of ancillary services varies significantly from those in the U.S., 

where ancillary services are predominantly procured through voluntary, bid-based markets. Most 

of these services are bid according to power capacity. For example, several U.S. Independent 

System Operators (ISOs) provide frequency regulation compensation based on ramp rate (change 

in power output/time) multiplied by a five minute interval. A generation plant with a 5 

MW/minute ramp rate will receive 25 MW x going rate for frequency regulation service.  

In China payment for ancillary services varies by regions, and the payment calculations also vary 

significantly. In some regions, the calculation is based solely on the amount of energy exchanged, 

but in others it can also depend on factors such as depth of regulation and time. For instance, in 

the Central China grid, AGC Service (similar to frequency regulation) is compensated based on the 

absolute amount of energy exchanged in response to the dispatch signal that deviates from the 

planned output curve—this is an energy based payment and the payment standard is set at RMB 

50/MWh. In the North China grid, in contrast, the compensation depends on the depth of 

regulation and the period of service, and varies depending on whether the power comes from coal 

or hydro. Since similar services are compensated through different means, direct comparison is 

difficult. 400 

In 2010, ancillary service payments totaled RMB 1.3 billion (roughly US$ 200 million).401 In contrast, 

the U.S. ancillary service market is estimated to be in the range of US$ 3-10 billion.402 Despite 

comparable market sizes in terms of total electricity consumption, total payments for ancillary 

services in China are less than a tenth of those in U.S. While the intrinsic need for ancillary services 

is comparable, the payments for services rendered are not.  
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Payment for Services within the T&D System 

In China, a majority of transmission and distribution assets are owned and operated by China State 

Grid and China Southern Grid. Given their monopolistic control over the market, there is little 

incentive or requirement for these organizations to reveal their detailed operating practices.  

Payments for the transmission and distribution services provided by SGCC and CSG are referred to 

as the transmission and distribution electricity price (T&D price). This T&D price is the average 

retail electricity rate minus the average generation cost adjusted for T&D losses.403 Given that both 

generation and retail rates are fixed by the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), 

SGCC and CSG have no ability to independently set this price. 

Pilot projects in Zhejiang, Jiangsu, and Chongqing Province are exceptions to this T&D pricing 

mechanism. Under these projects, large electricity consumers directly negotiate their electricity 

rates with generation companies and electricity consumers pay a fixed T&D rate. These pilot 

projects are coordinated by the NDRC, State Electricity Regulatory Commission (SERC) and the 

National Energy Administration (NEA). 
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FIXED T&D PRICE FOR DIRECT BIDDING PILOT PROGRAM 

Province Voltage Level
T&D 

Price(RMB/MWh)

Jiangsu <110KV 129

110KV 109

220KV 89

Zhejiang <110KV 119

110KV 98

220KV 77

Chongqing <110KV 113

110KV 91  
Source: SERC 2011 

Fixed generation and retail electricity prices provide a high degree of certainty regarding T&D 

payments. If generation prices were allowed to fluctuate through a bid-based market and retail 

rates were to remain fixed, T&D prices would increase or decrease depending on whether the bid-

based system raised or lowered the average wholesale energy price. The price uncertainties 

associated with bid-based systems may discourage both power producers and grid operators from 

adopting market oriented approaches. 

Compensation for Pumped Hydroelectric Storage 

Pumped hydroelectric energy storage is classified as a transmission asset in China.  

For projects approved prior to January 12, 2004, a number of compensation mechanisms were 

applied. The most commonly cited is the two-price system (which has a low buy price and a high 

sell price to allow the plant to earn revenue through energy arbitrage) used by the Tianhuangping 

Pumped Hydro Station. To this day, this two-price system remains one of the few means through 

which the value of wholesale energy arbitrage can be calculated and is commonly used for energy 

storage revenue forecasts. For projects approved after January 12, 2004, there is very little 

information regarding financial compensation for services rendered. Because these stations are 

built, owned and operated by State Grid and China Southern Grid, China lacks public disclosure of 

pumped hydro operation and compensation practices. 

According to the NDRC’s 2004 Pumped Storage Notice, power generation companies are 

permitted to build and operate pumped hydroelectric plants. However, the continued use of fixed 

benchmark prices has created little incentive for them to do so.404 
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CHINA PHS INSTALLATIONS 1990-2020E 
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China has considerable PHS development plans to complement its nuclear energy development 

plans. By 2020, installations are expected to reach 60 GW. 

Retail Electricity Rates 

In China, electricity prices for residential loads are the lowest, followed by agricultural loads and 

large industrial power consumers connected at higher voltages. Commercial loads connected 

within the low voltage distribution system tend to pay the highest rates. In Beijing, for example, 

residential customers pay under RMB 0.5/kWh, while commercial customers pay RMB 0.8/kWh.405 

This differs from many parts of the world, where large industrial power consumers tend to pay the 

lowest rates.  
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BEIJING RETAIL ELECTRICITY RATES FOR CUSTOMERS CONNECTED AT 10KV 
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Source: Azure International, Beijing State Grid 

Over sixteen provincial power markets, represented over 2/3 of load in China, use tiered pricing 

systems for commercial and industrial power consumers. This will be a key enabler for end user 

energy management projects in the future. 

CHINA PROVINCES FOR TOU RATES AS OF JULY 2013 
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Source: Azure International 

In addition to TOU rates, commercial and industrial users with transformer capacity larger than 

100 kVA (including 100 kVA) use a two-part retail pricing structure, which also includes a demand 

charge based on either the local transformer capacity or the users monthly peak power 

consumption measured over a continuous 15-minute period. These demand charges range from 
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RMB17-40/kW (US$1.2-6.5/kW), which is below U.S. levels, but comparable to many places in 

Europe. 

Prospects for Further Power Market Reform 

There is a pent-up demand for the services energy storage can provide. Energy storage can be 

used to shift a greater amount of base-load power to meet peak demand, as well as provide 

ancillary services much more efficiently and accurately than coal-fired power plants. While current 

compensation mechanisms do not reflect this fact, there are some indications that the 

government will further reform the power market system or provide additional funding for energy 

storage operated within the grid.  

Ultimately, the commercialization of energy storage in China will require clearly-defined market 

structures that are acceptable to the major market players. Given the magnitude of the reforms 

needed to promote storage—changes to wholesale and retail power pricing, improved pricing for 

ancillary services, new dispatch rules—it is unlikely that this will be accomplished nationwide over 

the next several years. Instead, China’s young energy storage industry will probably rely on direct 

government support, project-specific compensation mechanisms to recognize the value storage 

provides to the overall system, and regional market-reform pilots that begin to offer value for 

storage providers. 

15.3 Renewable energy in China 

Policy 

On February 1, 2005, China passed the Renewable Energy Law. This landmark legislation called for 

China to get at least 10% of its electricity from wind, hydropower, solar, biomass, and geothermal 

technology by 2020.406 The law was intended to achieve five primary goals:  

 Establish the importance of renewable energy in China’s national energy strategy,  
 Remove market barriers, 
 Create markets for renewable energy,  

 Establish a financial guarantee system,  

 Create awareness, skill and understanding.407 

To support investment in renewable energy technologies, the government announced new feed-

in-tariffs to guarantee certain profits. These were later defined by the National Development and 

Reform Commission (NDRC).408 

The Renewable Energy Law also states that grid companies “are obligated to purchase all the 

electricity from qualified renewable energy, and pass the higher electricity prices to end users.” 

This policy point has not been implemented: Wind farm operators do not receive payments for 

power that is curtailed by grid companies. Using energy storage for wind integration is seen as a 

solution to this problem because it allows wind power producers to sell more of the power they 

produce and relieve grid operators of their as-yet unmet obligation. 
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China’s Renewable Energy Law was updated in 2009 to include three main provisions: First, more 

detailed planning is needed to align generation and transmission planning as well as local and 

national development plans. Second, utilities must purchase all renewable power generated 

(previously the obligation only applied if there was sufficient demand).
409

 Finally, the feed-in-tariff 

system was reformed to ensure the government could cover renewable energy project costs by 

tapping the Ministry of Finance general revenues fund. 

There have been several other significant renewable energy policy developments:  

 Exception from local income taxes: Power produced by renewable energy was exempted 

from local taxation. This had the unintended consequence of encouraging local 

government to establish renewable energy manufacturing bases to receive some tax 

revenue from renewable energy adoption. 

 Golden Sun Program: Effective from 2009-2011, this program provided capital subsidies 

for PV projects on a case-by-case basis. In general, off-grid projects received 70% subsidies 

and grid-connected projects received 50% subsidies. Part of the funding for the Zhangbei 

National Wind Solar and Energy Storage Demonstration Project is from the Golden Sun 

Program. 

 Interim Wind Power Forecasting Measures: According to this policy, all grid connected 

wind farms must install wind power forecasting technology and begin regularly submitting 

reports to the appropriate dispatch authority by January 1, 2012. 

 Large-scale Wind Power Technical Specifications and Standards: Released by the National 

Energy Administration in 2011, this policy contains 18 new wind farm standards related to 

wind turbine status monitoring, power quality, and LVRT capabilities. 

China's renewable energy policy has been a pragmatic, adaptive process. The government began 

with a general policy calling for the development of the renewable energy industry. This was 

followed by well-defined compensation structures. The resource planning and technical 

requirements were developed on an ongoing basis, with many revisions due to problems with 

existing installations. As the renewable energy industry continued to grow, the national 

government sought to play a greater role in the resource planning process. Finally, tax policies 

shaped the industrial landscape by creating incentives for provincial governments to establish local 

manufacturing bases to capture some tax revenues from newly installed projects.  

Solar 

In reaction to a slowdown in demand for exported PV products, the Chinese government has 

significantly increased its domestic PV installation targets. While early stage installations were 

primarily large, centralized plants, the government is pushing for greater development of 

distributed PV through its newly released subsidy program. Solar capacity targets are constantly 

evolving as the Chinese government and project developers better understand the unique 

challenges of developing distributed PV projects in China. 
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CHINA PV INSTALLATION TARGETS 2013-2020 
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Source: Azure International, CEC, NEA, NDRC, BJX 

In addition to local subsidies, the national government is encouraging distributed PV development 

through a RMB0.42/kWh feed-in-tariff that applies to all electricity generated. In addition, 

electricity sent into the grid will receive the local desulphurized coal tariff while electricity that is 

self consumed will effectively help avoid additional electricity purchases. Given that retail 

electricity prices are higher than the local coal tariff, this creates an incentive for self consumption. 

Wind 

China has the largest installed wind capacity in the world. In 2013, 16.5 GW of new wind capacity 

was installed, bringing China’s cumulative total to 91.4 GW, of which 75.5 GW is currently grid-

connected.410 China is well on pace to meet its 100 GW of grid-connected capacity target by 2020.  

China’s grid operators have struggled to absorb wind power. In 2011, almost 17% of electricity 

produced in China’s top 10 wind power bases was curtailed, with curtailment reaching as high as 

25% in Gansu Province.411 However, improved wind power forecasting and generation scheduling 

practices have helped to improve the situation. In 2013, the country-wide curtailment rate 

declined to 11%, with significant improvements being made in Inner Mongolia.412 
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WIND POWER CURTAILMENT BY PROVINCE 2011 AND 2013 
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Curtailment remains a significant problem in China, but generation companies have yet to find an 

efficient way to use energy storage to helped address this problem. One of the main inhibitors is 

the fact that curtailment is strongly seasonal and may last for several days. An energy storage 

system would not be able to charge and discharge on a daily basis, which lowers its utilization and 

yearly revenues. Nonetheless, the Chinese government and wind farm operators are keen to find 

more innovative solutions to this problem and continue to improve the grid’s ability to accept 

more wind power. 

15.4 Energy Storage Experience 

Energy Storage Demonstration and R&D Projects 

One exception to the general top-down policy approach is the National Energy Administration’s 

recently released National Energy Technology 12th Five-Year Plan.
413 This plan identifies key 

energy storage technologies and calls for a number of specific R&D and demonstration projects:  

 10 MW large-scale supercritical compressed air energy storage demonstration 

 MW-scale flywheel energy storage demonstration project 

 MW-scale superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) project  

 MW-scale NaS battery demonstration project 

 MW-scale flow battery demonstration project 

Energy storage R&D and associated development goals include the following:  

 Develop metal-air and other new advanced battery technologies 

 Develop enabling technologies for large-scale supercritical compressed air energy storage 

 Further develop ion exchange membranes for flow batteries 

 Establish a platform for the development of technology and engineering standards 

 Create a stronger system for energy storage intellectual property protection 
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 Establish greater international communication and cooperation for new technology 

development 

While the NEA’s policy demonstrates strong government support for the development of energy 

storage, it does not contain details concerning how these projects are to be financed. As such, the 

above goals should be viewed as an industry development wish list rather than as binding 

government commitments to the energy storage industry. 

The Chinese government has already supported several demonstration projects. The first phase of 

the Zhangbei National Wind Solar and Energy Storage Demonstration Project (100 MW wind, 40 

MW solar and 20 MW energy storage) will began partial operation at the end of 2012, with 14 MW 

being commissioned. The second stage calls for the project to increase to 300-500 of MW wind, 

100 MW of solar and 110 MW of energy storage. In Guangdong and Hunan, two 10 MW energy 

storage demonstration projects are currently under development (4 MW of the first project and 2 

MW of the second project are already in operation). In addition to these larger-scale 

demonstration projects, a number of small PV integration and micro-grid demonstration projects 

are underway. The 12th Five Year Renewable Energy Development Plans calls for 30 micro-grids by 

2015. 

Policies to Directly Support Energy Storage 

Over the last several years, the central government has released a number of policies with direct 

implications for energy storage in China. Much of China’s political process revolves around Five-

Year Plans that set goals and agenda priorities for all levels of government. China's 12th Five-Year 

Plan includes a number of items related to alternative energy technology and policy. 
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NATIONAL POLICIES RELATED TO ENERGY STORAGE 

Policy Issuing Ministry Year Content Summary

Long-term Scientific and 

Technological Development 

Plan 2006-2020 

PRC State Council 2006

Within the new energy materials section, it calls for the development of energy 

storage materials and systems. It also calls for the development of energy storage 

to aid the development of distributed generation. 

Renewable Energy Law, 

Amendment

The Standing Committee 

of the National People’s 

Congress (NPCSC) 

2010 Energy Storage mentioned as an enabling technology.

Technical Guidelines for 

Connecting Energy Storage in 

the Distribution Network

State Grid 2011
These technical guidelines apply to all provinces under State Grid control. They 

apply to energy storage in parts of the grid operating at 35 kV or below.

Guiding Catalogue of 

Industrial Structure 

Development for 2011 

NDRC 2011

 The most important section of the catalogue, the encouraged articles, contains 

six articles related to energy storage. These articles can be classified into four 

categories: grid scale energy storage development and application, energy storage 

systems for light rail and regenerative braking, energy storage systems for electric 

vehicles (battery materials, separators, management systems and charging) and 

light engineering applications of energy storage.

National 12th Five-Year 

Science and Technology 

Development Plan

MOST 2011

This plan lists renewable energy, smart grid and electric vehicle industries as key 

strategic industries. As a supporting technology, energy storage is listed as a 

strategic developing field--a government supported technology. For strategic 

fields, like energy storage, further development of core technology is the primary 

goal. 

Priority Development Guide 

for High-tech Industries 

(2011)

NDRC, MOST, MIIT, 

MOF, State Intellectual 

Property Office 

2011

This guide identifies 137 technologies within ten industries that are to receive 

stronger support and government focus. The goal of the Priority Development 

Guide for High-tech Industries (2011) is to promote industrial restructuring in 

order to align China’s industrial development with its new energy and 

environmental goals. This 2011 release builds upon the original 2007 policy.  
Source: CNESA and Azure International 

Most of the policies mentioned within are related to China’s industrial planning process. These 

policies contain guiding principles, or suggestions, intended to instruct provincial and city-level 

governments on developing their own development plans. Following these general guidelines, 

several provincial and city-level governments include pragmatic energy storage support measures 

in their five-year development plans. 
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IMPORTANT PROVINCIAL AND CITY-LEVEL POLICIES 

Province/City Policy Year Content Summary

Hebei
Hebei12th Five-Year New Energy 

Development Plan 
2011

Focus on the improving Hebei’s load following capacity and power 

reliability; support construction of Zhangbei National Wind Solar and 

Energy Storage Project

Shanghai
Shanghai 12th Five-Year New Energy 

Development Plan
2011

Support further development of Li-Ion, NaS and Flow batteries; set up 

energy storage R&D center

Changsha

Changsha New Energy and Energy 

Savings Industry Development Plan 

(2011-2015) Draft

2011
Calls for the construction of a MW-scale energy storage demonstration 

project

Shenzhen

Shenzhen New Energy Industry 

Revitalization and Development Plan 

(2009-2015)

2009

Support development of BMS, PCS and inverter systems; Energy 

storage identifies as crucial to the further to development of solar, 

wind and other renewable energy technologies; build an energy storage 

and renewable energy demonstration project  
Source: CNESA and Azure 2011 

In looking at the above tables, it is important to note that policy support for energy storage is a 

recent phenomena: most energy storage-related policies have been released in 2011 or later.  

Prospects for Energy Storage Policy 

To establish technical guidelines, optimize energy storage dispatch and define suitable 

compensation mechanisms, hands-on experience is required. China’s energy storage industry is 

currently in the middle of this process and more time is needed. In the short-to-medium term, 

energy storage developers will receive government support via demonstration project 

opportunities, R&D grants, tax incentives and direct investment from local governments and large 

SOEs. 
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15.5 China energy storage graphs 

NO. OF COMMISSIONED PROJECT & INSTALLED CAPACITY BY TECH (LEFT) & BY APPLICATION 
(RIGHT)  
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Source: Azure International                               
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16 Australia 

16.1 Summary 

Although energy storage in Australia is still in its infancy, the market is likely to be one of the 

world’s most attractive because of a variety of unique conditions:  

 Australia has a sparse population spread over a vast land area, with several load centers 

isolated from other areas of the grid, and high transmission and distribution costs in rural 

areas. 

 Australia has over 3 GW of solar PV installed as of December 2013, with rooftop solar PV 

installations accounting for almost all installations, making the PV market unique when 

compared to other countries.  

 Solar is currently deployed at levels that alleviate peak demand experienced by the grid, 

but this is set to change as deployments continue to rise rapidly—leading to a sharper 

nighttime peak. 

Australia’s electricity market structure is not currently designed with storage in mind, but at the 

retail level, high time-of-use prices could encourage ES for load shifting. Currently, Australia has 

only 18 major energy storage projects, of which six are pumped hydro, eight are batteries and four 

are flywheel projects. Overall, Australia’s experience integrating energy storage into the grid is 

moderate when compared to other countries—clearly less than the U.S. but higher than some 

other countries with little or no experience. 

16.2 Electricity Market Structure 

Australia comprises two separate major electricity markets, the National Electricity Market and the 

Wholesale Electricity Market. The National Electricity Market (NEM) began operating as a 

wholesale market for the supply of electricity to retailers and end-users in Queensland, New South 

Wales, the Australian Capital Territory, Victoria and South Australia in December 1998. Tasmania 

joined the NEM in 2005. It does not include West Australia or the Northern Territory. Operations 

today are based in five interconnected regions that largely follow state boundaries. The NEM 

operates on the world’s longest interconnected power system—from Port Douglas in Queensland 

to Port Lincoln in South Australia—a distance of around 5,000 kilometers. Over A$ 11 billion of 

electricity is traded annually in the NEM to meet the demand of almost 19 million consumers.414 
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NATIONAL ELECTRICITY MARKET 

Participating Jurisdictions Qld, NSW, Vic, SA, Tas, ACT

NEM regions Qld, NSW, Vic, SA, Tas

Installed capacity 48,321 MW

Number of registered generators 317

Number of customers 9.3 million (calculated 

based on 19 million 

residents)NEM turnover 2012-13 US$ 12.2 billion

Total energy generated 2012-13 199 TWh

National maximum winter demand 

2012-13

30, 491 MW

National maximum summer demand 

2012-13

32,539 MW

 
Source: AEMO; AER 

The Wholesale Electricity Market (WEM) operates in the southwestern portion of Western 

Australia where most of the state’s population is located. Western Australia’s geographical 

isolation from other electricity markets in Australia makes the WEM unique. The design of the 

WEM is centered around ensuring self sufficiency because the state of Western Australia is not 

physically connected to the eastern states’ National Electricity Market, and therefore cannot rely 

on it in times of supply shortages or emergency operating conditions.415 

Each of the two Australian electricity markets has its own a market operator (the AEMO for NEM 

and the IMO for WEM) which must continuously balance short-term supply from generators with 

demand throughout the day.  

Wholesale market 

In NEM, exchange between electricity producers and electricity consumers is facilitated through a 

spot market where the output from all generators is aggregated and instantaneously scheduled to 

meet demand through a centrally-coordinated dispatch process. This process is operated by the 

AEMO in accordance with the provisions of Australian National Electricity Law and Australian 

National Electricity Rules. 

Australian wholesale prices can be quite volatile. For instance, the wholesale price in Feb 2014 at 

NEM ranged from A$ 36/MWh to A$ 462/MWh.  
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WHOLESALE PRICE AT NEM IN FEBRUARY 2014 

 
Source: AEMO 

Electricity tariffs 

In the retail market, utilities provide a variety of rate schedules for customers, including a time-of-

use (TOU) rate. The price differential between peak and off-peak times are relatively large. Origin 

Energy’s Queensland residential TOU Tariff 12 offered a weekday off-peak (10 pm to 7 am) rate of 

A$ 0.1943, compared to a peak rate of A$ 0.30968/kWh from 4 pm to 8 pm. (Other weekday times 

are shoulder periods, priced at A$ 0.22412/kWh.)416 The structure of these TOU tariffs suggests 

substantial incentives for ES. The demand charge applies only to commercial and industrial 

consumers and is within the range from A$ 0.22/kW at part peak to A$ 14.19/kW at max peak.  

RESIDENTIAL TIME-OF-USE SCHEDULE E-7 

 
 

 

Summer  (May-October)

Peak: 12:00 noon to 6:00 pm

Off-Peak: All Other Hours

Monday through Friday

Winter  (November-April)

Peak: 12:00 noon to 6:00 pm

Off-Peak: All Other Hours

Monday through Friday

E-7 Time-of-Use Periods

 

Source: AEMO 

Transmission and distribution 

The regulatory bodies for electricity transmission and distribution networks are the Australian 

Energy Regulator (AER), and the Economic Regulation Authority (ERA) in Western Australia. The 

AER is the regulator of the wholesale electricity and gas markets in Australia. Its current functions 
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are focused on regulating the natural monopoly transmission and distribution sectors of the 

national electricity market, monitoring the wholesale electricity market and enforcing electricity 

market rules. 

The principal grids of Australia are: the NEM on the East coast (including Tasmania), the SWIS and 

the NWIS in Western Australia, and the Darwin-Katherine grid in the Northern Territory. The grid 

in west Australia is less developed compared to the grid in the east. In addition, Australia has a 

sparse population that is dispersed over a geographically expansive area; rural grids are designed 

as spokes of the larger regional grids, and are only tenuously linked to the high-voltage 

transmission network. Usually rural systems use single-wire earth return (SWER) lines, which are 

expensive to maintain and are prone to failure, having by definition no redundancy. Voltage 

regulation is also very difficult to maintain on these lines, and the degree of difficulty increases as 

the length and the number of communities served increases.  

TRANSMISSION LINES AND GENERATORS IN AUSTRALIA 

 
Source: ABARE 

Ancillary services 

All NEM Ancillary Services can be grouped under one of the following three major categories: 

 Frequency Control Ancillary Services (FCAS); 

 Network Control Ancillary Services (NCAS); or 

 System Restart Ancillary Services (SRAS) 
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ANCILLARY SERVICE PAYMENTS IN NEM  

 
Source: AEMO 

Spot markets for FCAS commenced in September 2001 to introduce competitiveness in the 

ancillary service market. Participants must register with AEMO for each of the distinct FCAS 

markets they wish to join. Once registered, a service provider can participate in an FCAS market by 

submitting an appropriate FCAS offer or bid for that service, via AEMO’s market management 

systems.  

NEM CUSTOMER ANCILLARY SERVICES COST 

 
Source: AEMO 

For NCAS and SRAS, both are provided to the market under long term ancillary service contracts 

negotiated between AEMO (on behalf of the market) and the participant providing the service. 

These services are paid for through a mixture of enabling payments, made only when the service is 

specifically enabled, and availability payments, made for every trading interval that the service is 

available. NCAS payments are recovered from market customers only while SRAS payments are 

recovered from both customers and generators on a 50-50 basis.417 
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Load Growth 

Australia has a peaky load profile, driven by air conditioners and many other sources of electrical 

demand. This peak demand level grows each year, as consumers accumulate more electricity-

consuming devices.418 

Networks, with the assent of policymakers, have historically taken account of this in their load 

forecasts, and have allocated large sums of money to invest in building the network assets 

required to cope with this ever-rising peak. Continued investment in networks to relieve this 

constrained capacity means that the marginal cost of supplying power at peak periods is 

escalating; this cost is inevitably passed on to customers. 

DEMAND FORECAST 

Region 

Actual peak 

demand 2012 

(MW)

Actual minimum 

demand 2012*

 (MW)

2020–21 modelled 

10% POE* peak 

demand (MW)

2020-21 modelled 

minimum demand 

(MW)

Queensland 8,756 4,098 10,597 5,220

New South Wales 12,310 5,124 14,707 5,747

Victoria 9,447 3,780 11,167 3,866

South Australia 2,997 1,035 3,566 809

Tasmania 1,721 813 1,946 894

NEM total 31,427 15,174 37,482 17,544

** Probability of exceedance (POE)

* “Actual peak” and “actual minimum” demands are based on five‐minute “as generated’ demand 

data obtained from AEMO’s market systems. 

 
Source: AEMO 

2012 MINIMUM AND PEAK DEMAND BY STATE, VERSUS 2020 FORECAST  
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Current market forecasts continue to anticipate demand growth across states, with New South 

Wales seeing peak growth in excess of 2 GW. Peak annual demand is more than double minimum 

annual demand in most regions. 

Impact on energy storage  

Given Australia’s vast area and sparse population, the high-voltage transmission network is fragile 

and costly to maintain. Storage could mitigate unreliable supply by allowing these systems a much 

greater degree of energy independence—both from remote transmission lines, and from 

externally delivered fuel. This has the value of decreasing their exposure to risks of supply 

interruption and fuel cost escalation outside their control. 

Storage ameliorates the combined impact of a growing population, rising peak demand and the 

constrained capacity of generation and transmission. As noted previously, peak demand has been 

growing each year in Australia. Storing energy during off-peak times and discharging at peak times 

offsets demand and therefore lowers the total peak; this then avoids the need for capital 

investment in new transmission and generation capacity. 

16.3 Renewable energy integration 

Among national markets, Australia is likely to be the first to need widespread deployment of 

energy storage for integrating distributed solar resources. Though Australia’s renewable 

deployment begin slowly, takeoff began in 2009; already several states have very high solar 

penetrations—almost all of which is distributed solar. In recent years, solar and wind have 

increased rapidly, with an average annual growth rate of 19.5% for wind and 95.2% for solar. 

Rapidly rising wind and solar market penetration can cause frequency and voltage instability, 

reverse power flows, and curtailment—and presents a major issue for resource planning given the 

need for backup resources at projected levels of installations.419 Energy storage could resolve 

some of these issues, and in many cases rural Australian customers may begin to go off-grid to 

avoid costly connection charges. 

Key points to consider: 

 With over 3 GW of solar and 2.6 GW of wind compared to peak NEM demand of over 30 

GW, wind and solar does not currently face integration issues at a national level. At the 

state level as well, rooftop solar provides power that mostly acts to reduce peak load and 

flatten net demand curves. 

 However, there is considerable uncertainty about wind and solar installations to 2020. As 

one of the best continents in the world for solar, Australia could easily see a doubling of 

solar depending on the evolution of panel prices versus electricity cost. AEMO forecasts 

may be conservative. 

 Already, virtually all generation additions to 2020 are expected to be wind and solar—

wind accounts for most of those additions, with 8.8 GW expected and over 15 GW of wind 

projects announced.  
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 The issue of high solar and wind penetration would most likely come to head in South 

Australia first. The province currently has around 500 MW of solar compared to a 

minimum demand of 1 GW and 3 GW of peak demand. The province also anticipates a 

doubling of wind capacity from 1.2 GW to 2.5 GW. 

Structure of Australia’s generation and impact of renewable energy 

Australia’s electricity sector has historically been dominated by low-cost coal available 

domestically. Coal provided almost 70% of electricity in 2011 and natural gas and oil added a 

further 21%, leaving just 9% for hydro, wind and other renewable sources. The dominance of low-

cost fossil fuels had held back renewable energy development for many years. 

AUSTRALIA TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION 2011 

 
Source: 2013 AES 

AUSTRALIAN ELECTRICITY GENERATION, BY FUEL TYPE 

GWh Share 

2011 2010 to 2011 5 year average 

annual growth
Fossil fuels
Coal 175,362        2% -2% 69%
Gas 48,892          0% 10% 19%
Other 5,570            -4% -4% 2%
Renewable energy
Hydro 14,083          -16% 7% 6%
Bioenergy 2,343            12% -15% 1%
Wind 6,113            5% 20% 2%
Solar PV 1,489            75% 95% 1%
Total 253,851        1% 1% 100%

Growth 

 
Source: : 2013 AES 

In December 2013, Australia surpassed 3 GW of installed PV. Queensland passed the 1 GW mark 

and states such as South Australia reached household penetration rates of 25%.420 Australia is 

unique in the world in that its solar installations are almost exclusively rooftop solar PV. Australia 

has 2 million small scale renewable energy systems, of which 1.83 million are small scale solar 

systems.421 In South Australia, 31% of the state’s energy consumption was met by wind and solar 
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in 2012, and the state will likely have 50% of the state’s energy consumption met by wind and 

solar within 10 years.422 

INSTALLED PV AND WIND CAPACITY BY STATE, 2013 
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Source: AEMO 

Policy 

Policy has been a major impetus for the deployment of renewable energy in Australia—with policy 

goals ranging from addressing climate change, improving energy independence, stimulating the 

economy and encouraging energy exports. A key policy encouraging the development of 

renewable energy in Australia includes Mandatory Renewable Energy Target (MRET) schemes at 

both the Commonwealth and State levels. In 2001, the federal government introduced an MRET of 

9,500 GWh annually of new renewable energy generation by 2010.423 In 2009, the Renewable 

Energy (Electricity) Bill 2009 amended the Act and replaced the MRET with the RET. This altered 

the target from 9,500 GWh by 2010 to 45,000 GWh by 2020, with large-scale generation 

certificates (LRECs) and small-scale generation certificates (SRECs). The two types of RECs reflect 

two parts to the scheme424: 

 The Large-scale Renewable Energy Target (LRET) has a target of 41,000 GWh annually by 

2020 and only large-scale renewable energy projects are eligible.  

 The Small-scale Renewable Energy Scheme (SRES) targets a theoretical 4,000 GWh 

annually and is eligible only to small-scale or household installations.  

Alongside the SRES, Australia has an uncapped national feed-in tariff to support rooftop solar 

power and solar hot water, and several state schemes provide feed-in tariffs to encourage PV. In 

2012, these policies have been supplemented by a carbon price and a A$ 10 billion fund to finance 

renewable energy projects.425 (However, cuts in FIT policies in some states led to a slowdown in 

solar installations in 2013.) 
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A number of states have also implemented their own renewable energy targets. The Victoria 

Renewable Energy Target Scheme (VRET) mandated an additional 5% of Victoria's load for 

renewable generation, although this has since been replaced by the new Australian Government 

LRET and SRES targets. South Australia achieved its target of 20% of renewable supply by 2014 

three years ahead of schedule (in 2011) and has subsequently established a new target of 33% to 

be achieved by 2020.  

Solar 

Between 2001 and 2010, market growth for solar PV was around 15%, and since 2010, the country 

has continued to see rapid growth. PV has helped reduce peak demand in many areas, but as PV 

grows, solar installations will likely need energy storage due to the occurrence of large voltage 

sags and rapid demand shifts due to cloud effects, which present a significant challenge to utilities 

trying to integrate and manage these resources on their systems. Energy storage systems can 

potentially alleviate voltage swings in the distribution grid. 

AUSTRALIA PV INSTALLED CAPACITY, 2008-2013 
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Source: Australian PV Institute 

In most Australian states, solar energy produces the most power at around 12 noon, with strong 

output between 2:30 and 5:00 in the afternoon when summer air conditioning load also peaks. 

According to the Australian Solar Council, which represents the rooftop solar industry, Victoria 

produced 2.80% of its load from PV during peak periods, and in South Australia and Western 

Australia it was nearly 10%.426 
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PV CAPACITY BY STATE, LEFT, AND PERCENT OF PEAK CONSUMPTION, RIGHT 
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Source: Cleantechnica 

Below is the contribution of solar in a single day (by state) compiled by the Australian Photovoltaic 

Institute. The second graph shows both the demand and solar generation capacity of SA in the 

same day, which indicates that solar postponed the appearance of peak time and reduced overall 

the peak load. Solar is playing a key role in moderating demand and stress on the grid. 

CONTRIBUTION OF SOLAR IN A SINGLE DAY ON DEC 29, 2013 

Source: PV Institute 

 
CONTRIBUTION OF SOLAR IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA ON DEC. 29, 2013 

 
Source: PV Institute 
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The graph also suggests a possible future situation where solar penetration in the state doubles 

versus current capacity and load. Under such a scenario, the difference between load net of PV 

input in mid-day versus the demand at 6 pm could be significantly more extreme than what is 

currently experienced by the market, creating the need for more flexible generation as well as a 

potential opportunity for storage. 

Though the past few years’ trend would suggest South Australia could easily double PV capacity 

again, AEMO’s forecast is more conservative, suggesting capacity growth would flatten due to 

lower feed-in tariffs. Under the organization’s Rapid Uptake scenario, South Australia’s PV capacity 

only crosses 1 GW after 2020.  

AEMO SOLAR FORECAST FOR 2022 

 
Source: AEMO 

Wind 

AEMO forecasts the addition of 8.88 GW of wind generation in the NEM by 2020 in its 2012 

National Transmission Network Development Plan (NTNDP). This results in total installed NEM 

wind generation capacity of around 11.5 GW. However modeling indicates that, without action, up 

to 5,750 GWh and 1,260 GWh of the maximum potential wind generation energy in Victoria and 

South Australia, respectively, could be curtailed due to network limitations. This represents 

around 35% and 15% respectively of the energy potentially available from wind generation 

installed in these regions.427 Storage could help by storing electricity at night when demand is low, 

as well as acting to smooth out wind ramping fluctuations. 
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PROJECTED 2020 NEM WIND GENERATION 

Region 
Existing wind 

(MW) 

Projected new 

wind by 2020 

Total 2020 wind 

(MW) 

2012 minimum 

demand (MW) 

Queensland 0 266 266 4,098

New South Wales 265 2,117 2,382 5,124

Victoria 884 4,090 4,974 3,780

South Australia 1,205 1,350 2,555 1,035

Tasmania 308 1,060 1,368 813

NEM Total 2,662 8,883 11,545 15,174  
Source: AEMO 

AUSTRALIA WIND ADDITIONS TO 2020 IN NEM 

 
Source: AEMO 

As the AEMO forecast shows, NEM wind additions of 8.8 GW will bring total capacity to 11.5 GW—

possibly a minimum forecast. This is not far below 2012 minimum demand of 15 GW in NEM, 

especially factoring in 3 GW of solar PV. A relatively large portion of wind additions are projected 

for South Australia and Victoria, which already have substantial PV capacity as well. However, 

AEMO does not appear to consider the additions to be a major cause for concern:  

“Power system inertia could be reduced due to displacement of conventional synchronous 

generation, particularly in South Australia and Tasmania. This would make control of power 

system frequency following contingency events more challenging in these regions. While power 

system frequency control in Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland would not be significantly 

affected, AEMO must make changes in Tasmania and South Australia to ensure ongoing control of 

power system frequency within required limits.” 

Energy storage could play a major role in renewable integration in Australia:  
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 ES allows a higher hosting capacity limit of renewable energy to be integrated into an 

electricity system by smoothing out the variable frequency, and allowing intermittent 

output to be stored at times of overgeneration and released at times of high load demand. 

This increases the value of renewable energy.  

 ES can mitigate unreliable supply by allowing these systems a much greater degree of 

energy independence—both from remote transmission lines, and from externally 

delivered fuel.  

 ES could ameliorate the combined impact of (1) a growing population and peak demand 

and (2) constrained capacity of generation and transmission—especially in areas of high 

solar penetration where daytime solar production exacerbates an early-evening peak in 

electricity demand.  

16.4 Energy storage experience 

Currently, Australia has no specific policies to encourage energy storage. Australia has only 

developed 18 energy storage projects, of which, six are pumped hydro, eight are batteries and 

four are flywheel projects. 

MAP OF ENERGY STORAGE PROJECTS IN AUSTRALIA 

 
Source: DOE 

RedFlow is one of the key developers and manufacturers of zinc-bromide flow batteries in 

Australia. The University of Queensland M90 project, developed by Redflow, has been operational 

since July 2, 2012 and it is supporting one of the two 340 kW solar systems at the St. Lucia campus 

of the University of Queensland.428 In mid-2013, RedFlow also installed its M120 energy storage 

system (120 kW/288-kWh) in the basement of the University’s Global Change Institute building, 

also at the St. Lucia campus, which is designed to complement the building’s installed 140 kW 

solar system, as well as support the building’s load.429 

Tumut 3 Power Station was the first pumped storage hydroelectric power station in Australia. The 

sole powerhouse is located above ground, approximately 1,800 meters below Talbingo Dam. The 

power station is fitted with six Toshiba turbines, each equipped with Melco-manufactured 

generators, with a combined generating capacity of 1,500 MW. The project first commissioned six 
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140 kilowatts turbines during 2003, and a major upgrade, adding additional capacity in the range 

of 25 MW to 50 MW per unit, was conducted in 2009-2011.430  

TABLE LIST OF ENERGY STORAGE PROJECT IN AUSTRALIA 

Project Name Technology Type

Technology 

Type 

Category

Rated 

Power in 

kW

Status

ZBB Experimental Zinc-Bromine 

Flow Battery

Zinc Bromine Redox 

Flow Battery

Battery 100 Operational

Smart Grid, Smart City (40 

systems)

Zinc Bromine Redox 

Flow Battery

Battery 200 De-Commissioned

Smart Grid, Smart City (20 

systems)

Zinc Bromine Redox 

Flow Battery

Battery 100 De-Commissioned

Hampton Wind Park UltraBattery Battery 1,000 Operational

University of Queensland M90 Zinc Bromine Redox 

Flow Battery

Battery 90 Operational

Global Change Institute M120 Zinc Bromine Redox 

Flow Battery

Battery 120 Operational

King Island Renewable Energy 

Integration Project

UltraBattery Battery 3,000 Under 

Construction

Cape Barren Island Hybrid System Battery Battery 163 Operational

Coral Bay PowerStore Flywheel 

Project

Flywheel Flywheel 500 Operational

Marble Bar PowerStore Flywheel 

Project

Flywheel Flywheel 500 Operational

Leinster Nickel Operation 

PowerStore Flywheel Project

Flywheel Flywheel 1000 Operational

Kalbarri Wind Farm Project 

PowerStore Flywheel Project

Flywheel Flywheel 1000 Operational

Tumut Hydroelectric Power 

Station 3

Open Loop  Pumped 

Hydro Storage

Pumped 

Hydro

1500000 Operational

Kangaroo Valley Pumping and 

Power Station

Open Loop  Pumped 

Hydro Storage

Pumped 

Hydro

160000 Operational

Bendeela Pumping and Power 

Station

Open Loop  Pumped 

Hydro Storage

Pumped 

Hydro

80000 Operational

Wivenhoe Power Station Open Loop  Pumped 

Hydro Storage

Pumped 

Hydro

500,000 Operational

Poatina Power Station Open Loop  Pumped 

Hydro Storage

Pumped 

Hydro

300000 Operational

Tods Corner Power Station Open Loop  Pumped 

Hydro Storage

Pumped 

Hydro

1700 Operational

 
Source: DOE 
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16.5 Australia energy storage graphs 

NO. OF COMMISSIONED PROJECTS & INSTALLED CAPACITY BY TECH (LEFT) & BY APPLICATION 
(RIGHT)  
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Source: Azure International                              Source: Azure International 
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17 Technologies 

17.1 Technology Overview 

Grid energy storage technologies range from the over 100 GW of installed pumped hydro plants 

operating worldwide to experimental lithium ion batteries and flywheels. Each offers unique 

advantages in terms of energy, power, lifetime, applicability, technical maturity and cost. The 

disadvantages are equally diverse, from the geographic limitations of compressed-air energy 

storage to cycle life issues for batteries. While the demonstration projects on various advanced 

energy storage technologies enables some cost comparison, the current and future costs of 

competing technologies remains largely theoretical. Moreover, grid energy storage solutions face 

dynamic, location-specific competition from alternative solutions such as added transmission, 

smart grids, and natural gas plants.  

17.2 Chapter scope 

This section describes currently available energy storage technology and provides a basic overview 

of their deployment status. The technology comparison section provides costs estimates based on 

a combination of actual project costs and recent studies. 

This section begins with energy oriented technologies and moves towards power oriented 

technologies. Technologies surveyed include:  

 Pumped Hydroelectric Energy Storage 

 Compressed Air Energy Storage 

 Flow Batteries 

 Conventional Lead Acid Batteries 

 Advanced Lead Acid Batteries 

 Sodium Sulfur Batteries 

 Lithium Ion Batteries 

 High-speed Flywheels 

The energy storage technologies surveyed in this report are limited to technologies that can both 

store and release electrical energy. Because of the large variety of energy storage technologies, for 

space considerations the following areas are beyond this report's scope:  

 Thermal energy storage, which is generally inapplicable to grid storage; 

 Energy storage technologies whose commercialization would almost certainly require 

longer than five years, such as metal-air batteries; 
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17.3 Technologies 

17.3.1 Pumped Hydroelectric Energy Storage 

Pumped hydroelectric energy storage (PHS) is one of the oldest grid storage technologies and the 

most widespread, accounting for almost all the 127 GW of energy storage capacity on the grid 

worldwide as of September 2012.431 PHS uses off-peak electricity to pump water from one 

reservoir to another at a higher elevation. When electricity is needed, water returns to the lower 

reservoir via a hydroelectric turbine that spins to generate electricity.  

DIAGRAM OF PUMPED HYDROELECTRIC PLANT 

 
Source: TVA Power Authority 

PHS capabilities will vary from plant to plant. The amount of energy stored in a PHS facility 

depends on the height difference between the lower and upper reservoirs as well as the size of 

the upper reservoir. PHS plants have efficiencies between 60-80%, with larger elevation 

differences giving better efficiency.432 Some newer plants have variable speed capabilities, which 

increases their load following and frequency regulation capabilities. 

The ability of PHS plants to ramp from 0% to 100% power output in several minutes as well as 

quickly change their power output in response to Automatic Generation Control (AGC) signals, 

makes them suitable for a wide range of applications including spinning reserve, load following, 

frequency regulation and voltage regulation.  

PHS has significant limitations. Because of its large size, pumped hydro cannot provide 

distribution-level or end-user services. Arid or flat regions—many of which have abundant wind 

resources—are unsuitable for PHS. Nonetheless, there are a number of projects under 

development worldwide.  

Over the next 10 years, China will likely be the fastest growing market for PHS. As of March 2012, 

China had 41 plants totaling 20.3 GW in operation and 13 projects under construction totaling 17.3 

GW. In addition, 15 currently proposed projects represent an additional 21 GW.433 China should 

become the largest market in the world by 2020, with over 50 GW of PHS capacity.434 
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17.3.2 Compressed Air Energy Storage 

Conventional Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) is the second largest grid energy storage 

technology after pumped hydro. Though there are just two examples to date, there are many 

CAES projects currently under development. CAES uses off-peak electricity to compress and store 

air in an underground reservoir. When electricity is needed, the compressed air is heated and 

expanded to drive a natural gas-fired turbine that produces electricity.  

CONVENTIONAL CAES PLANT SCHEMATIC BASED ON MCINTOSH PLANT 

 
Source: NYSERDA 

The energy storage capacity of CAES is determined by the size of the storage reservoir while the 

power capacity is determined by turbine used to generate electricity. Since natural gas-fired 

turbines spend roughly half of their fuel compressing the air intake, using already compressed air 

requires considerably less fuel than a conventional natural gas-fired power plant.435 In general, 

CAES is less efficiency and slower responding than PHS, which makes the technology less 

applicable to short-duration, fast-response services like frequency regulation. 

Currently there are only two large-scale CAES plants in operation worldwide: a 290 MW plant in 

Huntorf, Germany, built in 1978, and a 110 MW plant in McIntosh, Alabama, built in 1991. Though 

there has been no growth in CAES capacity in recent years, this should change over the next 

decade due to government-sponsored projects currently in development—these projects feature 

new technologies, including adiabatic and isothermal compression and expansion systems that do 

not require fuel.436 However, over the past decade a number of projects have either failed or been 

delayed due to a variety of technical difficulties—many stemming from difficulties in locating a 

suitable underground reservoir.437 

17.3.3 Flow Batteries 

Flow batteries are a class of electrochemical energy storage devices in which two liquid 

electrolytes are pumped across opposite sides of a reaction chamber to produce an electrical 
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current. Once discharged, flow batteries can be recharged by reversing the discharge process and 

applying an over-potential or by replacing the liquid electrolytes. Flow batteries have been 

demonstrated at utility scale in the U.S., Australia, Japan, Denmark, and Kenya. Their main 

advantage is that since the energy storage capacity and power capacity are separated, the 

electrolyte storage capacity can be increased to enable longer-duration applications. 
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DIAGRAM OF FLOW BATTERY SYSTEM 

 
Source: Prudent Energy 

The power capacity of flow batteries is largely determined by the surface area of the membrane 

separating the two electrolytes and the energy storage capacity is determined by the size of the 

electrolyte storage tanks. Currently available flow battery technologies vary considerably with 

regard to energy densities, projected lifetimes and even the type of reactions driving the electric 

current. The two most common types are vanadium-redox flow batteries and zinc-bromine flow 

batteries. There are several other technologies under development with novel cell stack 

architectures and chemistries. These technologies promise comparable performance at lower 

price points.  

17.3.4 Conventional Lead Acid Batteries 

A conventional lead acid battery consists of two lead plates separated by an electrolyte consisting 

of water and sulfuric acid. During the discharge processes, sulfuric acid interacts with the 

electrodes to produce lead sulfate and drive an electric current between the positive plate (lead 

oxide) and negative plate (elemental lead). Lead-acid batteries have low upfront capital costs, 

have been tested in utility-scale energy storage demonstrations and are currently the dominant 

technology choice for off-grid PV applications. 
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 DIAGRAM OF LEAD BATTERY SYSTEM ACID  

 
Source: MKPowerUK 

Lead acid batteries have a typical DC-to-DC roundtrip efficiency around 75%, and a cycle life of 

500-1500 at 1 °C, 50% depth-of-discharge (DOD). When compared to other electrochemical 

batteries, lead acid batteries have lower energy and power densities. They also are very sensitive 

to temperature fluctuation, rapid cycling and shallow discharge at low DOD. Despite shorter 

lifetimes and concerns over toxicity, it is important to note that lead acid batteries are cost 

effective to recycle—almost 80% of its materials can be reused. 

Lead acid batteries are often treated as a commodity with little differentiation between products, 

but lead acid battery manufacturers offer several variations of the conventional lead acid cell that 

utilize modified electrode designs, electrode additives and electrolyte monitoring systems to meet 

specific application requirements.438 

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE EXPECTED LIFE OF PB-ACID BATTERIES 

 
Source: DOE-EPRI Energy Storage Handbook 2003 

Lead acid batteries are a mature technology. Valve-regulated lead-acid (VRLA) batteries continue 

to be the leading energy storage technology within the telecommunications and UPS markets. 

Given their low upfront costs, these batteries have recently been selected for a number of recent 

small-scale energy storage projects, especially rural micro-grid and off-grid PV projects. 
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17.3.5 Advanced Lead Acid Batteries 

Advanced lead-acid batteries are modified versions of conventional lead acid batteries. There are 

several types of advanced lead acid batteries: asymmetric lead-carbon capacitors (Axion Power, 

Narada Battery), ultrabatteries (Furukawa and East Penn family) and specialized AGM cells 

(Xtreme Power and Horizon Haode).  

ULTRABATTERY AND ASYMMETRIC LEAD-CARBON CAPACITOR DIAGRAMS 

 
Source: CSIRO 

In general, these cells offer better high-power performance and more lifecycles than conventional 

lead acid cells. Their energy density remains comparable. Thus far, international lead acid battery 

manufacturers have targeted high-power, short-duration applications such as PV integration, wind 

power ramp control and frequency regulation. Provided that advanced lead acid manufacturers 

can continue to lower their per kWh production costs, advanced lead acid batteries will 

increasingly compete for high-energy applications. 

17.3.6 Sodium Sulfur (NaS) Batteries 

Sodium sulfur (NaS) batteries are a high-temperature molten-metal battery. Its main advantages 

are its high power and high energy. NaS batteries operate at temperatures between 300 and 

350 °C. NaS cells are composed of a molten sodium anode surrounded by a solid beta-alumina 

electrolyte which is then surrounded by molten sulfur. During the discharge process, sodium ions 

travel across the solid electrolyte to form sodium sulfide within the outer chamber. During the 

charging process, an applied potential forces the sodium ions to return to the inner chamber.  
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NAS CELL AND MODULE SCHEMATIC 

 
Source: Yang 2010 

Among advanced energy storage technologies, sodium sulfur batteries are by far the most mature 

technology with over 300 MW deployed worldwide. Almost of all of these systems were produced 

by the Japanese manufacturer NGK Insulators. NGK’s batteries have a roundtrip AC-AC efficiency 

of approximately 80% and a lifetime of 15 years (4500 cycles at 90% depth of discharge (DOD)).439 

In September 2011, NGK Insulators experienced a significant setback when one of its systems 

caught fire; the incident halted production and led to canceled orders.  

NGK Insulators made significant progress in May 2013, when it announced a framework 

agreement to provide Italy’s TSO Terna with 70 MW/490 MWh of battery systems.440  In 

September 2013, the Japanese government agreed to provide funding for 75% of NGK’s 

development costs to help NGK reduce the cost of its batteries to ¥23,000/kWh (US$ 234/kWh) by 

2020. NGK’s battery costs are currently around ¥40,000/kWh (US$ 407/kWh), not including 

balance of system.441 

17.3.7 Lithium ion Batteries 

Lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries are a class of batteries in which positive lithium ions migrate from a 

negative anode towards a positive cathode during the discharge process. There are many different 

types of lithium ion batteries that are primarily distinguished by their cathode materials. Even with 

the same cathode types, the choice of anode materials, electrolyte solvents, separators and 

nanomaterial additives strongly influences performance. In general, Li-ion batteries offer a several 

times greater energy density, cell life and operating temperature range over conventional lead 

acid batteries.  
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20 MW LI-ION ENERGY STORAGE PLANT FROM ZHUHAI YINTONG 

 
Source: Zhuhai Yintong 

Lithium ion batteries differ widely: their energy density, power density, cycle life and resistance to 

abuse can vary considerably from manufacturer to manufacturer, even when using the same 

cathode type. This stems from fundamental differences in the preparation of cathode materials 

and the quality control of the manufacturing process. 

For energy storage applications, a number of different lithium ion chemistries have been tested. 

There is no conclusive winner, but lithium iron phosphate technology is becoming more popular 

for energy management applications due to its high safety. Energy-oriented lithium ion batteries 

are particularly suited for commercial and residential applications where compact size, safety and 

high efficiency are very important. 

17.3.8 High Speed Flywheels 

High speed flywheels store electricity in the form of rotational kinetic energy. The energy density 

of a flywheel energy storage system depends on the rotational speed, the mass distribution and 

the size of the spinning rotor. Although more expensive, flywheel energy storage systems have 

projected lifetimes several times longer than currently available lithium ion technology. To date, 

the technology is at an early demonstration phase. 
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DIAGRAM OF BEACON POWER 4TH GENERATION FLYWHEEL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM 

 
Source: Beacon Power 

Currently deployed flywheel technology, like the 100 kW/25 kWh high speed Generation 4 

flywheels produced by U.S.-based Beacon Power, are appropriate for high-power, high-cycle-life 

applications like frequency regulation.442 Smaller flywheel systems capable of charging and 

discharging for several seconds are widely used for Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) 

applications. 

17.4 Technology Comparisons 

For each energy storage application, there are a number of technologies that can fulfill operational 

requirements. Several new technologies promise better performance at lower cost than those 

currently available.  

TECHNOLOGY CHARACTERIZATIONS OF GRID APPLICATIONS 
Technology Development Stage Representative Application Efficiency Cycle Life

Representative Power 

(MW)

Representative Energy 

(usable MWh)

Pumped Hydro Mature Bulk shifting 80-82%  >13,000 400 4000

CAES (under-ground) Commercial Bulk shifting 3845-3860 BTU/kWh  >10,000 180 1440

CAES (above-ground) Demo T&D Grid Support 3950-4100 BTU/kWh  >10,000 50 250

ZnBr flow battery Demo T&D Grid Support 60-65%  >10,000 1 5

VRB flow battery Demo T&D Grid Support 65-70%  >10,000 1 4

FeCr flow battery R&D T&D Grid Support 0.75 >10,000 1 4

Zn-Air flow battery R&D T&D Grid Support 0.75 4,500 1 5.4

NaS battery Commercial T&D Grid Support 0.75 4,500 1 7.2

Advanced Lead Acid Demo T&D Grid Support 75-90% 4,500 1 4

Li-ion Demo T&D Grid Support 90-94% 4,500 1 4

Advanced Lead Acid Demo Frequency Regulation 75-90% >100,000 1 0.25

Li-ion Demo Frequency Regulation 87-92% >100,000 1 0.25

High speed flywheel Demo Frequency Regulation 85-87% >100,000 20 5

Power Oriented Installations

 
Note: Efficiency for CAES is commonly expressed in Btu/kWh to indicate fuel consumption per unit of energy stored; this 
does not represent thermal or round-trip efficiency comparable to the percentages in other cells. 
Source: EPRI 2010 
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ENERGY STORAGE COSTS BASED ON U.S. EPRI ESTIMATES 
Technology Discharge Duration Total Costs (US$/kW) Total Costs (US$/kWh) Roundtrip Efficiency (%) Lifecycles (100% DOD)

Pumped Hydroelectric Storage (PHS) 6-10 1500-2700 250-270 80-82 >13,000

Combustion Turbine CAES (CT-CAES) 8 960 120  - >13,000

CAES (aboveground) 5 1950-2150 390-430  - >10,000

NaS 6-7.2 3100-4000 445-555 75 4500

Vanadium Redox Flow Battery (VRB) 3.5-5 3100-4380 620-1250 65-75 >10000

Zinc Bromide Flow Battery (ZBB) 2-5 1450-6300 290-1575 60-64 >5,000

Iron Chromium Flow Battery 4 1200-1600 300-400 75 >10,000

Advanced Pb Acid 4 2600-4600 460-700 75-90 4500

Li-ion (Energy) 1-7 1250-11,000 800-4400 75-94 4,500-5,000

Lead Acid 2-4 4520-5600 1400-2260 85-90 1,500-5,000

Li-ion (Power) .25-1 1085-1550 4340-6200 87-92 >100,000

Advanced Lead Acid .25-1 950-1590 2770-3800 75-90 >100,000

Flywheel 0.25 1950-2200 7800-8800 85-87 >100,000

Energy

Power

 
Source: U.S. EPRI Technology Options Report 2010 

The U.S. EPRI has been tracking energy storage development for over 20 years and has conducted 

a number of demonstration projects.  

Technology costs vary considerably from project to project. In general, the lower cost estimates 

apply to large-scale grid projects while the high cost estimates apply to small-scale, meter-side 

projects. The exception to this trend is projects located at transmission and distribution 

substations, which can take advantage of existing infrastructure to cut costs below large-scale 

project levels. 

Several project developers interviewed for this report identified lithium ion batteries as the 

technology expected to lead the grid-scale energy storage market over the next five years.  

17.5 Energy Storage Technology Tradeoffs 

17.5.1 Energy vs. Power Capacity 

Different applications require different charge and discharge durations. For example, an energy 

storage system providing frequency regulation will cycle on the order of several seconds to several 

minutes while an energy storage system providing peak shaving will cycle on the order of several 

hours.  

In order to maximize revenues, energy storage systems operating within the grid will be expected 

to provide a range of services that cover both high-energy (>1 hour) and high-power (<1 hour) 

applications. While one energy storage technology may be the optimal solution for the primary 

application, it may be inappropriate for auxiliary applications. For example, forcing a battery 

system optimized for high-energy performance to provide high-power services may severely 

compromise its efficiency and lifetime. As such, technology selection should be based on all 

applications and not just the primary application.  
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17.5.2 Capital versus Operating Cost 

Energy storage technologies should be evaluated on total ownership costs and not upfront capital 

costs alone, since operating and maintenance costs can vary significantly between technologies. 

Some technologies require large upfront investments but have low operating and maintenance 

costs, while others have low upfront costs and high operating and maintenance costs. For example, 

lead acid batteries represent the cheapest electrochemical energy storage option in terms of 

upfront capital costs but require careful monitoring and routine maintenance. They also operate 

within a narrow temperature range and must be replaced every 4-5 years.443 

When total ownership costs are taken into consideration, technologies with low upfront cost may 

not be the most economical choice. 

17.5.3 Lifetime vs. % of Battery Used 

Energy storage technology lifetimes are often compared based on expected lifecycles when 

providing 100% depth of discharge (DOD). For example, lead acid batteries last around 500 cycles 

while LiFePO4 batteries last around 2000 cycles. In reality, battery energy storage systems 

operating within the grid will maintain State of Charge (SOC) within a fixed range, for example 25% 

to 75% SOC. This avoids damage from deep cycling and extends battery life. The warranty curve 

for U.S.-based Xtreme Power’s advanced lead acid cells shows that utilizing 50% SOC instead of 

100% SOC extends the number of expected cycles from 1,000 full cycles to 20,000 half cycles, a 

ten-fold improvement.444 

EXPECTED LIFECYCLES BASED ON STATE OF CHARGE FOR XTREME POWER CELL 

 
Source: Xtreme Power 

The exponential relationship between lifecycles and state of charge applies primarily to lead acid, 

advanced lead acid and lithium ion batteries; these technologies account for a majority of energy 

storage installations currently installed in China.  
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For a specific application, it is more appropriate to use energy storage system costs based on the 

usable SOC and not 100% SOC when comparing energy storage technologies.  

17.5.4 Cost vs. Technology Track Record 

Because energy storage is an emerging industry, many technologies are still in the R&D or 

demonstration phase. These upcoming technologies promise better performance and price than 

currently available commercial products, but lack performance and reliability data. Risk adverse 

grid operators may choose more expensive but relatively vetted technology over cheaper and 

better performing upcoming technology. A preference for technologies with long track records 

makes it difficult for new technologies to enter the market and consequently stifles innovation.  

17.6 Technology Trajectory 

When compared to the development of the electronics industry, energy storage technology has 

progressed more slowly. There are a number of factors underlying this trend:  

 Electronics are governed by the laws of physics while energy storage is governed by the 

laws of chemistry. Decreasing the size of an electronic circuit cuts material costs and 

improves performance. Decreasing the size of an electrochemical cell reduces the amount 

of active materials, consequently lowering the amount of energy that can be stored. 

Although there is room for improvement by improving the utilization of active materials, 

these improvements often come at the expense of safety and cycle life.  

 The market for advanced energy storage is still young. There is a growing demand for 

energy storage products that did not exist 10 years ago. This demand has impelled more 

companies, representing a diverse set of technologies, to enter the market. 

Although technological process has been slow up to this point, this should change over the next 

five years for the following reasons. 

 There are many upcoming technologies with radically different approaches instead of 

slight improvements over currently existing technologies. They have the potential to 

provide energy storage at costs several times lower than currently available technology. 

 Some technologies have yet to benefit from economies of scale. For example, the 

electrolyte and cell membrane costs for vanadium redox flow batteries remain high due to 

limited production and a lack of competition. 

 Growth in the electric vehicle market is expected to drive down prices in the lithium ion 

battery market.  

 Most importantly, governments around the world have increased support for the energy 

storage industry.  

 

17.7 Recent headlines from basic research in energy storage 
For commercial players and startups in energy storage technology, it can be a challenge to stay 

abreast of the major basic research efforts underway worldwide. For beginners at energy storage, 

the challenge is even more vast. In this section, we attempt to illustrate some of the major energy 
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storage research efforts currently underway. This brief survey, which includes tidbits from news 

releases, articles and blog postings from the past twelve months, is by no means comprehensive or 

complete. The focus is on research and development activities that are clearly geared towards 

improvements in practical energy storage technologies, as opposed to theoretical research or 

automotive-focused research. Many of the R&D efforts mentioned here relate to lithium-ion 

technology—natural considering the dominance of lithium-ion in device and other markets. While 

flow batteries, pumped hydro, compressed air and other energy storage technologies are 

underrepresented in this survey, there is naturally plenty of R&D taking place in all of these fields. 

ENERGY STORAGE R&D CENTERS  

Samsung 
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Technische Universitaet 
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Others
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Source: Azure International 

Samsung achieves higher cycle life with lithium-metal anodes 

Although lithium metal is a promising anode material for Li-ion rechargeable batteries due to its 

theoretical high capacity, it fails to meet cycle life and safety requirements due to electrolyte 

decomposition and dendrite formation on the anodes. Samsung found that by combining a 

screened liquid electrolyte with a polymer electrolyte in a pressurized cell, charging/discharging 

durability of around 100 cycles could be achieved for an anode with an extremely high area 

capacity. The practical use of this electrolyte composition might be limited owing to the low 

boiling point of DME, the study suggests that electrolytes designed to control electrolyte reactivity 

with lithium, as well as the viscosity of the electrolyte and anion size, can increase the longevity of 

lithium anodes.445 

Harvard uses computational screening to find organic molecule for inexpensive flow battery 

Researchers at Harvard have developed a metal-free flow battery that relies on organic molecules 

called quinones, which are similar to those that store energy in plants and animals. Harvard 

researchers used molecular screening methods to calculate the properties of more than 10,000 

quinone molecules before settling on one with particularly high performance. The new flow 
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battery developed by the Harvard team performs as well as vanadium redox flow batteries, but 

with inexpensive chemicals and no costly metal electrocatalyst. “Computational screening, 

together with experimentation, can lead to discovery of new materials in many application 

domains,” write the researchers.446 

PNNL develops graphite anode shield for lithium sulfur batteries 

A research team at the Pacific Northwest National Lab team has developed a protective shield for 

the anode of lithium-sulfur batteries, which are subject to formation of interference layers. The 

new shield is made of graphite, a thin matrix of connected carbon molecules that is already used in 

lithium-ion battery anodes. In a lithium-sulfur battery, the shield moves the sulfur side reactions 

away from the anode's lithium surface, preventing formation of an interference layer that saps 

battery performance over time. The new anode quadrupled the lifespan of the lithium-sulfur 

battery system, from 100 charge-and-discharge cycles to well past 400 cycles when tested under 

the same conditions.447 

Singapore and China researchers develop iron-oxide nanoparticle anode for lithium-ion 
batteries 

A*STAR Institute of Materials Research and Engineering, Singapore, and Aishui Yu of Fudan 

University, China, have created a new electrode made from iron oxide nanoparticles: Iron oxides 

have a much higher charging capacity than graphite, but charge slowly and last just a few charging 

cycles. Researchers theorized that anodes made from iron oxide nanoparticles would charge more 

quickly and change structure to accommodate ions pack inside. The researchers made 5-

nanometer-wide particles of an iron oxide, mixed the particles with a dust called carbon black, 

bound them together with polyvinylidene fluoride and coated the mixture onto copper foil. After 

ten cycles, the anode efficiency was 98%, almost as high as commercial lithium-ion batteries, and 

after 230 cycles retained efficiency better than commercial graphite anodes. Research suggests 

that during the first few cycles, the iron oxide nanoparticles are broken down until they reach an 

optimum size. The material experienced none of the degradation problems that have plagued 

other iron oxide anodes.448 

Determining lithium particle nanostructures to improve LFP performance 

Though lithium iron phosphate batteries have low cost, low toxicity and thermal and chemical 

stability they suffer poor electronic conductivity because lithium ions are not very mobile within 

the cathode. The University of California Riverside team used a solvothermal synthetic method, 

essentially placing reactants into a container and heating them up under pressure. The researchers 

used a mixture of solvents to control the size, shape and crystallinity of the particles. By 

determining the relationship between the nanostructures and performance in batteries, and 

controlling the size of nanocrystals accordingly, the researchers hope to create batteries with 

higher power on demand.449 
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Stanford scientists create self-healing electrode 

Researchers at Stanford University and SLAC claim to have created a battery electrode that heals 

itself: a stretchy polymer coats the electrode, binds it together and spontaneously heals tiny cracks 

that develop during battery operation. Silicon electrodes have high capacity for soaking up lithium 

ions from battery fluid during charging and then releasing them during discharge. But silicon 

electrodes swell to three times normal size and shrink back down again each time the battery 

charges and discharges, and the brittle material soon cracks and falls apart. To make the self-

healing coating, scientists weakened some of the chemical bonds within polymers. The resulting 

material breaks easily, but the broken ends are chemically drawn to each other and quickly link up 

again, mimicking the process that allows biological molecules such as DNA to assemble, rearrange 

and break down.450 

BC team studies silicon-titanium nanonets as lithium-ion anode 

A Boston College study using silicon-coated titanium nanonets could contribute to the 

development of longer-lasting, lighter lithium-ion batteries. The nanonets tested in the study offer 

a unique structural strength, more surface area and greater conductivity, and produced a 

charge/re-charge rate five to 10 times greater than typical lithium-ion anode material. Researchers 

said the capability to preserve the crystalline titanium silicon core during the charge/discharge 

process was the key to achieving the high performance of the nanonet anode material, which can 

otherwise degrade as it expands and contracts during repeated charging and discharging.451 

Fraunhofer uses silicon-carbon compound to increase lithium-sulfur cycle life 

A Fraunhofer Institute study has shown how a unique combination of anode and cathode 

materials could increase cycle life of lithium-sulfur batteries by a factor of seven, from 200 cycles 

to 1400 cycles. The anode used in the Fraunhofer prototype is not made from the metallic lithium, 

but from a silicon-carbon compound. This compound is significantly more stable, as it changes less 

during each charging process than metallic lithium. The more the structure of the anode changes, 

the more it interacts with the liquid electrolyte, which is situated between the anode and the 

cathode and carries the lithium-ions. This process causes the liquid to break down into gas and 

solids and the battery to dry out, a problem the experimental battery’s design helps avoid.452 

Arizona State study demonstrates higher lithium-ion energy density through folded cells 

Researchers at Arizona State University have shown that paper-folding concepts can be applied to 

lithium ion batteries to create devices with higher areal energy densities. In a paper published in 

ACS Nano Letters, the researchers reported that folded cells showed a 14x higher areal capacities 

compared to the planar versions. Advances in geometric folding algorithms and computational 

tools to determine folding patterns for making complex 3D structures from planar 2D sheets may 

lead to more innovative configurations for 3D batteries. Furthermore, with advances in robot 

manipulation including paper folding by robots, the manufacture of folded batteries at scale may 

be possible in the near future.453 
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Cornell study shows 3D structures can improve lithium-sulfur battery stability 

An experimental lithium-sulfur battery using a 3-dimensionally cross-linked structure showed 

better cycling stability and Columbic efficiency compared with a battery with conventional sulfur 

electrodes and unwrapped composites, according to a Cornell research team. The team used a 

compound called amylopectin-wrapped graphene oxide-sulfur to construct a 3-dimensionally 

cross-linked structure. Images and performance data showed the amylopectin-wrapped GO-S 

successfully confined the sulfur particles among the GO layers. Different sulfur loading electrodes 

were tested and compared, and these comparisons suggested a lower sulfur loading electrode had 

better capacity and efficiency relative to the higher sulfur loading electrode.454 

Beijing research center develops high performance silicon nanowire lithium-ion anode 

Silicon is an abundant and low cost material with good potential as an anode material, given that 

its theoretical energy density is ten times that of commercial anodes, but silicon suffers from a 

large volume change during charge and discharge, leading to rapid battery degradation. 

Nanostructures are a way to address this issue, but these structures suffer from low packing 

density, which lowers battery energy density. Researchers at the National Center for Nanoscience 

and Technology in Beijing, China have developed a textured silicon-graphitic nanowire array 

material as a high-performance lithium ion battery anode with high volumetric capacity cycling 

stability, according to a study in ACS Nano Letters. The design balances silicon packing density and 

void space, while addressing the structural instability issues that silicon materials experience 

during Li-ion cycling. The team used perforated silicon nanowires coated with graphitic carbon 

sheets and interconnected through an underlying hinging layer, forming a silicon-graphitic carbon 

nanowire array. The nanowire array allows for a high density of silicon while reducing electrode 

failure during charge and discharge.455 

High surface area copper foam battery electrodes could result in cheaper batteries  

Colorado State University researchers have created an innovative copper foam batter with 

potential for lower cost and superior performance compared with conventional lithium ion 

batteries. The copper foam used for the anode has a complex 3D structure with a high surface 

area and higher potential energy density. On top of the copper foam, the researchers 

electroplated the anode with copper antimonide. The anode then serves as an electrode for an 

electrochemical polymerization reaction that deposits the battery's solid electrolyte. The space 

within the foam is then filled with a slurry that is dried to form the cathode. An aluminum mesh 

structure collects the current on the cathode side. The lab estimates the cost to manufacture the 

copper foam batteries could be about half that of conventional lithium ion batteries while storing 

the same amount of energy as conventional batteries in two-thirds the volume, charge five to ten 

times faster, and last up to ten times longer.456 

Arizona researchers use lithium-tin nanostructures for lithium-ion batteries 

Arizona State University researchers have been experimenting with dealloying lithium-tin alloys, 

using nanostructures to improve lithium-ion batteries. The nanostructures allow for more efficient 
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transport and storage of the electric charge associated with lithium, while the small size prevents 

fracture of the tin reservoir that serves as a storage medium for lithium.457 

Scientists use silicon and germanium nanowires to increase lithium-ion electrode capacity 

Research at the University of California, San Diego is working at improving lithium-ion batteries 

through electrode structures with precise nano-scale designs. Nanowires created in the lab have 

the potential to better block diffusion of lithium across their silicon surface and promote layer-by-

layer axial lithiation of the nanowire's germanium core. Shadi Dayeh, a professor in the 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the UC San Diego Jacobs School of 

Engineering, explained that this could create “an effective way to tailor volume expansion of 

lithium ion battery electrodes which could potentially minimize their cracking, improve their 

durability, and perhaps influence how one could think about different electrode architectures.”458 

Scientists develop new lithium borosilicide anode for lithium-ion batteries 

A study at the Technische Universitaet Muenchen (TUM) and Arizona State University shows that 

lithium borosilicide is a promising anode material for lithium-ion batteries. Currently, the graphite 

anode material in most lithium-ion batteries has limited capacity for storing lithium when charged. 

Using boron and silicon could lead to higher capacities, if the right combination can be found. In 

the high-pressure laboratory at Arizona State University, researchers have brought the starting 

materials lithium boride and silicon to reaction at a pressure of 100,000 atmospheres and 

temperatures around 900 degrees Celsius, forming the desired lithium silicide. Next, researchers 

plan to study the energy storage capacity of the resulting lithium borosilicide and to what extent 

the very hard material will expand during charging.459 

17.8 System-Level Competition 

There are a number of competing technologies that address the same problems as energy storage. 

Because energy storage has applications at all points within the grid, it doesn’t necessarily directly 

compete with one technology but rather with a set of technologies that fill the requirements of 

the application at hand. In general, competing approaches include:  

 Expanded transmission Infrastructure and grid interconnections: Expanded transmission 

infrastructure and increased grid connections represent a direct competition to large-scale 

energy storage, especially energy storage used for large-scale renewable energy 

integration. Wind power production is less correlated across larger regions, which lowers 

the need for balancing generation. In addition, regions with abundant natural generation 

resources can export more of their power to neighboring regions, which facilitates the 

further growth of renewable energy.  

 Natural gas-fired generation: Unlike coal-fired generation, natural gas-fired generation 

can operate at a range of power outputs, be cycled on a daily basis and respond quickly 

and accurately to generation dispatch commands. This makes natural gas more adept at 

counteracting wind power fluctuations and following large swings in electricity demand. 
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 Smart grid technologies: Smart grid technologies compete in several ways. First, smart 

grid development enables greater adoption of demand response services, which represent 

an alternative way of addressing peak load power shortages. Second, smart switching and 

fault location and isolation technology significantly reduced the severity and length of grid 

brownouts and blackouts, thereby reducing the need for energy storage to provide power 

quality and power backup services. 

 Thermal energy storage: Thermal energy storage solves many of the same problems as 

electrical energy storage. It helps reduce peak load power consumption and can be even 

be used to increase load during off-peak times so as to reduce wind power curtailment 

resulting from over-generation. 

 Wind forecasting technology: Wind power forecasting technology reduces uncertainty in 

the generation planning process, which allows grid operators to schedule less backup 

generation. This reduces the opportunity for energy storage to provide similar services. 

When evaluating the opportunities in different regions, it is important to consider these factors so 

as to ensure that projected revenues will not be significantly reduced when a strong source of 

competition enters the market. 

17.9 Discussion 

Energy storage technology is diverse, ranging from well-established pumped hydro to 

experimental batteries and flywheels. Data on the cost and performance of such systems are 

available, but publicly stated cost and performance information are not always accurate. Storage 

technologies involve a wide range of tradeoffs that are important to consider, including energy 

versus power, capital versus operating costs, lifetime versus depth of discharge, and technical 

maturity versus potential cost improvements. In addition, even where energy storage can offer 

attractive economics, it faces competition from other technologies ranging from new transmission 

lines to smart grids and even conventional gas-fired generation. 
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18 Intro to energy storage application value 

18.1 Overview 

The large number of applications for energy storage complicates analysis of the economics, 

markets and policies. Applications range from energy price arbitrage and renewable integration 

(energy applications located at the generation side) to reliability, power quality and distributed 

generation (often power applications located at the distribution or customer side). This section 

summarizes the benefits and challenges of the following groups of energy storage applications:  

 Bulk electricity time shifting, including load-leveling and peak-shaving 

 System capacity payments 

 Ancillary services, including load-following, frequency regulation (AGC Service), spinning 

reserves, reactive power compensation, automatic voltage control (AVC), and black start 

 Transmission support and transmission congestion relief  

 Transmission and distribution upgrade deferral 

 Renewable energy integration, including avoiding curtailment and renewable energy time 

shifting 

 Retail time-of-use (TOU) management and retail demand time shifting 

 Power quality and reliability 

Energy storage provides benefits to many parties in many places throughout the grid. This 

complicates a discussion of energy storage applications and markets. Over the past few years, a 

number of strategies have been developed to divide energy storage applications into neat, 

mutually exclusive categories. On one hand, separating energy storage applications into energy-

oriented (>1 hour) and power-oriented (< 1 hour) applications helps in determining the technical 

requirements of each application and hence which technologies are suitable. On the other hand, 

separating energy storage applications by their location within the grid is useful for determining 

relevant regulations and system ownership. Combining both of these approaches is challenging 

due to multiple overlaps, as the following shows. 
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APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS BY SIZE AND DISCHARGE CAPACITY 

 
Source: EPRI 2010 

Power quality applications have requirements in the seconds and minutes, whereas load shifting 

and T&D grid support require discharges in minutes and hours and bulk power management 

requires discharge over hours. The technologies suited to supplying power over these time periods 

are shown below. 

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS BY DISCHARGE CAPACITY AND GRID LOCATION 

 
Source: EPRI 2010 

Energy storage applications are often conflated with the means through which revenues are to be 

calculated. Applications are defined by their mode of operation and the problem they are 

designed to address; benefits are defined by the value that a certain application provides. The 

potential benefits for each application can be estimated through a number of means. The 
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following application descriptions will clearly identify which means were used for revenues 

estimates. When possible, application descriptions will include a discussion of alternative valuation 

approaches. 

Because energy storage is a relatively young industry, there are several applications that have yet 

to be demonstrated; hence, some applications described in this section are theoretical, not yet 

validated through actual projects. 

This section will proceed from large-scale, generation sited application to small-scale, end-user 

applications. These connections between applications and grid locations are based on technical 

feasibility and not whether or not these services are currently recognized and compensated within 

that portion of the grid. For example, PHS is considered a transmission asset and regularly 

provides services similar to load-following and frequency regulation. However, it does not 

participate in the compensated load-following and frequency regulation ancillary service markets. 
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ENERGY STORAGE APPLICATIONS BY GRID LOCATION 

Benefit Generation T&D End User Note

Bulk Electricity Time 

Shifting
Y Y

 Based on TOU wholesale 

energy prices or two-price 

system PHS. 
System Capacity Y Y

Both generation and PHS 

compensated

Load-following Y Y
 Compensated Ancillary 

Service 

Frequency Regulation 

(AGC Service)
Y Y

Compensated Ancillary 

Service

Spinning Reserves Y Y
 Compensated Ancillary 

Service 

Reactive Power 

Compensation
Y Y

Compensated Ancillary 

Service

Black Start Y Y
 Compensated Ancillary 

Service 

Wind Integration: 

Voltage and Ramp 

Support

Y Y

May be required to meet 

wind interconnection 

guidelines

Wind Integration: Off-

peak Storage
Y Y

 Used to shift electricity 

generated to peak times 

Wind Integration: 

Capacity Firming
Y Y

Used to avoid power 

curtailment.

PV Integration Y Y Y
 Used to avoid power 

curtailment. 

Transmission Upgrade 

Deferral
Y

Delay upgrade of 

transmission equipment (>35 

kV)due to load growth

Distribution Upgrade 

Deferral
Y

 Delay upgrade of 

distribution equipment (<35 

kV)due to load growth 

Distribution Losses Y Y
Electricity savings due to 

better system efficiency

Power Reliability Y* Y  Power backup services 

Power Quality Y Y
Avoids losses from voltage 

sags and momentary outages

Retail Demand Charges Y

 Lower demand payments by 

reducing peak power 

consumption 

Retail TOU Energy 

Charges
Y

Reduce energy costs through 

load shifting  
Note: *Assuming Distribution system has islanding capabilities, such as for micro-grids. 
Source: Azure International 
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18.2 Generation Oriented Applications 

This section covers applications that are suitable for energy storage systems on the same side of 

the meter as a generation plant (hybrid ES plus generation), as well as independent energy storage 

systems classified as generation assets. 

18.2.1 Bulk Electricity Time Shifting 

Bulk electricity time shifting involves storing electricity produced during off-peak times and using it 

to meet load during peak times. As a general trend, the value of this application increases with the 

difference between peak and off-peak power demand. Bulk electricity time shifting is related to 

wholesale energy supply and should therefore be modeled using wholesale electricity prices, not 

retail electricity prices. This application can earn revenues via energy arbitrage—electricity is 

purchased at low off-peak rates and sold at high on-peak rates.  

Bulk electricity time shifting is not limited to daily cycles. Long term time shifting, like seasonal 

time shifting, is possible; however, large capacity requirements and low utilization rates make long 

term time shifting economically unfeasible. 

Bulk electricity time shifting benefits the overall electric power system. It increases the utilization 

of existing generation assets by increasing their load during off-peak times, enabling them to sell 

more energy while operating at higher efficiencies. By reducing the need for additional generating 

capacity, significant investment in new generation can be avoided. Time shifting also helps 

alleviate power shortages. Although not included in this report’s quantitative analysis, these 

benefits increase the value of bulk electricity time shifting. 

There two types of bulk electricity time shifting: load-leveling and peak shaving. These services are 

primarily distinguished by their effect on the overall load curve. Load-leveling, as its name implies, 

is used to create a flat load profile. This allows generators to operate at constant output 

throughout the day. It requires long duration energy storage systems with discharge durations 

between 4-12 hours. Peak shaving is used to shift some of peak load to off-peak times. It requires 

energy storage systems with discharge durations between 1-4 hours.  
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LOAD LEVELING VERSUS PEAK SHAVING 

 
Source: Azure International 

18.2.2 System Capacity Payments 

System capacity payments are used to encourage investment in new generation and pumped 

hydro storage by providing guaranteed revenues. They incentivize power producers to build 

enough generation to meet peak load and are therefore viewed as resource adequacy payments. 

Annual capacity payments should be based on the generation type and generation capacity (MW). 

The additional benefits of using energy storage over conventional generation to meet capacity 

needs are essentially the same as benefits for bulk electricity time shifting. In fact an energy 

storage system providing bulk electricity time shifting will most likely be discharging during peak 

load and should receive capacity payments as a result. Because providing bulk electricity time 

shifting and capacity payments at the same time presents no operation conflicts, they are 

“stackable”—the benefits can be stacked. 

18.2.3 Ancillary Services 

Ancillary services describe a range of services that are necessary to maintain the safety, reliability 

and stability of the electric grid. Ancillary services ensure that supply and demand remain in 

balance, voltage levels are maintained throughout the grid system and sufficient backup 

generation capacity is available to prevent unexpected load increases or generation outages from 

destabilizing the power system. 
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SUMMARY OF APPLICATION VALUE 

 
Source: NERC 
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Load-following 

LOAD-FOLLOWING CAPACITY AND LOAD-FOLLOWING PAYMENTS 

 
Source: Azure International 

Load-following generation capacity is used to provide significant changes in generation output 

during load ramping periods. Thermal generation can be operated below designed or rated output 

(referred to as partial load output) to provide sufficient capacity to ramp up power output. Wind 

and solar generation resources can substantially increase the need for load following service. 

Large scale energy storage is very effective at providing load-following service—quickly changing 

its power output to accommodate large load changes. When compared to conventional 

generation, it can respond to load changes more quickly and accurately. During load-following 

down, it not only stops discharging electricity but also charges, providing double the load-

following down service of conventional generation.  

With respect to the overall electric power system, load-following is very similar to bulk electricity 

time-shifting (peak shaving and load-leveling). It serves to reduce the overall generation 

requirement by allowing generation plants to operate at constant high power output throughout 

the day. These applications, however, can be distinguished by their technical requirements. Load-

following requires energy storage or generation that can greatly change its power output in 

response to daily load ramping events. In contrast, bulk electricity time shifting, is not based on a 

system’s ability to vary its power output, but rather on a system’s ability to store large amounts of 

energy over the course of several hours, or even several days. 
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Automatic Generation Control (AGC) Service (Frequency Regulation) 

FREQUENCY REGULATION DIAGRAM 

 
Source: Denholm 2010 

Frequency regulation (frequency response, AGC service) is used to maintain a balance between 

supply and demand on a minute-to-minute basis. This service is also called “frequency regulation” 

because slight imbalances in supply and demand shift the frequency of AC power on the grid away 

from its defined frequency (50 Hz, 60 Hz). This service is often subdivided into primary, secondary 

and tertiary controls, with different compensation schemes for each (primary frequency regulation, 

which is used to arrest frequency deviations, being mandatory in most markets). 

High power energy storage systems capable of greater than 100,000 cycles are suitable for 

providing frequency regulation service. While this seems to limit applicable technologies to 

flywheels and ultracapacitors, utilizing a small portion of electrochemical cells can provide the 

requisite cycle life. For example, using 10% of an advanced lead acid battery provides over 100,000 

cycles. Table 4-2 provides a comparison of technology requirements for frequency regulation 

versus load-following. 

LOAD-FOLLOWING AND REGULATION TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS COMPARISON 

Application Requirements Load-following Regulation

Cycle life (20-year) 3,000-10,000 500,000

Roundtrip Efficiency Less Critical Critical

Response Time <1 hour <1 minute

Power Delivery Duration 2-10 hours 10-15 minutes

Service Duty Hours between Cycles Continuous

Potential Technologies Flow, NaS, CAES, PHS  Flywheels, Ultracapacitors, ALA, Li-ion  
Source: Kirby 2004, Azure 

Spinning Reserves 

Spinning Reserve describes electricity generation reserve capacity that is used as power backup on 

the grid. Power plants providing spinning reserve service are capable of quickly turning on or 

increasing their output (<10-15 minutes). This service derives its name from the fact that many of 
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the power plants providing this service are already operating and synchronized; hence, they are 

already spinning.  

Reactive Power Compensation  

Reactive Power Compensation or voltage support is used to maintain voltage levels by injecting or 

absorbing reactive power (kVAR). This service is procured directly from generators on an as 

needed basis. VAR compensators, inductor and capacitor banks located throughout the 

transmission system also provide reactive power compensation but are not compensated through 

a market mechanism. In general, reactive power does not transmit well and is best provided 

locally. 

Energy storage systems equipped with dynamic inverters and necessary control equipment can 

provide reactive power compensation. Recently several energy storage systems in China and the 

U.S. have included bidirectional 4-Quandrant PCS, which allows them to absorb or inject reactive 

power during both charge and discharge.  

Black Start  

Black start service is used to restart generators during a power outage. This requires considerable 

amounts of power. For example, steam turbines require up to 10% of their capacity to restart after 

an outage. Generators capable of providing black start service require specialized systems to reach 

full power output without relying on external power. For example, some hydroelectric plants rely 

on batteries and small diesel generators to restart operation after an outage. These hydroelectric 

plants are then used to provide power to neighboring power plants to gradually restore a system’s 

generation fleet.  

Large-scale energy storage systems, like PHS and CAES, are capable of providing this service. In the 

future other energy storage options may be possible. However, it would be difficult to coordinate 

a distributed network of small-scale energy storage systems for this service. 

18.3 Transmission and Distribution Applications 

Within the transmission and distribution system energy storage provides a number of direct 

benefits: local capacity, VAR support, reduced distribution losses, upgrade investment deferral and 

power reliability.460 

18.3.1 Transmission Support 

Energy storage for transmission support improves line carrying capacity and lowers transmission 

losses through compensating for various electrical phenomena, including unstable voltage levels 

and harmonics.  

Typical discharge durations for this service range from 1 to 20 seconds.461 Suitable energy storage 

systems will have very fast response times, reactive power capabilities and very high reliability.  
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Storage used for transmission support will not be able to concurrently provide other services, but 

could provide other services during off-peak times when the demand for transmission support 

services are lower.462 

18.3.2 Transmission Congestion Relief 

Transmission congestion occurs when there is not enough capacity at certain locations within the 

transmission system to support all requests for transmission services. Energy storage systems 

located downstream of congested transmission nodes can be used to resolve transmission 

congestion problems by directly providing power to meet part of the load, thereby freeing up 

some transmission capacity. 

In markets with locational marginal pricing (LMP), the value of this application is based on the 

disparity between local generation prices: generation prices vary because cheaper sources of 

generation cannot reach certain parts of the grid due to transmission constraints, so expensive 

local generation must be called upon. Another way of understanding transmission congestion 

charges is to note that generation cannot be dispatched according to economic or environmental 

merit order; instead, inefficient local generation must be dispatched to ensure adequate power 

supply at certain grid nodes. 

An alternative valuation for transmission congestion relief is based on the avoided costs of 

transmission upgrade deferrals. However, these applications are not exactly the same. 

Transmission congestion relief seeks to grant generation plants greater access to all parts of the 

grid in order to allow the most efficient power plants—with the lowest operating costs—to sell 

more electricity into the market. The additional benefits of this application higher utilization of 

efficient generation, lower overall fuel costs and reduced CO2 emissions. In contrast, transmission 

upgrades are used to address transmission capacity shortages which limit the electric power 

system's ability to meet peak load. 

Based on the location, discharge duration and inverter capabilities, an energy storage system 

being used for transmission congestion relief could provide bulk electricity time-shifting, 

generation capacity, ancillary services, transmission support and transmission investment upgrade 

deferral benefits.  
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18.3.3 Transmission and Distribution Upgrade Deferral 

TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION DEFERRAL DIAGRAM 

 
Source: Sandia 2009 

T&D Upgrade Deferral involves delaying transmission and distribution upgrades needed to meet 

growing load. In cases where load is expected to exceed current equipment capacities by a small 

amount, a downstream energy storage system can be used reduced the burden on the undersized 

transmission and distribution equipment by supplying electricity during peak load.  

The value of delaying a T&D upgrade for a year is equal to the annualized cost of the equipment 

upgrade based on total installed costs and the fixed charge rate used by the electric utility.463 

For a multiple year deferrals, the annual cost remains fixed but the energy storage system costs 

will increase as a larger system (in terms of power capacity) will be needed to meet rising load. 

Since energy storage costs increase with the time span of the deferral, the benefits of this 

application diminish over time. Transportable energy storage systems are a way to overcome this 

problem. After several years of investment deferral, an energy storage system can be relocated to 

a new distribution substation. 

There are benefits beyond investment deferral. Using energy storage for T&D investment deferral 

gives grid operators a greater degree of control over the grid upgrade planning process. It helps 

utilities manage uncertainty on equipment upgrades and allows better planning so that the 

workforce has a steadier number of upgrades throughout the year. T&D upgrade deferral has a 

number of synergistic applications: electricity time-shifting, supply capacity, ancillary services, 

transmission support, transmission congestion relief and on-site substation services (supplying 

power to transmission equipment during blackouts). 
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18.4 Renewable Energy Integration 

Renewable energy integration covers a number of energy storage applications, which vary 

significantly in their approach and technical requirements.  

For large-scale wind and solar farms, there are several energy storage applications: Power-

oriented energy storage systems can be used to smooth out short term fluctuations and protect 

against rapid increases or decreases in power output. These systems can also be used to maintain 

stable voltage levels. Energy-oriented, long duration systems can aid large-scale renewable energy 

integration a number of ways. They can increase the efficiency of the generation scheduling 

process by hedging against wind power forecast uncertainties. They can shift power generated 

during off-peak times to help meet peak demand. They can be used to avoid power curtailment by 

absorbing power during over-generation periods. Finally, they can be used to lower investment in 

transmission connections by allowing use of equipment that would otherwise be undersized.  

While it is easiest to estimate the value of energy storage for renewable energy integration when 

the energy storage system is co-located with the generation plant, it is generally more economical 

to locate the energy storage system closer to load. Geographical diversity smoothes wind power 

fluctuations, lowering the overall balancing requirement. Systems located within the T&D system 

can provide additional services, like T&D congestion relief and investment upgrade deferral. 

18.4.1 Avoiding Renewable Energy Plant Curtailment 

Energy storage can be used to avoid curtailing wind power when the electric power system is 

incapable of absorbing a wind farm’s full power output. There are several reasons why wind power 

may need to be curtailed: insufficient transmission capacity, over-generation and rapid power 

fluctuations that cannot be properly counteracted by dispatchable generation.  

The choice of energy storage system used to minimize wind curtailment will be based on the 

underlying reasons for curtailment. For example, wind power that is being curtailed because of 

rapid fluctuation in power output may require a high power energy storage system capable of 

charge/discharge durations on the order of 15 minutes. In contrast, wind power that is being 

curtailed due to over generation will need to be stored for several hours.  

18.4.2 Renewable Energy Time Shift 

Renewable Energy Time Shift is used to shift renewable energy generated during off-peak times to 

peak periods to reduce the overall generation capacity requirement. As with bulk energy time 

shifting, the revenues for this application are normally based on energy arbitrage.  

The value of renewable energy time shifting can alternatively be calculated by considering avoided 

investment in new generation needed to meet peak load. This approach has synergies with 

avoided power curtailment and provides a strong value to the overall grid system (boost overall 

utilization rate and lowers CO2 emissions).  
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18.4.3 Renewable Distributed Generation Integration 

Energy generated in excess of local load (meter-side load) can be stored and used when the 

generation source is producing less power than the load. Under this approach, system installers 

can benefit by receiving greater subsidies (based on larger system size) and end users can reduce 

their reliance on grid supplied power. 

The local generation and consumption of renewable energy carries many benefits. It reduces T&D 

congestion and the need to invest in T&D upgrades. It increases power reliability. Through the use 

of energy storage, more small-scale renewable energy can be added to the grid without causing 

reverse power flows and related instability issues. 

18.5 End User Applications 

End user applications are defined as those provided by an energy storage system sited on the 

customer side of the electricity meter. 

18.5.1 Retail TOU Energy Charge Management 

Energy storage used for Retail TOU Energy Charge or Energy Management operates in a similar 

manner to Bulk Electricity Time Shifting. The energy storage system charges using off-peak retail 

rates and provides power during more expensive on-peak times. This serves to lower one’s overall 

electricity costs through energy arbitrage. The main difference between Retail TOU Energy Charge 

management and Bulk Electricity Time Shifting is that Retail TOU rates apply to industrial, 

commercial and residential energy users while wholesale power prices typically apply to 

generation and PHS.  

From an overall system perspective, TOU energy charge management reduces electricity 

consumption during peak load time and therefore lessens T&D congestion and the need for T&D 

upgrades.  

18.5.2 Retail Demand Charges 

Commercial and industrial electricity consumers often pay demand charges based on their 

maximum power consumption (based on the highest 15-30 minute period over the course of a 

month). Demand charge payments are intended to help pay for the distribution equipment 

necessary to meet peak power demand.  

Through strategic load shifting, electricity consumers can cut their peak load and lower their 

demand payments. This application is most beneficial for customers with peaky loads, which can 

be significantly reduced using a small (in terms of kWh) energy storage capacity. 

Additional benefits include T&D congestion relief and T&D investment deferral. System providing 

this service can be used for TOU energy management, small-scale renewable energy integration, 

power quality and power reliability services. The user receives these benefits in the form of 

reduced overall utility payments. 
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18.5.3 Power Reliability (Avoided Power Outages) 

Energy storage used for power reliability provides power backup during grid outages and planned 

load curtailments.  

The economic losses associated with grid outages have been used to define the value of this 

application. These losses vary considerably between commercial, industrial and residential energy 

users.  

The total costs of purchasing and operating an alternative backup system—usually small-scale 

diesel or natural gas-fired generators—provides an alternative basis for valuing energy storage 

systems. 

Multi-hour energy storage systems providing power backup capacity can also be used to provide 

power quality and energy management services. However, there will be some conflict between 

applications because backup systems must maintain a high state of charge in case of unexpected 

outages.  

18.5.4 Power Quality (Avoid Power Fluctuations) 

Energy storage can be used to address short term power and voltage fluctuations. Critical loads, 

like hospitals, high tech manufacturing lines and data centers, may incur significant operational 

losses as a result of short term fluctuations or outages. Avoiding these losses justifies investment 

in uninterruptible power supply systems (UPS) that combines power conditioning systems and 

short duration energy storage.  

UPS systems are used to supply power on the order of several seconds and are therefore 

considered high power systems.  
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19 Application value model results by application and country 

Energy storage represents an alternative investment to traditional grid assets. For energy storage 

to gain significant traction in a non-subsidized, commercially driven market, it will first have to 

provide the same service at a lower cost or a superior service at a justifiably higher premium. 

Simulations of energy storage operation under existing market mechanisms cannot always capture 

this point. This is because the price paid for certain electricity related services are not always 

reflective of the cost/value of providing a service. For example, prior to FERC’s enactment of pay-

for-performance measures in the U.S. frequency regulation markets, energy storage was providing 

a superior service (responding to AGC signals much more quickly and accurately than conventional 

assets – it was essentially doing the work of a system several times its size) but was receiving the 

same compensation as competing conventional technologies.464 An economic analysis of the 

frequency regulation market at that time would have revealed limited “value” for energy storage. 

Instead, the existing market structures did not recognize or compensate for the superior service 

that energy storage was providing.  

The results of this report’s economic analyses do not directly answer the question, what is the 

value of energy storage? Instead, they answer the question, how much money an energy storage 

system currently operating on the grid can earn based on current market structures? From a 

business point of view, this is more important as energy storage providers need to get paid. This 

report’s application choices and valuation methodologies are designed to help energy storage 

developers, investors and adopters understand the business case for energy storage now and 

looking forward. 

Applications evaluated 

The value of the following implementations is modeled in this section. 

 Bulk Electricity Time Shifting 

 Large-scale Wind Integration 

 Transmission and Distribution Investment Deferral 

 Residential Energy Management 

 Commercial Energy Management 

 Industrial Energy Management 

 Residential PV Integration 

Because energy storage benefits tend to increase as one gets closer to load, this report has a 

strong concentration on end-user applications including residential, commercial and industrial 

energy management as well as residential PV integration.  
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ENERGY STORAGE BENEFITS INCREASE CLOSER TO LOAD 

Bulk Electricity Time Shifting * Bulk Electricity Time Shifting * Bulk Electricity Time Shifting * Bulk Electricity Time Shifting *

System Capacity System Capacity System Capacity System Capacity

Load-following Load-following Load-following Load-following

Frequency Regulation (AGC Service) Frequency Regulation (AGC Service) Frequency Regulation (AGC Service) Frequency Regulation (AGC Service)

Spinning Reserves Spinning Reserves Spinning Reserves Spinning Reserves

Reactive Power Compensation Reactive Power Compensation Reactive Power Compensation Reactive Power Compensation

Black Start Black Start

Wind Integration: Voltage and Ramp Wind Integration: Voltage and Ramp 

Wind Integration: Voltage and Ramp Wind Integration: Voltage and Ramp 

Wind Integration: Off-peak Storage Wind Integration: Off-peak Storage

Wind Integration: Off-peak Storage Wind Integration: Off-peak Storage

Wind Integration: Capacity Firming Wind Integration: Capacity Firming

Wind Integration: Capacity Firming Wind Integration: Capacity Firming

PV Integration PV Integration

PV Integration PV Integration

Transmission Upgrade Deferral

Transmission Upgrade Deferral Transmission Upgrade Deferral

Distribution Upgrade Deferral Distribution Upgrade Deferral

Power Reliability Power Reliability

Power Quality Power Quality

Retail Demand Charges*

Retail TOU Energy Charges

Generation Transmission Distribution End User
 

Source: Azure International 

Bulk electricity time shifting is currently the most widely adopted energy storage application in the 

world – with over 99% of the world’s energy storage capacity, in the form of pumped hydroelectric 

storage, targeting this application. Wind integration is one of the driving factors for renewed 

interest in energy storage. Finally, transmission and distribution upgrade deferral has been 

identified by many reports as one the highest value opportunities and was therefore included. 

Several applications are not contained within the scope of this analysis – primarily those located 

within the generation and transmission portions of the grid. At the generation level, system 

capacity payments and ancillary services were not included. Within the transmission and 

distribution system, congestion management, lowering access charges and VAR support were not 

modeled. Finally, at the end user level, micro grid applications were not considered. 

Understanding the ability for energy storage to compete in these markets involves a level of detail 

and complexity beyond the scope of this ten country analysis. It is worth noting that frequency 

regulation and short-term operating reserves appear to be promising market development 

pathways in the short–to-medium term. 

Methodology 

In order to provide a technology agnostic valuation, this report’s valuations did not consider 

technology related costs, including initial capital expense, insurance, taxes, and operational 

expenses. However, a standard system sizing, lifetime and roundtrip efficiency assumption was 

made for each model. These are stated in the cumulative results table. 
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Consistent with most international reports, Azure assumed a 10% discount rate and 2.5% inflation 

for the calculation of net present value benefits. 

Results  

COMPREHENSIVE TABLE OF APPLICATION VALUATION RESULTS 

Value Discharge Duration (hr)Lifetime (yr)

Roundtrip 

Efficiency Australia China France Germany Italy Japan S. Korea Spain U.K. U.S.

Res-TOU-Avg 3 10 85% 460 269 104 1 -65 383 117 279 335 226

Res-TOU-High 3 10 85% 896 317 104 181 -61 635 191 299 382 334

Com-TOU-Avg 3 10 85% 354 331 96 0 -39 107 158 279 0 69

Com-TOU-High 3 10 85% 701 353 103 68 1 141 202 342 0 220

Ind-TOU-Avg 3 10 85% 354 234 96 0 1 69 160 221 0 2

Ind-TOU-High 3 10 85% 701 286 103 68 -3 69 202 104 0 36

Res-Demand Charge-Avg 3 10 85% 0 0 550 0 0 32 0 108 0 0

Res-Demand Charge-High 3 10 85% 0 0 647 0 0 64 0 215 0 108

Com-Demand Charge-Avg 3 10 85% 171 141 485 189 86 385 171 108 48 262

Com-Demand Charge-High 3 10 85% 722 173 582 377 86 408 217 215 48 475

Ind-Demand Charge-Avg 3 10 85% 171 141 485 81 86 385 164 108 113 392

Ind-Demand Charge-High 3 10 85% 722 173 582 310 86 385 217 156 113 428

Res-Power Quality - Avg 3 10 85% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Res-Power Quality - High 3 10 85% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Com-Power Quality - Avg 3 10 85% 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Com-Power Quality - High 3 10 85% 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33

Ind-Power Quality - Avg 3 10 85% 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Ind-Power Quality - High 3 10 85% 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33

Res-Power Backup - Avg 3 10 85% 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83

Res-Power Backup - High 3 10 85% 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117

Com-Power Backup - Avg 3 10 85% 67 67 67 67 67 67 67 67 67 67

Com-Power Backup - High 3 10 85% 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117

Ind-Power Backup - Avg 3 10 85% 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

Ind-Power Backup - High 3 10 85% 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 167

Res-Combined Implementation - Avg 3 10 85% 544 352 738 85 19 499 201 470 419 310

Res-Combined Implementation - High 3 10 85% 1013 433 867 298 55 816 308 631 499 558

Com-Combined Implementation - 3 10 85% 597 544 653 260 118 565 400 458 120 402

Com-Combined Implementation - 3 10 85% 1573 676 835 595 237 699 569 708 198 846

Ind-Combined Implementation - Avg 3 10 85% 580 431 636 136 142 510 380 383 168 450

Ind-Combined Implementation - High 3 10 85% 1623 659 885 577 282 655 619 460 313 663

Res-Combined Implementation - Avg - 

w/subsidy 3 10 85% 544 352 738 357 19 1329 201 470 419 910

Res-Combined Implementation - High 

- w/subsidy 3 10 85% 1013 433 867 570 55 1646 308 631 499 1158

Res PV Integration - Avg
3 10 85% 376 -1 186 328 141FiT above retail rate 3

FiT above 

retail rate 270

FiT above 

retail rate

Res PV Integration - High
3 10 85% 690 198 238 524 694FiT above retail rate558

25
717

FiT above 

retail rate

Res PV Integration - Avg - w/subsidy
3 10 85% 376 -1 186 600 141 830 3

FiT above 

retail rate 270 600

Res PV Integration - Avg - w/subsidy
3 10 85% 690 198 238 796 694 830 558

25
717 600

Avg 4 10 85% 486 308 973 1310 530 1010 399 385 1310 625

High 4 10 85% 1171 437 2665 3683 1310 2779 886 838 3683 1606

Azure (diesel instead) 4 10 85% 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

Wind Integration -2013 4 20 75% 3 8 8 139 15 -38 -43 155 58 5

Wind Integration -2020 4 20 75% 161 61 147 252 171 -13 1 245 231 39

1-hr system 1 20 75% 692 NA 191 172 543 NA 22 160 322 258

4-hr system 4 20 75% 290 NA 134 129 431 NA 18 125 201 171

Distribution Upgrade Deferral

Large-scale Wind Integration

Bulk Electricity Time Shifting

System Assumptions NPV Benefit (US$/kWh)

Energy Management

Small-scale PV Integration

 
Source: Azure International 
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Bulk Electricity Time Shifting 

For bulk electricity time shifting, MW-scale energy storage systems are used to arbitrage electricity 

prices in the wholesale power market. Cheap, baseload electricity is stored during off-peak hours 

and sold back into the wholesale market during peak pricing times.  

Suitable technologies 

 Pumped hydroelectric storage (PHS) 

 Conventional compressed air energy storage (CAES) 

 Novel compressed air energy storage 

 MW-scale flow batteries 

 MW-scale, energy-oriented lithium ion batteries 

Value drivers 

 Large spread between peak and off-peak prices, usually driven by differences in the type 

of generation providing the marginal unit 

 Large number days where an attractive spread is available 

 Predictable pricing so that energy storage can be dispatched effectively 

Wholesale markets that are regionally segmented usually have much higher price spreads when 

compared to country-wide wholesale markets. In addition, isolated grid pockets and island power 

systems also offer higher price spreads. 

Some markets with high penetrations of wind have experienced negative price events, creating 

very attractive arbitrage opportunities. However, high penetrations of wind also destabilize 

baseload prices, making the value of this application less predictable. 

Values not explicitly modeled 

Based on the generation mix and production characteristics, an energy storage system performing 

this application may lower wind power curtailment, increase the utilization of existing generation 

assets, reduce the need for expensive peaker plants and lower overall greenhouse gas emissions. 

Based on the location, the energy storage system may also manage grid congestion, delay the 

need for transmission upgrades as well as provide reactive power and other ancillary services. 

Valuation methodology 

For this application, hourly pricing and demand data was collected for the whole of 2013 for each 

country with a bid-based wholesale market (excludes China and Japan). For each day, the four 

highest hourly bids and the four lowest hourly bids were identified. These prices were then 

arbitraged, with 75% roundtrip efficiency losses taken into consideration. The energy storage 

system was only dispatched when a positive arbitrage opportunity presented itself, so the number 

of operational days varied from country to country. 
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This modeling approach assumes perfect knowledge of current and future pricing and therefore 

represents an optimum solution that predictive algorithms would seek to achieve. In practice, only 

a portion of the maximum benefit identified in this valuation could be captured using a price 

forecasting system.  

Within the U.S., Italian and Australian markets, select regional markets were surveyed. In each of 

these markets, high-value regions were selected by identifying which regions had the highest peak, 

off-peak price differential over the course of 2013.  

Results 

The value of wholesale energy arbitrage for eight countries is given below. 

BULK ELECTRICITY TIME SHIFTING LIFETIME NPV BENEFIT (US$/KWH) 
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Source: Azure International 

BULK ELECTRICITY TIME SHIFTING LIFETIME NPV BENEFIT (US$/KWH) 

Country 1 hr system 2 hr system 3 hr system 4 hr system

S. Korea 22 21 19 18

Spain 160 148 137 125

Germany 172 156 141 129

France 191 171 151 134

U.S. 258 218 192 171

U.K. 322 271 232 201

Italy 543 502 466 431

Australia 692 462 355 290

China NA NA NA NA

Japan NA NA NA NA

Lifetime Benefit ($/kWh by system type)

 
Source: Azure International 

Based on the modeling results, Australia and Italy stood out as having the highest revenue earning 

opportunity. Both these countries operate regionally segmented bidding. South Australia was 

chosen to represent Australia while Sardinia was chosen to represent Italy based on their high 

peak, off-peak spreads compared to other regions within the countries. In South Australia, there 

were several negative price events due to excess wind generation, which led to energy storage 

being paid while charging. While these high-value events served to drive up the value of this 
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application, they are unpredictable and may be difficult to capture using a storage system that 

relies on a predictive algorithm. 

For each of the countries modeled, the number of days with positive arbitrage opportunities was 

used to determine yearly revenues. 

NUMBER OF DAYS WITH ARBITRAGE OPPORTUNITY 
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Source: Azure International 

The number of days that the system can be economically operated signals the consistency of 

prices in the wholesale market – a rapid decline in operable days signals price volatility and poor 

price spreads. Although Australia had the highest overall value, Italy has much more consistent 

arbitrage opportunities – relying less on outlier events. In the case of Spain, it is clear that a high 

penetration of wind has already significantly impacted off-peak prices as pictured below. 

SPAIN 2013 WHOLESALE PRICES 
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Source: Azure International 

The impact of wind and solar on wholesale market prices –especially within European markets – 

has created uncertain expectations revenue earning opportunities in the future. Citing this reason, 

several large-scale pumped hydroelectric storage have been put on hold.465 

Alternative valuation approaches 

Rather than considering actual wholesale pricing data, bulk electricity time shifting could be valued 

in terms of the costs of electricity generation for the assets providing off-peak and peak electricity 

within a given market. While this approach can capture some of the same value drivers as a 

market based approach, it will likely fail to capture the value of outlier events (like negative 

wholesale prices) that can comprise a large portion of a system’s annual revenues. 
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Current and future prospects 

At present, revenue expectations based on the 2013 market appear attractive for pumped 

hydroelectric energy storage and compressed air energy storage. Other technologies will need to 

have total project costs at or under US$ 400/kWh to be considered. However, the impact of wind 

and solar on wholesale markets introduces great uncertainty that has thus far deterred significant 

investment in energy storage systems directly pursuing this application.  

Solar and wind resources have already had a very strong impact on wholesale generation prices. 

These assets are bid at zero marginal and often receive preferential dispatch policies designed to 

ensure that their generation contribution is scheduled first. The remaining capacity needs are met 

by conventional generation bidding into wholesale markets, usually based on their marginal costs 

of generation, which includes fuel and O&M costs. These marginal costs do not factor in sunk 

costs- like the recovery of initial capital expenses and other fixed overheads.  

Traditionally, conventional generation has been able to achieve acceptable returns on investment 

because all bids below the system marginal bid (defined as last bid accepted to meet expected 

power demand) have receive the system marginal bid price – essentially receiving a premium 

above their bid that covers other expenses and provide a return on investment. However, wind 

and solar – with near zero marginal costs – have greatly distorted this market.  

During off-peak times, excess wind generation is leading to generation overcapacity as traditional 

baseload generation – large coal-fired power plants – have minimum power outputs that they 

cannot operate below. Cycling these plants on and off is also not possible given long warm up 

times and significant impacts on plant lifetime. This has led to negative generation prices – a good 

thing for energy storage, but a very bad thing for traditional generation that cannot easily go 

offline (they pay to provide power). 

During peak generation times, the contribution of solar has lowered the amount of capacity 

available for other generation assets. While the supply of conventional generation capacity has 

remained relatively flat, the demand available to conventional generation has significantly 

declined in certain markets. This has shifted the marginal unit of generation from an expensive 

peaker plant to a cheaper load following unit. Correspondingly, the price paid to this plant and all 

other generation plants below this bid has gone down.  

Conventional generation is making less at both peak and off-peak times.  

In reaction to declining returns, generation companies have begun mothballing their plants. Over 

the past four years, 51 GW of gas-fired capacity has been idled across Europe.466 The idling of 

conventional power plants is not simply reflecting a short term overcapacity correction. Instead, it 

is a result of a distorted marketplace where wind and solar do not play by the same rules.  

To prevent declining operational margins and ensure sufficient capacity for years to come, 

Europe’s major generation companies have suggested capacity payments to make up for losses 

from energy sales. Faced with already significant recent electricity price inflation, European 

politicians are struggling to create new market structures that will ultimately lead to even higher 
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prices. Many European markets have capacity payments in the near term market reform plans, the 

time that these plans will be executed is still uncertain. 

From a medium to long term market development perspective, it is clear that renewable energy 

will lead to declining revenues for energy sales without significant changes to wholesale market 

design. In order to maintain sufficient generation resources, capacity oriented energy storage 

applications will likely be more favorable than energy arbitrage type applications. 

19.1 Large-scale wind integration 

Large-scale wind integration refers to the use of energy storage at a large, centralized wind farm. 

There are many operational approaches and, correspondingly, many different ways of valuing the 

contributions of the local energy storage system.  

For this particular valuation, reducing wind integration costs identified by a number of 

international reports was the principle value driver. A MW-scale, energy-oriented system would be 

used to reduce load following, reserve and transmission congestion costs associated with wind 

integration.  

IMPACT OF WIND ENERGY ON ELECTRIC POWER GRID 

ms….s min….s 1….24h years       s…min

System wide

1000-5000 km

Regional 

100-1000 km

Local
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Power Quality
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Management
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Stability

Primary 

Reserve

Secondary 

Reserve
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Efficiency

Distribution

Efficiency

Hydro/thermal

Efficiency

Reduced

Emissions Adequacy

of Power

Adequacy

of Power
Congestion

Management

 
Source: Azure International 
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IMPACTS OF WIND ON ELECTRIC POWER GRID 

Time Impacted Characteristic Time-scale Impact

Short Term Voltage Management Minute-by-minute

Changes in power  output can cause voltage 

fluctuations. Depending on desgin, wind farm can 

provide voltage support.

Production Efficiency of Thermal 

Generation

Daily

Depends on wind power forecasting error, wind 

ramping events and wind production during low 

load hours and can lead to higher fuel 

consumption, higher maintenance costs and 

shorter system lifetime.

Transmission and Distribution 

Efficiency Daily

Wind farms may create additional network costs 

due to low capacity and location.

Regulating Reserves Minutes to hours
Wind can increase the need for balancing services

Curtailed Wind Hours

Wind power production can exceed grid ability to 

absorb the power due to transmission, generation 

and system flexibility constraints

Long term

System Reliability and Resource 

Adequacy
Years

Wind power only partially contributes to system 

power adequacy - increases overall generation 

capacity to meet reserve margin  
Source: Azure International 

Suitable technologies 

 Pumped hydroelectric storage 

 Conventional compressed air energy storage 

 Novel compressed air energy storage 

 MW-scale flow batteries 

 MW-scale, energy-oriented lithium ion batteries 

Value Drivers: 

 Limited to no payment for curtailed wind 

 Conversely, high penalties for transmission operators that fail to absorb all power 

produced 

 Inflexible local generation capacity 

 Small grids, which are more strongly impacted by changes in power output 

 Curtailment that occurs often and consistently 

Methodology 

Estimating the value of energy storage for wind integration is notoriously difficult, and there 

remain considerable disagreement over how to effectively model the additional costs of adding 

more wind power to the grid.467 

For this valuation, Azure considered the value of addressing a range of wind integration costs 

based on a meta-analysis of wind integration studies for the U.S. and European markets. These 

studies all show the same basic trend, wind integration costs increase with the penetration of 

wind energy on the grid. Based on data points from several reports, Azure modeled this 
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relationship and projected how costs will increase as country’s move towards their 2020 wind 

integration goals. The reports and trend line are shown below.468 

WIND INTEGRATION COST TREND BASED ON PREVIOUS STUDIES 
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The above data points are based on collection of six studies from NGC, Ilex, PacifiCorp, BPA, 

EPRI/XCEL and GRE. They collectively show a strong linear correlation. 

Azure assumed that an energy-oriented system sized at 20% of the wind farm could reduce these 

costs to zero, essentially capturing the full value. Lost electricity sales due to energy storage 

system efficiency losses were also modeled. The system was assumed to have a 20 year lifetime, 

75% roundtrip efficiency and a 4-hour discharge at rated power capacity. 

 One of the challenges for this application’s valuation is based on the observation that it fails to 

capture the uneven distribution of wind on the grid because it takes country-wide wind 

penetrations as its inputs. Nonetheless, this methodology yielded results within the range often 

cited international reports – like the EPRI’s 2010 Electricity Storage Option White Paper.469 

Results 

NPV BENEFIT FOR ENERGY-ORIENTED WIND INTEGRATION APPLICATION 
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NPV BENEFIT FOR ENERGY-ORIENTED WIND INTEGRATION APPLICATION (US$/KWH) 
Country China Japan S. Korea Australia U.S. U.K. France Spain Italy Germany

2013 8 -38 -43 3 5 58 8 155 15 139

2020 61 -13 1 161 39 231 147 245 171 252  
Source: Azure International 

Alternative valuation approaches 

Electricity Time Shifting: An energy-oriented energy storage system can be used to absorb 

electricity produced during low demand times and shift it to high demand off-peak times – bulk 

similar to bulk electricity time shifting except that the electricity for charging is supplied directly 

from the wind farm. 

Lower Wind Power Curtailment: An energy-oriented system could be used to lessen power 

curtailment in regions that cannot absorb all power produced due to a combination of generation, 

transmission and demand limitations. 

Current and future prospects 

The value of this application is not currently economic, but will become more attractive as 

country’s approach their 2020 targets and require more wind energy balancing services. 

Ultimately, the value of wind integration needs to be assessed on a case-by-case basis as local 

factors, like the transmission infrastructure and generation mix, will strongly determine the need 

for energy storage’s balancing services – many of which can be compensated through participation 

in ancillary service markets. In fact, many of the issues introduce by wind can be resolved by an 

energy storage system at other places on the grid. 

While this valuation indicates a strong trend, there exists considerable disagreement over the 

current and future costs of wind integration. This is because the level of wind on most electricity 

grids studied is still relatively low, so the impact of wind and its associated integration costs 

remains largely theoretical. Moreover, countries currently with high penetrations of wind rely on 

the balancing services of neighboring countries – like Denmark on Norway. As wind penetration 

increases in neighboring countries, the costs of counteracting wind variability will be increasingly 

shouldered by the host country.  

Energy storage, as one of the most flexible grid assets available will have a role to in play, 

especially within grids that rely on inflexible sources of generation – like large coal-fired power 

plants and nuclear power plants. Nonetheless, the economic opportunity for energy storage to 

provide wind integration services is still far away. More efficient scheduling, wind plant controls 

and curtailment strategies will provide cheaper form of integration in the short-to-medium term. 

19.2 Transmission and Distribution Support 

Transmission and distribution support refers to range of applications that can be provided by and 

energy storage system located at a substation within the transmission or distribution network. For 

this valuation, a distribution system upgrade deferral was considered – primarily due to rational 

sizing considerations and previous studies indicating high value.  
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Using energy storage for transmission and distribution upgrade deferral is a practical option when 

peak demand at a T&D node (substation) is at or near load carrying capacity and is expected to 

exceed load carrying capacity in the coming year. Conventionally, an electric utility would upgrade 

the substation equipment to handle higher loads, with a majority of these upgrade costs stemming 

from the need for a larger transformer. However, in some cases, placing a small energy storage 

system downstream of this overloaded node is a more economical option. 

ENERGY STORAGE USED TO MEET OVERLOAD AND DELAY UPGRADE 

 
Source: Sandia 2009 

 

Transmission and distribution investment deferral has been identified as one of the highest value 

uses of energy storage.470 Although the cost of new transmission infrastructure in (in US$/kVA 

terms) for most projects is well below the cost of energy storage, there is an opportunity for 

energy storage to provide a short term investment deferral of 1-3 years. This is because a new 

transmission upgrade is sized to meet electricity demand growth for many years to come – over 30 

years – while the energy storage system can be designed to meet the marginal demand growth for 

the first several years only. Hence, the size of the energy storage system (in KVA terms) is well 

below the size of the new transmission system. This difference in system sizing provides an 

opportunity for a cost saving upgrade deferral because the annualized investment costs of the 

storage system may be below the annualized investment costs of the much larger transmission 

upgrade. 

Yet, a number of reports fail to note that there is a cheaper technology already being used to 

perform this type of deferral – diesel generation. Utility companies around the world are already 

using transportable diesel generation systems to better manage their transmission and 

distribution upgrades. Alternatively, customers with diesel generators downstream of congested 

nodes are paid by the local utility for their services. Given the drastically lower upfront investment 
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of diesel generation compared to storage, this makes a lot of sense. Moreover, these systems are 

only used for 100-500 hours a year, so high diesel fuel costs do not significantly impact their 

economics. For the sake of comparison, this analysis provides two valuations – one based on 

avoided investment costs, one based on the costs of a competing transportable diesel generator. 

Suitable technologies 

 Transportable energy-oriented lithium ion battery systems 

 Transportable flow battery systems 

Value drivers 

 High upgrade costs - due to difficult to line length, underground lines and/or high 

development costs 

 Low or uncertain load growth – allows the energy storage system to be sized smaller or 

allows utility to avoid an unnecessary upgrade 

 Diesel generation not applicable – due to local noise or environmental restrictions 

Methodology 1 

For this valuation, the annualized investment cost of upgrading a distribution substation to meet 

load growth was compared to the costs of using a downstream energy storage system to delay the 

upgrades for two years. It was assumed that the system would be operated at one location for two 

years, off-line for one year, and then used at a different location for another two years. This 

process is repeated, providing four deferrals over an 11 year time span. 

Results: 

NPV BENEFITS FOR DISTRIBUTION UPGRADE INVESTMENT DEFERRAL 
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Source: Azure International 

 

AVERAGE AND HIGH VALUE DISTRIBUTION INVESTMENT DEFERRAL BENEFITS (US$/KWH) 
Country China Spain S. Korea Australia Italy U.S. France Japan U.K. Germany

Average 308 385 399 486 530 625 973 1,010 1,310 1,310

High Value 437 838 886 1,171 1,310 1,606 2,665 2,779 3,683 3,683  
Source: Azure International 
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In countries with low load growth expectations from 2013 to 2020 – like Germany - the value of 

this application is highest. This is because the size of the energy storage system is small compared 

to the required substation upgrade. In countries with high load growth – like China – this 

application is much less valuable. Overall, this application valuation suggests very compelling 

energy storage economics. 

Methodology 2 

For this valuation, the cost of a mobile diesel generator was compared to the application 

economics shown above energy. This should more accurately reflect the opportunity costs – the 

value of the best foregone alternative. Because of low utilization – 100 to 400 hours a year – the 

fuel and operational costs of diesel were not considered. Instead, the initial capital expense of a 

similarly sized diesel system is considered. Although very high for a diesel generator, this model 

assumes a cost of US$1000/kW for a transportable diesel system, 2-3 times the costs of a similar 

non-mobile system. 

Results 

DIESEL GENERATION AS ALTERNATIVE TO ENERGY STORAGE FOR DISTRIBUTION UPGRADE 
DEFERRAL  

 
Source: Azure International 

This comparison shows that the diesel generation can provide a net benefit, even for the lowest 

value case studied. For most cases, energy storage would have to have a lower system cost than 

diesel to compete in this market. From a system lifetime cost perspective energy storage becomes 

competitive with diesel for high capacity factor applications – like off-grid power system 

applications, where the high cost of diesel fuel off-sets its low upfront investment cost. Systems 

used for deferring upgrades are used only during peak load times, during peak load seasons, so 

this does not apply. 
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Other valuation approaches 

Distributed Generation Integration: Distribution system operators currently impose limits on the 

amount of PV that can be added to one distribution line in order to prevent reverse power flows 

and voltage fluctuations. An energy storage system, located at the distribution substation allows a 

much higher penetration of PV to be added to the distribution line and may simultaneous delay 

the need for upgrades. 

Current and future prospects 

Contrary to the conclusion of many other reports, energy storage is not a cost effective way to 

defer transmission and distribution investments. Transportable diesel systems are already widely 

used and are several times cheaper. 

For implementations where upgrade deferral may be an additional source of value - like energy 

management and distributed generation integration applications – it is reasonable to consider this 

in one’s economic analysis when an imminent upgrade is needed. However, for general cases, the 

energy and demand charges on one’s electricity bill already capture these additional costs – they 

are simply socialized across all consumers. 
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19.3 Residential, Commercial and Industrial Energy Management 

Energy management is a behind-the-meter energy storage application that combines multiple 

value streams including time-of-use energy management, demand charge reduction, power 

quality, and power backup. These value streams serve to lower one’s electricity bill as well as 

avoid economic losses due to power outages equipment failures due to power quality issues. 

Time-of-use Energy Management: the energy storage system is charged using cheap off-peak 

prices and used to offset electricity purchases from the grid during peak price times. 

Demand Charge Management: a demand charge is based on an electricity consumer’s maximum 

power consumption, either contracted or measured. Energy storage can be discharged during 

peak power consumption times to lower the total demand charge payment. 

Power Quality: primarily based on the inverter’s ability to provide reactive power, energy storage 

can improve the power factor at a certain load site, helping some industrial and commercial 

customers avoid grid penalties and lower line losses. In addition, energy storage may also be used 

to filter power harmonics, provide quick jolts of active power and reactive power to minimize 

voltage deviations.  

Power Reliability: power reliability refers to the energy storage system’s ability to provide backup 

power in the event of a grid outage. 

Suitable technologies 

This application requires energy-oriented systems that are compact and safe enough to be located 

near or within a building.  

 Lithium ion battery systems 

 Lead acid battery systems 

 Flow batteries 

 NaS, Zebra, and novel compressed air systems possible for large-scale industrial 

applications 

Value drivers 

 Large peak, off-peak TOU price differential 

 Consistent, daily electricity consumption to allow high capacity factor 

 Spiky – short duration, high power consumption – loads for demand charge management 

 Predictable load spikes for demand charge management  

 Low power factor, voltage issues or sensitive electrical equipment for power quality 

 Strong value placed on fast response for power backup 

Methodology 

Both TOU energy management and demand charge reduction benefits were calculated based on 

publicly available retail tariff forms. For markets with a several dominant suppliers or government 

regulated retail prices, only one supplier’s tariff structures were used. For markets with many 
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suppliers, like Germany, a number of supplier quotes were consolidated. Both TOU energy 

management and demand charge reduction were modeled using a system capable of a continuous 

3-hour discharge at rated power. It was assumed that this system could provide a demand 

reduction based on 80% of the system’s rated power capacity. 

Power quality and power reliability benefits were based on the costs of alternative technologies, 

namely capacitor banks, static VAR generators (SVG), small-scale diesel generation and 

Uninterruptible Power Supplies. While some reports have estimated the value of power reliability 

based on avoided economic losses resulting from electricity service interruptions, these valuations 

tend to be higher than the costs of competing technologies. In addition, these valuations suggest 

compelling economics for conventional sources of power backup, but market adoption of these 

technologies is below what one would expect using economic adoption curves. Based on the 

opportunity costs – the value of the next best foregone alternative - Azure finds alternative 

technology costs to be a truer representation of the economic opportunity for energy storage. 

Results 

All applications were modeled using an energy-oriented system with an 85% roundtrip efficiency, 

10-year operation lifetime, and 3-hour discharge at full rated power. 
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Source: Azure International 

Residential TOU energy arbitrage offered higher lifetime value than commercial or industrial 

arbitrage. This can be attributed to the observation that residential rates are often the higher than 

commercial and industrial rates as well as the observation that residential customers primarily do 

not pay other types of fees – like demand charges, so a majority of their electricity costs are 

contained within energy charges. 

Japan and Australia had the highest TOU differentials and hence the highest TOU arbitrage 

opportunities. Data for Japan was based on tariffs offered by Japan’s largest electricity provider, 

Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) and Australia tariffs were based on 2013 TOU rates 

offered by Sanctuary Energy, which is an electricity retailer with operations in Queensland, New 
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South Wales and South Australia. The high value for Australia was based on weekday time-of-use 

rates in the New South Wales Region. 

Interestingly, Germany, which one would expect to have a robust market given subsidies and 

media interest, offered very little value for this application. Moreover, TOU rate adoption is 

relatively low and some companies have been phasing out TOU tariffs to discourage the use of 

electric heaters at night.471 
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For commercial TOU arbitrage Australia once again offered the highest value. Australia was 

followed closely by China, which has lower electricity rates than other countries, but tends to have 

high industrial and commercial tariffs to keep rates low for residential customers. This is the 

opposite of other countries surveyed. Finally, it is interesting to note that Italy once again has a 

negative lifetime benefit. Despite that fact that Italy is one of the earliest adopters of smart meters, 

its off-peak TOU rates are too high to provide attractive TOU arbitrage economics once efficiency 

losses are taken into account. 

For the U.K. market, very little data is available on commercial and industrial retail tariffs as these 

are often decided on a contract by contract basis.472  
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Source: Azure International 

Time-of-use arbitrage opportunities for industrial sites tend to be lower across all countries. In 

addition, this application is less attractive because large industrial plants tend to have flat load 

profiles. 
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Very few residential customers pay demand charges. In the case of France, residential customers 

agree to contracted power levels, that when exceeded cause the local circuit breaker to trip. For 

this application, we assumed a residential customer could negotiate for a lower contracted power 

rating. 
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Commercial demand charge management is one of the most attractive early stage markets, with a 

number of companies in the U.S. developing systems and supporting software particularly for this 

application. The value of this application is largely load specific, with spiky loads providing the 

highest value. Based on simulations across actual commercial load, curves Azure estimates that a 

system capable of a 3-hour discharge could provide and reduction in power demand equivalent to 

80% of the energy storage systems power capacity. 
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For load spiky load types - like car wash dryers and intermittent air conditioning for public spaces - 

the value of this application can be considerably higher. For example, if a one-hour storage system 

can provide an 80% nameplate reduction, then the above valuation could be multiplied by three. 

In certain places in the U.S. and France, this application is worth over US$ 1300/kWh. 

Energy storage developers targeting this market are using stochastic forecasting algorithms – 

originally developed for the stock market – to ensure that the system will be discharging at its max 

capacity during peak load events. Failing to operate during a peak load event can be costly – up to 

1/12 of the application’s yearly cost savings. 
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Industrial demand charge management is also very attractive and the above results show 

opportunities similar to commercial opportunities – primarily due to the fact that many electricity 

providers offer uniform non-residential rates. However, it is important to note that industrial 

demand charge management provides less value to the grid. This is because industrial plants with 

large electricity demand tend to connect to the grid at higher voltages – this makes the cost of 

transmitting power lower and lessens the impact of demand spikes on local power quality. 
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The value of power reliability varies much more significantly between customer types than it does 

from country to country – at least this is true for the ten countries surveyed as they all have 

relatively high power reliability statistics. For this reason, the value of power backup was given the 

same value across all countries. The difference between the values above account for different 

types of products providing power backup, namely diesel generation, natural gas-fired generation 

and an interruptible power supply - in order of increasing cost. The value of energy storage may be 

even lower than these competing technologies because it can only provide backup for several 

hours whereas diesel and gas-fired generation could provide backup services for several days. 
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Similar to the value of power backup, the costs of competing technologies was used to value this 

application. In addition, the value of these services was assumed to be uniform across all countries. 

For this application, the cost of capacitor banks was used for average value applications and the 

costs of a SVG was used for the high value application. 

Combined implementations 

For these combined implementations, the value of TOU energy arbitrage, demand charge 

management, power backup and power reliability were added together. This is an effective way to 

illustrate the value of stacking benefits, but may serve to overestimate the value of combining 

demand charge reduction with TOU energy arbitrage. This is because most tariffs either have high 

demand charges or high peak electricity rates, very few have both. In looking at the combined 

implementations below, the reader should pay attention to this and consider the value of the 

individual components. 

In addition, the U.S., Japan, and Germany currently offer installation subsidies described below.  
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CURRENTLY AVAILABLE ENERGY STORAGE INSTALLATION SUBSIDIES 

Country Subsidy Available

U.S. - California
Installation subsidy of US$1.8/W under the California 

SGIP program

Japan
Susidy covering up to 1/3 of system cost, with a 

maximum price of yen 1,000,000/kW (US$9900/kW)

Germany
Installation subsidy of Euro 600/kW for up to 1/3 of total 

system cost  
Source: Azure International 

For the German energy storage subsidy, an energy storage system must be installed with a local 

PV system. The California and Japanese subsidies do not require energy storage to be installed 

together with PV. However, the Japanese subsidy is limited to residential applications only.473 
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Japan and the U.S. offer the highest value based on subsidy support. France, Australia, Spain and 

the U.K. stand out among the unsubsidized markets. 
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Source: Azure International 

The U.S. offers the highest value, once again based on subsidy support.  
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COMBINED IMPLEMENTATION: INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE VALUE CASE 
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Source: Azure International 

The results are very similar to commercial energy management. However, industrial applications 

require larger systems, which tend to high lower costs than small scale residential systems. 
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Japan, with the highest subsidy and the second highest TOU arbitrage benefit appears to be the 

most attractive early stage market for development, followed by the U.S. and Australia. 
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Given high demand charges and good TOU opportunities, Australia is very attractive without 

subsidies. Australia is closely followed by the U.S., which offers both attractive demand charge 

management savings and an installation subsidy. As noted earlier, demand charge management 

benefits can increase significantly for short spiky loads, as they require a smaller system in terms 

of kW-h capacity.  
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Source: Azure International 

Australia and the U.S. once again offer the highest value for this application, followed by France, 

Germany and China. 

Current and future prospects 

The opportunity for energy management applications - now and looking forward - largely depends 

on whether energy storage developers can sell system below the net present value benefits listed 

above. In the Japanese market, a number of technology developers have advertised prices of 

US$ 2500-3000/kWh, which is above their current net present value benefits.474 However, SGIP 

applications in the California show system prices ranging from US$2000-US$ 1000/kWh for 

advanced lithium ion battery systems.475 At a system price of US$1000/kWh, there should be 

attractive energy management opportunities in the U.S., Japan and Australia markets for high 

value customers. 

Looking forward, the value of this application should increase with time. Many electricity markets 

surveyed, especially Germany and the U.K., have been experiencing significant retail electricity 

price inflation. While price inflation is not favorable for electricity consumers, it tends to drive up 

the value of energy storage economics. For example, demand charge inflation proportionally 

increases the value of demand charge management, and energy price inflation may proportionally 

drive up the value of TOU energy arbitrage if both peak and off-peak prices increase at the same 

rate. 

The combination of growing benefit expectations and declining technology prices means that 

more markets will hit economic cross over points in the near future. In the market forecast section 

of this report, Azure used inflation and technology cost reduction estimates to predict when these 
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energy management applications will become economic and how this will affect sales for the 

industry. 

19.4 Small-scale PV Integration 

For this application, an energy storage unit is co-located with a photovoltaic generation system 

that is located at the end-user, usually within the low voltage network. Energy produced in excess 

of the local load is stored and later used to offset grid purchases during nonproduction hours. This 

is an energy arbitrage type application. 

This application shares many similarities with a standalone energy management application, the 

key difference being that electricity produced from the local PV system is used as the primary 

charging source instead of electricity from the grid. In addition, the possibility of sharing an 

inverter can lead to lower overall system costs than a standalone energy management application. 

Suitable technologies 

This application requires energy-oriented systems that are compact and safe enough to be located 

near or within a building.  

 Lithium ion battery systems 

 Lead acid battery systems 

 Flow batteries 

Value drivers 

For energy storage to provide economic benefit, the value of consuming electricity locally must be 

higher than the value of sending electricity into the grid. This creates opportunity for energy 

storage system to boost the self consumption and lowers one’s overall electricity costs. The larger 

the price differential between the value of self consumption versus the value of energy storage 

sent into the grid, the better the economics of the system.  

There are several other factors which impact the economics of this application.  

 Limited to no payment for grid discharge 

 High retail electricity costs 

 TOU rates 

 Oversized PV system or limited load during PV production times to ensure sufficient 

charging power availability 

 Undersized energy storage system (in terms of kWh capacity) to ensure higher system 

utilization 

The value of this energy storage application is directly related to the amount of electricity that 

flows through the energy storage system, so ensuring a high system capacity factor is critical. 

Furthermore, the key to realizing a high capacity factor is to ensure that there is excess electricity 

available to charge the system on a daily basis. This occurs when the PV power production exceeds 

the local load, which is often the case for residential systems as no one is home in the middle of 
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the day when PV is at its maximum power production. Using energy storage to absorb this 

electricity that would otherwise be sent into the grid is a natural way to boost self consumption.  

ILLUSTRATION OF LOAD CURVES VERSUS PV ENERGY OUTPUT FOR THREE CUSTOMER TYPES 

Residential Commercial Industrial

 
Source: Azure International 

In contrast, commercial and industrial PV installations have high demand during peak PV 

production hours and thus a naturally high self consumption rate. On low PV production days, 

power produced will not exceed the local electricity demand. Hence, the availability of charging 

power for the system will be considerably lower. Less days with available charging power leads to 

a lower energy storage capacity factor and poor economics. As such, residential installations 

should be more favorable then commercial and industrial installations. 

However, policy support mechanisms through upfront installation subsidies, tax credits and 

accelerated depreciation timelines can dramatically shift which types of installations will be 

favorable. In the California market, which is likely to be the fastest growing market in the near-

term, the economics of PV and energy storage systems at commercial loads is superior to 

residential loads. This is because the lead value driver of this application is not increasing self 

consumption; instead, the lead value driver is demand charge management. The economic 

advantages of using a combined PV and energy storage system as opposed to a standalone energy 

storage systems to manage demand charges has very little to do with actual system operation. 

Adding PV to this application makes the energy storage system eligible for a 30% FITC and an 

accelerated depreciation timeline, which can combine to offer up to a 40% rebate on the original 

system costs that would not be available for a standalone energy storage system.  

The value of self consumption versus grid discharge will depend on each countries local support 

mechanism. These can three basic compensation schemes: 

Feed-in-tariff: Payment for all electricity sent back into the grid. This payment is usually 

guaranteed for 20 years and is lowered for new installations each year, reflecting declining PV 

system costs. If the feed-in-tariff is higher than the local retail electricity price, then there is an 

incentive for grid discharge and limited to no opportunity for energy storage. 

Net metering (1-to-1 buyback): Under this scheme, the price solar exported into the grid is 

equivalent to local retail price. For fixed tariffs (non-TOU), there is no incentive for self-

consumption versus grid discharge. For TOU tariffs there may be an incentive for self consumption 

if the retail rate is higher during times when solar is not producing. 
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Hybrid scheme: Under this scheme, the payment system is structured to incentivize self 

consumption over grid discharge through attaching different values to self consumed versus grid 

discharged electricity. For example, in China, all electricity generated receives a small per kWh 

payment regardless of whether it is self consumed or grid discharged. Furthermore, electricity sent 

into the grid receives the local wholesale coal tariff while electricity self consumed allows the PV 

owner to lower retail electricity purchases. The local coal tariff is lower than the local retail tariff, 

which makes self consumed electricity more valuable. 

OVERVIEW OF PV POLICY SUPPORT AND ES INCENTIVES BY COUNTRY 

Country PV Tariff Explanation Local Residential Retail Rate Incentive to Self Consume?

Japan Feed-in-tariff: ¥ 36/kWh as of January 2014 Range: ¥ 20-30/kWh No

U.S.
Policy varies by State. Net metering provides no 

incentive. In general, FIT above the retail rate.
Range: US$ 0.12-0.25/kWh No

Italy

FIT was € O.1/kWh for self consumption, € 0.18/kWh for 

grid discharge. As of July 5, 2013, Italy ceased offering 

FIT payments because its € 6.7 billion cap was reached 

30 days prior on June 6.

Range: € 0.15‐0.3/kWh Unclear

Spain

FIT was € O.283/kWh for small‐scale rooftop systems. 

The new Spanish government, under Prime Minister 

Mariano Rajoy, has suspended all incentives for 

photovoltaic systems in response to the current financial 

situation.

Range: € 0.12‐0.15/kWh Unclear

S. Korea FIT of KRW 50/kWh sent into the grid.
Range: KRW 60-280/kWh 

(tiered structure)
Unclear

France FIT of 0.0736/kWh sent into the grid as of January 2014 Range: € 0.10‐0.15/kWh Yes

Germany FIT of 0.1368/kWh sent into the grid as of January 2014 Range: € 0.25‐0.30/kWh Yes

U.K.

Two part FIT: Payment for all production of £ 0.061-

0.1438/kWh. Export payment £ 0.477/kWh. Effective 

4/2013-4/2014.

Range: £ 0.14-0.23/kWh Yes

Australia
FIT varies by region, but is AUD 0.08/kWh in Queensland, 

South Australia and Victoria for systems <5 kW.
Range: AUD 0.25-0.38/kWh Yes

China
Two part FIT: Payment for all production of RMB 

0.42/kWh. Export payment ~RMB 0.4/kWh. 
Range: RMB 0.5-1.1/kWh Yes

 
Source: Azure International 
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PV AND ENERGY STORAGE SUBSIDY SUPPORT 

Country Subsidy Available

U.S. - California
(1) Installation subsidy of US$1.8/W (2) 30% Federal 

Income Tax Credit (3) Accelerated Depreciation

Japan
Susidy covering up to 1/3 of system cost, with a 

maximum price of ¥ 1,000,000/kW (US$9900/kW)

Germany
Installation subsidy of € 600/kW for up to 1/3 of total 

system cost  
Source: Azure International 

Valuation methodology 

The value of this application is represented in terms of a 10-year net present value benefit for 

residential loads only. Similar to energy management applications, an energy storage system with 

a 10-year lifetime, 85% roundtrip efficiency and 3-hour discharge at rated power was assumed. For 

each country, a representative cost of self consumption versus grid discharge was used to model 

to value of using an energy storage system to boost self consumption and reduce the PV owner’s 

overall electricity costs. It was assumed that the system will be sized to allow sufficient energy to 

charge the system on a near daily basis. 

It is important to note that the value of this application is based on the savings available to the PV 

and energy storage system owner. The additional benefits provided to the grid including reactive 

power compensation, T&D upgrade deferral and T&D congestion relief are not modeled as they 

cannot be captured by the system owner. 

Results 
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For the average value case, the value of self consumption was estimated using average residential 

electricity prices while the high value case was estimated based on the highest peak time rates for 

residential customers. 

Without considering subsidies and other available benefits, this valuation shows Australia, Italy 

and the U.K. as attractive early stage markets with NPV lifetime benefits close to US$ 700/kWh. In 

the case of Australia, the feed-in-tariff for sending electricity back into the grid was relatively low 

compared to peak TOU electricity rates. For Italy and the U.K., there is an additional payment for 

self consumption, which served to drive up the value of self consumption for this application. 

SMALL-SCALE PV INTEGRATION COMBINED IMPLEMENTATION AVERAGE LIFETIME NPV BENEFIT 
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Source: Azure International 

SMALL-SCALE PV INTEGRATION COMBINED IMPLEMENTATION HIGH LIFETIME NPV BENEFIT  
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Source: Azure International 

Alternative valuation approaches 

Energy management and access to PV related policy incentives: For this application, the energy 

storage would be used to provide a combination of TOU energy arbitrage, demand charge 

reduction, power quality and power backup services for behind the meter applications. While PV 
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electricity may be used for system charging, the primary value of the PV system is to gain access to 

additional subsidies and tax incentives. This is modeled in the energy management section. 

Adding additional PV to congested distribution lines: There are a number of regions within the 

countries surveyed where the penetration of PV on a specific distribution line has reached a 

maximum threshold set by the local distribution system operator. These maximum installation 

thresholds are set to prevent reverse power flows and voltage stability issues. Using energy 

storage to reduce power flows into the grid can help distribution operators push past these 

thresholds and install more PV. In regions where the cost of electricity from PV is below the local 

grid tariff, this has potential to be very financially attractive as the value of energy storage is not 

based on the amount of electricity that transits the system; instead, it is based on the additional 

amount of PV that the distribution line can tolerate and the cost savings associated with . From an 

overall system point of view, this can most economically be accomplished using a medium to large 

scale energy storage system located at the distribution substation. 

Current and future prospects 

At current lithium ion battery system costs, this application is just outside the range of economic 

viability for Germany, U.K., Italy and Australia. However, cheaper lead acid systems should be able 

to provide a net benefit if the end-user has enough space for this type of installation. 

Similar to the energy management application, the value of this application will increase with 

electricity price inflation. Benefits will also increase as the price of PV systems goes down. Finally, 

several countries have started to significantly cut back their payment for solar power discharged 

into the grid, which will further serve to drive the value of this application. 
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20 Market status and forecasts 

20.1 Introduction 

 

Driven by government supported demonstration projects, the global energy storage market has 

been steadily developing over the last ten years. Japan and the U.S. have dominated this early 

development, accounting for 83% of installed capacity at the end of 2011. From 2011 to 2013, 

China became the fastest growing market, with its market share going from 8.5% to 14% over that 

period, and is now the third largest market in the world. Although the European markets surveyed 

for this report account for only 5% of current installed capacity, Italy and Germany are beginning 

to implement a number of MW-scale demonstrations that should establish them as energy storage 

development leaders. 

Over the next ten years, the combination of growing policy support and the emergence of 

commercial markets will propel the market into a new stage of growth. Azure is currently tracking 

3 GW in project pipeline covering a range of technologies and applications. 

20.2 Methodology  

The following graphs and analysis are based on outputs from Azure’s Advanced Energy Storage 

Project Database, which is one of the most comprehensive with regard to advanced energy 

storage installations. As of March 1, 2014 the U.S. DOE’s online database was tracking 861 

projects, of which 338 were PHS project and 145 were thermal energy storage projects, leaving 

378 other advanced energy storage projects. In comparison, Azure’s Advanced Energy Storage 

Project Database contains over 700 advanced energy storage projects – it is almost twice as large. 

Project entries are based on publicly released information. In compiling and verifying this 

information, Azure endeavored to be as thorough as possible, finding multiple sources to verify 

key project data. However, for some projects an incomplete set of publicly available information 

required assumptions to be made about project development timelines and targeted applications. 

Similar projects served as a benchmark for these estimates. 

This analysis is based on stated and projected commissioning dates. Projects that have already 

been decommissioned are not included. Unless collectively procured for a large-scale 

implementation, systems below 10 kW are excluded. Thermal energy storage, pumped 

hydroelectric storage (PHS) and conventional compressed air energy storage are also excluded. 
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20.3 Overview of current installations 

GLOBAL ADVANCED ENERGY STORAGE CAPACITY AND MARKET GROWTH 2003-2013 
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Source: Azure International 

The global energy storage market is still in the early stages of development but has been growing 

steadily over the last ten years, with an average year over year market growth of 24% from 2003 

to 2013. Beginning in 2011, there was a jump in installations as a number of large-scale projects 

supported by U.S. government funding began to join the grid. These projects inspired similar 

government support in other countries leading to a 32% YOY growth from 2011 to 2013.  

Looking forward, increased investment in a new wave of energy storage technologies, a stronger 

policy focus and the continued growth of renewable energy worldwide should push the industry 

past its historical average growth rate.  
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CUMULATIVE INSTALLED CAPACITY FROM 2008 TO 2013 FOR COUNTRIES INCLUDED 
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Source: Azure International 

For this report, 10 countries were selected based on energy storage experience and growth 

prospects. In 2013, these countries accounted for 91% of the global advanced energy storage 

capacity, led by the U.S., Japan and China. With the exception of frequency regulation applications, 

growth in these markets has been driven by policy support as industry participants have sought to 

gain experience with energy storage during its pre-commercialization phase. 

 

 
CUMULATIVE INSTALLED CAPACITY MARKET SHARE BY COUNTRY, 2008-2013  
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Source: Azure International 
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Until recently, Japan dominated the advanced global energy storage market. Since 1974, Japan has 

been actively engaged in the research, development and implementation of energy storage, with a 

lot of research funds going towards the development of sodium sulfur and vanadium redox flow 

batteries. This resulted in over 250 MW of installation by 2008. 

The U.S., which has also been experimenting with energy storage since the 1970’s, began to 

capture market share as a result of strong financial support stemming from the American 

Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA) of 2009. Over US$ 1.3 billion was provided for energy 

storage technologies and related projects.  

China—a relative newcomer to energy storage—has gained significant market share over the last 

two years. At the end of 2012, China commissioned one of the largest projects in the world, a 14 

MW/63 MWh lithium ion battery system for wind and solar integration. Also, China launched a 

three-year action plan to bring electricity to all citizens by 2015. This plan consists of 583 projects: 

most are off-grid systems that are being collectively procured by local governments. They are 

included in this analysis and a major source of the China market’s continued growth. 

European countries and Australia have concentrated more heavily on technology development but 

are beginning to transition into the large-scale demonstration phase. 

INSTALLED CAPACITY BY ES PRIMARY APPLICATION IN 10 COUNTRIES 
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Source: Azure International 

Targeted applications have been diverse, highlighting the fact that many early developers are still 

in the exploratory phase: developers are still trying to understand how to best utilize energy 

storage. Nonetheless, renewable energy integration, bulk electricity time shifting, frequency 

regulation and energy management have accounted for a majority of installations, accounting for 

74% as of the end of 2013. 
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China, the U.S. and Japan have devoted significant resources towards understanding the role of 

energy storage for renewable energy integration, accounting for 27% of total installations. 

A majority of installations for bulk electricity time shifting are in Japan and a majority of these 

projects utilize NGK’s NaS technology. These projects were developed via a partnership between 

NGK and Japan’s largest electricity utility, TEPCO. Through this partnership, they also built over 

100 MW of energy management projects, making Japan the largest market for energy 

management applications as well. 

Frequency regulation has been an important early commercial market for energy storage, 

especially within the U.S., which accounts for 95% of capacity among the countries surveyed. 

However, there are several projects under development in Europe, South Korea and China that will 

drive greater global adoption of this application. 

INSTALLED CAPACITY BY ES TECHNOLOGY IN 10 COUNTRIES 
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Source: Azure International 

The technologies chosen have been shaped by the strengths of each country’s domestic 

manufacturers. Although, there has been some cross market trade, most installations have used 

domestically produced technologies. In Japan, NGK has dominated, followed in a distant second by 

vanadium redox flow battery developer Sumitomo. In China, the lithium ion, advanced lead acid 

and flow battery systems installed have been almost exclusively Chinese, with only a handful of 

small-scale projects using imported technology. Finally, the U.S. has been the most open to foreign 

technology providers, with several international suppliers participating in a number of large 

projects.  

As the market continues to develop, the opportunities for cross-border deals should increase 

substantially. The U.S. and Europe have a number of early stage technologies under development, 

which offer unique advantages with cross market appeal. In addition, the Chinese government has 

lent considerable support to the development of large format lithium iron phosphate batteries, 
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which are becoming a popular choice for systems sold into the U.S., Japanese and European 

energy management markets due to their low cost and high safety. 

 
SHORT-TERM PROJECT PIPELINE 
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This short-term pipeline contains projects that are expected to be commissioned in 2014 and 

2015. Germany has the largest short-term pipeline based a on 200 MW adiabatic CAES project for 

bulk electricity time shifting that was originally planned to begin in early 2014. However, this 

project may be delayed due to technical issues. Italy’s TSO, Terna, will begin a 130 MW energy 

storage project in 2014 for T&D support and renewable energy integration. In the U.S., a number 

of small to medium scale projects, ranging from 25 kW to 25 MW are under development.  
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LONG-TERM PROJECT PIPELINE 
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Long-term pipeline represents the energy storage projects will be operating after 2015. These are 

incorporated into the 2020 market forecasts in the next section. From the above graph, it appears 

that the U.S., Japan, and China will maintain their positions as the top three markets in terms of 

installed capacity. Some conventional CAES projects are included in this long-term pipeline. 

20.4 Market forecasts 

Market forecasts provide the basis for investment decisions, marketing strategies, sales targets 

and much more. However, predicting the future is notoriously hard and many forecasting 

approaches lead to dramatically different results. This report’s forecasts follow a quantitative 

approach that connects projected economic returns from the application valuation section to 

market growth prospects for each country. 

This market forecast is derived from the application valuations and therefore has the same scope. 

Opportunities for ancillary services, micro-grid and other market segments are not covered. 

Hence, this forecast does not predict the total energy storage capacity for each country buy 2020; 

instead it predicts the total capacity for bulk electricity storage (excluding PHS), large-scale wind 

integration, T&D upgrade deferral, energy management and small-scale PV applications. 

The forecasting approach used in strongly shaped by an industry’s state of development. 
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MARKET FORECAST METHODOLOGIES BY INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT PHASE 

 
Source: Azure International; adapted from NREL 1993 

Many recent energy storage reports have relied on market surveys for their market projections. 

Biases associated with this approach can significantly inflate these forecasts. First, energy storage 

developers, especially individuals responsible for business development, will tend to give very 

optimistic projections of the market and their individual sales. Otherwise, they might not be able 

to receive further funding for their technology development. Second, the results of previous 

reports are often repeated, so new business models and market developments (like subsidies) do 

not make their way into these forecasts. 

This report’s market forecasts utilize a combination of cost models, diffusion models and historical 

analogies to provide a heavily quantitative story that directly connects the results of the economic 

modeling with the market forecasts. 

20.5 Forecasting Methodology  

Market forecasting is a multi-step process from large to small.  
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STEPS IN PRODUCING MARKET FORECAST BASED ON ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
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Source: Azure International 

This report’s forecast begins by considering the total market size—the theoretical market potential. 

Next, feasibility considerations are used to calculate the largest possible market size. For example, 

although energy storage is competing with generation assets for certain applications, it could not 

replace all generation as there would be no electricity available to charge the system. Third, based 

on results from the valuation modeling section, an economic adoption rate is calculated – this rate 

refers to the amount of people willing to adopt at a given return on investment and is used to 

estimate the Economic Potential. Finally, in going from the Economic Market Potential to the 

Market Projection, diffusion curves are used to account for the fact that new technology adoption 

takes time.  

20.5.1 Estimating application economics 

An important goal of this analysis is to identify economic crossover points—points where the 

yearly benefit of operating an energy storage system exceeds the annualized cost of owning and 

operating the system. These are the points where commercial markets begin to form. To 

accomplish this, Azure modeled the yearly costs of suitable energy storage systems for each year 

from 2013 to 2020. Azure also projected the expected benefits for each application within each 

market from 2013 to 2020. Details of this process are given below. 

20.5.2 Modeling yearly technology costs 

For each application, Azure identified a suitable set of technologies. For each technology, Azure 

estimated the current technology costs, roundtrip efficiency, lifetime, O&M costs, insurance costs 
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and expected yearly cost reduction percentage based on project data, supplier interviews and 

international reports.476 For each application, Azure used a utility function to compare the relative 

value each technology. These utility weightings allowed Azure to estimate technology market 

share on a year by year basis.  

In addition, Azure computed the levelized cost of capacity (US$/kW-year) for each technology. 

Based on market share projection, a weighted average levelized cost of capacity for all suitable 

technologies was computed for each application. Every year the weighted average levelized cost 

shifts as technology prices decrease at different rates and market share changes. 

20.5.3 Modeling yearly energy storage benefits  

Azure calculated the year one benefit for each application and country based on economic models 

developed for the application valuation section. This benefit, combined with revenue growth 

expectations based on key value drivers, like electricity price inflation, was used to project 

expected benefits from 2013 to 2020. 

LEVELIZED COST AND BENEFITS FOR RESIDENTIAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN JAPAN 
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Source: Azure International 

For each year, the levelized benefit and levelized cost were used to calculate an expected 

technology return on investment (ROI) for that year. This yearly ROI was then used to inform 

energy storage adoption based on economics, as shown above. 

20.5.4 Linking returns on investment to user adoption 

Economic adoption curves are based on empirical studies of similar technologies are used to 

connect economic returns with user adoption. It is important to note that different customer types 
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will have different adoption rates: utility companies will be satisfied with lower returns than 

private customers because of they have lower weighted average costs of capital. Moreover, the 

decision to adopt ES also depend on one’s situation, someone building a new house will be more 

likely to adopt the latest energy efficiency technology than someone who would have to retrofit. 

The economic adoption curves for new and existing loads for private individuals and utilities are 

given below. 

ECONOMIC ADOPTION WILLINGNESS FOR DIFFERENT CUSTOMER TYPES 
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Source: Azure International 

20.5.5 Accounting for the speed of technology adoption: diffusion curves 

Azure then considered the percentage of willing adopters that will have the opportunity to adopt 

storage. This part of the analysis considers technology lifetimes, industry experience, regulatory 

environment and customer awareness. Starting in 2010, as a number of MW-scale demonstration 

began in the U.S., worldwide awareness of energy storage increased rapidly. For the purposes of 

this market forecast, 2010 was taken as the base year.  

The following diffusion curves were used to account for the time it takes to build user adoption. 
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TECHNOLOGY DIFFUSION CURVE BASED ON CUSTOMER CLASS 
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Source: Azure International 

The net result of modeling returns on investment and connecting them with economic adoption 

rates and diffusion curves is in the results section. 

20.6 Results  

This section is divided into three sections: market potential, market forecasts based on economics 

only, market forecasts based on economics, long term pipeline and policy goals. 

Based on economic drivers, Japan, Australia and the U.S. are expected to lead market 

development from 2014 to 2020 with cumulative installed capacity in these three markets 

expected to exceed 4 GW. 

20.6.1 Market Potential 

Peak load, load growth, suitable market structures and system sizing considerations were used to 

estimate the technical market potential—the addressable market—for each energy storage 

application within each country. 
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2020 TECHNICAL MARKET POTENTIAL BY APPLICATION 
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Source: Azure International 

Based on its size and sustained growth, China has the largest potential market from 2014-2020. 

The U.S. also has a large technical market potential based the size of its grid and the expectation of 

slow, but continued demand growth.  

From a long term perspective, energy storage developers will want to target countries with large 

addressable markets, so the U.S. and China markets are very important. Should new policy support 

measures be put in place, these two markets have the potential to quickly become the largest 

markets for energy storage in the world. 

20.6.2 Economically Driven Installations 

The following results are based on this report’s valuation models. They do not represent a project 

for all energy storage applications, only those modeled.  

Of the applications modeled, only small-scale PV integration and end user energy management 

applications should positive return on investment opportunities. Japan, the U.S. and Australia 

appear to be the top markets for economically driven installations from now to 2020, with 

cumulative installations exceeding 4 GW. Energy management will be the major application within 

these markets. 
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ANNUAL INSTALLATIONS BY COUNTRY 2013-2020 BASED ON ECONOMIC DRIVERS (MW)  
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Source: Azure International 

Economically attractive installations within the U.S., Japan and Australia are already available in 

2014. Among these markets, Australia stands out as the only one not driven by subsidies. 

In 2017-2018, Germany and France are expected to become economically attractive. Finally, 

residential PV applications in the U.K. are expected to become attractive around 2020. 

CUMULATIVE INSTALLATIONS BY COUNTRY 2013-2020 BASED ON ECONOMIC DRIVERS (MW)  
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Source: Azure International 

By 2020, Japan is projected to have over 2.5 GW in newly installed capacity, comprised almost 

entirely of household battery systems. Australia’s market, which is expected to focus on 
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commercial and industrial energy management applications, especially demand charge reduction, 

will exceed 1 GW cumulative capacity. The U.S. is expected to reach over 500 MW based on 

energy management applications primarily within the California market. Collectively, these three 

countries account for 92% of economically driven installations. 

It is interesting to note that the German market, despite its subsidy for solar energy storage, does 

not show strong economic growth opportunities before 2017. This can be attributed to three 

factors: (1) the subsidy available in Germany is lower than that of Japan or California (2) Germany’s 

retail market structures are not that favorable for energy management applications (3) Germany’s 

payments for solar energy sent into the grid are higher than many other countries, which lowers 

the value of self consumption. 

In France, although industrial demand charges are based on negotiated demand contracts, there is 

a strong incentive for certain customers to use energy storage to drop into a lower contract level. 

If this structure continues in its present form, it should make industrial demand charge 

management attractive around 2017-2018 for certain customer types. 

Application Breakdown for Top Three Markets 

JAPAN ANNUAL INSTALLATIONS BY APPLICATION (ECONOMIC DRIVERS ONLY) 2013-2020 
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Source: Azure International 

In Japan, a very generous installation subsidy, which covers 1/3 of system costs, and attractive 

residential TOU energy management revenues are expected to drive this market.  

One point of uncertainty that could lead to dramatically lower growth is whether foreign 

technology suppliers will be able to participate in this market. In comparing system prices between 

Japan and California, it is clear that Japanese manufacturers are charging significant premiums for 

their systems. The above forecast assumes that foreign producers will enter the market and drive 

prices down to those currently found in California. If protectionist measures prevent this, then 

adoption will be significantly lower. 
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JAPAN RESIDENTIAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT CROSSOVER POINT 
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Source: Azure International 

The economic crossover point in Japan of residential energy management occurs in early 2014 

based on international system prices. 

U.S. ANNUAL INSTALLATIONS BY APPLICATION (ECONOMIC DRIVERS ONLY) 2013-2020 
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Source: Azure International 

For the U.S. market, more specifically the California market, commercial energy management is 

expected to be the most attractive early development market. The combination of the SGIP 

subsidy and high demand charges is what makes this market attractive. However, there are other 

markets with quickly growing demand charges, like New York City, that will also contribute to this 
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growth. It is interesting to note that residential applications do not appear attractive, despite the 

fact that residential customers pay the highest retail rates on average. 

AUSTRALIA ANNUAL INSTALLATIONS BY APPLICATION (ECONOMIC DRIVERS ONLY) 2013-2020 
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Source: Azure International 

Commercial energy management and industrial energy management will be the most two 

attractive applications in Australia. Commercial energy management is the largest application 

based on capacity, but its market share will decline due to emerging opportunities for industrial 

and residential energy management. Australia currently has some of the highest TOU price 

differentials and demand charges in the world; however, these are often not contained within the 

same tariff, so technology developers will need to focus on either TOU energy management or 

demand charge reductions.  

The market will likely follow the development path of California, with early installations targeting 

demand charge reductions for customers with peaky loads. However, the Australian market has 

the potential to outpace California because the value of this application will grow proportionally to 

demand charge inflation. This is not the case in California, where a portion of the benefit (the 

installation subsidy) does not increase with electricity price inflation.  

20.6.3 Cumulative Market Project Based on Policy Drivers and Long Term Pipeline 

In addition to economic adoption, the following forecasts contain projects in Azure’s Project 

Tracker short-term and long-term pipeline as well as policy driven installation targets. It is 

important to note that the long term pipeline used for the graphs below contains several large-

scale CAES storage projects. 

The following forecasts are based on project economics, currently declared installation targets and 

policy goals only. They do not contain speculation regarding the possibility of new policies spurring 

market growth. As a result, markets with small project pipelines, limited economic opportunities 

under current market structures and no declared subsidy support—like the U.K., Spain, and 
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France—show limited growth prospects. In looking at these graphs, one should not conclude that 

these markets have no potential for energy storage from now to 2020. Instead, one should 

conclude that further changes are needed to open up these markets. A new policy, market 

structure or support mechanism could significantly alter the landscape for energy storage within 

these markets. 

10 COUNTRY ANNUAL MARKET PROJECTION 2013-2020 FOR APPLICATIONS SURVEYED 
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The market for energy storage should grow significantly starting in 2017 as increasing attractive 

project economics drive customer adoption in Japan, Australia and the U.S. 

10 COUNTRY CUMULATIVE MARKET PROJECTION 2013-2020 FOR APPLICATIONS SURVEYED 
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Source: Azure International 

For the applications and countries surveyed, the energy storage market is expected to grow at a 

80% CAGR from 2013 to 2020, reaching over 7 GW in total installations. 
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20.6.4 Application breakdowns by country 

For each country in the above market forecast a detailed application breakdown is provided below. 

U.S. CUMULATIVE INSTALLATION FORECAST FOR APPLICATIONS SURVEYED  
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Source: Azure International 

The U.S. has several large CAES projects currently under development that will be the largest 

contributor to new installations from 2013 to 2020, dwarfing the economically driven energy 

management market. 

FRANCE CUMULATIVE INSTALLATION FORECAST FOR APPLICATIONS SURVEYED  
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Source: Azure International 

In France, several government supported PV integration projects are currently underway, which 

account for a majority of the forecasted capacity from 2014 to 2018. Beginning around 2017-2018, 
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high demand charges are expected to create economically attractive opportunities for industrial 

energy management applications. 

 
AUSTRALIA CUMULATIVE INSTALLATION FORECAST FOR APPLICATIONS SURVEYED  
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Source: Azure International 

The Azure Project Tracker contains limited short and long term pipeline for Australia, so the above 

forecast is almost entirely driven by project economics. 

SPAIN CUMULATIVE INSTALLATION FORECAST FOR APPLICATIONS SURVEYED  
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Source: Azure International 

Even though Spain has one of the highest penetrations of wind energy in Europe, this report’s 

valuation did not reveal economic opportunities for wind integration before 2020. In addition, 
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Spain’s time-of-use rates and demand charges are currently not very attractive. The above 

forecast is based solely on a PV Integration project from the short term project pipeline. 

U.K. CUMULATIVE INSTALLATION FORECAST FOR APPLICATIONS SURVEYED  
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The U.K. has a number of demonstration projects currently underway and additional capacity 

expected to come online over the next few years. However, overall capacity remains limited 

because a subsidy support structure that could facilitate repeatable business models has yet to be 

introduced. Beginning in 2020, small-scale PV integration is expected to become attractive based 

on the currently implemented feed-in-tariff. 
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Based on strong subsidy support and compelling residential TOU energy management economics 

Japan is expected to be the fastest growing market till 2020, with total installations exceeding 2.5 

GW.  

 

SOUTH KOREA CUMULATIVE INSTALLATION FORECAST FOR APPLICATIONS SURVEYED  
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Although the government has declared strong support for the energy storage industry, the need 

for energy storage within South Korea is not clear. There is very little renewable energy and the 

peak, off-peak price spread for both wholesale and retail TOU prices are comparatively small. 

Moreover, South Korea has one the most reliable and efficient electrical grids in the world. With 

that said, it does have a very large long term pipeline for frequency regulation projects, 500 MW, 

that is not featured on the above forecast because it is not within the scope of the applications 

modeled. 
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CHINA CUMULATIVE INSTALLATION FORECAST FOR APPLICATIONS SURVEYED  
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China has one of the largest long term project development pipelines, with a number of renewable 

energy integration projects expected to come online by 2020. Through the development of its PV 

industry, China has proven ability to stimulate rapid industry development. The same could 

happen for its energy storage industry. Based on a 2012 study of the market, which was based 

primarily on market participant interviews, Azure predicted that China’s energy storage market 

could exceed 750 MW. China could very well meet or exceed this goal; it has the world’s largest 

market potential and a history of rapid, policy-supported growth. 
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Italy’s TSO, Terna, has several hundred MW of energy storage in its development pipeline, which is 

the main driver of the forecast given above. Based on the application valuations, Italy does not 

appear to be an early stage development market due to unattractive retail market structures. 

 GERMANY CUMULATIVE INSTALLATION FORECAST FOR APPLICATIONS SURVEYED 
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From 2013 to 2018, the ADELE CAES project is expected to account for the largest portion of 

installed capacity. This assumes that the current technical challenges in implementing this project 

will be resolved shortly. Finally, beginning in 2017 small-scale PV integration applications, driven 

by installation subsidies, should become attractive. 
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21 Installations by Country 
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21.1 Company Profiles 

21.1.1 GE Energy Storage 

 

http://geenergystorage.com/ 

Headquarters: U.S. 

Founded: 2007 

Employees: More than 450 

Revenues: Subsidiary of GE Transportation, with nearly US$5.9 billion in 2013 

Technology: Durathon Battery (NaNiCl) 

Target Markets: Grid-scale Energy Storage, Telecom, Off-grid, Automotive 

Originating from its work on hybrid automotives, GE Global Research evaluated a number of 

battery technologies before identifying sodium nickel chloride as the most versatile solution for 

their development plans. The technology can be traced back to GE’s 2007 acquisition of Beta R&D, 

a U.K.-based company that originally pioneered the development of sodium metal halide batteries 

in the 1980s. 

GE’s Durathon battery system is highly versatile, making it suitable for a range of applications at all 

locations within the grid including power generation, transmission and distribution, and end users. 

GE has already incorporated these battery systems into its wind turbine and EV charging systems. 

GE is also targeting telecom, off-grid and automotive markets. Half of GE’s initial 30 MWh in sales 

were for the telecom market, which appears to be an important early stage growth market. 

Location and capacity: GE invested over US$ 100 million into a state-of-the-art Durathon Battery 

manufacturing facility in Schenectady, New York. Production commenced in September 2011 using 

the latest ceramics, powder processing and welding technologies. In July 2012, GE announced that 

it would invest an additional US$ 70 million to expand the Schenectady plant, effectively doubling 

production and adding 100 new jobs, which will bring the total factory workforce to 450 when at 

full capacity. 
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21.1.2 EnerSys 

 

http://www.enersys.com  

Headquarters: U.S. 

Founded: 1999 

Employees: more than 5000 

Revenues: Net sales for fiscal year 2013 were US$ 2.28 billion 

Technology: Lead Acid, NiCd, TPPL, Li-Ion 

Target Markets: Grid-scale Energy Storage, Telecom, UPS, Medical  

Market Capitalization: US$ 3.5 billion on March 7, 2014 

EnerSys is the world’s largest manufacturer, marketer and distributor of industrial batteries. They 

also manufacture, market and distribute related power control products and provide related after-

market, customer-support and recycling services. EnerSys markets and sells its products globally to 

over 10,000 customers in more than 100 countries through a network of distributors, independent 

representatives and an internal sales force.  

In late 2012, Enersys demonstrated its OptiGrid turnkey MWh scale energy management system 

for industrial applications, which utilized EnerSys’s VRLA battery technology. The OptiGrid system 

is designed to be a complete, packaged solution with appeal for end user, grid, and generation 

sited applications. 

Beyond industrial applications, Enersys is applying its range of battery technologies and industry 

experience to provide regional and application specific technologies for renewable energy 

integration, residential energy management, and T&D applications. 

Location and capacity: EnerSys operates and manages their business in three geographic regions 

of the world – Americas, EMEA and Asia. More than half of their manufacturing capacity is located 

outside of the United States, with over 30 manufacturing facilities worldwide.  
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21.1.3 FIAMM 

 

http://www.fiamm.com 

Headquarters: Italy  

Founded: 1942 

Employees: 3000 

Technology: Sodium Nickel Chloride (SoNick), AGM and AFB batteries 

Target Markets: Grid-scale Energy storage, Telecom, UPS, Off-grid, Automotive 

FIAMM’s SoNick battery is designed to operate in a range of environments without significantly 

impacting its product lifetime. Its technology is significantly lighter and longer lasting than lead 

acid batteries while at the same time providing excellent high power performance. FIAMM’s 

modular design makes these batteries suitable for a range of energy storage applications, 

including renewable energy integration, telecom, off-grid energy management and power backup. 

FIAMM has recently participated in several island renewable energy integration projects. It also 

won a tender to supply a 3 MW system to Italy’s TSO, Terna, for a grid support project in Northern 

Sardinia. FIAMM’s systems are designed to have very low operational costs due to limited 

maintenance, no cooling requirement and remote monitoring capabilities, making them 

particularly attractive for remote applications. 

Location and capacity: FIAMM is present in 60 countries and realizes about 70 percent of its 

revenues from abroad. In order to fulfill the requirements of its diversified client base, it boasts 14 

production establishments in such strategic markets as Italy, Switzerland, France, USA, Czech 

Republic, Brazil and China. The sales and marketing of its products is delegated to around 20 sales 

and technical branches – in Germany, United Kingdom, Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia, Austria, 

France, USA, Spain, Brazil, Japan, Singapore, China and India – and a network of important 

distributors.   
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21.1.4 SAET 

  
 

http://www.saetpd.it 

Headquarters: Italy  

Founded: 1956 

Technology: Containerized Energy Storage, Industrial Automation Solutions, Grid Integration 

Services 

Target market: Grid-scale Energy Storage, Generation Power Systems, Transmission Power 

Systems 

Since its founding in 1956 as a supplier of weighing and dosing systems, SAET has expanded its 

business to cover a range of electromechanical related fields, including industrial automation, 

power system engineering, and turnkey system supply. It has worked extensively on grid 

interconnection and control projects in Italy and abroad. 

SAET has recently began to leverage its experience in the electrical grid to provide both turnkey 

solutions and integration support services. Its initial products include a kW-scale PV and ES system 

to provide electricity rural needs and a MW-scale for grid-level applications.  

It’s early MW-scale solution are particularly suited for power-oriented applications. In 2013, SAET 

used Saft’s high power lithium ion batteries for a 2MW/1MWh at a substation in Puglia, Italy. 

However, SAET is not tied to one battery type, allowing the company to tailor its turn-key solutions 

for regional and application specific needs. 

Location and capacity:  

SAET specializes in providing customized solutions for renewable energy integration, industrial 

energy management, and off-grid. It’s energy storage work is primarily based out of Padova, Italy. 

. 
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21.1.5 Amperex Technology Limited (ATL) 

 

http://www.atlbattery.com 

Headquarters: Hong Kong 

Founded: 1999 

Employees: 5000  

Estimated Revenue: RMB 20 billion (US$ 3.2 billion) estimated revenue once their Ningde factory 

is fully utilized 

Technology: Lithium iron phosphate batteries, Lithium polymer batteries 

Target Markets: Grid-scale Energy Storage, Consumer Electronics, Electric Vehicles 

ATL was founded in 1999 and became a wholly controlled subsidiary of TDK in 2005. ATL’s business 

covers design, manufacturing, sales and marketing of lithium-ion/polymer battery cells and related 

systems for consumer electronics, electric vehicles and energy storage applications. 

ATL has quickly become one of the leading energy storage developers in China. To date, it has over 

20 MWh of projects. Its batteries are considered to be some of the highest quality available in 

China — a result partially attributable to its parent company, Japanese electronics giant TDK. ATL 

has received a good deal of Chinese government support: it supplied batteries for electric buses 

used for the 2008 Beijing Olympics and it provided a 4 MW Li-ion battery system for the National 

Wind Solar and Energy Storage Demonstration Project in Zhangbei, Hebei. 

Location and Capacity: ATL has two subsidiaries located in Dongguang, Guangdong, and Ningde, 

Fujian. The Ningde subsidiary was established in 2008 and is rapidly expanding. In September 

2011, ATL announced a $600 million investment to support the first stage of its expansion stage. 

The second and final stage will cost an additional $400 million. Once both stages are complete, 

ATL’s Ningde base will be able to produce 500 million Li-ion cells annually, with a net annual 

output value of 20 billion RMB (US $3.2 billion). The factory’s production capacity will be 5 GWh of 

batteries and 50,000 tons of anode material. 
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At the 11th Energy Storage World Forum /Focus on Large-Scale Applications/ and the 5th Residential Energy Storage 2018 in Berlin worldwide thought 
leaders and practitioners will share new researched topics and industry insights, business expertise and data driven analysis from on field projects to 
help you understand even better key market dynamics and make your Energy Storage business case profitable.

Save the dates 14th-18th May 2018 in your calendar and Be Part Of The Energy Storage Discussion!

What’s Different?
Largest Number Of Utilities Speakers

The Only Forum With Over 80% Utilities As Speakers Since 2010 
The end users of the energy storage industry will share their business expertise, 
brand new technical and strategic business models to help delegates seize 
business opportunities and to discover which technology is best suited to their 
business model and application, allowing them to achieve the highest Return On 
Investment.  

Building The Action Plan

The “Building The Action Plan” session is a unique feature of all our Energy 
Storage World Forums and in Berlin it will be tailored again according to the 
delegates requests. This has proven to be an invaluable session that will give you a 
tangible action list that you can take back to your office thus helping you in your 
future strategy and technology meetings. Find out more on our website here for 
pictures and video on how this session is executed: http://bit.ly/bapeurope

1 2

Breakfast With The Utilities Only

15 different Utilities/TSOs/DSOs are selected for taking part in an exclusive 
breakfast at the 5 Star hotel in Berlin to discuss the key steps that need to take place 
in order to move forward the energy storage strategy in Berlin. Network only on 
Utility level.

Breakfast With Investors

In the special "Breakfast With Investors" session top international Investors will be 
explaining what makes Energy Storage bankable. After this all the Investors 
participating in the Session will have the opportunity to speak on one-on-one basis 
with leading Utilities and Project Developers. 
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World Forum

A truly a World Forum with delegates from almost every European country and 
from China, Saudi Arabia, Russia, USA, Mexico, Australia, South Korea, and 
Japan. Utilities, TSOs, DSOs, Government Regulators, Solutions Providers, EPCs, 
Researchers, Battery Manufacturers, System Integrators, Investors from leading 
global companies. 

Exclusive Networking

The speakers, the selective participants as well as the 5 Star Hotel, will create a 
unique business experience from the usual large scale exhibitions and trade fairs. 
This in turn will offer the sponsors and the delegates the unique opportunity to 
create a memorable business conversation with only relevant partners in a more 
intimate manner.
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The Energy Storage World Forum (Large Scale Focus) and the Residential Energy Storage Forum are Europe's 1st 
Conference Dedicated Solely To Energy Storage for all applications Since 2010.

Here's What Our 2017 Delegates Have To Say

History of 10 Successful Forums

Barcelona Beijing Paris

Tokyo Berlin

London Rome 2015

Rome 2012

Sydney

10th Energy Storage World Forum 2017

4th Residential Energy Storage Forum 2017

We Are
Europe’s 1st

Conference Dedicated
Solely To

Energy Storage
Since 2010

Berlin Berlin Berlin

Berlin Berlin Berlin

Past Forums 

“A great preview of future trends in Energy Storage”
E.C., VP Sales & Business Development EMEA, Vertiv Co. "Good overview of current situation in different European countries"

M. M, Vice President Business Development, Exergy Power Systems

“Fantastic day bringing together views from a large range of stakeholders”
J.J, Senior Market Analyst, IHS Markit, Residential Energy Storage Forum
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Sponsorship Packages
The Platinum option has premier positioning and priority in each of the features described below.
This is not an exhaustive list, please contact one of our marketing consultants to help you define your objectives

Company logo appearing in a 3 minute video animation at start of Forum

Company logo appearing in Energy Storage Forum marketing video

One to one video interviews

Speaking opportunity (subject to content approval)

Logo on the front page of programme - paper and digital version

Bi-monthly newsletter logo branding

Electronic ticket corporate branding

Company logo on Energy Storage Forum’s customised design stage

Company logo in coffee area and registration backdrop

Company logo on Forum home page with link to company website

Company logo on sponsorship and exhibition page of Forum website

Features Platinum Gold Silver Associate
Premier Positioning & Size

24 issues 12 issues 8 issues 4 issues

Sponsor the drinks reception Exhibition Showcase Gold Sponsor video animation shown
on main stage at start of conference

Sponsors logos on stage
backdrop, registration

backdrop
and banners

These 4 main sponsorship options are available amongst other options 
so do please contact one of our marketing consultants to enquire further.

Examples of packages include:
• Lunch
• Drinks reception
• Conference bursary
• Cultural entertainment sponsorship

“Very interactive,
very interesting”
M.M. Electrical Engineer
EDF (ITALY)

EXHIBITION FLOOR PLAN

Reserve your favourite booth space now:
jessl@energystorageforum.com
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NETWORK ONLINE NOW
WITH 11,100+ PROFESSIONALS

Join the #1 LinkedIn Energy Storage World Forum Group and discuss with world professionals from the value chain latest 
energy storage market trends, new technologies and energy storage business case. Put forward your questions and get to 
know your peers before and after the conference so you can gain more learning and networking value.

BE PART OF THE DISCUSSION AND PLAY A CENTRAL ROLE IN THE FUTURE OF ENERGY STORAGE INDUSTRY

Join The Number 1 Group On Linkedin
For Energy Storage With 11,100+ Carefully Selected Professionals At:

http://linkd.in/esfgroup
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REGISTER ONLINE: http://energystorageforum.com/register-now
Delegates are responsible for the arrangement and payment of their own travel and accommodation.

Enquiry: emily@energystorageforum.com

Speaking at Future Events: emily@energystorageforum.com

REGISTER NOW 3 EASY WAYS TO REGISTER
Online : www.energystorageforum.com
Email :  emily@energystorageforum.com
Call :   + 44 208 43 298 96 (Europe)

Produced by

The 5 Star Kempinski Hotel Berlin is located in the centre of Berlin on the famous Kurfürstendamm. It is only ten minutes from the Berlin 
Fairground City Cube. From the hotel, Berlin's numerous attractions are easily reachable by public transport or by foot. The hotel boasts 246 
rooms and 55 suites with authentic service in 3 restaurants and one bar.

FORUM VENUE
Kempinski Hotel Berlin
Kurfürstendamm 27
10719 Berlin - Germany
Tel: +49 30 8843 40
Email: reservations.bristol@kempinski.com

www.kempinski.com/en/berlin/hotel-bristol

15% Discount for Government Representatives and Academics. (Subject to approval, identification required)
Associations and Partners Discount Special discounts have been arranged with associations and partners. If discount code is given to you, please enter it
online or contact us at +44 208 43 298 96. Discounts cannot be combined. All discounts are subject to approval. Identification stating company name will be required.

When booking enter reference SWE17 and receive the PPT slides from our past two forums for Free

Select Your Forum Days
€1690

€1290

Ticket
Price

€2011.1

€1535.1

Price
Incl.VAT

€500

€400

Save

11th Energy Storage World Forum -

3 Days Focussing On Large Scale Applications 16-17-18 May 2018

5th Residential Energy Storage Forum - Separate Conference 14-15 May 2018

3

2

Total
Days

Early Bird

PAYMENT
Payment must be made at the time of booking to guarantee your place, either by credit card or invoice 
which must be settled within 7 days and prior to the first day of the conference. We may allow payments via 
telegraphic transfer, please first email Emily@energystorageforum.com with your company name. All 
transfer charges will be paid by the attendee. An invoice with the participants details will be issued 
electronically after the payment has been made online through our website. If payment is via invoice 
through the Dufresne office a confirmation of payment will be needed from Dufresne in order to access the 
conference. If payment has not been received by 830 AM of the first day of the conference then credit card 
details will be requested onsite and payment will be taken before entry to the conference. All bookings 
within 7 days of the conference require payment by credit card only.

Payment by telegraphic transfer must be made to:
Oversea Chinese Banking Corporation Ltd
65 Chulia Street OCBC Centre, Singapore 049513
Account Name: Dufresne Private Ltd
Account No: 512-009309-201
Swift Code: OCBCSGSG

All transfer charges will be paid by the attendee. Attendance will only be permitted upon receipt of full
payment. An invoice with the participant’s details will be issued electronically after the payment has been
made. Please treat the invoice as the ticket to entry.

Dufresne Private Ltd holds the right to entry, identification required.

CANCELLATION/SUBSTITUTION
Should you be unable to attend, a substitute from the same company is always welcomed at no 
extra charge. Regretfully cancellations cannot be facilitated but transfer to a future conference is 
permissible. We will provide the conference documentation to any delegate who has paid but is 
unable to attend for any reason. If we have to cancel an event for any reason, we will make a full 
refund immediately, but disclaim any further liability.

IMPORTANT NOTE
The Energy Storage World Forum (Dufresne Private Ltd) believes in content and conference 
quality. Due to unforeseen circumstances the programme may change and the Energy Storage 
World Forum reserves the right to cancel or alter the content and timing of the programme or the 
identity of the speakers for reasons beyond its control and will not be held accountable for any 
costs incurred by the participants.

DATA PROTECTION
The personal information shown on this form, and/or provided by you, will be held on a database. 
Occasionally your details may be obtained from, or made available to, external companies who 
wish to communicate with you offers related to your business activities. If you do not wish to 
receive these offers, please email emily@energystorageforum.com or call +44 208 43 298 96.
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